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Aim

The central aim of this thesis is to analyse the text of the Damascus Document, plates I–VIII and XIX–XX, with a view to separating out the original underlying poetical passages. The germ of this idea came from Soloff's article "Towards Uncovering the Zadokite Documents" (NTS, 5, p62-67) where he reconstructed the underlying poetry of CD 11–21 and suggested that further poetry existed in the following columns. I have therefore tried to demonstrate the full extent of this poetry and have brought in parallel passages from the Manual of Discipline where relevant.

Having identified the poetry, I have subsequently shown in the second chapter that three basic strands exist in the Damascus Document, poetical, redactional, and midrashic, all of which can help determine the Sitz im Leben and the date of both the individual components and the overall document. Finally in a chapter of corollaries, I have briefly considered the wider context in order to demonstrate how these conclusions help to clarify our understanding of Qumran theology and history.
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CHAPTER 1

AN ANALYSIS OF THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE DAMASCUS DOCUMENT, I-VIII AND XIX-XX.


Before embarking on the reconstruction of the Hebrew text of the Damascus Document in an attempt to recover the original underlying poetry, there are a number of important methodological considerations which need to be examined. The first is to consider what actually constitutes poetry, or to put it another way, how we are to distinguish between prose and poetry. A decade ago Freedman devised a mechanical test to separate prose from poetry, for he found that statistically the particles ‘t (the accusative) ‘sr (the relative pronoun) and h- (the definite article) occur six to eight times more frequently in prose passages than in poetic ones. What (this) means is that, when a writer composed a prose work, he naturally and inescapably used these particles in the normal fashion described in the grammars; but when he or anyone composed poetry, he naturally did not use them, or if he did, very sparingly. Watson takes this point a step further by arguing that to obtain the most primitive form of a (poetic) text all prose elements (‘t, ‘sr, h-, w-) must be deleted. Whilst this might be true of the earlier poetical texts of the prophets, it seems that with time the number of particles original to poetical texts increased so that by Maccabean times one would almost certainly be unjustified in a priori excluding all such particles, though on the other hand

2Freedman, JBL, 96, p7.
3Watson, p37 and p58.
this is not to say that all are original.

An analysis of the prose and poetry sections of the Damascus Document yields the following information:

The occurrence of particles every x lines of Hebrew text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>'t</th>
<th>'šr</th>
<th>h-</th>
<th>w-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD: Ms. A poetry (98 lines)</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. A prose (70 lines)</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. B poetry (16.5 lines)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. B prose (49.5 lines)</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QS: 315-414 (26 lines)</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109-1122 (40 lines)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1QM: 108-18 (8 lines)</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210-16 (6 lines)</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144-16 (10 lines)</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Q. ApGen. 202-8 (7 lines)</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table it is apparent that the accusative and relative pronoun are scarce or absent from poetical sections of the Scrolls; in the whole of the

---

41QM.192-8 represents another copy of this poem, 1210-16.

Hodayot they are only attested twelve and forty-five times respectively. The article is also uncommon, whilst the conjunction supplies little information. When one turns to the Damascus Document it is immediately noticeable that these particles appear more frequently. Yet in the case of the relative pronoun and the article there is a definite preference of two or three times magnitude for the prosaic sections over the poetic ones. True, the comparisons between prose and poetry in the occurrence of these particles are not so clearly defined in this document as they are in the Masoretic Text or in the other Scrolls, but this is not to say that there is no poetry here. For as we have already indicated, no scribe would remove such particles from the text, other than by accident, but many would add them. From this point of view it has to be remembered that this document has gone through at least two stages of copying when any harsh poetic traits could have been smoothed over by the addition of an appropriate particle. The first is the Qumran stage when the seemingly originally independent poetical pieces were welded together with midrashic and other elements to form the proto-Damascus Document, and then over a period of time further redacted. The second is the post-Qumranic stage up to our ninth and eleventh century copies during which the manuscript(s) would have been copied and re-copied by a series of scribes who, while preserving the sense, might well have tried to improve the reading of the text.

Of course the absence or relative scarcity of such particles is not the only

---

6 In view of the fragmentary nature of 1QH it is difficult to calculate the number of lines of Hebrew and therefore difficult to provide statistics. However, if we take an approximate figure of say 500 lines, it is clear that these particles are rare occurring every 42 and 11 lines respectively.

7 In 1QS the ratio's of occurrences of 't and 'sr in prose to poetry are 4:1 and 11:1 respectively.
characteristic of poetry. Watson lists a whole stream of traits which occur in poetry: parallelism, metre, archaisms, chiasmus, inclusios, assonance and alliteration, unusual vocabulary or word-order, word-play of various forms, similes and metaphors, and so on. Of these perhaps the first two are the most important or at least the most typical. Lowth back in 1753 insisted that the principle of parallelism constituted the basic essence of poetry and is the point from which any study of metre should begin. He recognized that every "line" of Hebrew poetry fell into at least two parts, in which the thought was not continuous but parallel - the same thing said over again in another way. Thus one of the major implications of parallelism is 'that it implies a rhythm, a balance, a regularity, not of sound but of thought'. Based on this principle it is possible to statistically consider the presence of parallelism in the poetry of the scrolls as follows: the first column gives the number of cases of parallelism, the second the number of cola of poetry with parallelism out of the total number of cola in the poem, while the third represents the second column as a percentage.

---

8Watson, p46-57.
10Robinson, ZAW, 54, p30.
11This is about twice the number of cases of parallelism (column 1) since the majority of cases of parallelism occur over a bicolon, though tricola, etc. do occur.
This naturally leads us into an analysis of metre, and here we shall restrict ourselves to a few comments on the traditional stress, or accentual theory, and on the more recent concept of syllable counting.

The Stress or Accentual Theory.

Watson briefly outlines four arguments as to why the stress or accentual theory of metre should be adopted in analyzing poetry. They are:

---

12IQM.10^8-18 is a list of God's qualities and thus difficult to represent in terms of parallelism.

13The second of VanderKam's two units consists of only 'incomplete parallelism', which we have not counted in our above analysis - VanderKam, RJQ, 10, p63-64.

14Watson also mentions: alternating (stress) metre, the word foot, the thought-unit, and letter counting - p103-106.

15Watson, p99-100.
1. The stress is phonemic, allowing us to distinguish, for instance, between bnw 'in us' and bnw 'they built'.

2. There may be a silent stress.

3. Unusual word-order, such as in Isaiah 19\(^8\) where the three stresses in the first line are balanced by breaking a construct chain to create an additional stress in the second.

4. The use of the chiastic pattern in contravening the principle that two accents should never directly follow one another, such as in Proverbs 10\(^9\).

Robinson\(^a\) contends that the accentual theory has the disadvantage of concentrating on sound rather than on thought, for, as we have already mentioned, rhythm is one of thought, and so the balancing units will necessarily be thought-units. Yet this criticism could also be levelled at all other metrical counting systems; consequently we shall have to assume that poets, in addition to balancing 'thought-units', also followed to a greater or lesser extent some mechanical form of metre.

The real problem with this traditional method is in deciding whether a certain word is stressed, such as a particle, independent pronoun, construct and so on. It seems that one has to frequently allow for anacrusis; that is, a word, usually at the beginning of the line, which lies outside of the metre. The

\(^a\)Robinson, ZAW, 54, p33.
introductory strophe of the first poem in the Damascus Document demonstrates this well, since both 'th and ky are examples of anacrusis. Some particles and conjunctions contain no stress and in the Massoretic text this is graphically represented by the presence of a maqaf. The relative particle is rarely stressed unless it occurs with a preposition or conjunction. In the unpointed Hebrew text found in the scrolls it is much more up to the reader to decide from the context whether these particles, conjunctions and the like are stressed. Constructs also present no easy solution; Longman considers that they only have one stress, whereas Robinson believes that they have two unless the two words are very closely connected.17 The latter is the procedure we shall adopt, giving the first word in a construct formation a secondary stress unless there is good evidence to the contrary. Watson also notes that where expected 'lenition' is absent from the first letter of a word one can determine which words bear a primary stress, or in Longman's terminology the absence or presence of spirantization can help to isolate word-complexes.18 Finally, it is possible for a word to have two stresses, a primary and a secondary. In conclusion, all this adds up to a pretty subjective set of rules for determining the number of stresses in a colon, and this is perhaps why recently scholars have been looking to other methods of metrical analysis.

Syllable Counting.

In recent years syllable counting has been gaining in popularity. One of its


18Watson, p100 and Longman, Biblica, 63, p240.
most enthusiastic exponents is Freedman who has outlined and demonstrated the principle in a number of papers.\textsuperscript{19} As he himself says 'there are more arguments about the number of stresses than about the number of syllables, or I should say that syllable-counters tend to be more accommodating and less dedicated because one syllable more or less does not make as much difference as one stress more or less.'\textsuperscript{20} In the poetry of the Scrolls this method of syllable counting has also gained a number of advocates. Kittel in his book 'The Hymns of Qumran' solely restricts himself to this method as does VanderKam in his article 'The Poetry of 1Q.Ap.Gen.XX.2-8a' - RQ, 10, p357-66. Yet the former gives a maximum and minimum count for each line to allow for the disagreement over the way to count segolates and vocal-šewas. It is these and similar problems raised by the peculiarity of the Qumran orthography that we must now consider.

\textbf{Vocal-šewa.} The problem of the vocal-šewa stems from the fundamental problem of what constitutes a syllable. If $C = \text{Consonant}$ and $V = \text{Vowel}$, are there only two possible syllable arrangements in Hebrew, CVC and CV, or are there a further two, namely CCVC and CCV? It seems that the word šewā means 'nothing' (from the Hebrew šāw 'nothingness), and that the 'hatephs' are simply "a stronger variation of 'nothing'".\textsuperscript{21} This is strengthened when one considers the situation where an imperfect of a regular root is yiktob, etc., whilst a pe-guttural root would have a hateph, viz. yašbor, etc.; if these


\textsuperscript{20}Freedman, JBL, 96, p11.

formed part of a balanced bicolon surely one would not give the former a two syllable count and the latter a three? Many vocal-šewa's were later innovations. The concept that a shewa following a long vowel is vocal was not recognized by the grammarians before Moshe and David Kimhi. Indeed, Ibn Ezra asserts specifically that the shewa in τεσβι and γα’ασπυ is quiescent.22 The problem of the shewa was further complicated by Bernard Stade (d. 1906), who, under the influence of Solomon Hanau (1687-1746), introduced the principle of shewa medium, according to which every shewa which replaces a vowel is vocal, e.g. ṭa而非 (from μελακιμ), κη而非 (from κοτοβ).23 Thus Chomsky concludes that the pre-Kimhian grammarians only vocalized a शewa 'at the beginning of the word, after a vowelless consonant (γισπεφο) and in the case of the concurrence of two identical consonants (हिनेन).24 Yet even this may be over estimating the use of the vocal-šewa since the following notes on the orthography of Qumran verbal forms will narrow even this set, especially the second category. Thus we should at least be prepared to consider the possibility that in Qumran Hebrew there was no such thing as a vocal-šewa, and thus that the syllable constructions of CCV and CCVC did exist.

Segolates. In some ways this is an extension of the above problem, for here we are considering whether segolates originally took the form CVCC. The evidence that they did stems from Origen's Hexapla which, for example, transcribes γβρ 'man' as γαβρ; viz. γβρ would have been pointed γαβρ and not γαβρ.

22Cf. Sahoth, 11a and Moznayim, 28a; so Chomsky, 'The Pronunciation of the Shewa', JQR, 62 (1972), p89.
23Chomsky, JQR, 62, p90.
24Chomsky, JQR, 62, p93.
geber at this time. This should be extended to other segolate forms; feminine particles, such as kotebet would be kotabt, apocopated forms, such as wayyigel would be wayyigl, and longer segolate nouns such as mahazebet would be mahazabt. But does all this square with the Qumran evidence? In 1QIsa we come across segolates of the 'qutl' pattern appearing three times in the form qwtwl; that is, the second vowel which is an 'a' or 'e' in the Tiberian system is a 'u' or 'o' in 1QIsa.25 A similiar form appears in the LXX which has Boos for B'z and Molok for Molek. Kutscher argues consequently that such evidence of an evolutionary chain of: LXX - qotol (qotel) > Origen - qotl > Hieronymus - qotel is unconvincing.28 Thus we should consider the possibility of two distinct dialects, the one represented by the LXX, 1QIsa, and Hieronymus which has the qotol or qotel form, the other represented solely by Origen's Hexapla has the qotl form. Yet there is one further point that we should consider, which is that the orthography of the Isaiah Scroll may not be representative of the Qumran writings and their orthography, for it is possible that it predates the existence of the Qumran sect. The main corpus of the Scrolls may, in view of the lack of a second waw, belong to the other side of the equation along with Origen's Hexapla, so that the forms are: hōšk, sepr, malk, etc. and should therefore be treated as monosyllables.

The Verb. The verb in the present tense shows a number of variations from the Tiberian system. The third feminine singular was kataba accented on the penultimate syllable, and only became katab later when a retraction of the stress occurred. The second feminine occasionally appeared as qataltl.

251QS.411 has the form 'kybwd' - a scribal mistake or an attestation of this form at Qumran?

28Kutscher, 1QIsa, p68.
(š̄k̄ht̄y in 1Qlsa. 17:10), but this is no more than a reintroduction of an archaic form under the influence of Aramaic. Finally the second plural masculine (and feminine) appears as q̄alt̄immâ (w̄s̄bt̄m̄ in 1Qlsa. 12:3), though these last two forms are not attested in our document. More significant for us are the imperfect forms which occur plene written in the Scrolls as one would expect - yqtwl, tqtwl, etc. - and more importantly, the preservation of the pausal vocalization in non-pausal forms, namely tqtwly (2fsg), yqtwlw (3mpl) and tqtwlw (2mpl). What has puzzled many scholars however is why this appears in some roots - drā, ktb, mšl, npl, 'br, pqā - and not others - 'kl, 'mr, b'r, dbq, hlk, yš', mš', š'l, šm'. It seems to me that the grammatical rule is as follows; if the masculine third singular is ȳigt̄öl the forms will be tiq̄tolī, yiq̄tolū and tiq̄tolū, whilst if the masculine third singular is yib'ar the forms will be tib'ari, yib'arū, and tib'arū. That is to say, if the third masculine singular has an 'ō' it will be retained throughout, but if it has an 'a' then the 'a' will be retained throughout. 27 This means that the three forms that in the Tiberian pointing have a š̄ewa, now have a full vowel and thus have three not two syllables.

Miscellaneous. There are a couple of minor points left to be considered. Firstly, should we count the conjunction 'w̄-̄' as a syllable. It has been suggested that we do when it connects sentences but not when joining nouns. Yet we have already considered the possible secondary nature of 'w̄-̄' when it joins sentences so perhaps the problem should not arise so that we can disregard the š̄ewa in all its manifestations. Secondly, how should we treat dual endings? Halle and McCarthy avoid them in their discussion of Psalm 137

27 The above nine verbs which have an 'a' throughout are final-aleph, etc. verbs, or stative verbs such as 'dbq'.
assigning them only one stress, and the Scrolls do not add a second yodh as a vowel-letter in the cases of yrwš1m/-lym, or šym.

The above four or five points should then be borne in mind when one comes to reconstructing the poetry of the Damascus Document, for it will be necessary in some places to reconstruct the earlier pronunciation in order to give an accurate syllable count. Yet there is one further point to be made on the use of metre for emendation which is that we should guard against the practice of conjectural emendation solely on the grounds of metre. However the additions/glosses are often clearly recognizable, being in prose and separating clauses and words that belong together, for it was the desire of the redactor or glossator to instruct or clarify rather than to preserve the poetry.

Thus we have considered the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods of metrical counting which will be used in the reconstruction of the poetry of the Damascus Document. However before proceeding, the following stylistic points should be appreciated in considering the subsequent analysis of the text. Firstly, the stress and syllable count for each cola will appear in this order, and occur to the left of the Hebrew text preceding each section and to the right of the transliterated Hebrew text used in the subsequent notes. Secondly, brief linguistic points which have little or no bearing on the understanding of the text, will precede the fuller discussion of a passage. Thirdly, the nomenclature used in describing the poetic features is basically that outlined by Watson in his book. Finally, it should be stressed that the aim of this thesis is to reconstruct the underlying poetry of the Damascus Document, and consequently it is the text, rather than the interpretation of the

text, that receives primary attention; the two though are inter-related, and in addition, for the sense of completeness, I have commented on what I see as the key issues in the non-poetic passages.

And so to the text.
The Hebrew of the First Poem.

1+3 2+6
3 6
1+3 1+6
3 9

 CDN GYB (2) AL
CDN GYB (3) (3)

1+3 1+6
3 8<5>
2 5
3 7
3 7
3 5

 CDN GYB (4) GYMCKDWSH
 CDN GYB (5) VYRNL
 CDN GYB (6) MV

 CDN GYB (7) GYMCKDWSH
 CDN GYB (8) VYRNL
 CDN GYB (9) GYMCKDWSH

 CDN GYB (10) GYMCKDWSH

 CDN GYB (11) GYMCKDWSH
 CDN GYB (12) GYMCKDWSH

 CDN GYB (13) GYMCKDWSH
 CDN GYB (14) GYMCKDWSH
 CDN GYB (15) GYMCKDWSH

 CDN GYB (16) GYMCKDWSH

 CDN GYB (17) GYMCKDWSH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>טבלת החיבור חלק ב - א לחן נ shameful</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>5+8</td>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>6+8</td>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>7+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

בעבר בראשית

דרש בחולות ובחרו במחילות

וצריפ (19) יתרמו ובחורו ב�재IZATION

יזניק רעש ורישויו צדיק (20)

יזניקו בירט ויפר חק

זוגות על נפש צדיק

בכל חול למצים ועבון נפש

יזנפומחרב

וישראלירובע

זייר אין (1) לא בעדות

לחשם את כל המונים

ומועשיםلدוןפעילות
Translation of the First Poem: 11-21.

And now, listen all who understand righteousness,
and consider the works of El.
For, He has a dispute with all flesh,
and will execute judgment against all who despise Him.

For, when they acted perversely by forsaking Him,
He hid His face from Israel <and from His sanctuary>,
and delivered them up to the sword;
But when He remembered the covenant of the ancestors,
He left a remnant to Israel,
and did not give them up to complete destruction.

And in the period of wrath <three hundred and ninety years
after He gave them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon>
He visited them,
And He caused a root to grow from Israel <and from Aaron>,
a plantation to possess His land
and to grow fat on the goodness of His soil.

And they perceived their iniquity,
and knew that they (were) guilty;
And they were like blind men,
and like (men) groping for the way, <twenty years>.

And El considered their deeds,
because with a perfect heart they sought Him;
And He raised up for them a Teacher of Righteousness,
to guide them in the way of His heart.

And he made known to the last generations,
what He had done with the last generation <with the congregation of traitors.>
They are the apostates of the way; this is the time of which it was written concerning her:
'Like a heifer that apostatises, thus did Israel apostatise.'
When there arose the Man of Derision,
who spouted to Israel waters of falsehood.

And He caused them to stray in a pathless wilderness,
that they might bring low the ancient heights,
that they might turn aside from the living-paths of righteousness,
that they might remove the boundary <which the ancestors had put around> (of) their inheritance.
So that, 17 He might cause the curses of His covenant to
   cleave to them,
   to deliver them up to the sword which executes the
   vengeance 18 of the covenant.

Because, they searched for smooth things and chose
delusions,
   and they watched 19 for loopholes and chose the fair neck;
And they justified (the) wicked and condemned (the) righteous,
   and they transgressed the covenant and violated the precept;

And they banded together against the life of the righteous,
   and their soul abhorred all who walked 21 perfectly;
And they persecuted them with the sword,
   and they rejoiced at the people's strife.

So the wrath of El 1 was kindled against their congregation;
to lay waste all their multitude,
   and their deeds to remove from before Him.
1.1. The First Poem: 11–21.

This section has been taken as poetry by more scholars than any other part of the Damascus Document. Charles back in 1913 considered that 11–21 constituted the first poetical unit of a large number to be found in the document.²⁹ Smith seems to be of a similar opinion, for he suggested that the Admonition may represent a collection of poetic prophecies with later prose interpolations, and this idea was investigated by other members of Drew University resulting in a short paper by Soloff outlining the poetry of 11–21.³⁰ Gert Jeremias, in his chapter on 'Die Aussagen der Texte über den Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit', takes 11–11 as a poetical piece,³¹ and Davies has followed Jeremias' scansion of this passage.³² Most recently Knibb has taken 11–21 as poetry, though like Stegemann (and Davies) he considers 113-18a to be a secondary prosaic addition.³³ Thus the following outline of the poetry of 11–21 is by no means a totally original idea, although I hope my analysis of the poetry is more complete than the majority of my predecessors.

The poem can be neatly divided up into four main stanzas, with in addition an introduction and a conclusion:


³² Davies, p62.

Introduction: God has a rib.
Stanza 1: the origin of the sect.
Stanza 2: the rise of the Teacher of Righteousness.
Stanza 3: 'the last generation' and the Man of Lies.
Stanza 4: the transgression of 'the last generation'.
Conclusion: God will punish them.

The Introduction: 11-2

w'th šm'w kl ywā'y šdq 1+3 2+6
wbynw bm'sy 2 'l 3 6
ky ryb lw 'm kl bār 1+3 1+6
wmšpt y'ēh bkl mn'syw 3 3 9

And now, listen all who understand righteousness,
and consider the works of 2 El.
For, He has a dispute with all flesh,
and will execute judgment against all who despise Him. 3

mn'syw: plural Piel participle from the root n's with suffix; appears in TS 10 K6 with Babylonian pointing: mēnāʾēšēwyw.

The introduction consists of two bicola, each exhibiting complete ('proper congruence') parallelism, and in addition, extended parallelism occurs between 'El' and 'Him' at the end of the second and fourth cola. The main issue of this section is whether the particles w'th and ky occur inside or outside the metre; viz. are they cases of anacrusis? We should be able to deduce that the latter is the case by comparisons with the opening line of the following two poems
where w'th also appears. In 22-3 the introductory bicolon has metre of:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{w'th} & \quad \text{šm'w} \quad \text{'ly} \quad \text{kl} \quad \text{b'y} \quad \text{bryt} \\
\text{w'glh} & \quad \text{znkm} \quad \text{bdrky} \quad \text{rš'ym} \\
& \quad 1+4 \quad 2+8 \\
& \quad 4 \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

While in 214-15 the first colon stands by itself, followed by two bicola which together make up the introductory five-line stanza. This gives metre of:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{w'th} & \quad \text{bnym} \quad \text{šm'w} \quad \text{ly} \\
\text{w'glh} & \quad \text{'ynykm} \quad \text{lr'wt} \\
& \quad \text{wlhbyn} \quad \text{bnšy} \quad \text{šl} \\
& \quad \text{wlbhwr} \quad \text{šr} \quad \text{ršh} \\
& \quad \text{wlmo's} \quad \text{kšr} \quad \text{šn} \\
& \quad 1+3 \quad 2+5 \\
& \quad 3 \quad 8 \\
& \quad 3 \quad 6 \\
& \quad 3 \quad 6 \\
& \quad 3 \quad 6
\end{align*}
\]

From 1 and 2 it is apparent that w'th lies outside both the syllable and stress metre, and whilst the form occurs in a monocolon in 214 this conclusion would still appear to be correct. However, I do not feel that this factor can be used to argue that w'th was added to create a false unity between these three poems.

The importance of biblical Hebrew to the poet is clear from the outset. The opening colon here comes from Isaiah 51:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{šm'w} & \quad \text{ly} \quad \text{yd'g} \quad \text{šdq} \\
\text{Listen to Me those who understand righteousness}
\end{align*}
\]

The third colon, on the other hand, is a telescoped quotation of Jeremiah 25, which reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ky} & \quad \text{ryb} \quad \text{lyhwh} \quad \text{bgwym} \quad \text{nşpt} \quad \text{hw' 1kl bsr} \\
\text{For the Lord has a dispute with the nations; He will judge all flesh.}
\end{align*}
\]

This biblical basis is further demonstrated when one compares our text with Hosea 4 and Micah 6 both of which read:
Listen ... for YHWH has a dispute with ...

This strong use of biblical phrases and vocabulary occurs throughout the poetical sections of this document in contrast to the generally sectarian language of the redactional material and the totally different use of biblical texts in the midrashic passages. Elsewhere it is unlikely that I will do more than mention these biblical parallels, and many of my references will come from Rabin's analysis. Isaiah 517 could be seen as evidence that w'th is a case of anacrusis, whilst conversely Hosea 41 and Micah 62 as evidence that ky occurs inside the metre. Yet I do not believe that the latter constitutes hard evidence since the poet uses these biblical phrases for his own purposes and is not limited by the biblical material.

Throughout the Cairo Geniza copy of the Damascus Document there is a kind of mixed attitude to plena writing. This is to be expected of a document that was Qumranic in origin so that it shares some of the orthography of the scrolls, but which has been subjected to subsequent external influences probably from a number of different sources over some eight to ten centuries. Thus in this document it is always ki not kwI, whilst elsewhere in the scrolls kwI is the norm, yet we do have here ywâ'y for the biblical yd'y. The Damascus Document fragments from Qumran published to date make it quite

---

34Rabin p78-89 where he gives a full list of Old Testament, Pseudepigrapha and Qumran passages used in the text of CD; in the notes on the text, he distinguishes between literal quotations, quotations with a grammatical adaptation, telescoped quotations, and allusions or reminiscences. See also Fitzmyer, 'The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations in the Qumran Literature and in the New Testament', NTS. 7 (1960-61), p297-333.

35The Qumran origin of this document will be justified later.

36Compare: 'ky' in CD.12 et al to 'ky' elsewhere in the scrolls; 'lw' in CD.15 et al, to 'lw' elsewhere in the scrolls.
clear that this document in its Qumranic form shared the same orthography as that found in the other Scrolls.

The first stanza: 13-8b.

For, when they acted perversely by forsaking Him, He hid His face from Israel and from His sanctuary, and delivered them up to the sword; But when He remembered the covenant of the ancestors, He left a remnant to Israel, and did not give them up to complete destruction.

And in the period of wrath three hundred and ninety years after He gave them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon He visited them, And He caused a root to grow from Israel and from Aaron, a plantation to possess His land and to grow fat on the goodness of His soil.

bmw’lm: b + infinitive mo’läm, with the wāw representing a short vowel.

š’yryt - written with two yodhs as in 26, and in contrast to the form
elsewhere in the scrolls.\textsuperscript{37}

\textit{klh} is a polysemantic pun, having the meanings ’completely’ and ’destruction’; I have thus given a double translation ’complete destruction’.

\textit{qs}: generally means ’period’ in the scrolls, in contrast to its biblical meaning of ’end, limit’.\textsuperscript{38}

\textit{šnym}: the noun appearing before the numeral is a late Biblical Hebrew feature which is also found in the scrolls\textsuperscript{39}

\textit{ltytw}: infinitive of the root \textit{ntn}, \textit{tēš}, with suffix \textit{tittō}, so that the yodh again represents a short vowel; literally, ’to give He (them)’, thus ’His giving (them)’.

\textit{pqd}: there is a choice of two opposite meanings here ’to punish’ and ’to visit’ (in a positive sense); elsewhere in the Admonition the former meaning is the one found for this root.\textsuperscript{40}

\textit{wysmh}: an apocopated Hiphil form, \textit{wayyaśmah}, as found in Gen.\textsuperscript{29}.

\textit{1dsn}: this could be either Qal ’to become fat’, or Piel ’to make fat’.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{37}Schechter, p118 and Davies, p232 transcribe only one yodh.

\textsuperscript{38}Wieder, ’The Term ’qs’ in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in Hebrew Liturgical Poetry’, JJS, 5, p22-31.

\textsuperscript{39}So Qimron, p85 – see also CD 110, 1422, 2015.

\textsuperscript{40}CD.5\textsuperscript{15}, 7\textsuperscript{9}=19\textsuperscript{6}, 8\textsuperscript{2}=19\textsuperscript{14}, 8\textsuperscript{3}=19\textsuperscript{15}.

\textsuperscript{41}The root ’dsn’ occurs elsewhere in the scrolls only in the Hiphil – 1QS 10\textsuperscript{15}, 1QH 10\textsuperscript{26}, 1QM 2\textsuperscript{5}.
This stanza which deals with the origin of the sect consists of two strophes. The first has two tricola, with a respective syllable count of 20:19,\(^{42}\) which neatly complement each other; the same ‘b’ + verbal noun + suffix construction occurs in the first and fourth cola; ‘from Israel’ in the second colon is paralleled by ‘to Israel’ in the fifth; the root ntn is paralleled in the third and sixth cola. This means that without doubt wmmgdšw is a later addition, as it destroys the metre and the parallelism.\(^{43}\) Why then was wmmgdšw added? There seem to be two possible reasons which are not mutually exclusive:

1. So that the subsequent addition of ‘390 years...’ would be interpreted as from 587/6 B.C. viz. when Jerusalem and its temple were destroyed, rather than from 597 B.C. when king Jehioachin went into exile and from which Ezekiel 4\(^5\) dates the period of the exile.

2. Or because El again had removed His presence from the sanctuary;\(^{44}\) this could either be the desecration of the second temple by Antiochus IV in 167 B.C., or it could be a veiled polemic against the Hasmonean High Priest who usurped the Zadokite priesthood which lead to the sectarians avoiding or being banned from the temple.

\(^{42}\)As in the previous section, ‘ky’ occurs outside the metre.

\(^{43}\)So Soloff, NTS, 5, p54; Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, p151; Dayies, p233. mgdš also occurs in 4,18, 5,6, 6,2, 16, 12,2, & 20\(^{23}\); cf. 1QpH 12\(^3\), 1QM 2\(^3\), 7\(^{11}\), 4QpH 1\(^5\).

\(^{44}\)This idea is found in Lam.2\(^{11}\), Ezk.6, 10\(^{18-19}\), 11\(^{22-23}\).
The first colon of the first tricolon stems from Lev. 2640 - bm'lm 'šr m'lw by - whilst the initial colon of the following tricolon is taken from Lev. 2645a - wzkrtly lhm bryt r'snym. Thus the r'snym are the ancestors of the Israelite race, specifically Abraham, Isaac and Jacob who are mentioned in Lev. 2642. Yet does r'snym always have this meaning in this document? Clearly, the similar contexts of 310 and 62 demand the same interpretation, while conversely, in 46(8,9) the r'snym must be the 'ancestors' of the sect, i.e. the founder members. It seems then, that in the original poetic sections r'snym, qualified by bryt, refers to the 'ancestors' of the Israelite nation, whilst in the secondary poetical sections and the prosaic sections the unqualified r'snym refers to the founder members of the sect. However, it is likely that a certain ambiguity was deliberately created by the use of r'snym.

There are two additions in the second strophe of the first stanza. The first is the lengthy chronological reference which completely breaks up the metre. This has been interpreted in a number of ways. If we have here a real chronology then the 390 years, started in 587/6 B.C. when Jerusalem, temple and all, was destroyed, brings us down to 197/6 B.C. However, Ezekiel 401 clearly dates the period of the exile from 597 i.e. the year King Jehoiachin went into exile:

---

45 Viz. Abraham etc. meant in 14, 310 and 62; the founder members are meant in16 (=secondary), 46 6.79 8 19-29. r'snym means 'first' in 310 - though still referring to Abraham etc. 47, 721=191, and 208,31, plus 1Q591, 1QM.210 et al. and 1QH.913, 1716.

In the twenty-fifth year of our exile, at the beginning of the year, on the tenth day of the month, in the fourteenth year after the city was conquered. "

Thus 390 years after 597 B.C. would bring us to 207 B.C. as the date of the period of wrath. The main reason why most scholars are currently so sceptical about taking these figures literally is because they seem to place the origin of the sect far too early.

Alternatively, many scholars regard this chronological reference as fictitious or 'chronomessianic'. This is because the figure 390 is no arbitrary one, but apparently originates from Ezekiel 4:

For I assign to you a number of days, three hundred and ninety days, equal to the number of years of their punishment; so long shall you bear the punishment of the house of Israel.

It is therefore a sectarian interpretation of this prophecy, and if accurate a prophecy ex eventu. This view is further substantiated when one considers Bruce's observation. He notes that 390 + 20(years of wandering until the rise of the Teacher) + x(years of the Teacher's ministry) + 40(years for the time between the death of the Teacher and the end of the age), gives a total of 450+x years, and if x = 40, which would be reasonable, then the total comes to 490, viz. the seven times seventy weeks of years found in Daniel 9. This would mean that the glossator was also responsible for the chronological

---

47 See 2 Kings 248-17.
48 Gressmann – as outlined in Davies, p11; Rowley The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls, p62-69; Bruce, 'The Book of Daniel and the Qumran Community', in Neotestamentica et Semitica (ed.Ellis and Wilcox), p232. If the chronology is fictious perhaps 'Nebuchadnezzar' is a cipher for Antiochus IV Epiphanes, as it is in Judith and 1 Esdras – see Gardner, 'The Purpose and Date of 1 Esdras', JJS, 37 (1986), p19.
49 Bruce, ibid.
reference in 20\textsuperscript{15}, and thus seemingly deliberately interpreted the current situation in the light of Daniel’s prophecy.

Rabinowitz\textsuperscript{50} argues that the preposition ל of לְּיַהוּ never means ‘after’, which is how nearly all translators take it. Thus he translates it: ‘at (the time of) His giving...’ or ‘as of His giving...’; that is to say, the period of wrath was itself 390 years in length and culminated in God’s visitation when Israel was given into the hands of king Nebuchadnezzar. The regnal years of the kings of Judah from Rehoboam to Zedekiah total 393 years, but this number can be emended to 390 years since according to 2 Chron.11\textsuperscript{16-17} the monarchy officially began in Judah in the fourth year of king Rehoboam’s reign, viz. 977 B.C. This hypothesis has the advantage of not dating the Qumran sect, since the 390 years is now seen as referring to the pre-exilic time, and ‘the root’ to the post-exilic remnant.

The secondary nature of this chronological reference means that the date of this poem, indeed of the whole of this document and even of the Scrolls, is freed from the dating usually derived from this reference. This means that ‘the root’ can be dated later than a literal reading of the chronology, to, say, the middle of the second century. The glossator seems to me to interpret the period of wrath as the period of the exile, which at Qumran, as in much of the post-exilic and intertestamental literature, was viewed as an on going process.\textsuperscript{51} Whilst he may have been simply trying to clarify the issue as to


\textsuperscript{51}See Jer 24,29; Ezk.4; the ‘SER’ passages of the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs; Jub.1\textsuperscript{9-18}, Tobit 14\textsuperscript{4-7}; the authors of Baruch, 4 Ezra and the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch write as though Israel is still in a state of exile – see Knibb, ‘The Exile in the Literature of the Intertestamental Period’, HJ, 17 (1976), p253-272.
when 'the root' arose, he may equally have been deliberately falsely archaising the sect's antiquity by using a well-known apocalyptic figure.

The second addition is w$m'\text{hrn}$. Omitting this gloss leaves a metrical count of 3,8, thus balancing that of 3,7 in the first line. Furthermore, elsewhere in this document 'hrwn precedes $\text{ysr}'1$ in the Messianic title, indicating the greater importance of the priesthood over the monarchy, but here in tacking w$m'\text{hrn}$ onto the poetry he reverses the normal order. The glossator reflects the strong priestly nature of the early community in demonstrating that he adheres to those biblical statements which credit the Zadokites with Aaronite descent.\(^5\)

The plantation imagery for the sect (and its leader) is also found in 1QS.8\(^5\), 11\(^8\) and in 1QH.6\(^15\), 8\(^6-10\), and, intriguingly, in some of the intertestamental literature: Jubilees 1\(^16\), 21\(^24\), Ps.Sol.14\(^3-4\), T.Judah 24\(^6\), and 1Enoch.62\(^3\), 93\(^2,5,10\).\(^5\) The problem here though lies with the words: $\text{šwrš m\text{t}'t}$. Most scholars take $\text{šwrš}$ as a construct for m\text{t}'t: Schechter - 'a root of a plant'; Rabin - 'a root of cultivation';\(^5\) Jeremias and Davies - 'a root for planting'. However Soloff\(^5\) splits the words up:

\begin{quote}
And caused a root to grow out of Israel < and out of Aaron>,
Planted to inherit His land.
\end{quote}

I would agree with this analysis, for the two words never occur together

---

\(^5\)1 Chron.24\(^2-3\) makes Zadok a descendant of Eleazar. Yet as Cody notes, the origin of Zadok is a mystery; he seems to come from nowhere - Cody, A History of Old Testament Priesthood, p89-92.


\(^5\)He points to Isaiah 60\(^21\) where we read 'n$\text{sr m\text{t}'w}$', as the origin of the phrase - Rabin, p3

\(^5\)NTS, 5, p64.
elsewhere in the scrolls. However I think šwrš ought to be paralleled by another noun, and therefore point mt' as maṭṭa'at 'a planting, plantation'.

This yields the following chiastic parallelism:

 subj. + vb , place , noun
 noun , vb , place + subj.

- where subj. = God; place = Israel. Thus:

And He caused to grow from Israel a root,
A plantation to possess land His.

If one looks at these two lines in the context of the tricolon of which they are a part, then what we have here in fact is a staircase pattern, as follows:

.. from Israel a root,
a plantation to possess His land,
to grow fat on the goodness of His soil.

Such complex poetical devices can only prove the original poetic nature of the text. Thus the poetic content of this strophe of a colon followed by a tricolon with staircase parallelism, can only be appreciated after the removal of the secondary glosses. The strophe originally read:

And in the age of wrath He visited them,
And He caused a root to grow up from Israel;
a plantation to possess His land
and to grow fat on the goodness of His soil.

56This noun occurs in 1QS.85, 118; 1QH.615, 86.9.10; 4QMMT B57 - so Qimron, p101.
The second stanza: 18-11.

And they perceived their iniquity,
and knew that they (were) guilty;
And they were like blind (men),
and like (men) groping for the way, ýý twenty years.

And El considered their deeds,
because with a perfect heart they sought Him;
And He raised up for them a Teacher of Righteousness,
to guide them in the way of His heart.

kymgššym: Piel participle from gšš, a root which only occurs in Isaiah 59 in the MT; the first yodh again represents a short vowel - kimegassesim.

mwrh šdq: usually translated 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. Weingreen however argues that šdq means 'true' which 'has no moral content at all' but rather 'conveys the idea of legitimacy', whilst mwrh is a technical term designating legal authority; so one might translate, somewhat cumbersomely,
'one who gives true authoritative decision'. If anything, I would be inclined to follow Weingreen's initial suggestion, and translate 'the True (=Legitimate) Teacher' who was in opposition to 'the Wicked (=Illegitimate) Priest'.

The first strophe of the second stanza deals with the guilt of 'the root'; even though they had set themselves apart they still believed they were at fault, a theme which is found elsewhere in the poetical sections, most notably in 317-18. One could leave this strophe as it is, with alternate short and long cola, yielding a metrical pattern of sorts - 2,4,2,4 and 8,12,8,13. Yet in view of the secondary nature of the chronological reference in the preceding strophe, the words 'twenty years' are almost certainly also secondary. This leaves us with a long second colon, and while it is possible that all of this colon is original, the parallelism with the previous colon strongly suggest that there also is a secondary gloss in this second colon. Thus, either 'šyym is a gloss on 'nšym, the original colon therefore suggesting that they realised their fallibility as mere mortals, or 'nšym is simply a gloss on 'šyym, added solely to smooth out the text by a (post-Qumran?) scribe who did not appreciate the poetical nature of the text. Both proposals would leave a metrical count of 3,7, taking ky as being unstressed, thus balancing the previous colon of 2,7. Thus this strophe originally consisted of two well-balanced bicola, exhibiting straight parallelism.

58 So Soloff, NTS, 5, p64 - viz. 'And they knew they (were mere) men'.
For the glossator, there were twenty years from the foundation of the community to the rise of the Teacher as its leader. A literal reading of this figure would bring us down to either 187 B.C. (from Ezk.45), or 177/6 B.C.. A number of scholars, while not adhering to the 390 year figure because of the known inaccuracy of dating the exile in Jewish literature, do consider the 'twenty year' figure as precise; Albright and Mann believe it represents the twenty years under Jonathan, 161-142 B.C., a view also held by Cross who asserts that this was the period when the Hasidim were in active support of the Maccabees.\(^{59}\) Alternatively, taking the figure symbolically, Ginzberg thinks it refers to the twenty kings who reigned from Saul to Josiah, whereas Rabinowitz considers it refers to the twenty years Israel struggled for existence on returning from exile.\(^{60}\)

The second strophe consists of a quatrain of a:b:c:b' pattern with good internal parallelism. There are 'ayin-yodh/waw roots byn and qwm at the start of the first and third cola; in addition the particle 'l in the first colon has been deliberately used to parallel lhm in the third, (rather than using l'm'syhm in the first colon,) and by doing so this creates an extra 'word count' to match the four in the third colon. The second and fourth cola mirror each other in their use of lb, and in their alliterative roots containing the common element 'dr'. Finally there is extended parallelism between mwakhir sagq at the end of the third colon of this strophe, and the reference to the figure 'ys hlswn at the end of the third colon of the following strophe.

---


\(^{60}\) Ginzberg, p258; Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p15. As the figure '390 years' is derived from Ezekiel 45, there may be some symbolic relation with the forty years Ezekiel was instructed to lie on his right side for the house of Judah.
The importance of this strophe is that it contains no glosses; that is, that most significantly the phrase מַרְחֵי שֵׁדֶק is an integrated part of this piece of original text. Yet this reference to the Teacher has raised a number of problems: firstly that the Teacher of Righteousness only appears in Ms B in the Damascus Document outside of this passage; secondly, the future figure, יָמְרֵי שֵׁדֶק, in 6:11 complicates the issue – is this a reference to the Teacher who in 6:11 is still to be expected, or to some kind of Messianic figure, the Teacher redivivus even; finally, it is argued that a different view of the Teacher is presented here when compared to the pesharim. These factors have led Davies to regard the reference to the Teacher here as secondary, and consequently he deletes the second two cola of our suggested quatrain. Yet this conclusion is also partly (if not largely) dependant on his desire to see the whole of CD.1:1–7:9 as an originally pre-Qumranic (and hence pre-Teacher of Righteousness) text, which only at a later date was redacted and supplemented by the Qumran sectarians. However, I believe that the evidence of the poetry cannot be ignored, for the metre is almost perfect plus there seems to be no linguistic evidence for removing this reference. This means that this poem (and the second and third poems as well) must date from either the lifetime of the Teacher, or after his death; they cannot pre-date the Teacher of Righteousness. The alleged difference in the character of the Teacher found here, in Ms B, and in the pesharim, can be satisfactorily accounted for by the composite nature of the Damascus Document which consequently dates to more than one period within the history of the text; at the time this passage was written the Teacher may still have been alive, yet in

61Davies, p17-18, p63-64 and esp. p200.
Ms. B and in the pesharim the Teacher has died, in the former quite recently.\footnote{See Chapter 2.4.2-3, p332-335.} Consequently Davies’ theory of a pre-Qumranic recension of the Damascus Document can be rejected as erroneous.

The third colon may actually be a biblical quotation, for Joel 2\footnote{Ginzberg, (p211 and p221) and Rabin (p3) see the biblical origin of this colon as Hosea 10\footnote{The article is slightly awkward; the sectarian may have had a slightly different 'MT'. Unfortunately this passage is not preserved in either the Minor Prophet Scroll from Murabbaat (DJD.II), or the Minor Prophet Scroll from Qumran, (DJD.VIII, due to appear shortly under the editorship of E.Tov.)} reads:\footnote{E3Ginzberg, (p211 and p221) and Rabin (p3) see the biblical origin of this colon as Hosea 10\footnote{HSS and BHK have 'wywr' ; SNAH has 'wywrh.'} \footnote{The first colon of this strophe is almost a direct quote of Psalm 33 which has: 'hmbyn '1 kl m'syhfm.' ('d ybw'wywrh sdq lkm' - omitting the waw on 'ywrh' (with LXX,P.V) and taking 'ywrh' as a participle. The first colon of this strophe is almost a direct quote of Psalm 33 which has: 'hmbyn '1 kl m'syhfm.'} reads:}\footnote{The first colon of this strophe is almost a direct quote of Psalm 33 which has: 'hmbyn '1 kl m'syhfm.'} reads:

\begin{verbatim}ky ntn lkm 't hmwrh lsdqh\end{verbatim}

which the R.S.V. typically translates:

\begin{verbatim}For He has given the early rain for your vindication.\end{verbatim}

However, in the light of the sect's well documented biblical re-interpretation of texts, I see no reason why this biblical verse could not have been translated along the following lines:\footnote{E4The article is slightly awkward; the sectarian may have had a slightly different 'MT'. Unfortunately this passage is not preserved in either the Minor Prophet Scroll from Murabbaat (DJD.II), or the Minor Prophet Scroll from Qumran, (DJD.VIII, due to appear shortly under the editorship of E.Tov.)}

\begin{verbatim}For He has given to you the teacher for righteousness\end{verbatim}

It is perhaps significant that the MT has the root ntn, whereas in CD the root qwm occurs; is this a deliberate substitution? The root qwm would seem to imply that the Teacher was raised up from within the sect rather than given (root ntn) to them by God from outside the sect. This would then militate against scholars who see the Teacher as an influential figure, (namely, the usurped High Priest of the Interregnum) who joined an already existing sect,
rather than founding a new one.\textsuperscript{65} This latter view in fact seems unlikely precisely because the Teacher, (especially if he is the Interpreter of the Law,) is credited with the foundation of the sect.

The third stanza: 1\textsuperscript{11-15}.

And he made known\textsuperscript{12} to the last generations, what He had done with the last generation <with the congregation of traitors. \textsuperscript{13}>

They are the apostates of the way; this is the time of which it was written concerning her: "Like a heifer that apostatises, \textsuperscript{14} thus did Israel apostatise.">

When there arose the Man of Derision, who spouted to Israel\textsuperscript{15} waters of falsehood.

And He caused them to stray in a pathless wilderness, that they might bring low the ancient heights, that they might turn aside\textsuperscript{16} from the living-paths of righteousness, that they might remove the boundary <which the ancestors had put around> (of) their inheritance.

So that,\textsuperscript{17} He might cause the curses of His covenant to cleave to them.

\textsuperscript{65}Stegemann, p212-220; see also: Murphy-O'Connor, 'Demetrius I and the Teacher of Righteousness (IMacc.X,25-45)', RB, 83 (1976), p400-420.
to deliver them up to the sword which executes the vengeance of the covenant.

wywd': apocopated Hiphil imperfect, wayyöda' as in Judges 8:16.

'dh: the term has both a positive sense, in 7:20, 20:2,3 and the Laws of IX-XVI, and a negative sense, in 1:12 (here), 2:1, 3:9, 8:13=19:26.

'yş hlswn: only here, but the plural 'nšy hlswn, presumably his followers, occurs in CD.20:11 and 4QpsLb 25:10.

sry: construct of the Qal active participle - sârē, from the root swr, 'to apostatise'; the phrase sry drk also occurs in 4QFl.14. swryrh: Qal feminine active participle, written plena from the root srr, 'to rebel'; srr a masculine perfect from the same root, but problematically occurring with ysr'1 which is feminine. The root (swr) used by the glossator in the previous line is therefore not the same as the root found in the Hosea passage which he quotes.

gbhwt: can be pointed in one of two ways; gabhût, 'pride, arrogance', or gîbohût, 'high, tall', thus 'high (place)'. This can perhaps be resolved by referring to Hab.3:6 where the same phrase occurs, viz. šhw gibhût 'wlm, which the N.E.B. translates: 'the everlasting hills subside' - (6 or 'ancient'). Thus we could translate here 'the high things of antiquity' or 'the ancient things of value', and this should be taken as a reference to the Mosaic law.

.1sy': defectively written Hiphil infinitive ıhsy' from the root ns'; the he may have been deliberately or accidentally omitted because it was no longer
This third stanza concerns itself with the fate of ‘the last generation’ (=‘the congregation of traitors?’). It consists of two strophes, the first of which has been considerably expanded. To begin with its first two lines are not of equal length, so that either the phrase bdwr ‘hrwn or b’dt bwgdym is a gloss. Soloff suggests in his alternative translation:

"He made known to the later generations that which He did in the last (pre-exilic?) generation."

As what follows must constitute a short midrashic insertion, this proposal means there is only one addition – b’dh .... yšr’l. Three points help to further substantiate this view: firstly the parallelism between ldwrwt ‘hrwnym and bdwr ‘hrwn in what would be the original bicolon; secondly, since the more difficult (here ‘vague’) reading should always be preferred, the more graphic and precise reading b’dt bwgdym is more likely to be secondary; thirdly the position of b’dt bwgdym after bdwr ‘hrwn. The problem, as to what is secondary, is compounded by the problematical interpretation of the phrase dwr ‘hrwn. In 1QpHab.7 the phrase dwr ‘hrwn appears to mean ‘the final generation (=period) of the age (of wrath); there the future tense is used to create a prophecy ex eventu; here however we need the past tense because it is clear from the following strophe (115-16) that God has already acted against

67 The phrase ‘dwr ‘hrwn’ also occurs three times in the Psalms – 4814, 784, 10219, cf.10913, and elsewhere in the scrolls in 1QpHab.12 (restoring ‘hrwn’), 22:1QIsa.193; 4QChron.59 – cf 4QPshk 64 2,3.
this wicked generation and as such we could render בָּדָּר ‘הָרְוִ, ‘previous generation’. The parallels with 1QpHab.21-10 and 71-5 also resolve the problem as to the subject of the initial verb of this stanza; it is the Teacher, as prophet, who makes known to them all that God has done or is about to do.68

The quote from Hosea 4:16a follows on from the phrase בָּדָּר בְּגָדְמוּ, and further re-interprets the phrase בָּדָּר ‘הָרְוִ. It is therefore obviously secondary which is further confirmed by the fact that it breaks up the metre. Furthermore, such midrashic sections, re-interpreting biblical quotations, are always secondary to the poetry in this document,69 and are the work of a later redactors whose concern was not for the niceties of poetry, but for the need to give ‘biblical proof’ to certain current events. The reference to ‘Israel’ in the Hosea quote confirms the fact that the phrase בָּדָּר ‘הָרְוִ refers to almost everyone outside of the sect, rather than being a reference to a specific opposing sectarian group. Such biblical quotes are often imprecise when compared to the Massoretic Text, and the same situation has been noticed by Kittel in 1QH, where he states: ‘In most cases, the Hodayot passage .... employs different forms of the verb, and different pronominal suffixes, and stand in syntactical relationships quite different from the biblical passage.’70

The MT of Hosea 4:16a shows that the differences between it and our passage lie in the particles – CD k- for ky, and kn where MT has nothing.

681QpHab.2: ‘the man of violence and the breakers of the covenant, will not believe when they hear all that is to happen to the final generation from the Priest (=the Teacher), cf. 1QpHab.7-9; see Chapter 3.2.2, p393-401 on the interpretation of 1QpHab.

69See for instance the Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash, 3:20-46; the Well Midrash, 6:4-11; etc.

70Kittel The Hymns of Qumran, p49; cf. the MT found in CD of Ezek.44:15 in 3:21-4:2 or Is.10:2 in 6:16-17.
To some, my secondary material will not extend nearly far enough. Stegemann has argued strongly that 113-18b, that is, the whole of my third stanza less the first bicolon, is secondary. He gives three reasons: 71

1. 113-18a parallels 118-21 in form and content, so that consequently both cannot be original.

2. 118-21 is stylistically similar to 17f, especially in its use of a metrical pairing of verbs; thus it is more likely than 113f to be original.

3. 113-18, 419f, 812f=1925f and 2013-15 are all secondary expansions of the original text, referring to a group who once belonged to the sect.

Davies cautiously agrees with Stegemann as to the secondary nature of 113-18a. However, he considers that 'another possibility might be left open for further investigation: that 12b-18a is original, and that it refers to the pre-exilic generation, which is elsewhere characterised in CD (V,20f) as having been led astray by false prophets.' 72 I prefer to follow Murphy-O'Connor 73 in rejecting Stegemann's hypothesis, for on stylistic grounds the poetry clearly continues throughout this section, the two sections complementing rather than duplicating each other, our third stanza 112-18 dealing with God's action on 'the last generation', the fourth 118-21 on what 'the last generation' had done to deserve this punishment. Furthermore, two vocabulary points can be

---

72 Davies, p70.
produced as evidence that at least 115a-18 is original: firstly the root t'h occurs seven times in the poetry of this document but only once in prose in a biblical quotation,\textsuperscript{74} and secondly the word 'w1m occurs only in the poetry of this document.\textsuperscript{75} Murphy-O'Connor goes on to attribute the historical introduction, 11-21, to the author of 4\textsuperscript{19} and 8\textsuperscript{13}=19\textsuperscript{25}, because of the common reference to the Man of Derison or Lie using the rare root 'ntp'. My attempt to separate the poetry from the prosaic sections means that I cannot concur with this view, nor do I really see the justification for omitting the final bicolon of this strophe as Soloff does solely on the grounds of the presence of this root.\textsuperscript{76} The root 'ntp' was therefore used by two writers in this document to indicate 'false prophecy', the later redactor following the lead created by the poet. Consequently, both writers, in using the root 'ntp', refer to the same figure here, in 4\textsuperscript{19} and in 8\textsuperscript{13}=19\textsuperscript{25-26}, and I would concur with Davies that the Man of Derison or Lie 'represents a misleader of Israel, not of a sectarian group'.\textsuperscript{77}

Thus originally this strophe read:

\begin{quote}
And he made known to the last generations, \\
what He had done with the last generation, \\
When there arose the Man of Derision, \\
who spouted to Israel waters of falsehood.
\end{quote}

It consists of two bicola, with a subsidiary clause making up the second colon in each case. There is no parallelism in the second bicolon except for that

\textsuperscript{74}Poetry: 1\textsuperscript{15}, 2\textsuperscript{13}, 3\textsuperscript{1,4,14}, 5\textsuperscript{20}; in prose in the Ezekiel 44\textsuperscript{15} quotation in 4\textsuperscript{1}.

\textsuperscript{75}In: 1\textsuperscript{15}, 2\textsuperscript{7,10}(x2), 3\textsuperscript{4,13}.

\textsuperscript{76}Soloff, NTS, 5, p64.

\textsuperscript{77}Davies, p70; see chapter 3.2.2, p393-398 on the identification of the Wicked Priest.
already noted between 'the Man of Lie' and 'the Teacher of Righteousness' in the preceding strophe; instead we have poetic narrative.

Turning to the second strophe, the first and third cola clearly parallel each other with their respective references to: twhw l׳ drk and mntybw t׳ sdq - note the two segolate nouns. Therefore, we seem to have here a quatrain of a:b:a:b or a:b:a:c pattern, depending on how we reconstruct the final colon to which something appears to have been added. Alternatively, the first three lines could be taken as a tricolon of a:b:a pattern, and then the final colon could be combined with the following bicolon to produce a second tricolon as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wlsy' gbwl ʼsr gblw r'snym bhltm} & \quad 5 \quad 12 \\
\text{lmʾn 17 hdbq bhm ʾlt lw t brytw} & \quad 4/5 \quad 11 \\
\text{lhsgyrm 1hra nbmt nqm 18 bryt} & \quad 4/5 \quad 9
\end{align*}
\]

*And to remove the boundary which the ancestors bound onto their inheritance,*

*so that He might make cleave onto them the curses of the covenant;*

*to deliver them up to the sword which executes the vengeance of a covenant.*

The conjunction in the second line of the first tricolon can in this case be translated 'so as'. Yet while this solution avoids the need to emend the offending colon, stylistically a quatrain seems more probable with an infinitive beginning all but its initial line, the latter two in particular being in parallel - läsôr and lassī. Thus we have a fairly long, concluding bicolon to this stanza, exhibiting simple parallelism between the two lines with bryt ending both, and this stands in deliberate contrast to the shorter than average bicolon which ends the following stanza in 121.

Returning to the quatrain, the first problem lies in the subject of the verb t׳h in the opening colon (115); who caused whom to stray? Since Davies
regards 113-18 as secondary, he takes the subject to be 'the Man of Derision',
but as Soloff points out 'yš hlswn is in a subsidiary clause, so that on
grammatical grounds 'El' must be the subject here. Consequently, since God
would not cause the faithful community to stray, the object must be 'the last
generation' (= 'the congregation of traitors'). This colon occurs as a biblical
phrase in Ps. 10740 and at Job 1224.

The final colon of this strophe is too long. Soloff therefore sees the
following sections as additions:

\[\text{wlsy' gbwl } \langle \text{'sr gbwl } r'snym } <\text{bnhltm}\]

\text{And to remove the boundary of the first ones,}
\text{<which they set in their inheritance.>}

This yields good sense and gives a suitable metrical count; the 'boundary of
the ancestors' would be the bound of the torah which 'the first ones', the
patriarchs (as in 13,) had been given by God. My reconstruction, taking 'sr
gbwl r'snym b- as secondary, has the advantage of there only being one
insertion. Furthermore, biblical support can be found for the phrase gbwl
nhltm in Joshua 165, 1910,41 - (cf. also Ezk. 4713 where the phrase gbwl 'sr
ttnhlw occurs). It means that the unfaithful Israelites, 'the last generation',
have removed (violated) the bound of the torah (=11QT7), which was their
guarantee of a sure future under God's care. The poet, in referring to the
Mosaic (or sectarian) law here, parallels the allusion to the Mosaic law in the
second line of the quatrain, and so creates a quatrain with a:b:a:b (or a:b:a:b')
pattern. The glossator re-interprets (or clarifies) this 'bound' as the bound of

78 Davies, p235; Soloff, NTS, 5, p65-66 (note on L.19).
79 Soloff, NTS, 5.
the sectarian law (=11QT), which 'the first ones', namely, the founders of the sect had set up.\textsuperscript{80} Rabin\textsuperscript{81} points to Dt 19\textsuperscript{14} as the origin of the whole line; it reads:

\begin{quote}
\text{1' tsyg gbwl r'k ūr qblw r'śnym bṅltlk...}
\end{quote}

However, as the pausal sign '^
' occurs on the word r'śnym this line should be translated:

\begin{quote}
\text{You must not displace your neighbours bound(ary mark) set(=bound) by (your) ancestors, in your inheritance that you inherited, in the land which the Lord God gave to you for your possession.}
\end{quote}

The stanza divisions were of course set by the Massoretes and so could be misplaced, and so the glossator may have had this text in mind.

There are a number of biblical phrases in the final bicolon: kkl 'lw'hbrt - Dt.29\textsuperscript{20} ; wysgr lhrb 'mw - Ps.78\textsuperscript{62} ; whby'ty 'lykm hrb nqmt nqmt-bryt - Lev.26\textsuperscript{25} - note the metheg which implies that nqmt-bryt, a construct formation, only had one stress. The subject of this bicolon has to be the same as that of the preceding quatrain and thus the same arguments apply. So while Davies takes the subject as 'the Man of Derision', it seems far more likely that God is the subject, especially in view of the biblical parallels to various phrases in this stanza where God is also the subject; 'them' therefore refers to 'the last generation' (=the congregation of traitors').

\textsuperscript{80}As I have already noted at 14, 'r'śnym' in the poetry of this document never has the meaning 'founders of the sect'.

\textsuperscript{81}Rabin, p4.
Because, they searched for smooth things and chose delusions, and they watched for loopholes and chose the fair neck; And they justified (the) wicked and condemned (the) righteous, and they transgressed the covenant and violated the precept; And they banded together against the life of the righteous, and their soul abhorred all who walked perfectly; And they persecuted them with the sword, and they rejoiced at the people's strife.

lpśwt: lip*rāsōt* is from the segolate noun prṣ and is usually translated 'break', thus 'loophole', on the basis of the MT and Talmudic usage. Glück however, contends that this line parallels the preceding one, and so translates: 'And they saw violence coming, and they chose falsehood (as their line of policy)', yet he produces little evidence to support this claim other than the parallelism.

wypyrw: Hiphil imperfect from the root prr 'to violate, break, annul' -
wayyāpērū; or Hiphil imperfect from the root pwr, 'to break, violate' -

wyrdpwm: although spelt *plene* in the imperfect in 1QM.9, with the suffix it
should probably be pointed wayyārdpūm; if a full vowel were retained
however, this would give this colon six syllables so balancing the following
colon.

wyysysw: pointed wayyāsīsū, Hiphil imperfect from the root sys/sws. In 2Q33
the form yysyw occurs from the root sys/sws 'to exult, to be joyful'. The
substitution of a šin by a sāmek was quite common at this time* and as both
occur in poetical texts it would seem that a later scribe using Ms A made this
change.

The fourth and final stanza, concerning the sins of 'the last generation'
(='the congregation of traitors'), is one of the best pieces of poetry of this
opening poem. It consists of two strophes, the first comprising a pair of
phrases per colon, the second of two bicola. Thus the form wybhwr with 'b'
appears in the second half of the initial two lines, the third line exhibits a:b b:a
parallelism, and the final line is paralleled by the use of the word-pair bryt :
hwq. Alliteration occurs at the beginning of the second line with šādē and pē,
and in the beginning of the fourth line with bêt and ṭēš; plus, the first three

---

*The root is also found in: 1QM 13:13, 1QH 10:30 with šin.
phrases end with the feminine plural ending -8t. The third masculine plural form of the verb occurs throughout; the first two cola using Qal forms, the second two cola using Hiphil forms, which perhaps suggests we should take these lines as two bicola. The introductory phrase b'bwr 'sr lies, of course, outside of the metre.

All of the language used here is biblical; the first colon is taken from Isaiah.30:

\[ \text{Speak to us smooth things; prophecy (to us) delusions.} \]

Elsewhere in the Scrolls the term bhlqwt is associated with a specific opposition group, usually considered to be the Pharisees or their precursors. The phrase twb hsw'r for which it is difficult to find an English idiomatic equivalent, is found in Hosea 10. The 'neck' represents 'subjugation', so that the term ‘the fair neck' figuratively conveys 'freedom, strength', neither of which would be unappropriate in our context. The closest biblical parallel to the third colon is Proverbs 17, yet more significant is the converse phrase in CD.47 which is the work of a later redactor. Finally the fourth line finds a loose parallel in Is.24:

\[ \text{The term also occurs in QH.2 15, 32, 410; 4Qplsc}^6 \text{; 4QpNah.1}^{2,7,2,4,2,3,7} - \text{this document seems to deal specifically with Alexander Jannaeus and the Pharisees, which led to 800 of the latter} \]

\[ \text{being crucified at the end of the Civil War in 88C;} \]

\[4Q144.1, 4Q185 fC32, Is.86Gluck renders 'falsehood', partly because the throat was connected with speech and partly because of the parallelism with 'bmhtlwt' - see Gluck, RQ, 5, p125.\]

\[87\text{Compare too: Is.523, Ps.82, Job.40.} \]

46
...for they have transgressed the laws, 
vviolated the statutes, 
broken the everlasting covenant.

The second strophe consists of two bicola. However, the second line of the first bicolon appears to be too long, and maybe נָפָם should be deleted as a clarificatory gloss; we are then left with a chiastic arrangement. The initial phrase of this colon has however many parallels in biblical and Qumran Hebrew which counts against the presence of a gloss. Other biblical references in this section include the first line which is a direct quote from Ps.94:21 where a metheg does occur in the MT after 'l, designating only one stress here and so three for the line. The 'righteous' here is meant to designate the sect, who by implication (as 'the root') are the only ones who could have been righteous. The reference to the ב' in the final bicolon, in contrast to God's ב' in 1^2^, is a deliberate poetical device; it demonstrates among other things irony, the deeds 'the last generation' do, such as 'inciting a dispute of the people', are the very factors which led to God's 'dispute' with this 'generation'. The final bicolon is short, yet thus parallels the longer than average final bicolon of the previous stanza.

These last two stanzas could be applied to any time and any 'group' in the period of the final centuries of the millennium. However the poetry is couched in very general terms which suggests to me that a whole generation had, in the eyes of the sect, been led astray by a misleader of Israel, and this would

---

88 See: Ps.101^6^ plus also Ps.84^12^, Prv.2^7^ 28^18^; CD 2^15^, 1QS2^2^, 1QSa.1^2^; Amos 5^10^ is the only case where 't'ב' and 'תימ' occur together.

89 The reading here may count against the suggested emendation for Ps.94^21^, viz.: l. prb. ygwrw with Targum.
square with the general sectarian outlook which saw all who were not for them as being against them.

**Conclusion: 1\(^\text{21-2}\).**

\[\text{wyhr 'p} \quad \text{1 b'dtm} \quad 3 \quad 8\]
\[1\text{hšm 't kl hmwnm} \quad 3 \quad 6\]
\[\text{wm'šyhm 1ndh 1pnyw} \quad 3 \quad 8\]

*So the wrath of El\(^1\) was kindled against their congregation; to lay waste all their multitude, and their deeds to remove from before Him.*

Here we have a concluding tricolon of possibly a:b:b' structure. The phrase in the first line often occurs in concluding sections of this document,\(^{90}\) and its past tense confirms the past sense adopted for 'šh in 1\(^12\). The only problem is in the final line with 1ndh which is usually taken as a noun 1\(^n\)iddā 'uncleanness, impurity' from the root ndd:

*So as to lay waste to all their multitude, And their deeds were impure before Him.*

This destroys any parallelism there was with the preceding line and results in a detached sense for the final colon. Thus the noun should be translated with the sense 'for removal' > 'to remove'.

---

\(^{90}\)See: 2\(^1\) 3\(^8-9\), 19\(^13\) 26,31, 20\(^15\) 16, plus also 1QS\(^2\) 15 and 1QM\(^1\) 6\(^3\). It is also a common biblical phrase whilst the final two lines can perhaps be compared with 1Kgs 20\(^2\) 28 and Ezk.36\(^1\) respectively.
If we look back over 111-21 a cycle, a chiastic structure, can be observed:

111-15 The Teacher makes known to the latter generation what God had done to 'the last generation' (= 'the congregation of traitors').

115-16 El caused them to go astray.

116-18 So that the curses of the covenant might cleave onto them.

118-21 Because they have sinned in a multiplicity of ways, in particular in persecuting the righteous (= the sect).

121-21 And thus the wrath of El was kindled against their congregation, to destroy both them and their works.
The Hebrew of the Second Poem.
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The Hebrew of the Second Poem.

| 4   | 9   |
| 3   | 8   |
| 3   | 9   |
| 3   | 7   |
| 3   | 7/8 |
| 3   | 6   |

The Hebrew of the Second Poem.

And now, listen to me all who enter (the) covenant,
And I will open your ears to the ways of the wicked.

El loves knowledge;
wisdom and counsel He has set before Him;  
prudence and knowledge they serve Him.
Long-sufferance (is) with Him and much forgiveness,  
to atone for those who turn from sin.

But power, might, and great wrath,  
with flaming-fire by the hand of all the angels of destruction,  
(come) upon 'the apostates of the way' and 'the abhorers of the precept';
For no remnant or survivor shall be left to them.

For El did not choose them from the beginning of the world,  
and before they were established He knew their deeds.  
And He abhorred (their) generations from the beginning,  
And hid His face from the land, <until their destruction.>

And He knows the years of (their) ascendancy,  
and the exact duration of their life-spans,  
For all ages that are and will be,  
until He brings their lives to an end for all the years of eternity.

But during all of them He raised up for Himself those called by name,  
that He might leave some survivors for the land,  
and fill the face of the world from their seed.

And He has made them known through the hand of <those anointed by His holy spirit and> the seers of truth,  
and in a list their names are set;  
but those whom He hates He led astray.

The brevity of this poem coupled with the lack of any chronological or historical allusions, and the similarity of the first and third poems, has meant that scholars have commented only cursorily on it. Murphy-O'Connor devotes barely a page to this section, describing it as a 'Theological Introduction' addressed to the members of the community. While the text may not have received the attention it deserves, this general view would seem to be correct, as is his assertion that the Weltanschauung (=philosophy of life) found here is very similar to that found in the Two Spirits passage, 1QS.3^13-4^26. Davies also notes the 'similarities in vocabulary and theology (of this passage) with the dualistic catechism of 1QS.3^14f', and gives his own list of parallels. This marked connection between these two discourses justifies an examination of the Two Spirit passage along the lines given to the poems in this document, and this I have undertaken in an independent section appending this poem; significantly, though unsurprisingly in my view, the Two Spirits passage exhibits good poetry.

Introduction: 2^2-3. The Fate of the Wicked.

\[ \text{w'th šm'w 'ly k}1 \text{ b'y bryt} \]
\[ \text{w'glh 'znkm bdrk}3 \text{ rš'y} \text{m} \]

And now, listen to me all who enter (the) covenant,
And I will open your ears to the ways of the wicked.

^2Davies, p72; list p72-73.
This introductory bicolon sets the scene for this short poetical piece by introducing 'those who enter the covenant', namely the new initiates of the sect, who must guard themselves against 'the ways of the wicked', where the wicked appear to be all those outside the sect. Such a hortatory introduction suggests that like the first and third poem, this one was also originally composed to be read aloud at sectarian gatherings, and in particular at the Annual Covenantal Festival when these new initiates would have been admitted.

As we have demonstrated above, w'th is a case of anacrusis from the point of view of the metre. The parallelism is rough, being restricted to the verbs, and could be represented as – a:b,a':c. The phrase bdrky rš'ym has its closest biblical equivalent in Ps.16 which has the singular wdrk rš'ym; the plural is found however in CD.1921, though the parallel Ms.A passage has the singular.


\['l 'hb d't
hkmh wtswyyh hsyb lpnyw 4
'r mh wd't hm yṣrtwhw
'r k 'pym 'mw wrwb slyḥwt 5
lkpr b'd ūby pš'
wkwh wgbwrh wḥmh gdwlh
blhby 'ṣ 6 by[dl] kl ml'ky ḥbl
'l sry drk wmt'by ḥq
l'yn š'yryt 7 wpłyṭh lmw
\]

El loves knowledge; wisdom and counsel He has set before Him.⁴

---

See note on 1¹, p19-20.
prudence and knowledge they serve Him. Long-sufferance (is) with Him and much forgiveness,⁵ to atone for those who turn from sin.

But power, might, and great wrath, with flaming-fire⁶ by the hand of all the angels of destruction, (come) upon 'the apostates of the way' and 'the abhorrers of the precepts'; For no remnant⁷ or survivor shall be left to them.

twśyyḥ: plene written noun, pointed tūšiyor;⁴ the word occurs twice elsewhere in the scrolls spelt with just one yodh, 1QS 1024, 116.

This, the first of three stanzas, can be subdivided into two strophes; the first of which deals with El's positive values and how they benefit 'those who turn from sin', the second with El's negative (destructive) values and how they will effect sinners. Thus we have a fair degree of dualism present here. The first strophe consists of either a tricolon + bicolon, or monocolon + tricolon + monocolon. The content favours the former division, so that there is a tricolon on God's values demonstrating his omnipotence, with the word d't beginning and ending these values in a chiastic arrangement, followed by a bicolon on forgiveness. On the other hand, the middle three lines are metrically almost exactly the same length, whereas the opening line in particular is much

⁴The Cairo Manuscript (T-S.10.K6) clearly has two yodhs; Schechter (p117) mistakenly transcribes twśwyḥ – see Fitzmyer, p20.
shorter. The second and third lines create the best parallel, with the noun forms ḥokmā and ḍrmā, and the third person suffix referring to God. The second strophe consists of a single quatrain. The initial wāw (= 'but') is very strong, and the first colon exhibits good alliteration with the repetition of ḥ ḥ ḥ word endings, and thus good assonance with 'ā' or 'ō'. In the next two cola there are four construct-noun formations, appearing in pairs: bəlahəbə
幖 / malʿkə ḥabl and sərərē dark / məkəbə ḥoq. These each have three syllables, the middle two with segolate nouns, the other two with monosyllabic nouns and 'ayin-gutteral roots. This leads to strong assonance between diametrically opposite construct formations, giving therefore the chiastic pattern - a:b,b:a.

The word-pair dʿt and ḥkmh are often found in the MT., in particular in the book of Ecclesiastes - 116, 226, 712, 910 - and also Is.336. However, this does not mean the two should be taken together here because, as I have already indicated, ḥkmh is paralleled by ḍrmh; in addition there is no wāw between the two words here, and perhaps thirdly because in Prv.121 we have the phrase 'óḥēb daʿat, that is, without ḥkmh. The phrase 'rk ṭyım is common in the Old Testament, and in four cases occurs with wrb ḥsā. In considering the phrase šby pā' we need to bear in mind 2017 where the same phrase occurs with the word yʿqb, making it clear that its biblical origin is Is.5920. The poet's correct use of biblical phrases, means that we can translate, 'those who turn from sin', taking šby as a plural construct participle of šwb with the same sense as the MT. The identical form šby in the phrase šby yšr 'l must however be given far

5 Or, if one takes the preceding strophe as monocolon + tricolon + monocolon, then we have here a tricolon + monocolon; thus the overall pattern for the verse is M+T+M+T+M.
6 Ps.8615, 1038; Joel.213; Jonah 42; cf. 1QS.43-5.
greater attention, not least because it is the product of the midrashic author who was liable to re-interpret any biblical phrase.\(^7\)

The main problem with the second strophe is the form by in the third colon, which makes no sense as it stands.\(^8\) There are three possibilities:

- Emend to bw, 'with it (=the fire)'\(^9\)
- Emend to wbk\(\lambda\) (or even bk\(\lambda\)) to give with flaming-fire and with all the angels of destruction
- Take by as an abbreviation or mistake for byd; the resultant phrase is then found in 1QS.\(^{12}\).\(^{10}\)

A number of biblical parallels can be found in this strophe: the word-pair kwh wgb\(\nu\)rh in 2Chr.\(^{20}\)\(^{6}\), the construct formation lhby 's in Is.\(^{66}\)\(^{15}\), and most notably the final colon which is a direct quote from Ezra \(^9\)^{14} less the particle \(1mw\). The 'angels of destruction' are not found in the Old Testament, though there are a couple of equivalents: 'the angels of wickedness' in Ps.\(^{78}\)\(^{49}\), and 'the angels of Mot (=death)' in Prv.\(^{16}\)\(^{14}\). However, they do occur in Enoch \(^{56}\)^{1}, \textit{et al.} and in the scrolls themselves in 1QS.\(^{4}\)^{12} and 1QM.\(^{13}\)^{12}.

One notable factor about this stanza is the number of words which are

\(^{7}\)The phrase 'sby p\(\bar{s}\)' is also found in: 1QS.\(^{10}\)^{20}; 1QH.\(^{2}\)^{9}; 6\(^{6}\), 14\(^{2}\)^{24}.

\(^{8}\)T-S 10 K\(\bar{s}\) clearly reads a yodh here and not a waw as Schechter (p117) transcribes it. Rabin notes that there is a dot above and below the yodh, a sign usually of an error. Charles (p803) takes the phrase as a gloss, presumably because of this corruption - (cf. 'my' in 2\(^{2}\).)

\(^{9}\)Davis. p237.

\(^{10}\)Rabin, p6; Vermes, p83; Fitzmyer, p20; Knibb, p25.
hapax legomena in this document. Yet more significant still, is that many of these words appear in 1QS, in particular in the Two Spirits passage (=2Sp) and the Master's Hymn (=MH), the two poetical sections of 1QS. Thus, the following are hapax legomena in CD, with the number of times the word or phrase appears in 1QS also given: 11 d’t – twice here and CD.10.10, 17x 1QS of which 3x 2Sp and 6x MH; ḥkmh – 4x 1QS all in 2Sp; ṭwśyyh – only here and twice in MH in the Scrolls (with one yodh); the root nsb; ṛmh – 4x 1QS, 2x 2Sp and 2x MH; the root šrt; the phrase ṭrk ‘pym – only here and in 1QS.43 (=2Sp) in the scrolls; ṭwb – 13x 1QS, 8x 2Sp and 1x MH; s1yḥḥ – 1x 1QS; ḥw – here and 13 in CD, 4x in 1QS, 1x MH; gbwrh – here and 138,11 in CD, 7x 1QS, 1x 2Sp and 5x MH; ḫmh – here and 89–19 in CD, 1x 1QS; gdwlh – 4x 1QS; the root lḥb; the phrase ml’ky ḫbl – here, 1QS.412 and 1QM.1312 in the scrolls; the phrase sry drk – here and 1QS.1021 in the scrolls; the root t’b – twice elsewhere in CD, 3x 1QS all in 2Sp; the colon l’ynt ṭ'[y]ḥyt ṣp[y]ṭḥ l[mw also appears in 1QS.14. In all there are ten true hapax legomena in this stanza, around 26% of the vocabulary and this strong connection with 1QS, in particular the two poetical sections, suggests a common school of authorship.12

The second stanza: 27–10. The Predestined Fate of the Wicked.

11N.B.: unless otherwise indicated the word given also occurs outside 1QS.

12 These linguistic parallels with 1QS, both here and elsewhere in this document (e.g. 511–63, 611–7, 201–2.22–27) would seem to be further evidence against giving this document a pre-Qumranic date.
For El did not choose them from the beginning of the world, and before they were established He knew their deeds. And He abhorred (their) generations from the beginning, And hid His face from the land <until their destruction.>

And He knows the years of (their) ascendancy, and the exact duration of their life-spans, For all ages that are and will be, until He brings their lives to an end for all the years of eternity.

prws: the biblical equivalent to this form is pərasinga, Esther 47 and 102, which has the meaning 'exact statement', from the root prš 'to declare distinctly' (e.g. Lev.2412.) A literal translation here (210) would be, 'The number and exact list of their life-spans'; hence 'exact duration'; in 213 the sense is simply '(exact) list'.

qṣyhm: not qṣytma as Schechter; if the singular has the sense 'period' at Qumran (rather than 'end-time'), then the plural in the context of mankind apparently means '(the length of one's) life-time'.

See also: CD 13, 4,6,8 614,18,20, 13,14,17,18, 16 and 1QM 4,7,8,11,12.

Schecher, p64.
This stanza consists of two bicola and a quatrain, perhaps representing two strophes. The first bicolon exhibits chiastic parallelism, a:b,b':a' with the ky lying outside the metre, while the second has straight parallelism with roots in Qal. and Hi. respectively. The stanza is concerned solely with 'the wicked' who are damned from the beginning of the world, so introducing the theme of predestination which is also found strongly in the Two Spirits passage of 1QS. Consequently the language is almost totally sectarian in style so that there are virtually no biblical parallels of any line or even any phrase within this stanza.

There are a number of minor points worth noting in the first bicolon. Firstly the use of the root bhr often associated with those specifically elected by God, but here conversely emphasizing that God had not chosen the wicked. The root ysd, here in the Niphal, can mean both 'to be founded, established' or 'to sit together for consultation, to plot'; however the parallels with 1QS.315, 1Enoch 911, and Ps Sol.146 count against the latter rendering. The root yd 'to know' is often associated with predestination language in the sense of 'special knowledge', viz. 'gnosis' from γνώσις. Both in the first and seventh line of this stanza wlm has the meaning 'world' or 'age', whereas it has its other meaning of 'everlasting' in the final line of the stanza and elsewhere in the poetry of CD - 115, 34.13. The former sense emphasizes that the battle against 'the wicked' is being fought on a cosmic scale.

There are two problems in the second bicolon. Firstly the phrase ðwrwt mām which as it stands reads 'the generations from (their) blood', and yields

15Only Niphal here in the scrolls; six times elsewhere in the Qal.
16So Rabin, p7.
quite an intelligible sense. 17 Vermes renders *And He hated their generations* probably reading *mhm* for *mdm*, whilst Rabin emends to *'mdm* 'when they arose'. 18 However the most popular emendation is to *dwrwtm mqdm* which was suggested by Schechter and adopted by Charles and Davies — *mqdm* would then parallel its use in the initial line of this stanza. 19 The lack of a suffix on *dwrwt* is a poetical feature and should not be explained by the suffix on *twmm* doing double-duty since the latter is probably secondary.

This neatly brings us on to our second problem, the phrase *my 'd twmm*, where *twmm* is an infinitive construct with suffix - *tūmmām*. This phrase occurs in the scrolls without the suffix in 1QS.1021,23, 1QM.1812 and CD 2014. Yet first one needs to explain *my*: Schechter takes it as a remnant of *hšmydm* 20; Charles considers *'rš my* to be a corruption of *'ršm*; 21 but this form is not found in the scrolls, surely because the land was viewed as God's and not the people's; Hvidberg takes it as a remnant of *my'mdm*, 'from their arising (until their destruction)'; 22 Ginzberg reads *mw'd*, 'at the time that was appointed for their destruction'; 23 Rabin, Lohse and Knibb suggest that we have an abbreviation for *myšr* which would then read as a gloss on *h'rs*; 24 Vermes and Davies simply

17 Schechter, p64; Ginzberg, p9 (though emending *mdm* to *'dmym* in line with Ps.57); Knibb, p25 and p27.
18 Vermes, p84; Rabin, p6-7.
19 Schechter, p64; Charles, p803; Davies, p237 — although he keeps 'dwrwt'.
20 Schechter, p64.
21 Charles, p803.
22 As cited by Rabin, p7.
23 Ginzberg, p9.
24 Rabin, p7; Lohse, p68; Knibb, p25.
omit my as an error, a position I feel compelled to follow;\textsuperscript{25} finally Callaway argues that my 'd twmm preserves the abbreviated gloss, mywm h'sp ywrh hyhyd 'd tm kl 'nšy hmlhmh found in 201.\textsuperscript{26} It is clear that there is really no general agreement, and whilst it does not solve the problem of the form my, I would question whether this whole phrase is not a corrupt addition to the text. As it stands, although this colon may seem to counterbalance the final long colon in this stanza (210), the metre within this bicolon is unbalanced: having a syllable count of 8:13. However, if we remove the phrase it balances perfectly:

\begin{align*}
\text{wyt'b 't dw} & \text{wr} w m\{q\} d m & 3 & 8 \\
\text{wystr 't pny} & \text{w mn h'rs} & 3 & 9
\end{align*}

Each cola now consists of: verb in wmpf. + accusative particle + x + min/mi- + segolate noun. The extra phrase, which reads as a gloss, reassures the righteous that God's presence would only be hidden from the land for as long as the wicked existed; He had not totally abandoned them. This theological concept is one that arose at the time of the exile, and now survives because the belief that the exile was still an ongoing event.\textsuperscript{27}

The quatrain has further sectarian language displaying a predestination theme, for again we have the use of yd'. The phrase šny m'md probably refers to the years of their standing within the sect. The third line contains two difficulties in the parsing of the two forms from the root hyh. Similar phrases are found elsewhere: CD.13 - wyspr lpyhm nhywt 'wlm; 1QS.3 - ..kwI hwh wnhyyh..; 1QS.11 - brz nhyh whww 'wlm; 1QM.17 - kwI hwh wnhyyh..

\textsuperscript{25}Vermes, p84; Davies, p237 where he writes 'the translation ignores the problematic 'my' of the Hebrew'

\textsuperscript{26}Callaway, 'M' 'ad tōmām: an abbreviated gloss?', RQ, 12 (1985-87), p263-8.

\textsuperscript{27}See Knibb, JSOT, 25, p99-117.
bkwl nhyy ‗wlmym. From this evidence, the form hwy should be kept (cf.esp.CD 138) as a Qal participle construct before ‗wlmym – howê;28 nhyyt then needs to be pointed as a Niphil feminine plural participle, nihyôt so emending the second yodh to a waw.29


| wbkwlm | hqym | lw qry’y šm | 4 | 9 |
| lm’n htyr plyth l’rś | 3 | 8 |
| wlm1’ | 12 | pny tbl mnr’m | 3 | 9 |
| wywdy’m byd <mšyw rh qdw w>hwzy 13 ’mt | 3 | 7 |
| wbprwš šmw šmwtym | 3 | 7/8 |
| w’t ‘sr śn’ ht’h | 3 | 6 |

But during all of them He raised up for Himself those called by name, that He might leave some survivors for the land, and fill the face of the world from their seed.

And He has made them known through the hand of those anointed by His holy spirit and the seers of truth, and in a list their names are set; but those whom He hates He led astray.

htyr: an infinitive construct, hattîr, from the root ntr, paralleling the infinitive construct lml’ in the following line.30

28So Lohse, p68 and seemingly Kuhn, p55.
29T-S 10 K6 has two yodh’s despite Fitzmyer’s correction to the contrary on the basis of CD 138 – p20.
plyth: singular noun with plural sense.

prwś: cf. 29.

This final stanza consists of two tricola. The first is well-balanced of the form a:b:b', with the second two lines paralleling each other to create the pattern - x:y:z,x':z':y' - where: x = an infinitive, y = a noun representing the remnant, z = a noun representing the land. It is unclear if the words lw and lm'n merit their own stress; a stress count of 3 in the third colon probably suggests they do not. The suffix on wbkwłm refers back to 'the ages of the world' in the previous stanza; note that kwł is spelt plene in this compound form. The phrase qr'y y ūm is biblical, occurring as qr'y ūmw in Ps.996; there the participle is active qorē'ē, here it is passive qeřlē. The phrase is also found in CD.44 where it refers to those who later came to join the sect which would seem to be the sense here as this discourse is addressed to new initiates - 22.

The second 'tricolon' (as it was originally) contains the more difficult issues. The first problem lies with the phrase byd mšyh wřh qdśw wḥwzy 'mt. We must begin with the facts, the first of which is that CD.61 contains a similar phrase, bmsyh hqwū. What is important to us though, is not the identity of the missing letter, but that this phrase is secondary to its context.31

31The Cairo manuscript has a small hole at this point, so that it is unclear whether it is a reference to 'His Messiah', or to 'the anointed ones of holiness' (=the prophets). Furthermore, Baillet's transliteration 'bmsyhly' in 6OD.fragment 3 is not as strong as it first seems since there is also a hole here (obscuring the ḫt), to the extent that he writes "On pourrait aussi lire avec CD 'mšyhw'." - 'Fragments du Document de Damas. Qumran, grotte 6', RB, 63 (1956), p517-8 note 4, cf.DJD, III, p130.
For, they spoke falsehood against the commandment of El given by the hand of Moses <and also by His holy Messiah>.

And they prophesied lies to cause Israel to turn away from following El.

The second fact to note is that the Cairo manuscript (T-S 10 K6) does read ḫwzy and not hw'. Thus, returning to our current text the reference to the Messiah msyhw is secondary, and to create a balanced cola either rwḥ qḏsw or ḥwzy 'mt must also be secondary. Thus the following two translations are possible which give metre of 3,8 and 3,7 respectively:

*And He made them known through the hand of the seers of truth.*

*And He made known to them His holy spirit.*

'The seers of truth' is a unique phrase and therefore likely to be original, plus this would require only one omission. While the gloss may have been msyhw rwḥ qḏsw, it is likely that Davies' translation, 'those anointed by His holy spirit', is correct; this would be a secondary gloss referring to the prophets clarifying the more difficult phrase 'the seers of truth'. Thus there are three stages here: an original poetical text, the secondary Qumranic gloss, and the final corruption of msyhw to msyhw, (post-Qumran under Christian influence?), to yield a Messianic reference.

---

32 Or, 'and also by the holy anointed ones'.

33 The second letter is a het as the vertical extends above the horizontal (Davies transcribes a hé - p236), the waw is clear, the bottom and very top part of the zayin, and the bottom third of a further letter (=a yodh) is visible; so too Fitzmyer, p20.

34 Davies, p237 - he does not suggest emending to 'msyhw' which seems necesary for the translation; perhaps then he is reading 'msyhw' as 'msyhyw', cf.75.

35 At this final stage the waw was inserted between the two phrases 'msyhw rwḥ qḏsw ḥwzy 'mt' to show that they were now not referring to the same entity.
The second problem in this tricolon is the form šmw. Various suggestions have been proposed following two basic lines of thought. It could be read as šēmô, 'his name', and thus Charles translates:

*And he is true and in the true interpretation of his name are their names.*

He suggests that the name of the Messiah hinted at may be hšdyq, 'the Righteous One', (as in 1Enoch 38², 53⁶, cf.4QP Bless.) and that they are hšdyqym, (as in 1Enoch 38³, 47¹f.). The alternative, and more likely view, is that this form comes from the root šym. If this is the case we can keep the text and read šāmû, a Qal 3rd plural masculine used indefinitely, or alternatively we can emend the text from šmw to šm, corrupted by dittography under the influence of the following šmwtyhm, and read 'He has set their names'.

Thus having dealt with these problems, this final tricolon can be seen to exhibit two forms of parallelism. Firstly, loose proper-congruent parallelism between the first and second cola, both of which deal with 'those called by name'; secondly, antithetic parallelism between the second and third cola, where 'those called by name' are contrasted with 'those whom He hates' in dualistic style.

The theological nature of this second poem, sets it slightly apart from the

---

³⁶Charles, p803; see also: Ginzberg, p10 who notes that 'šām šēm', 'to make a name for himself', occurs, as in Berakhoth 7b; Teicher, 'Puzzling Passages in the Damascus Document', JJS, 5 (1954). p139-143.

³⁷Rabin, p8; Vermes, p84; Schechter omits the whole of š/šmw on grounds of dittography - p65.
historical nature of the other poems found in this document, and consequently this poem shares a number of common concepts with the Two Spirits passage to which we will now turn.
The Hebrew of the Two Spirits Passage.

(13) לכשכל הלבשים אותו הכל בינו יאר בהזלת כל בינו Porno
לכל מיין רוחותם באזותם להושימה בדורותים לפיוחたち גנייה
(15) קציר שלם

4 10-
 Lauderdale יחל הוהה
4 10-
לכפי יתימות כי לכל מחשבתם
4 12-
ביוביהם תלעופתם כמיישב כבדו
4 8-
יוסף פעליהם או להשות
4 9-
ביוב (17) מאስפי לכל
4 8-
וותיה כלכליו בוכל תפרייתו
4 9-
וותיה הבר אלו אושי למשלאת (18) תבל

4 7-
ויש לשת רוחות
4 10-
לחתהלר בט דע מעשה מכזו
4 9-
הנה רוחות (19) האמת וה الوح
4 7-
בכונוו יואר חמודים האמת
4 9-
ומיכורווש חמודים העול (20)

3 4-
ביד של אורות
3 5-
ממשלאב כל ביני צדק
3 5-
בדרכיכי נורג הייחלון
3 5-
וביד מלאך (21) והחר
3 6-
כל המשלאב היני על
3 7-
בדרכיכי חושר הייחלון

5 9-
 yokmallץ חושר תועת (22) ביני צדק
5 16-
כול התאות והנוחות הסמחות ומעשיהם
5 10-
בכמישולת (23) לזרי אל עד קצה
5 16-
כול גנייתו ומעוד ירוחם ביכמישלת-copy
 beneficiות י Arbor (24)
5 10-
כול רוחו גורל מחישל ביני אור

4 9-
ואל ישראל חומלאץ את מתוך יאר לכל (25) ביני אור
4 9-
ותרתה באר תורה אות חשות
3 8-
יעלויות יד כהל משעש (26)
3 7-
[יעלDDR:K] כהל עבודה
4 9-
גולה ירצה [ productListת
5 10-
אתת אחור אל לכל (1) עדי על יומם
4 10-
בוכל עלילודות ירצהrepid
3 6-
אתת עובד סודה
4 9-
וכל שעמה שא ליצא
7 12 הלל למל וא צד רא errores לא
6 10 לגלל בבר בברנה (3)
5 8
4 7 זרות וחוסות ותר לולימט
4 7 זרות וחוסות ותר לולימט
3 8 ושכל בניו והכמת בוחר
3 6 ממונע לב תכל (4) מעשיש
2 5 והשעט ררב חודה
1 8 זרות יעד בוכל מותשת מעשה
1 5 קנתא משה צדק
1 7 זרות הסד יעד יכל בי את
6 12 זרות הכמד מותשב כוכל גולגל יהודה
5 6 והעט ללב ריה יעד
4 8 זרות סודי ריה לכניא את תבל

4 12 מקודת כוכל הוליל בה
5 8 למדא (7) זרות שלוםعوا ימי
5 9 זרות יעד כוכל ראות ה
4 9 ושתח מחולם חייה שלמה
6 13 כוכל כבוד (8) עם מות נזר בובאר עולימט

4 6 זרות שללה מחודה נפש
4 8/9 והמלים ידים יגדות צדך
4 7 ריע ושקר הום זר
3 7 לבב חוח רמאיה
3 6 אצורים זור חף
6 4+3+4 קצורת אפיים זרות אדם נענת זורו
4 7 משב חותמת בוחר גות
4 9 זרכיה בגדות טאמה (11)
6 5+4+4 הלישי גודים זורו עיגה זבבל עוז
4 4+3 קושי אורף יבוד הלב
5 9 לכלכ הבוכל דרכי חוחר ועיצמת והז
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47 (12) כּוֹל הָוָלִיכָה
58 (13) לָחוֹרָה דְגֵי כּוֹל מָלָאְלִית הָבֵל
51 (14) לְעַשֵּׁת ווּכָּלָה בָּאָב יָבִט אֶל נְכַמְת
47 (15) לָאוֹתֶת נְצֹר וְחָוָתַת פָּעַל
49 (16) עַמּוֹ כֻּלָּם הָאָב מָשֻׁכָּה
37 (17) נְגֵי חַי רֹעַת וְגַּדְוֵי בָּהוָה חָוָה
510 (18) כַּלָּהַם לָאָי שֵׁיֶר וְפָלִיהָ לָמָה
512 (19) בּוּדֵרְבִין הָיִית הָכֶלֶם פַּעַלְתּ (16) מְשַׁיֶּהָ בְּמַמְלֵיכֶה לָפַי נְחָלַת אָי
512 לַוְּהֵמָה כּוֹל כּוֹל קָדָשׁ עָלִים

(15) (בּאַלָה הָוָלִיכָה כּוֹל בְּי אָי בְּמַמְלֵיכֶה נְיַחְלַת כּוֹל בְּמַמְלֵיכֶה)

(17) (אָיָא אֶל שְׁמוּ בַּד בַּדָּב דָּב כּוֹה)

(19) (סְמָךְ הָיָא יָשָׁמְדִית לָעַד)

(20) (כְּאִי לָא יְהַדוֹת)

(21) (בּוּרְיָא שְׁכֹל וְבְּהָכַמְת קְבוֹד)

(22) (נְתַנְּךָ הָライブֶל עָלִיהָ)

(23) (בּוּמְוָדוּיָא (19) סְמָךְ הָיָא יָשָׁמְדִית לָעַד)

(24) (אוֹיָא לָאָגָא אָמָט תֶּבָך בּוּדְלָה)

(25) (כְּאִי הָהוָלִיכָה בּוּדְרָי רְשָׁע)

(26) (בּאֹמְשָׁלָה שלָאָל עד (20) מוּכָּד מְשַׁפֵּט נְחָרַת)

(27) (אָיָא יָרָר אֶל בְּמַמְלֵיכֶה כּוֹל מְשֻׁשְׁי גְוַר)

(28) (זָוַקְּל מִבְּנָי אָיָא)

(29) (לָחוֹרָה כּוֹל רֹעַת עָלִיהַ מְתָכַמְת (21) בּשֵׁר)

(30) (וֹלַטְרָיָה בּוּרְיָא קְוַדְוִי מַכְּלָל עָלִיהַ רָשְׁעָה)

(31) (זָי עִלָּיָא רֹעַת אָמָט)

(32) (כְּמַי דָּאָמָל תְּשׁוּבָה שָׁקָר)

(33) (תָּמְנָאָל (22) בּוּרְיָא נָה)

(34) (לָבָנִי שׁוּרְיָא בְּדַעְתּ לָיָוָא)

(35) (חַוכָמָה בְּי שְׁמָיָא לְחֶשְׁכָל תְּנוּמָא דָּרָר)
כיה בם בחר אל לבירת עולם (23)
ולחם כל עולם עד
ואני עולם הידך
לבושה כל מעשי רומיה

עד הנה יירובروح היום אמת עולם
בלבב ערב (24) ויולטכחבכמה עיוות
וכמי נחלות איש באומת
יצדק (25) כי ישנא עולם
ויכירשתו בזורה עול
ירשו בו כי (25) ותעב אמת

כיה בם בבד שמוי אל
עד כה נתנהו ועהות(Result)
והוא עד פעונות מעשים כלול קצו (26)
וזינהלכל כי איית דעת טוב [ שווע
לה]פיל נורכות כלולתי
לפיروحו ב[מו ... עד מעדו] פכודה
Translation of the Two Spirits Passage.

13 (It is) for the Master to instruct and to teach all the sons of light: concerning the origin of all men in accordance with the various kinds of their spirits, regarding the signs (given) by their actions during their time on earth, and regarding the chastisements visited upon them along with the periods of their reward.

From the God of knowledge (comes) everything that is and will be, 
And before their existence He had established all their purposes; 
And upon their existence at their attested times in accordance with His glorious purpose 
They will fulfill their assignments without deviation. 
In His hand are the judgments of everything (that is and will be), 
And He it is who sustains them in all their needs, 
And He it is who created mankind to govern the earth.

And He assigned to (mankind) two spirits, 
in which to walk until the time of His visitation: 
They (are) the spirits of truth and iniquity: 
in a spring of light is the origin of truth, 
but from a well of darkness is the origin of iniquity.

In the hand of the Prince of Lights 
is the governance of all the sons of righteousness; 
in the ways of light shall they walk. 
And in the hand of the Angel of Darkness, 
is the governance of all the sons of iniquity; 
and in the ways of iniquity shall they walk.

And by the Angel of Darkness all the sons of righteousness are led astray, 
And all their sins, iniquities, guiltiness and acts of transgression, 
are by his governance in accordance with the mysteries of

---

38 Repositioning 'kol' after 'governance' in according with the parallel three lines above.
39 The conjunction at the beginning of this colon may be secondary, or it is missing in its parallel colon?
30 LJS has 'm'sî'w' (dwelling-place, dwelling); used to 'm'sy', spring.
God, until his end.
And all their chastisements and the times of their sufferings,
are by the governance of his malignity.\(^24\)
And all his allotted spirits are to cause the sons of light to
stumble.

But the God of Israel <and His Angel of Truth> helps all\(^25\) the
sons of light.
For He it is who created the spirits of light and darkness,
And upon them established every deed,\(^26\)
[And upon] their [ways] every action\(^9\).
The one, God loves for all\(^1\) the ages of eternity,
and over all its doings He delights forever\(^1\);
The other, He abhors its company,
and all its ways He hates forever.

\(^2\) And these are their ways in the world: to illumine the heart
of man,
To make straight before him all the ways of true
righteousness,
And to put fear in his heart through the judgments\(^3\) of God.

A spirit of humility and long-suffering
And of great mercy and unending goodness,
And of understanding, discernment, and mighty wisdom
which trusts in all\(^5\) the works of God,
and which leans on His abundant steadfast-love.

And a spirit of knowledge in every purpose of work,
And of zeal (for) the judgments of righteousness,
And of\(^5\) a holy purpose with an 'uplifted imagination';
And of great mercy towards all the sons of truth,
And of glorious purity which abhors all the idols of
uncleanness.

And to act humbly (by) walking\(^6\) with prudence (in) all things,
And to conceal faithfully the mysteries of knowledge.

These are the counsels of the spirit to the sons of truth of the

---

\(^4\) Dittography occurs here.

\(^41\) The root ‘ršh’ takes ‘b’ unlike the root ‘šn’ in the final line of this section; viz. nothing has
been accidentally omitted here.
And the visitation (upon) all who walk therein is:
for healing and much peace in a long life,
and an abundance of offspring with every eternal blessing,
and unending joy in a life without-end,
and a glorious crown with a majestic garment in unending light.

But to the spirit of falsehood (belongs) wideness of appetite,
And slackness of hands in the service of righteousness;
Wickedness and lies, haughtiness and pride,
A lying heart and deceitfulness;
Cruelty and much blasphemy
Short-temper and much folly and brazen insolence;
Works of abomination in a spirit of lust,
And ways of impurity in the service of uncleanness;
And a reproachful tongue, blindness of eye and heaviness of ear,
stiffness of neck and heaviness of heart;
To walk in all the ways of darkness and wicked deceit.

And the visitation (upon) all who walk therein is:
for much chastisement at the hand of all the Angels of Destruction,
for unending damnation by the furious wrath of the God of vengeance,
for everlasting terror and continual reproach,
with shameful destruction in the fire of the Dark Regions.

And all of their time on earth for their generations
(shall be spent) in sorrowful mourning and bitter misery in the calamities of darkness,
until they are destroyed without remnant or survivor (left) to them.

Through these (two spirits) (comes) the origin of all men, and in their divisions all their hosts have a portion during their lifetime, and in their ways they will walk. And all the rewards of their deeds, in their divisions (shall depend on
whether each man's portion is great or small for all the ages of eternity.

For God has established them in equal measure until the Last Age,
And has set everlasting hatred between their divisions:
truth abhors the works of falsehood,
and falsehood abhors all the ways of truth.
And the zeal of strife is over all their judgments,
for they do not walk together.

And God
— in His mysterious understanding and in His glorious wisdom —
has given a time-limit for the existence of falsehood,
And at the appointed time of the visitation He will destroy it forever.
And then truth will go out forever (into) the world;
for it had been rolling about in the ways of wickedness,
during the governance of falsehood until the appointed time of judgment.

And then God will purify with His truth every deed of man,
And will refine for Himself from the sons of man;
To remove completely the spirit of falsehood from the bounds of his flesh,
And to cleanse him with a spirit of holiness from all the works of wickedness;
And He will shed upon him a spirit of truth,
like the 'waters that purify' from every abominable lie;
And he shall be rolled around in a spirit of purification — to instruct the upright in the knowledge of the Most High, and the wisdom of the angels to teach to the perfect of the way.
For God chose them for an everlasting covenant, and for them (shall be) all the glory of Adam;
And there shall be no more falsehood,
all the works of deceit (shall) be shamed.

Until then, the spirits of truth and iniquity will struggle (with one another):
in the heart of man they will walk in wisdom and folly.
And according to each man's portion in truth,

Footnote: For 'Ipy byn'
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will he have righteousness (in him) and thus will he hate falsehood,
And according to his inheritance in the lot of iniquity,
will he have wickedness in him and thus will he abhor truth,

For God established (them) in equal measure,
until the appointed period and the making of things anew.
And He it is who knows the reward of their deeds
for all the ages of eternity;
And He has allotted them to mankind,
for the knowledge of good and evil.
To (bring to) an end the destiny of all the living
in accordance with his spirit in him at the time of the visitation.

43 Emending 'wšdq' to 'yšdq' and restoring 'hw' by paralleling this colon with its antithesis: 'mt' then paralleled with 'wl' as in 319 and 423.

44 Restoring 'hpyl' as Kuhn; the last three letters are visible.
The Poetry of the Two Spirits Passage.

The structure of the Two Spirits Passage should be easily discernible from this poetical reconstruction of the text.

The Introduction, 313-15.

This is prosaic, and thus likely to be a secondary redactionary addition. What follows are not detailed instructions from the Maskil to members and novices of the sect, but rather a poetical sermon (a credal poem?) on the Doctrine of the Two Spirits. Thus it seems probable that originally this sermon was an independent unit or units which was adapted and incorporated into the Manual of Discipline; this for Murphy-O'Connor occurred in the fourth and final stage of the document's composition.45

'The sons of light' are only mentioned (twice) in the immediately following section, 315-41, whereas it is the 'sons of truth' who appear in 42-14. However the theme of 'light' and 'darkness' is strongly present throughout 315-414, though being totally absent from the subsequent section, 415-26. This suggests to me that this introduction, 313-15, was composed solely for 315-414 and that 415-26 should be treated as an independent unit which has in any case its own prosaic introductionary lines, 415-16.46 Thus 'the sons of light' = 'the sons of righteousness' = 'the sons of truth', are the members of the sect, who are in opposition to 'the sons of iniquity', namely everyone else. Conversely, 'the

46 Both Murphy-O'Connor, RQ, 76, p542 and Leane, The Rule of the Community and its meaning, p120f see 313-414 and 415-26 as separate units, although they do not distinguish the secondary prosaic introductions.
sons of man’ is a generic term signifying all of mankind, both good and bad.\textsuperscript{47}

The first poetical passage: \textsuperscript{3}15-4\textsuperscript{14}. The Two Spirits.

The first stanza: \textsuperscript{3}15-4\textsuperscript{1}. God, the Angelic Forces and the Two Spirits.

The first seven lines of poetry deal with the omnipotence of God, and exhibit predestination theology. The poetry is good, having a regular metre of 4,9/10 and exhibits a pattern in its cola of - \(a:b:b':c:a':d:d'\). The first colon parallels the fifth in that (in my view) the object of \(k\&1\) in the latter is best fulfilled by understanding \(hwwh\ wnhyyh\) (comparing with line 1), rather than by translating, somewhat limply, ‘all things’. The second and third cola (\(b:b\)) have \(hywtm\) and \(mh\&bt\) as common elements,\textsuperscript{48} while the fourth, and middle, colon, stands by itself and is distinctive in containing the only negative element. The sixth and seventh cola both begin with \(whw\'h\); in addition \(bkwl\ hp\&ym\) (sixth colon) parallels \(kw1\ mh\&b\&tm\) in the second colon whilst there is alliteration and assonance between 1mms\&lt (seventh colon) and \(k\&b\&t\) in the third colon.

The next strophe introduces the two spirits of truth and Iniquity and begins with an unbalanced bicolon followed by a tricolon of \(a:b:b'\) pattern. The bicolon contains the ‘parallel’ particles ‘\(lw\)’ and ‘\(bm\)’, found only here in the section \textsuperscript{3}15-4\textsuperscript{1}. There follows as a third strophe, two tricola of pattern, \(a:b:c\ a':b':c'\); the

\textsuperscript{47}Cf. ‘the son of man’, a title used by Jesus as a circumlocution for himself – see: Vermes, Jesus the Jew, chapter 7, and Lindars, Jesus Son of Man.

\textsuperscript{48}The slightly high syllable count of the third colon is perhaps countered by the short fifth line, which if one does not include the metre of ‘\(hwwh\ wnhyyh\)’, counts 6; thus \(13+6 / 2 = 9.5\), cf. 9 and 10 counts elsewhere.
varying position of 'kol' in the second and fifth cola should perhaps be emended by moving the 'kol' in the latter colon to conform, and similarly, the presence of the waw at the start of the sixth colon in contrast to third would perhaps suggest that it has been added to smooth the join between the final two cola of this strophe.

There follows a fourth strophe which deals with the relationship between the Angel of Darkness and the 'sons of righteousness'. This five line structure shows some evidence of being chiastic, for the first and last cola parallel the 'sons of righteousness' with the 'sons of light', and similarly the parallel between the roots tʰ and kāl. The contents of the middle three cola exhibit b:c:b:c pattern, namely: man's sin, the Angel of Darkness' governance, (and again) man's sin, the Angel of Darkness' governance. Yet this would yield metre of 5,4,4,1 (stress) and 16,10,10,5 (syllable) for these proposed cola, whereas the current division of the text creates a regular metre in the strophe as a whole of: 4,5,4,5,4 and 10,16,11,15,10, giving a pattern of a:b:c:b+c:a. Note the alliteration of the word-endings in the second colon, and to a lesser extent in the fourth.

The final strophe has a problem in its opening colon which is that it has two subjects, 'the Angel of Truth' and 'the God of Israel', and singular verbs in 'zr, br' and ysd (the latter two in the following cola.) Although the first of these could be taken as a participle that still leaves a slightly awkward change from a plural to a singular sense. It would also create an unbalanced first bicolon:

\[
\text{But the God of Israel and the Angel of Truth} \quad 2(4) \quad 9
\]
\[
\text{are a help to all the sons of light.} \quad 3 \quad 5
\]

Thus we shall have to regard wml 'k 'mtw as an addition since God is clearly
the subject of what follows, plus one would expect ʾṣr ʿwrymology if this strophe were to parallel the 'Angel of Darkness' in the third strophe. We are now left with metre of 4,9 which creates a balanced bicolon when combined with the following colon, and in addition by referring to 'the sons of light' at the end of the first colon of this strophe parallels their appearance in the last colon of the previous strophe. 'zr with 'I-' means simply 'to help', or it can be taken as a participle. The following bicolon is well-balanced, the verb doing double-duty; the suffix on wʿ1γhwn is an Aramaic form and the second colon of this bicolon was written twice by error enabling the reconstruction of this colon. This strophe (and stanza) concludes with a well-balanced quatrain of a:b:a':b' pattern, the shorter third colon compensating for the extra stress in the first colon.

The second stanza: 42-8. The Spirit of Truth.

This second stanza deals with 'the spirit of truth' (although it is not named as such), with the main strophe (42-6) arranged in a chiastic structure with pattern a:2b:5c:5c:2b:a. The opening introductory colon with its positive content can only be referring to the 'spirit of truth', and not to both the 'spirits of truth and iniquity'. Like its chiastic counterpart in 4+(6) it begins with '1h and contains tbl, thus creating a certain degree of extended parallelism. There follows a bicolon which again, like its chiastic counterpart, begins each line with an infinitive, although in the second bicolon in 45-6 we do not have the prefixed 'I-' of the infinitives; both bicola deal with how the spirit should act. The central part of this strophe lists the attributes of the spirit so that it is impossible to talk in terms of bicola or tricola, unless one sees two pentacola both beginning with the word ʾwrwḥ, which is understood in the subsequent cola. The first half of this list has a variation in that its final two cola form a
subsidiary clause (bicolon) which in itself is well-balanced, consisting of a participle followed by parallelism between bkwl and brwb and between 'l and the suffix.

There follows in 46-8 a strophe on the rewards awaiting those who walk in this spirit. The pattern is basically a:b4, although the latter four lines can be divided into two bicola which deal respectively with the earthly and heavenly rewards. The earthly rewards of long-life and many descendants are those characteristic of the Old Testament doctrine on death at the time before belief in any kind of positive afterlife, whilst the second bicolon raises the question of what form of afterlife the sect believed in, earthly or heavenly immortality?


The third stanza outlines the ways of the 'spirit of falsehood'. The first strophe consists of a list of attributes, although generally these can be divided into bicola. Like rwḥ in the above stanza, the 'spirit of falsehood' is carried over to subsequent lines as the subject. The first bicolon pairs 'wlh with sdq, whilst the latter segolate is paralleled by nepes; both cola contain Qal. infinitives. The form npṣ should be translated 'appetite' here, especially as it is associated with the root ḥḥb, for two almost identical biblical parallels can be found to this text:49

Isaiah 514: 1kn hrḥybh śwl npṣḥ
Habakkuk 25: ʾṣr hrḥyb kšwl npṣw

There follow four cola which can really only be seen in terms of a list,

---

although the first colon consists of two pairs of words, the next two cola roughly balance, and the final cola consists of three related phrases. Then there follows a list of five parts of the body which the spirit of falsehood would have influenced, though the second and fourth and especially the third and fifth pairs are in parallel. This leaves a final monocolon which gives emphasis. The poorer poetry of this strophe which deals with the ways of the spirit of falsehood, in contrast to the chiastic poetical arrangement of the first strophe of the previous stanza which deals with the spirit of truth, is perhaps deliberate and meant to reflect the respective subject-matter of these two strophes.

The second strophe of this stanza follows in 4\textsuperscript{11-14}, outlining the 'rewards' of those who walk in this spirit, and thus creating an antithetic parallel with the second strophe of the previous stanza (4\textsuperscript{6-8}). The imagery of darkness and destruction is strong in this strophe, in contrast to the imagery of light and life in 4\textsuperscript{6-8}. After the introductory colon there follows a quatrain on their fate after their death, and then a tricolon with pattern a:b:b' on their time on earth prior to their death. This reverse order, together with the uneasy balance of the tricolon and the parallel structure and content of the second strophe in the preceding stanza, may suggest that this tricolon was added as an afterthought to cover their fate on earth. \texttt{k\textsubscript{1}h} in the fifth colon of the strophe creates a problem in that one has to try to avoid translating it with the sense 'extinction' since this would contradict the previous three lines which speak of 'unending punishment'.

\textsuperscript{50}Emend 'lbb' to 'lb', perhaps, so as to give the phrase 'heaviness of heart' a syllable count of four in line with the other parts of the body. Note the varying spelling of 'k(y)bwd'.
The second Introduction, 415-16.

This second secondary prosaic introduction contains a number of phrases and words found in the first prosaic introduction. The most notable of these is the phrase *twlqwt kwl bny 'ys* in 313 and 415, plus the occurrence of the word *dwqwtm* in 314, 415 and perhaps significantly in 413 in the tricolon which, as I have just hinted at, maybe a secondary addition. This then forms a link with the previous introduction in addition to acting as an introduction to what follows.

The second poetical passage, 416-25. God’s plan for the Two Spirits.

There seems to a definite shift in theology between the previous poetical section and this one. For here there is no reference to the dualistic theme of ‘light’ and ‘dark’, nor to the accompanying angelic forces of good and bad, but rather God is the sole mediator to mankind of the Two Spirits. Nor is there any reference to ‘the sons of truth / righteousness / light’ and their adversaries ‘the sons of iniquity’, but rather the references are to ‘the sons of man’ and ‘mankind’ in general. Finally, it seems possible to detect a different theological interpretation (or at least a different emphasis) from that in the previous poetical sections; there ‘man’ could choose to walk in the way of light or in the way of darkness – 320-21, 42-8 and 48-11, here, however, we have the concept of every person having both ‘truth’ and ‘falsehood’ in his heart, and it being up to the individual to decide how much he is influenced by each spirit – 417,19f,23-25.

This stanza is introductory in nature; further confirming that this source was originally independent; it consists of a quatrain of a:b:c:c’ pattern followed
by an unbalanced bicolon. The first five words of the first colon are also found in \textsuperscript{425} – the first colon of the last strophe of this poetical section. The use of mplgh in the second colon led the 'author' of the prosaic introduction, \textsuperscript{415-16}, to use mplg twice. The third and fourth cola of the quatrain exhibit strong parallelism / dualism; notably, it is 'wlh that is paralleled with 'mt, and not 'wl as in \textsuperscript{319} and \textsuperscript{423-24}.

The second stanza of two strophes concerns God's final plan for the Two Spirits, \textsuperscript{418-23}, the first strophe dealing with the end of 'wlh, the second with the purification of man by truth. The poetical units (bicola, etc.) are more difficult to define in this section because of the poorer quality of the poetry; this and the occurrence again (and thus duplication) of the theme of 'visitation' found already in \textsuperscript{46f} and \textsuperscript{411f}, further testifies to the different authorship behind this section. The first strophe of two tricola begins with a subsidiary clause on God's attributes which 'interrupts' the first colon; leaving aside this subsidiary clause the remaining two cola are in parallel so that the pattern created for this tricolon is a : b : a : a'. In the second tricolon 'mt and rš' form a word-pair over the first two lines, whilst the last line best parallels the final line of the preceding tricolon. The second strophe on God's purification of man by truth begins with an unbalanced bicolon (though with two parallel double-ayin roots), followed by a well-balanced bicolon each line beginning with an infinitive. After this the poetical units are more difficult to discern; seemingly we have another unbalanced bicolon followed by a tricolon of a:b:b pattern. We are then left with a very badly balanced quatrain which introduces some totally foreign elements, namely, the idea of election, 'the everlasting

\textsuperscript{51} 'wlh occurs 5 times in the section \textsuperscript{416-23}, plus once in \textsuperscript{49} and \textsuperscript{424}, whilst 'wl occurs three times in \textsuperscript{319-41} and twice in \textsuperscript{423-26}.\textsuperscript{51}
covenant' and 'the glory of Adam', which may suggest that this is a later redactional gloss.

The final stanza of two strophes, 423-26, deals with the time between now and the visitation. The first strophe considers the current strife between the Two Spirits, whilst the second returns to the theme of God’s omnipotence and the doctrine of predestination. Although Murphy-O’Connor believes 423-26 to be a further independent unit, I believe that it forms a consistent whole with 416-23 especially since the phrase ky bd bbd '1 šmn also occurs in 416 (with slight variation in order – ky' '1 šmn bd bbd), thus acting as an envelope structure. Thus the first strophe begins with a bicolon which exhibits a chiastic structure a:b:b':a'. The quatrain that follows should be supplied with bw in its second colon, having also emended wšdq to yšdq; one would expect 'w1h not 'wl in the third colon picking up from the first. The second strophe exhibits poor poetry which, coupled with its fragmentary character, makes it is difficult to determine bicola, etc.. A new theme appears in the sixth line, that of 'knowledge of good and evil' (Genesis 1).

Conclusion and Summary.

It seems to me that there are in fact three ‘authors’ of the Two Spirits passage, 313-426. Two wrote in poetry, namely 315-414 and 416-26, the former exhibiting a better poetical style than the latter. The third is the redactor who supplied the two prosaic introductions, 313-15 and 415-16, the gloss in 324 ‘and His Angel of Truth’, and perhaps a couple of further glosses in 413-14 ‘And all...’, and 423-24 ‘For God chose them...’.

———

5^2 Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 76, p542.
The Two Spirit Passage can therefore be summarized as follows.

Redactor: Introduction.

Poet 1:  
Stanza 1: The Cosmic Setting.  
Strophe 1 - God's omnipotence. a:b:b':c:a':d:d'  
Strophe 2 - The Two Spirits. a:b a:b:b'  
Strophe 3 - The Angelic Forces. a:b:c:a':b':c'  
Strophe 4 - The Angel of Darkness. a:b:c:b+c:a  
Strophe 5 - The God of Israel. a:b a:a'<a'> a:b:a':b'  
Stanza 2: The spirit of truth.  
Strophe 1 - Its characteristics. a:2b:5c:5c:2b:a  
Strophe 2 - The rewards for following it. a:4b  
Stanza 3: The spirit of falsehood.  
Strophe 1 - Its characteristics. List in form.  
Strophe 2 - The 'reward' for following it. a:4b a:b:b'

Redactor: Introduction.

Poet 2:  
Stanza 1 - Introduction.  
Strophe 1: a:b:c:c' a:b  
Stanza 2 - God's final plan for the Two Spirits.  
Strophe 1: The end of falsehood. a:-b-a:a' a:b:b'  
Strophe 2: Purification. a:b a:a' a:b' a:b:a':b':b'  
Stanza 3 - The time before the End.  
Strophe 1: The Two Spirits' struggle. a+b:b'+a' a:b:a':b'  
Strophe 2: God's omnipotence. Pattern?
The Hebrew of the Third Poem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>א</th>
<th>ב</th>
<th>ג</th>
<th>ד</th>
<th>ה</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+3</td>
<td>2+5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>לחתול תומם (16)</td>
<td>בכל דריי</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>โล ה хоро למחשבות</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Norris</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Ci רבי (17)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Winner במשך לכל חמל בום</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>מחליפי ועד ההנה</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>כל בחשה שהיה borne בחזרה כי והן</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ויהי הכל והיה</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>בעשות החותים את (21) רזרמים</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>ולא שורר את מותו ושיחות</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5+5</td>
<td>עז אוש א.shortcuts אחדב בום (1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>בח החתינה של המהפחות</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>אברכים לא哈尔滨</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>ויעל [אוז] בשمري מצות אל</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>לא בהר (3) ברכה הרוח</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>וישמור לישק Liênקוב</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ויושגרו יכתבו אחיבים (4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ובערת בירח לועלים</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>גבי יניקת חעד בום</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>ויענש למלים (5) משמחות</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10&lt;2&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>ובימים (בכמירים) חולם בשירהות כלב</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>לחיינו לעל (6) ומואת אל</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>ולעשות אוש היה יצדים</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
וּנְאָכֵל את הָדָם

וּנְרַת (7) גוֹרְם בְּמֹדבר
(וֹדֶרֶב) לַחַם בָּקֶדֶשׁ
עֵל יִרְשָׁי אֲתֵה (הָאָרָץ)
וּנְבֹּהָר בַּרְצֹן (חֹזֶן)
לָא שְׁמַע (8) לְכֹל חַיָּה
(כְּצֹעַת וּרְחָמִים)
וּרְגָּן בַּאֲחָלִיַּם

וּחָרָא אֵל (9) בְּעֶדוֹת
וּנְבֹּהָר בַּאֲדָב
מְלַכְּהָם בַּכְּנֵרָת
וּנְבֹּרָו (10) אָדוֹן
וּרְגָּן בַּשְּׁמֵמָה

בְּהַבָּי בַּאֵי הָבִרְתֵּי הַרָאשָׁנִים
וּטָם (11) לְחַרְב
בִּעְנֶבֶם אֲתֵה בַּרְיָה אֲל
וּבְיָהָר בְּרַגְזַע
וּוְיָנוּר אָרֹחִי שְׁרוּר (12) לֶבַכ
לְעַשְׁתָּא אַישׁ אֲתֵה קוּנָא

בּוּכְמַחְוִקְיוֹן בְּמַצְתָּא אֵל (13)
בּוּכְמַחְוִקְיוֹן בְּמַצְתָּא אֵל
אֵשֶׁר נוֹתִיר מְכָה
הָכִים אֲלֵה בְּרָיוִי
לָשָׁרֵל עַד עֶלֶם
לָגוּלָה (14) לָחוּם נָסָתְרָה
אַשְׁרָנָה בְּכֶל יִשְׂרָאֵל

שְׁבַעַת קַדְשׁוֹת מָמוּדִי (15) בָּנָד
עִיחֹת עֵדָקָו דּוֹרִי אֲמָתָה
וּחָפְסֵי לְצֹּנָא
כַּאֲשֶׁר יְעַשֶּׁה (16) הָאָדָם וְהוּה בָּהֶם
פְּתַח לְפַקְוָא

וּמְחֶרֶו בָּאֵר לְמִימָנַר בָּט (17)
וּמְאָסִיָּהוּ אֲל גְּיָה
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الرقم</th>
<th>الجملة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>והם התוקפים (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>يؤמرون כי הון זכה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ובון להם בית נאמה בישראל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>אשר לא עוד כמותו למפניו עדז (20) הונה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>המחקיימ וב לויה נצחי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>כל חוד אמס להם</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>הוה כاصرרי (21) הקים אל להם ביד יזרעאל הנבアイ להכר</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>הכינים והולכים ביני (1) צורק אחר שמר אותם ממנהו ומקורים במעת בין</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>שיראל (2) משליע_lm יזוע ול חולמה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>הכינים הם שבוי ישראל (3) היצא תואר הזרה (הלכים) מנוור</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>עתמה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ובין צורק הוא בחורי (4) יזרעאל קראי האם העמודים באחתıdır הימין</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>הונה פורוש (5) שמוזיחם להולדות</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>وكף مضמם זמסר צModelAttribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>עליי (6) ההתרמים פיוריסמע</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>הק(ד)וש(ט)י הר(א)ש(ו)ונ(ש)י אשר כפר (7) אל ביעום</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>היצדוק צורק ו위원ו ישע</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>וכל הבהאים אנחיווא (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>לעשות כמותו החכורה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>אשר החכורה ובו האנשין</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>עד שלום (9) הק(ט)ע(כ)ה(ש)נ(ו)ת(ו)ל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cabrית אחר הקים אל ליאנשין</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>לכרפר (10) על טעונתים</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>כל יפרר אל ביעום</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>במשל—they(כ)ק (11) כדימרר השגא(ש)י האלה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ואין עוד למסרצל ביהוד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>כי אם לעמד לא ישב (12) מברדו</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>помещה הצור רמא החוק</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Translation of the Third Poem (214-320), and 320-412.

And now children listen to me;
And I will open your eyes to see
and understand the ways of El.
And to choose what He likes,
And to reject what He hates.

To walk perfectly in all His ways,
And not to stray in thoughts
of a guilty nature or (with) lustful eyes;
For many were led astray by such things.
And mighty men have stumbled upon them,
from of old even until now.

When they walked in the stubbornness of their hearts
the Heavenly Watchers fell;
By it they were caught,
for they did not keep the commandments of El.
And their children — whose height was that of cedars,
and like mountains (were) their bodies — surely fell.

All flesh that was on dry land surely expired,
and became as though it were not:
Because they practised their will,
And they did not keep the commandments of their Maker,
until His wrath was kindled against them.
Because of it the sons of Noah and their families went astray,
Because of it they were cut off.

Abraham did not walk in it
And he was accounted a friend for he kept the commandments of El
and did not choose the will of his spirit.
And he taught (them) to Isaac and Jacob.
And they kept (them) and were recorded as friends of El
and masters of the covenant forever.

The children of Jacob were led astray by such things,
and were punished for their transgressions.
And their children <in Egypt> walked in the stubbornness of their heart;
to conspire together against the commandments of El,
and to practise everyman what was right in his eyes.
And they ate blood
And their men were cut off in the wilderness.
(And He spoke) to them at Kadesh:
'Go up and possess (the land')
But they chose the will) of their spirit,
And they did not listen8 to the voice of their Maker
<the commandments which He taught them>
And they murmured in their tents.

And the wrath of El was kindled9 against their congregation:
And their children because of it were lost,
And their kings because of it were cut off,
And their warriors because of it10 were lost,
And their land because of it became desolate.

Because of it, the first members of the covenant were guilty
and they were delivered up11 to the sword,
Because they forsook the covenant of El
and chose their own will,
And they went about after the stubbornness12 of their heart,
every man practising his own will.

But with those who held fast to the commandments of El13
who were left of them,
El established His covenant
in Israel forever;
To reveal14 to them (the) 'hidden things';
by which all Israel had gone astray:

His holy Sabbaths and15 His glorious feast days;
His righteous testimonies and His true ways.
And the desires of His will
<which16 man should practise and live by>
He uncovered before them.

And they dug a well of many waters,17
And those who reject them shall not live.

For they had rolled about
in the transgression of the common people and in ways of
uncleanness,18
And had said, 'This is for us'.
But El in His wonderful mysteries,
Pardoned their iniquity and forgave their transgression.19

And He built for them 'a sure house' in Israel,
like which none stood from of old until20 now:
Those who hold fast to it shall live forever,
and all the glory of Adam (shall be) for them.
This is as 21 El established for them by the hand of Ezekiel, the prophet, saying:

The priests and the Levites and the children 1 of Zadok, who kept watch on My sanctuary when the children of Israel went astray 2 from Me, shall draw near to Me with fat and blood.

The priests' are those who turn back in Israel 3 who went out of the land of Judah, and 'the Levites' are those who were joined with them. And 'the children of Zadok' are the chosen ones 4 of Israel, those called by name, who stand firm during the last days.

Behold the list 5 of their names according to their generation,
And the period of their standing and the number of their sufferings.
And the years 6 of their wandering and the list of their deeds:

(They are) the (fi)rst holy (ones) whom 7 El pardoned,
And they justified the righteous and condemned the wicked.

And all those who enter after them: 8
(Are) to live according to the exact interpretation of the law
in which the first ones were instructed;
until the period 9 of these years is complete;
(And) in accordance with the covenant which El established for
the first ones:
to make atonement 10 for their iniquities –
thus will El atone for them.

And when the period <according to the number> of 11 these years is complete,
No more shall it be (possible) to be joined to the House of Judah;
But rather, every man must stand firm upon 12 his own
fortification/(net):
'The wall is built, the precept far removed'.
1.3. The Third Poem: 214–320.

This similar formulaic introduction marks the start of a third section, or in our case poem, within the Damascus Document. It is addressed to the ‘bñym’ who must learn from the lessons of history and in particular from the unfaithfulness of the ‘bñym’ of subsequent, past Israelite generations. Thus ‘bñym’ is a keyword in this poem appearing in the address of 214 and in a historical context in 219, 31.4.5.9, and the theme is also found in the appended midrashic section in 321, 41.3. However, the extent of this section, and in particular the precise identity of those addressed is not a matter which has generally been agreed upon.

Murphy-O'Connor believes that the sectarians originated from Babylon (termed ‘Damascus’ in CD) and returned from exile following the Maccabean Wars because of the independence Israel had acquired and the resulting anti-semitism of the surrounding countries. Yet Israel was not as they expected, the law being lax and foreign influence being rife. Thus the Missionary Document, 214–611, was written which ‘was both a blanket condemnation of what was commonly accepted in Palestine as safe orthodoxy (CD.413–515) and at the same time an appeal to join the Essenes before it was too late (CD.319, 49–12).’ Consequently, the bñym are for Murphy-O'Connor, ‘outsiders’. Davies, whilst adopting Murphy-O'Connor’s basic assertion that the sectarians originated from Babylon, believes it is ‘preferable to think of the


function of the discourses as catechetical rather than apologetic’ so that our current text is ‘directed to *initiates in the process of making their choice*.\(^3\)

Finally Stegemann suggests ‘bnym’ are those members who are in danger of falling into apostasy. Yet there is no indication of apostasy here, especially when compared to, say, the ‘Warnings’ of 19\(^{33-20}\)\(^{27}\).

In my view these alternative explanations have all made one basic erroneous presupposition which is that all of them have failed to take into account the composite nature of this document and consequently have tried to interpret originally poetical passages by their later prosaic counterparts. Whilst this may be justifiable on some occasions, in the majority of cases the various literary strands mirror the development of the community and its thought. Once the original underlying poetical text is appreciated, the poem can be seen to extend only as far as 3\(^{20}\); appended to this is a midrashic section, 3\(^{20-4}\), and a secondary semi-poetical section, 4\(^{6-11}\). The poem, 2\(^{14-3}\), was originally addressed to the new members of the community at the Annual Covenant Festival of the sect, but with its incorporation into the Damascus Document it was re-addressed to those later members (as against ‘the founders’) who lived away from Qumran amidst the indigenous Jewish and gentile population. Both the original and reinterpreted sense of ‘bnym’ in 2\(^{14}\) is entirely understandable in view of the main theme of the poem, viz. the unfaithfulness of the preceding Israelite generations.

Finally, the historical subject matter of this poem means that the poetry can often better be described as ‘poetical narrative’.

---

\(^3\)Davies, p77 — Davies’ third discourse ends at 4\(^{12a}\) ‘for no single compelling reason, but for a number of minor reasons, the most telling of which is that (he) cannot find any other plausible termination’ — p78.
The first stanza: 2:14-17. The Introduction.

w'th bnym šm'w ly
w'glh 'ynykm lr'wt
wlhbyn bm'sy 15 'l
wlbhwr 't 'šr ršh
wlm'ws k'šr šn'

lhthlk tmym 16 bkl drkyw
wl' ltwr bmhsbwt
ysr 'šmh w'ny znwt
ky rbym 17 t'w bm
wgbwry hyl nkšlw bm
mlpnym w'd hnh

And now children listen to me;
And I will open your eyes to see
and understand the ways 15 of El.
And to choose what He likes,
And to reject what He hates.

To walk perfectly 16 in all His ways,
And not to stray in thoughts
of a guilty nature or (with) lustful eyes;
For many 17 were led astray by such things.
And mighty men have stumbled upon them,
from of old even until now.

wlm'ws: the root should be translated 'to reject' not 'to despise' on grounds of parallelism, and this meaning should be adopted elsewhere in this document - 317, 79=195, 819=1932, 208.11.

wl' ltwr: 'l' is used instead of the grammatically correct negative particle for infinitives lblty; ltwr has Babylonian pointing - lātūr.

w'ny znwt: 'ny defective for 'yny; znwt should be pointed znúṭ.
‘whoredom’ – the phrase also appears in 1QS.1⁶.

The initial monocolon parallels 1¹ and 2², though with bnm interrupting the usual construction of ‘th šm׳w for emphasis, and with ly, in contrast to ‘ly in 2²; w׳th lies outside of the metre. There follow two bicola, each colon having an infinitive. The first is a chiastic structure with ballast variants; the future tense of w׳glh is rhetorical and should not be taken literally to suggest that those addressed are at present totally lacking in any sectarian teaching. The second exhibits straight (proper congruence) parallelism, with k׳šr being a nice poetic touch instead of the repeated ‘t ‘šr. The dualistic terminology here has close parallels in 1QH.17²⁴ and 1QS.1³⁻⁴, and, since in the latter case it is the Maskil who is teaching the saints (qdwšym) how to live, one could question whether the Maskil is not also speaking in this passage.

There follow two tricola. The initial tricolon exhibits enjambment in its second and third cola, and the prefixed ‘b’ on mḥbwt does double-duty; it has typical sectarian language.⁴ The obvious question is whether these two phrases are meant to represent general categories or refer to specific sins current in Israel at the time? While the former phrase has a more general sense, the widespread condemnation of znwt in this document suggests that the latter at least is meant to be specific.⁵ This paradoxical juxtaposition of general and specific warnings may suggest that the latter phrase is a

⁴The opening colon is echoed in 1QS.2² and 1QSb.5²² – cf. Gen.8⁵, and Num.15⁴³; the second and third cola have parallels in part in 1QS.5⁶ and 1QH.6³²; the phrase ‘yny znwt’ in 1QS.1⁹.

⁵See especially the first ‘net’, 4¹⁷ 4²⁰⁻⁵⁶; plus 7¹, 8⁵=19⁷, 1QS.1⁶ and 4¹⁰.
secondary gloss deliberately pointing to the first of Belial's nets, a suggestion which could be further advanced by the defective and un-prefixed form of this phrase. This would leave a well-balanced bicolon (8:9 syllable count) with proper anti-congruent parallelism (a+b:a'+b').

The second, well-balanced tricolon has a pattern - a:a':b. The two masculine particles bm create good parallelism; both refer to the five nouns of the previous tricolon of which only ysr is masculine. Rabbîm has here the wider sense of 'Israelite', and is perhaps meant to be a pun on the rbym of the community so providing a solemn warning. The parallelism dictates that gbwry ḳyl should be translated 'mighty men' rather than with a military sense, which would be too specific and out of place in this context. Charles considers the final words w'd hnh to be secondary, so that the phrase gbwry ḳyl refers to the 'Nephilim' who are termed in Genesis 64 - ḥgbrym 'sr m'wlm 'nšy hšm; they are then the subject of the following verb, blktm. This though seems unlikely since the phrase mlpnym w'd hnh also occurs in 319-20, and because the historical account has not yet begun. The tricolon is therefore meant as an overview, stating that the rabbîm (the ordinary Israelite?) and the gbwry ḳyl (their leaders?) have been going astray throughout time.


blktm bšryrw 18 lbm 3 7
nplw 'yy ḥšnym 3 7
bh n'hzw 2 4
'sr l' šmrw mšw 1l 19 4 7

---

6For the 'many' of the sect see Chapter 2, Appendix I, p343-347 on the Laws of IX-XVI.

7Charles, p805.
When they walked in the stubbornness of their hearts, the Heavenly Watchers fell; for they did not keep the commandments of El. And their children — whose height was that of cedars, and like mountains (were) their bodies — surely fell.

'yry: T-S 10 K6 probably reads a resh rather than a daleth, which yields the correct sense, 'watchers', rather than 'witnesses'.

mṣwt: is this form singular, mīṣwāt, or plural, mīṣwōt? The form mṣwt never appears in the Scrolls, whilst the plene form mṣwōt does — 1QpH.5, 1QH.16, 1QSb.1 and 4QpHos.a.24 — and with the root šmr in all but the final case. Thus a plural sense would seem to be demanded here, and elsewhere in this document — 2.21, 3.2.6.8.12, 5.21, 8.19=19.32, 9.7, 19.8.

bh: bāh, feminine and so referring to ʾṣywōt (1bm) which is also feminine singular; there is no need to emend to bm 'by them = the list of sins referred to in 2.16.

gbhām: from the noun gōbah, with suffix gobhām.

—in the MT 'mīṣwāt yhwh' occurs three times (once with the root 'šmr'), whilst the plural 'mīṣwōt yhwh' occurs twenty times (seven times with the root 'šmr').
We have here either a loose quatrain of metre 3,3,2,4 exhibiting
enjambment or a bicolon with longer than average cola of metre 6,6\(^9\)
Elsewhere in this poem there are other examples of 'quatrains' exhibiting poor
poetry which can be construed as bicola with longer than usual cola – 220-21,
310-11, and 312-13. The first colon contains typical biblical and sectarian
phraseology.\(^10\) The 'they' refers to the Heavenly Watchers themselves and not
those that were their victims, while bh refers to 'the stubbornness of their
heart'; thus the sense is:

\textit{When they (=the Heavenly Watchers) walked in the}
\textit{stubbornness of their heart the Heavenly Watchers fell;\(^11\)}
\textit{By it (=the stubbornness of their heart) they (=the Heavenly}
\textit{Watchers) were caught, for ...}

The pattern created by this parallelism is therefore: a+b+c:b'+c'+d where b =
'the stubbornness of their heart' and c = the Heavenly Watchers who fell/were
cought; the parallelism between the roots npl and 'hz heightens the effect.
One might have expected 'yny znwt as being more appropriate than sryrwt
1bm (cf.Jub.721), and the fact one does not find it may be a further indication
that this phrase is secondary in the introductory stanza.

It is significant that this account of Israel's history begins with the
Heavenly Watchers of Genesis 61-5 rather than with Adam. The former are
often held responsible in the intertestamental literature for man's fall into sin.\(^12\)
They are mentioned twice elsewhere in the scrolls, in the Genesis Apocryphon

\(^9\)So Charles, p805.
\(^10\)Jer.1313, 1310, 2317, CD.35, 209, 1QS.16, 214,26, 54, 719,24, 910.
\(^11\)Translate: 'When the Heavenly Watchers walked in the stubbornness of their heart they fell'.
\(^12\)Jubilees 415, 51-2,6-11, 721; T.Reuben.5, T.Naph.35, T Naph.35, 1Enoch.6-16; Sibyl Oracles 197-104 – see
And the interpretation concerns Azazel and the angels who [came to the daughters of men; and] they bore to them giants. And concerning Azazel...and iniquity, and to cause them to inherit wickedness...judgments and judgment of the congregation... 13

Adam on the other hand seems to be regarded as the ideal man. The proper noun, 'ādām, occurs three times in the scrolls in identical formats: CD.320, 1QS.423 and 1QH.1715. In all three cases the cognate is needed and supplied in the future, making Adam's state the promised heavenly ideal. Yet one could easily read: '...and all the glory of Adam is for them.' This would then imply that all members who lived according to the sectarian way of life will acquire Adam's glory now. Although this may seem to be conjuring up concepts of 'realized eschatology' comparable to that of the fourth gospel, the meaning may in fact have been that whoever follows the ways of the sect will attain Adam's sinless state.

The final bicolon exhibits a chiastic structure a+b:b'a with good parallelism between b:b' positioned to delay the main meaning - 'their children also/surely fell'. The ky here is thus in a postponed position and should therefore be stressed; ky with the sense 'surely' is found in Gen.2932 and Ex.312, and ultimately derives from the 'k' in Ugaritic.14 These 'children' are the 'giants' or 'nêpîlîm' referred to in Gen.64, 4Q180, 1QAPGen.21 and the intertestamental literature: Jub.51, 722, 1En.72-4, 99, et al.

---

13Vermes, p261.

14See Gibson, Canaanite Myths and Legends, p148.

| kl bár 'šr15 hyh bḥrh bh ky gw' | 4 | 12 |
| wyhyw kl' hyw | 3 | 6 |
| b'awtm 't 21 ršwnm | 2 | 6 |
| w1' šmrw 't mšw 'šyh | 4 | 8 |
| 'd 'šr hrr 'pwr bm' | 4 | 7 |
| bh t'y16 bny nh wmsphhwtyhm | 4 | 5+5 |
| bh hm nkrtym 2 | 3 | 5 |

All flesh that was on dry land surely expired, and became as though it were not; Because they practised21 their will, And they did not keep the commandments of their Maker, until His wrath was kindled against them. 1 Because of it the sons of Noah and their families went astray, Because of it they were cut off. 2

gw': singular and thus grammatically correct, referring back to bár, whilst the following two verbs are plural referring to bár semantically; a similar effect can be seen in Genesis 613 and 721.

t'y: one has to emend to t'w.

wmsphhwtyhm: there is an extra he, carelessly inserted by a scribe who thought he was writing the singular.

15T-5 10 K6 has the relative pronoun, omitted by Schechter, p117 and Davies, p238.
16Read t'w
This stanza is one of the rougher poetical pieces in this poem. On metrical grounds one could divide it into three bicola (combining the second and third cola), yet this does not agree with the division of the text on grounds of sense which is how I have split it up. Thus we have a bicolon on the flood, followed by a tricolon of a:a':b pattern dealing with the reasons for the flood and God's subsequent action. The bicolon uses ky again with the sense 'surely' thus paralleling the final line of the previous stanza, whilst the terminology of the first colon reflects that found in Genesis 6:17, 7:21-22 and Jubilees 5:20. The tricolon also reads as a polemic against the current unfaithful sectarianists, since there were no m$kvt in Noah's day.\(^{17}\) The final colon of the tricolon stands rather by itself for emphasis, since the concept of God's anger is prominent in the Flood story.

The final bicolon of this stanza is unbalanced, yet there seems no reason for removing w$5phw$tw$m or adding anything to the final colon. It moves to the events after the flood and resumes the theme of the disobedience of 'the children'. The particles bh have the same sense as in the previous stanza, referring to 'the stubbornness of their heart'. What were the sins of Noah's sons? Genesis 9:22-27 gives an account of Ham's sin in seeing his father's nakedness. More encompassing is Jubilees 11:2, which reads:

> And the sons of Noah began fighting in order to take captive and to kill each other, to pour the blood of man upon the earth, to eat blood, to build fortified cities and walls and towers, so that (one) man will be raised up over the people, to set up the first kingdoms to go to war, people against people and nation against nation and city against city, and everyone (will act) to do evil and to acquire weapons of battle and to teach their sons war.

\(^{17}\)The second colon of this tricolon has biblical parallels in 1Sam.13:13, 2Kgs.17:16, 1Chron.29:8 and in the scrolls in CD 2:21, 3:2, 19:4, 1QSb.1, 1QH.16:15, 17.
Jubilees therefore attributes to the sons of Noah the rise of the city-state system from the nomadic way of life, and this seems to indicate that the poet used or at least knew of Jubilees. If, on the other hand, has the wider meaning of 'descendants' then the reference may be to the tower of Babel, yet these people seem not to be descended from Noah. The use of the root refers ironically to the Noahic covenant — Genesis 9:8-17 and Jubilees 6:4-16.

The fourth stanza: 3:2-4. The Patriarchs.

Abraham did not walk in it
And he was accounted a friend for he kept the commandments of El
and did not choose the will of his spirit.
And he taught (them) to Isaac and Jacob,
And they kept (them) and were recorded as friends of El
and masters of the covenant forever.

wyśmrw wyktbw: in light of our discussion on Qumran orthography these

---

18 See too Jubilees 7:14-17.

19 The flood left only Noah and his family alive, so that ipso facto all subsequent peoples are descended from him. According to Jub.10:18 Peleg (the great, great, grandson of Shem — Gen.11:15) went into the land of Shinar (Jub.10:19) to see/take part in the building of the tower of Babel.
forms should be pointed, wayyišmorû wayyikkâtebû, viz. with four and five
syllables respectively; wyktbw is a Niphal.

In contrast to the last stanza this stanza consists of well-balanced poetry. The two tricola have a total syllable count of 25:26, each with long middle
lines which contain 'whb and end in '1, so creating extended parallelism
between the tricola. A waw-consecutive begins every line except the first
where the main subject Abraham is introduced abruptly to emphasis his
importance.

The first tricolon deals specifically with Abraham who is presented as the
model Israelite in that he did not walk in it (= the stubbornness of his heart),
but rather kept God's commandments (cf.218, 36) and he did not chose his own
will (cf.220-21, 37,11,12.) The lacuna of three to four letters has led to a number
of similar proposals: Schechter restores wy'[šh 'w]hb, 'And he became friend';
Charles restores wy'[1h '']hb, 'And he was <recorded> friend' on the basis of
the use of the root in 1Chr.2724 and 2Chr.2034; Rabin and Davies restore wy'[1
'(w)']hb, 'And he was accounted a friend'.20 Although Abraham is called a friend
in Isaiah 418, 2Chr.207, and T.Abraham 23, none of the above suggested
restorations have biblical or Qumranic parallels. The form Abraham is found in
this document here, 1211 and 165 and is the name given to the patriarch by
God in connection with the covenant - Genesis 175.

The second tricolon deals with Abraham's offspring, giving him the credit

20Schechter, p65; Charles, p806; Rabin, p10 and Davies, p238, respectively.
for instructing both Isaac his son and Jacob his grandson (although this could merely be the result of poetical 'licence'). There are a couple of typically poetic devices here: the use of the poetical form of Isaac, יִשְׁחַג not יִשְׁחַג, as in the Psalms, Amos and Jeremiah, and the absence of pronouns in the first two cola to refer to מָשָׁת '1. The root מָש only occurs here and in 19 in the scrolls, and only occurs in the MT in Numbers 31, as a Qal infinitive in verse 16 and as a Niphal imperfect third plural in verse 5, though the Vulgate has dederuntque (=wayyimśrū) for the latter.

The fifth stanza: 34-6. The Exile in Egypt.

The children of Jacob were led astray by such things, and were punished for their transgressions. And their children <in Egypt> walked in the stubbornness of their heart; to conspire together against the commandments of El, and to practise everyman what was right in his eyes.

1hy's: the form is corrupt as it stands. It is probably a Hithpael infinitive construct with the taw omitted through a scribal error, hi{t}yāʾēṣ, giving the sense 'to conspire together' as in Ps.83. Alternatively one could emend to

214Q180 though has 'yshq', the poetic form, as does 4Q181 f2r.21.
This stanza consists of a bicolon and a tricolon. The bicolon deals with Jacob's children, and there is no positive reference to Joseph. However the use of msgwtm appears to denote only the eleven (i.e. excluding Joseph) since its only biblical occurrence is in Genesis 4312 where Jacob is speaking to the eleven. Jacob's sons had transgressed in selling Joseph to the Ishmaelites, Genesis 3720-28, yet this may also be referring to incidents such as the Judah-Tamar story (Gen.38) or the Reuben-Bilhah account (Jub.331-9), both of which deal with sins committed with 'yny znwt. We have a reversion to the particle bm, last used in 217, which is thus a reference back to 'the thoughts of a guilty nature and eyes of lust' of 216.

The tricolon of a:b:b' construction has a somewhat disproportionally long initial line, and so the word bm=rym could be taken as a clarificatory gloss. Our poem makes the plight of the Israelites in Egypt very much due to their own sinfulness, yet both Exodus 1 and Jubilees 4611-16 relate how the ever growing number of Israelites in Egypt led to a new Pharoah enslaving them.22

The sixth stanza: 36-8. The Wilderness.

wy'klw 't hâm 2 7
wykrt 7 zkwrn bmdbdr 3 9

22The final line can be paralleled in Judges 176, 2125 - 'ys hysr b'ynyw y'sh', but the phrase 'ys hysr b'ynyw' is only found in the scrolls in CD, here and 8=1520.
And they ate blood
And their men were cut off in the wilderness.
(And He spoke) to them at Kadesh:
'Go up and possess (the land')
But they chose the will] of their spirit,
And they did not listen] to the voice of their Maker
<the commandments which He taught them>
And they murmured in their tents.

wy'klw: in line with my suggested orthography, point wayyō'kalû, keeping
the pataḥ that is found elsewhere in the imperfect of this root; the plena form
yw'klw is found in 1QS.6².

This stanza exhibits a number of textual problems. Firstly, the scribe has
corrupted by haplograpy the original text of bmdbr (w)ydbr to simply bmdbr.²⁴
Secondly, there is the careless omission of a number of words after the
accusative particle, thus totally destroying what should be a tricolon.²⁵ Nearly
all scholars agree that the text ought to be reconstructed by comparing it with

²³Lost by haplography with 'bmdbr'.
²⁴So Lohse, Vermes, Davies and Knibb.
²⁵The text reads: 'lw wrsw 't rwhm' - 'Go up and possess their spirit'.
And when the Lord sent you from Kadesh-Barnea, he said,
"Go up and take possession of the land" I have given you." But
you rebelled against the command of the Lord your God. You
did not trust Him or listen to His voice.

Yet there is a third problem, namely the questionable origin of the phrase
mswt ywryhm. The lines each side are taken from Psalm 106:

wyrgnw b'hlyhm
1' šm'w bqwl yhwh

And they murmured in their tents;
They did not listen to the voice of the Lord.

It is inaccurate for Rabin to claim that these three lines are an amalgamation
of Deuteronomy 9 and Psalm 106 by their common element, since the
former reference really has no equivalent for mswt ywryhm. It seems to me
more likely that the line has been inserted in order to create a degree of
ambiguity in the interpretation of ywryhm; that is, in the context of Kadesh as
applying to God and His commandments, but also in the contemporary context
of the community as referring to the Teacher and his commandments
(11QTorah). This is strengthened by the fact that whereas yore is never used
of God Himself but only of His emissaries in the MT, yore is the term used for

26Charâş (p806) prior to the discovery of the Scrolls, compared the text with Deut.21.46 and
Ps.10632 and read: "lw wrsw 't (h 'rš wyqšw) rwhm" - "Go up and possess the land", but they
hardened their spirit'.

27Hebrew: "lw wrsw 't-h 'rš'.

28Hebrew: 'wš 'šm 'tm bqlw'.

29Deut.126 and 9 both read: 'wtmrw 't-py yhwh'.
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the Teacher of the sect in the prosaic sections. Thus by the addition of this phrase we have again a polemic against those who have left the sect, yet it should be remembered that this belongs to a secondary redaction of the text and thus to a later period in the life of the sect. This addition might also explain why the quotation from the Psalms has been inverted, though it is possible this latter point is due to a different manuscript tradition.

According to our text the greatest sin the Israelites committed is not the worship of the golden calf, but rather the eating of blood. This is forbidden throughout the Pentateuch, yet more significantly it is Jubilees 61-16 which makes the prohibition against eating blood the central point of the Noahic covenant:

But flesh which is (filled) with life, (that is) with blood, you shall not eat – because the life of all flesh is in the blood – lest your blood be sought for your lives.

And secondly, the Temple Scroll which reiterates the same principle that blood contains somehow the lifeforce ('soul') of the animal concerned:

Only pay firm attention not to eat the blood, which you shall pour on the ground like water and cover with dust, for blood is life, and you may not eat life with flesh – in order that it will go well with you and your sons after you for ever. So do what is right and good before me, l, (who am) YHWH your

---

30 CD.1935 (written and then crossed out and replaced by 'mwrh'), 2014; cf. 'mwrh' in the poetry of 1 and 20 and elsewhere in the scrolls; Rabin (p10-11) notes the possible translation 'the commandments of their teacher' = Moses.

31 If the following colon is placed with this stanza it may represent a further deliberate ambiguous 'pun' on the form 'b'dtm', referring on the one hand to the congregation of Israelites who had rebelled (Ex. 12 et al) and on the other hand to 'the congregation of traitors' led by the Man of Lies mentioned in 1; this colon therefore may have contributed to the decision to place this gloss, 'mswt ywryhm', here.

32 Gen. 9:4; Lev. 7:26-27, 17:12; Deut. 12:16,23.

The reference to ‘their men being cut off’ is to the fact that of the Israelites who escaped from Egypt, only Caleb lived to enter the Promised Land because of his obedience to God.  

This incident at Kadesh occurs in Numbers 13:30, where Caleb urges the Israelites to go up and possess the land, but instead they rebelled (Num. 14). However, the account found in this stanza is based on the summary given in Deut. 9:23 (quoted above – p107) and 1:19-27:

...and so we reached Kadesh—Barnea. 20 Then I said to you, “You have reached the hill country of the Amorites, which the Lord our God is giving us. 21 See, the Lord your God has given you the land. Go up and take possession of it as the Lord, the God of your fathers, told you. ... But you were unwilling to go up; you rebelled against the commandments of the Lord your God. 27 You grumbled in your tents.”

The seventh stanza: 38-10. The exile.

And the wrath of El was kindled against their congregation:
And their children because of it were lost,
And their kings because of it were cut off,
And their warriors because of it were lost,
And their land because of it became desolate.

34 11QT 535-8 from Maier, p46-47.
36 Hebrew: ‘wtrgnw b ’hlykm...’.
Having covered the period from the Heavenly Watchers to the wandering in the Wilderness, this stanza seems to conclude the historical account by briefly alluding to the monarchy which ended in disaster with the exile. The all-embracing categories here heighten the concluding effect of what is the first half of this poem. It seems likely therefore that the initial monocolon prefixes the following quatrain rather than referring back to the previous stanza. Perhaps though it does double-duty and can be described as a linking phrase which in concluding the previous stanza is developed in the subsequent quatrain.

The quatrain is as well-balanced as one could wish; it is metrically perfect with each cola consisting of a subject with 3rd.m.pl.suffix + particle bw + perfect in the 3rd.m.pl. (except for the final colon). The parallelism is further heightened between the first and third cola with the use of the same verb. The particle bw refers to 'the wrath of God' which makes the initial monocolon an important turning point separating man's sin (marked by the particle bh prior

---

37 Lohse (p70) points ʾāmāmā, a feminine noun, 'desolation'.
to this point) from God's wrath (marked by the particle bw from this point onwards.) It is unclear whether all the verbs relate to the pre-exilic time in general or specifically to the destruction of the exile, in that with the exile the monarchy was ended, the army was crushed and disbanded,38, 'the children' would have been sold as slaves if not killed in battle,39 and the land was totally ravished.

The eighth stanza: 310-12. The Unfaithful of the pre-exilic age.

bw hbw b' y hbryt hr' šnym 5 11
wysgrw 11 lhrb 2 7
b'zbm 't bryt 'l 3 5
wybhrw bršwnm 2 7
wytwrw 'hry šryrw 12 lbm 4 10
l'swt 'yš 't ršwnw 3 6

Because of it, the first members of the covenant were guilty and they were delivered up11 to the sword. Because they forsook the covenant of El and chose their own will, And they went about after the stubbornness 12 of their heart, every man practising his own will.

wysgrw: Niphal, wayyissägerů.

hr' šnym: adjective masculine plural, thus 'first members of the covenant' and not 'covenant (of) the ancestors' as in 14 = Lev.2645. For the sectarians, it

382Kgs 2414, 255.
392Kgs 2414, 2Chr.3620.
was not a case of an old covenant being replaced by a new one, but of the one covenant begun under Noah being taken on and renewed by the sect. 40

In this stanza we again are confronted with the problem of whether to follow the metre and see a longer, but well-balanced, initial bicolon followed by a tricolon, or whether to disregard the metre and arrange the Hebrew into three bicola. The first of these suggestions would parallel the term bryt found twice in the bicolon, and the term ṣwn found in the first and last cola of the tricolon. In either case, there is a distinct lack of any poetical devices within this stanza.

The textual problem here, lies with the initial two words of the first colon for which the Cairo manuscript (T-S 10 K6) clearly reads bw ḫbw. In line with the previous stanza one would expect bw to refer to 'the wrath of EI'. The form ḫbw is senseless as it stands so we can emend to ḫbw (from the root ḫwb) - because of it (=the wrath of EI) they were guilty... 41; this is a very plausible mistake, for according to Kutscher many errors occurred in the use of laryngeals and pharyngeals (of 1QIsa) apparently because they had become so weak that no differentiation was made between alep and 'ayin or hē and ḫēt. 42 Thus the reasoning is, that since the wrath of God was kindled against them at the time of the Babylonian exile, it must be because they were guilty, and

40 See Chapter 3.1.4 on 'Covenant', p382-386.

41 Rabin has 'become culpable' - p10; Davies reads 'ḥbw' 'incurred guilt' (p238-9) and then argues in a note that it should be emended to 'ḥbw' and 'bw' supplied before it - p243.

42 Kutscher, 1QIsa, p57.
the form this guilt took is expounded in what follows. Alternatively, one could emend the wāw of bw to a yodh and then combine it with hbw to read one word byhbw. This would then be an infinitive from the root yhb, viz. b°yoh°b°, thus:

*When He gave up those who entered the first covenant, they were delivered to the sword...*

Again in this stanza (and those that follow) the author is strongly dependent on the Deuteronomist; here 29\textsuperscript{24–29} (Lev. 23–29):

"Why has the Lord done thus to the land? What means the heat of this great anger?" Then men would say: "It is because they forsook the covenant of the Lord, which He made for them when He brought them out of the land of Egypt, and went and served other gods... therefore the anger of the Lord was kindled against this land, bringing upon it the curses written in this book; and the Lord uprooted them from their land in anger and fury and great wrath, and cast them into another land, as at this day." The secret things belong to the Lord our God; but the things that are revealed belong to us and our children forever, that we may do all the words of this law."

The ninth stanza: 3\textsuperscript{12–14}. The Faithful.

\begin{tabular}{ll}
wbhmzygym & bmśw 'ł 13 3 8 \\
śrm & nwtrw mhm 2 5 \\
hqm & t 't brytw 3 6 \\
lyśr'ł & 'd 'wlm 2 6 \\
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{43}An easier solution which bypasses the tricky theology found here is to argue that bw is merely the result of dittography with hbw.

\textsuperscript{44}It is slightly shorter than most waw's in T-S 10 K6, though does not seem to be short enough to be a yodh.

\textsuperscript{45}'śr 'zbw 't bryt yhw' paralleling our text: 'b'źbm 't bryt 'ł'.
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But with those who held fast to the commandments of El, who were left of them, El established His covenant in Israel forever; To reveal to them (the) 'hidden things', by which all Israel had gone astray:

There is a small gap in the manuscript which sets off this stanza from what precedes it, perhaps because we are now dealing with the faithful who should naturally be set apart from the unfaithful of the previous verses. Yet again the opening lines of this stanza could be construed as either a quatrain with subsidiary clauses in the second and fourth cola, or as a bicolon with longer than average lines. The main verb is not encountered until the third cola—hgym. The stanza ends with a bicolon.

The first question is who are meant by ‘those who hold fast’? Chronologically, one would expect the next reference after the sinful pre-exilic nation to be to the remnant of the early post-exilic period. Yet elsewhere in the scrolls, and in particular in this document, the term mhzyqym clearly refers to the sect: CD.320, 713-14, 2027 and 1QS.5. Of these CD.713-14 seems to come closest to our text, because it also appears to be referring to the proto-sectarian community:

In the MT the phrase ‘wmhzyqym bbryty’, ‘and those who hold fast to My covenant’, occurs twice in Isaiah 56 of eunuchs and proselytes respectively.
And all those who fell away were delivered up to the sword,
But those who held fast escaped to the land of the north.

The only way to do justice to these apparently conflicting points is to consider that the poet is referring to the early post-exilic period, and that he is claiming the origin of the sect can be traced back to this period.

Yet we must also consider the phrase 'ṣr nwtrw mhm in this context. Does the masculine suffix on mhm refer to the pre-exilic sinful Israelites, or to the post-exilic remnant? The former would mean that only the righteous (those who held fast) survived the exile, the latter that 'those who held fast' were only a proportion of the remnant so implying that some sinners survived. If we adopt the former interpretation the poet is equating the remnant with the sect and so claiming false antiquity for the sect, a conclusion that we have arrived at once already, whilst if we adopt the latter then the poet is simply stating that the sect stemmed from the righteous remnant. Charles believes the former is the case, yet consequently regards the words 'ṣr nwtrw mhm as a clarificatory gloss.47

Furthermore, there is in this stanza both a positive and a negative reference to Israel, which is somewhat of a paradox. Consequently, Charles contends that we have an Aramaic construct form brōtw lyśr'1 'the covenant of Israel'48, which therefore removes the direct reference to Israel of the former reference. Yet such unqualified references to the covenant (brōtw) almost always refer to the covenant of the sect,49 which would then mean that

47 Charles, p807.
48 Charles, p807; literally 'its covenant, namely of Israel'.
the latter was for anyone in Israel who wanted it, as 15 seems to imply - And whoever has entered the covenant appointed for all Israel for ever. Furthermore, if 'those who hold fast' are the remnant then the second reference to Israel must be to the pre-exilic Israel; alternatively if the sect is meant then the second reference to Israel must be to the contemporary nation of Israel. There are two other ways of removing this paradox: delete lyśr'1 as a gloss50, or argue that the sect is the true Israel so that the covenant is lyśr'1.

The term nstrwt is usually translated 'hidden things,' and then seen as a claim by the sect to have some kind of divinely revealed knowledge, very similar to the γνωσις of Gnosticism. In the MT the word nstrwt occurs twice. Once in Deuteronomy 29 (quoted above); there the nistaroth are solely in God's domain and are contrasted with 'the things that are revealed' (wehanni2löt) which help the individual obey all the words of the torah. The other occurrence of nistaroth is in Psalm 19; there, after a number of verses dealing with God's torah, we read:

Who can discern his errors?
Forgive my hidden faults. 14
Keep your servant also from wilful sins;
May they not rule over me.51

Many scholars dismiss this reference because nistaroth has in this psalm a negative meaning, but this meaning is if anything more appropriate to our passage than simply 'hidden things'. The poet used both biblical passages to inform 'those who had held fast' that God had revealed some special

50 As Charles tentatively suggests - p807
51 v13-14 (v12-13 in English) - NIV translation.
knowledge of a divine nature (Deut. 29:29) for the first time, and that these 'nistaroth' ('hidden faults' – Ps. 19:13) were a list of the current sins of Israel as summarized in the following stanza.

So how do we resolve the problems posed in the opening paragraph of this section on the ninth stanza? The evidence would seem to lead to an interpretation of the bicolon along the following lines:

But with those who held fast (= the precursors of the sect) on to the commandments of El (= the Mosaic covenant), 13 of those (= the remnant) who were left, El establish His covenant for Israel (= the sectarian covenant which was for any individual in Israel / or the sect as the true Israel) forever, so as to reveal to them (= the proto-sectarians) the 'hidden faults' by which all Israel (= the pre-exilic nation) had gone astray.

If the sect are claiming a long antiquity here, then they may be referring to the origins of their sect in the Hasidim movement. Although the latter were only founded in the second century, they stemmed from a movement or trend that lies behind much of the literature of the early post-exilic period.52

The tenth stanza: 314-17. The 'nistaroth'.

His holy Sabbaths and His glorious feast days:

---

His righteous testimonies and His true ways.
And the desires of His will
<which\textsuperscript{16} man should practise and live by>
He uncovered before them.

And they dug a well of many waters;\textsuperscript{17}
And those who reject them shall not live.

\textbf{\textsuperscript{16}}\textsuperscript{16} And the desires of His will which man should practise and live by.

\textbf{\textsuperscript{17}}\textsuperscript{17} And they dug a well of many waters; And those who reject them shall not live.

\textbf{\textsuperscript{53}}\textsuperscript{53} So Charles, p807; Lohse, p73; Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 77, p208.
sdq occurring in the second colon; all five pairs have the masculine suffix referring to God. All this leads to a good deal of assonance between pairs.

The first pair implies that the sect held a different calendar from normative Judaism. The Temple Scroll has confirmed what many scholars had already deduced, which is that while normative Judaism adhered to a lunar calendar of 354 days the sect followed a solar calendar of 364 days. This meant that for the sect the religious festivals always fell on the same day of the week: the New Year was always a Wednesday, the Day of Atonement a Friday, and so on.54 Although the feast days would not often coincide with those of mainstream Judaism, the normal days of the week would do. Yet it appears there was also some disagreement regarding the Sabbath, and there are other texts to this effect in this document:

They shall keep the Sabbath day according to its exact interpretation. (618)

No man shall work on the sixth day from the moment the sun’s orb is distant by its own fullness from the gate (wherein it sinks); for this is what He said, “Observe the Sabbath and keep it holy”.’ (1014-17)

Talmon55 has suggested that the sectarian’s day started at sunrise and was reckoned to the following sunrise, whereas in normative Judaism the day would have run from sunset to sunset. CD.1014-17 thus forbids work from sunset to sunrise of what was part of the sixth day of the week for the sect, but what would be part of the Sabbath for normative Judaism. It is perhaps surprising to find the sect accommodating itself in this way to the practices of


55Scripta Hierosolymitana, 4, p187.
normative Judaism, yet if this document was written for sectarians living away from Qumran then this is perhaps not so surprising.\(^5\) Thus one could summarize:

The sect: used a solar calendar with the day beginning at sunrise; thus they were ‘sons of light’.

Judaism: used a lunar calendar with the day beginning at sunset; thus they were ‘sons of darkness’.

The second pair of the nistaroth seem to be general requirements. The use of the word šdqw may be deliberately ambiguous, for it could be understood as an adjective with suffix šaddiqō – ‘the testimonies of His righteous one’, viz. the teachings (=11QTorah) of the Teacher of Righteousness – cf.20\(^{11,29-30}\).

The secondary refrain was no doubt added at a time of wavering adherence to the sect’s laws, and originates from Lev.18\(^5\):

\[
\text{wšmrtm } \text{t ḫqūṭ } \text{w’t mšpṭṭy } \text{šr y’sh } \text{ṭm h’dm wḥy } \text{ḥhm}
\]

You shall keep my precepts and my judgements, which mankind should practice and by which they should live.

The phrase ṣjr prw bʾr is unique to this document occurring here and in the Well Midrash of 6\(^3-11\), with the well theme also being found in 19\(^34\). From

\(^{5}\)The principle is basically that stated by Paul in 1Corinthians.8-9 esp.8\(^9,13\) and 9\(^20\); thus (paraphrasing): ‘if my action causes my brother to fall into sin I will not do it’ and thus: ‘To the Jews, I am like a Jew to win the Jews. ... I become all things to all men so that I might save some.’ Talmon however writes: ‘It seems reasonable to suppose that the copyist of CDC, who lived in the 10\(^{th}\)-11\(^{th}\) centuries (or one of his predecessors), whether a Karaite or a Rabbanite, altered the ancient wording which originally had been similar to the version of Jubilees, and adjusted the text to the current laws prevailing in his community’ – Scripta Hierosolymitana, 4, p193.

\(^{57}\)Samaritan reads ‘whyh’ as in our text.
the Well Midrash it is clear that בֵּ'ז represents the sectarian torah (11Q7T), so that לְמֵי יְבֵ'ז represents the 'many teachings' of the torah. The following colon is problematical. To begin with there is the change of 'number' from the plural participle מֵי'ֶשְֹמ to the singular imperfect יֶהוּ. Charles and Rabin translate 'And he that despises...'(though without any explanation) which yields the appropriate sense; thus, we shall either have to emend מֵי'ֶשְֹמ to מֵי'ֶש, the former occurring as an unconscious alteration due to the plurals in the vicinity, or read יֶהוּ for יֶהוּ. The subject of the verb would seem to be non-sectarians who scoff at the sect's torah:

Interpreted, this concerns the House of Absalom and the members of its council who were silent at the time of the chastisement of the Teacher of Righteousness and gave him no help against the Man of Lie who rejected the torah in the midst of their whole congregation.

Alternatively, it could refer to potential apostates within the sect, to whom it is meant is a warning. The suffix refers to the 'many waters' of the previous line, confirmed by the fact this root מֵי is regularly connected with מֵי or מֵי.


whm htgwllw 2 2+4
bpš' nwš wbdrky ndh 18 2+2 3+5

58 Charles, p807; Rabin, p12.
59 Davies suggests it was corrupted under the influence of the following plural particle הִמ - p89.
60 10P59-12, cf. 4QPhl 23, 26-29 where 'the seekers of smooth things' (=the Pharisees) are similarly accused.
61 With תְּחִלֻ(CD) 208-9 OpHab.111 512 (quoted above - p121), 4QPhl 23, 26-29; with 'mָשְוַת': CD.195 810=1932; with 'בָּרָת': CD.208-9 OpH.1518. Davies considers the line is a gloss on Lev.185 - p89.
wy'mrw ky lnw hy’  3  8
w’l brzy pl’w  3  5
kpr b’d ‘wnm wys’ lps’m 19  2+2  5+5

For they had rolled about
in the transgression of the common people and in ways of
uncleanness, 18
And had said, ‘This is for us’.
But El in His wonderful mysteries,
Pardoned their iniquity and forgave their transgression. 19

htgllw: hithpoel from the root gll.
wy’mrw: wayyo’marû - cf. wy’klw in 36.

brzy: T-S 10 K6 is unclear but does seem to read a zayin, 62 a fact made
more probable since the same phrase rzy p1  (with various suffixes) is found
in: 1QS.918, 115; 1QH.121 et al

This section is in fact well-balanced, with the literary units being basically
of two stresses. Moreover, a neat rhetorical poetical device can be discerned
once one realizes that ‘the transgression of men and the ways of uncleanness’
are neatly balanced and negated by ‘(He) pardoned their sin and forgave their
transgression’: The combination of conjunction and pronoun (whm) add heavy
emphasis here to the wicked.

62 Schechter (p116) reads ‘brwy’, which he sees as a corruption of ‘brwb’ (p66).
But who are these sinners, 'those who dug the well', 'those who reject them (=the teachings of the sect)', or some further group whose identity can be deduced from their alleged sins? A closer examination of htwllw shows that while it is always associated with sin in the scrolls, only here does forgiveness follow for the transgressors, strongly suggesting that the sect is meant. The key lies in parallels to the phrase pš 'nwš elsewhere in the scrolls:

_And in His great goodness He will pardon my iniquities, _
_And in His righteousness He will cleanse me from the uncleanliness of man._

_For the sake of Thy glory_  
_Thou hast purified man of sin_  
_than he may be holy for Thee,..._  
_than he may be one [with] the children of Thy truth_  
_and partake of the lot of Thy Holy Ones._

Thus we have here, couched in poetry, further evidence that the sect believed they had sinned and needed forgiveness. These transgressions must have either occurred in their pre-sectarian days, or during the early days of the sect (=the twenty years of groping) prior to the revelation of the 'nistaroth'; they had in either event been unknowingly defiling themselves. We can therefore concur with Davies in adopting the pluperfect - 'But they _had_ been defiling themselves.'

---

63 This root occurs in: CD.85=1917; 1QS.419.21; 1QH.622, 1719.
64 1QS 1114-15 in the Master's Hymn; Hebrew 'mndt 'nwš'.
65 1QH 1110-12 - Hebrew here 'nwš mps'.
66 Note the phrase 'šby pš' in CD 25 and 2017 cf. 49-10, 1419. Alternatively, all three of these texts could be referring to non-specific sins in a symbolic poetical fashion.
67 Davies, p87-90. There is no need to go to Murphy-O'Conor's extreme and see these three lines (17b-18a) as an interpolation, added when it had become clear that the appeal of 17a had been refused - RB, 77, p209 - since this would remove the parallel between the two categories of sins and the double pardoning.
The phrase ḏrky ᵃⁿᵈḥ also has some interesting parallels. The only actual occurrence of the phrase in the scrolls is in 1QS.4¹⁰:

*Works of abomination in a spirit of lust,*  
*And ways of impurity in the service of uncleanness.*

Parallelism would suggest some kind of sexual transgression, which the nearest equivalent in this document (8⁵=19¹⁷) confirms:

wyṭg(ʷ)ŀllw ḏrky ᵃʷⁿʷt ..

*But they(=*the leaders of Judah*) rolled about in ways of lust ..

Thus the phrase ḏrky ᵃⁿᵈḥ has the sense of sexual purity which is a theme that occurred in the introductory stanza of this poem with the phrase '(𝖚)ⁿylland, and one explicitly dealt with in the Midrash on the Nets of Belial. This suggests we are dealing with real sexual impurity rather than with idolatry on the metaphoric plane. The sectarians were open to such sexual impurity in their pre-sectarian days but on entering the sect God had forgiven them; however such 'sexual purity' was still rife in the wider Jewish population.

If the phrase lnw ᵃʸ' is biblical it probably comes from Ezekiel 11¹⁵:⁶⁸

lnw ᵃʸ' ntnh hʳš lmwršḥ

*..the people of Jerusalem have said, They(=*the house of Israel*) are far away from the Lord; this land was given to us as our possession.*

Are the sectarians saying that prior to their membership of the sect, at least some of them were among those (in Jerusalem) who were claiming the land for themselves? If so, this could either be at the time of the Maccabean revolt

⁶⁸Note the use of ‘ḳy' in CD indicating direct speech, like ᵃᵀᵀ'T in Greek.
(which the Hasidim were clearly involved in), or at the time when independence was granted in 142 B.C. under Simon? If the former, then this may be a positive reference, that under the influence of Hellenism the cry went up: 'This land is ours'. Why would this be considered a sin? Probably because of the greed and civil power-struggles that developed once the Seleucid oppressers had been defeated. Alternatively, the phrase may have no reference to the land, and simply have the sense of doing something which is in accordance with one's own wishes: 'This is for us!'. In the light of its context this then might either refer to varying calendrical practices (revealed as erroneous by the 'nistaroth') or even to the dispute associated with the legitimate priesthood, a theme found in the following Ezekiel 44 Midrash.

The twelfth stanza: 3•••••• The 'sure house'.

wybn lhm byt n'mn byûr'l
'sûr l' 'md kmhw lmlpnym w'd 20 hnh
hmhzyqym bw lhyy nû
wkl kbwd 'dm lhm

And He built for them 'a sure house' in Israel, like which none stood from of old until now;
Those who hold fast to it shall live forever,
and all the glory of Adam (shall be) for them.

This concluding stanza consists of two reasonably well-balanced bicola, both of a:b pattern. The initial bicolon deals with 'the sure house', which

69The coin inscriptions 'Yehohanan the high priest, head of the Jewish community' of John Hyrcanus' reign showed the Hasmoneans styled themselves as 'Judeans' in possession of Israel, just as in Ezekiel.

70We know the Hasidim split with the Maccabees shortly after the Temple was rededicated - 1Mac.242, 2Mac.146; Josephus, Antiquities, 12,10,2; cf. 1Mac. 7••••••.
comes from 1 Samuel 2:35. 71

I will raise up for myself a faithful priest who will do according to what is in My heart and in My mind; and I will build him a sure house 72, and he will minister before my anointed one always.

The Samuel account tells of the replacement of the priestly line of Eli by a faithful priest, namely Samuel. Yet in typical sectarian style this phrase is reinterpreted by the following Ezekiel quotation and midrash as applying to the Zadokite priestly line. Yet the Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash is a secondary prose addition appended to the original poem, which quite logically ends with the promise of eternal life. 73 The 'sure house' is therefore the community in the original poem, and in view of its origin in 1 Samuel 2:35 the community is probably to be taken here as 'a spiritual temple'. 74 The concept of the sect as a 'House' (with temple symbolism overtones) is one found also in 1QS:

... 5 the Council of the Community shall be established in truth. It shall be an everlasting plantation, a House of holiness for Israel, an assembly of supreme 6 holinesss for Aaron... 7 8... It shall be a most holy dwelling 5 for Aaron... It shall be a House of perfection and truth in Israel... (1QS 8:5-9.)

At that time, the men 6 of the community shall set apart a House of holiness for Aaron in order that it might be united to the most holy things and a House of community for Israel, for

71 There is another reference to 'byt n'mn' in 1 Kings 11:38, where God is speaking to Jeroboam about the future Northern Kingdom of Israel: 'If you (Jeroboam) do whatever I command .. I will be with you. I will build you a dynasty as enduring as the one I built for David and will give Israel to you.'

72 Hebrew: 'wbnyty lw byit n'mn'.

73 So: Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p13-14 n8a; Davies, p90, suspects it 'was originally an independent source'. I certainly cannot agree with Schwartz that CD 3.185-412a is a literary unit for this totally disregards the different genre of 2:14-3:20 (poetic), 3:20-4:5 (midrashic), and 4:5-12 (semi-poetic redaction) — "To Join Oneself to the House of Judah" (Damascus Document IV, 11'), RJ, 10 (1981), p437-8.

those who walk in perfection. (1QS 5:6)

In the second bicolon the form mḥzyqqym appears again - cf. 312 above. The two are not necessarily synonymous, since an ever-decreasing group is being defined - those who held fast to it (=the sure house) of those who (had) held fast to the commandments of El.

There seems to be a conscious attempt by scholars to water-down any reference to the afterlife found in the scrolls. Yet both lhyy nṣḥ and wkl kbwd 'ḏm լհմ have further parallels in the Two Spirits passage in 4:8 and 4:23 respectively, and the latter also in 1QH.1714-15:

...and that their seed may be before thee forever. ...Thou wilt cause them to inherit all the glory of Adam and abundance of days.75

With 1QH.1715 and 1QS.4:23, this passage is one of three cases where 'ḏm is taken as a proper noun 'Adam'.76 This poem began its historical account with the Heavenly Watchers, who were considered to be the initial perpetrators of sin; in contrast, it ends with Adam, who is seen as the archetypal man, existing in the world prior to the introduction of sin, thus sinless, and so the ideal at which to aim.

75 Josephus also relates that the sect had a positive concept of the afterlife in his book - The Jewish War, 2.8.11.
76 Some scholars prefer to translate 'mankind/man' - Rabin, p12 and Charles, p808: 'all the glory of man'; Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p16 'shall have all human glory'.
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Concluding remarks to the third poem: 214-320.

The poetry of this poem is not as good as the previous two poems, although there are a number of high spots. This I suggest is largely due to the historical subject matter which led to the use of 'poetic narrative' by the original poet. Furthermore, like the first poem, the historical issues dealt with here lent themselves to subsequent corruption and expansion (especially in the latter half) as the sect's own history developed, and with the poetry being less well defined in the first place the additions are far more difficult to detect.

The poem is basically an account of Israel's history, concentrating on the sinfulness of successive ages. It is the unfaithfulness of the children of every generation that is highlighted, and this is because the poet is addressing the children, namely, the new members of the sect, who must not fall into the same trap. The poem can be dated to the second half of the second century B.C. (c140-128) after the founder-members had dug the well (11QT) and the sect had been established at Qumran.  

1.3.1. The Ezekiel 4415 Midrash: 320-46.

hw' k'šr 21 hqym 'l lhm byd yḥzq'1 hnby' l mr
hkhnym whlwym wbny 1 šdwg 'šr šmrw 't mšmt mqsdw78 bt'wt
bny yšr'l 2 m'ly[ ]hm ygyšw ly ḥlb wdm

hkhnym hm šby yšr'l 3 hyws'ym m'rš yhwdh ṭ(whwym hm)
hnlwym 'mhm wbny šdwq hm bḥyrt 4 yšr'l qry'y hšm h'mdym
b'ḥrty hynym

77 See Chapter 3.2 on the History of the Sect, p387-401.

78 Emend to 'mqsdy'.
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This is as established for them by the hand of Ezekiel, the prophet, saying:

The priests and the Levites and the children of Zadok, who kept watch on My sanctuary when the children of Israel went astray from Me, shall draw near to Me with fat and blood.

The priests' are those who turn back in Israel who went out of the land of Judah, and ('the Levites') are those who were joined with them. And 'the children of Zadok' are the chosen ones of Israel, those called by name, who stand firm during the last days.

We should begin by considering the MT of Ezekiel 44:

whkhnym hlwybm bny sdwq ūr šmrw 't msmt mqdsy bt 'wt
bny ysr'l m'lyy mnh yqrw ly lšrtntnym w'mdw lpny lhpqrb ly
hlb wdm n'm 'dny yhwh

But the Levitical priests, the sons of Zadok, who kept the charge of My sanctuary when the people of Israel went astray from Me, shall come near to Me to minister to Me; and they shall attend to Me to offer Me the fat and the blood, declares the Lord.

From this there emerge a number of points. The addition to our text of two wāws is seen by the majority of scholars as a deliberate textual alteration made in order to create three groups out of the original one. Only Schwartz is more cautious, suggesting that it may be question of an old textual variant as both the Vulgate and the Syriac have the first of these two wāws. One could also suggest this was the reason for the omission of the phrase: mnh yqrw ly lšrtntnly w'mdw lpny; alternatively this phrase was omitted through haplography of the root qrb for which the author consciously substituted the root ngš. mqdsy should probably be emended to mqdsy on the basis of the MT.

Most scholars believe it is necessary to divide m'lyyhm into
m'ly hm (with hm for MT hm h); perhaps again though, the author had this reading in his biblical text - 'the children of Israel went astray from them (=the Zadokite priests)'. It is generally agreed that one needs to supply hlwym hm, lost through haplography with wnhlwym.

As most scholars of the scrolls will appreciate, there are two major problems to be discussed here. The first is the identity of the three groups for which there are two lines of argument:

1. The first group of scholars - Stegemann, Murphy-O’Connor79 - consider that we have here three different terms for the same entity, viz. the whole community. In favour of this approach is the meaning of the original Ezekiel passage (where the ambiguity is not present); it is 'the priests who are Levites and descendents of Zadok' who are to be God's sole ministers. cf. also 4046, 4319, 4410-31.

2. The second group of scholars think that the three terms refer to three parts of the community. From this premise two solutions have been proposed:

- Some scholars envisage a hierarchical structure of priests Levites and laymen.80 Murphy-O'Connor considers that identifying the 'sons of Zadok' with

---

79 Stegemann, p121-122; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p211 - also Cothenet, Les textes de Qumran, 2, p160, n3.
80 E.g.: Betz, Offenbarung und Schriftforschung in der Qumransekte, p180-181.
the laity is absurd because elsewhere in the scrolls the phrase is qualified - 'the sons of Zadok, the Priests'. Yet here we have one of the two instants of bny sdwq appearing in an unqualified form, and furthermore in a midrashic text where it is open to reinterpretation. Thus bny does not mean 'sons' in the literal sense here (or in the 1QS texts?), for the whole of the third poem is a warning to the bnym who are the new members of the community. The 'children of Zadok' are therefore the new lay-members who have subsequently joined the sect, but who are disciples ('sons') of the legitimate Zadokite priests, and, in the light of the priestly purity observed at Qumran, living as priests in the last days.

- Schwartz, on the other hand, concludes that the terms apply to different stages of the past, present and future of the community. Dupont-Sommer also takes this view by seeing the priests as the founders, the Levites as those who joined them later, and the sons of Zadok as

---

81 1QS.5:29; 1QSa.1:24, 22: 1QSb.22: Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p211. Most recently Davies has suggested that 1QS.5:29 echoes CD.3:20–4:4 - Behind the Essenes, p52–72.

82 This idea of a community of priests is found in: Ex.19:6, Is.61:6, 1Peter 2:5,8, Rev.1:6 and 5:10.

83 Schwartz, Der erste Teil der Damaskusschrift und das AT, Diest 1965, p155f.
the eschatological members;[6] the latter are the current members, living, so they thought, in the last age. This would make excellent sense if the cause of the split with mainstream Judaism was occasioned by Simon gaining the High Priesthood for himself and his descendants, thus ousting the Zadokite line for good. The first members would therefore be 'the Priests' who fled into exile, with their supporters = the Levites, who were then later joined by the sons of Zadok.

Before we finalize our identification of the above three groups, we ought to consider the second interrelated problem, namely the translation of the enigmatic phrase šby yer '1. As all three terms are positive, since they are all contrasted with the wicked 'children of Israel', then so must their midrashic counterparts be, including this phrase. The phrase also occurs twice elsewhere in this document in 6:5 and 8:16=19:29, the first of which contains the same phrase:

*The well* is the law, and 'those who dug it' are the šby of Israel who went out from the land of Judah and gathered together in the land of Damascus, ...

From this we can deduce that 'the priests (and Levites)' are to be equated with 'those who dug it (=the well')

---

The form šby can be vocalised in one of two ways:

šēḇî, a noun ‘captivity’ from the root šbh. Schechter first proposed this translation, followed by Rabinowitz who points to Ezra 2\(^1\) and Nehemiah 7\(^6\) where we have the expression šēḇî ḫgwîh ‘the captivity of the exile’.\(^{65}\) More recently Davies has adopted this view because he says “the ideology of the community is...not, at least theologically, ‘returned’, but is still in the exilic ‘period of wrath’.”\(^{66}\)

šāḇê, a participle which can be understood either in the religious sense ‘those who turn back’ thus ‘the repenters/converts’, or in a geographical sense ‘the returnees’. In support of the religious meaning is the parallel phrase šby pā’ which obviously has this meaning, as does this phrase in CD.8\(^{16}=19\).\(^{29}\) Knibb\(^{87}\) has shown that there are a number instances in the MT where the root has this meaning: Isaiah 6\(^{10}\), Jeremiah 5\(^3\), Hosea 11\(^5\) and especially Isaiah 127-28:

\[\text{Zion shall be redeemed by justice,}
\text{and her repentees/converts by righteousness.}\]\(^{28}\)
\[\text{But rebels and sinners shall be destroyed together,}
\text{and those who forsake Yahweh shall be consumed.}\]

Thus whilst Murphy-O’Connor is correct in asserting that there is no biblical parallel to the construct state found here in this document, the biblical usage does not count against this meaning.\(^{88}\) Nor can it be argued that this meaning

\(^{65}\)Schechter, p67; Rabinowitz. JBL, 73, p18-17 note 20.
\(^{66}\)Davies, p94 - see also Behind the Essenes, p43-44.
\(^{88}\)RB, 77, p211 cf.RB, 92, p232-233; Davies (p92) similarly writes that ‘on purely linguistic grounds it is undoubtedly the weakest of the three alternatives’.
requires the subsequent clause (here and especially in 65) to be taken independently, for this is only the case if one proceeds to take the root ḳṣ' in a literal, geographical sense.

In support of the geographical meaning Iwry argues that 'just as the early Israelites...the members of this community...conceive of themselves as repeating at a later stage the experience of return and of repossessing the land...and he sees this as a return from exile in Damascus during the time of the Maccabees.' Murphy-O'Connor agrees with this view, though he considers that Damascus symbolically represents Babylon. Davies however contends that this 'predicament is the exact opposite of that of the 5th century returnees - going into exile instead of returning from it - and the Qumran community could...compare itself with them only with great difficulty.' This is an important point, for it is paradoxical to speak of 'the returnees of Israel' (in a geographical sense) who are going out from the land of Judah.

In concluding, we ought to bear in mind that the midrash falls into two equal sections, that on the 'priests and Levites' and that on 'the children of Zadok', and this may reflect a second original waw (as indicated by the Vulgate and the Syriac) in the sectarians' Ezekiel manuscript. Thus in fact two categories are alluded to: 'The priests and Levites, and the children of Zadok' (cf. CD 144), so mirroring the two categories found elsewhere in this document; in 46-8 there are 'the first holy ones' and 'those who entered after them', while

89Iwry, 'Was there a migration to Damascus? The problem of ṣby yṣr 'l', Eretz Israel, 9 (1969), p87 (quote) and p88.
90Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p212-213, yet he changed his view in a subsequent article, translating 'captive of Israel' - RB, 92, p232-233.
91Davies, p93-94.
in the Well Midrash (63-10) there are 'those who dig it (=the well)' and ‘the nobles of the people who have entered (the covenant) to dig the well ..'. Thus, the first category are those who first made the exile to Qumran (after the Teacher was usurped by Jonathan in 150B.C., or with the election under Simon of the Hasmoneans as High-priests in 140B.C.); they consist of two groups, the actual legitimate Zadokite priests, and their supporters many of whom were probably Levites. The second category are the ‘children of Zadok’, the new members of the sect (who joined the sect in large numbers during the Civil War of 94–88B.C.). Thus whilst the first category can be literally interpreted, the second is symbolic for the new members who are ‘children of Zadok’ in the sense of being disciples of the legitimate Zadokite priests and under their care. Furthermore, to avoid any paradox, I would give a symbolic sense to ‘those who turn back (=repent’), ‘who go out from Judah’ (=the symbolic exile to Qumran, namely ‘Damascus’).

Finally the phrase b'hryt hymyn needs to be considered since there is disagreement as to whether it refers to the end time (‘the end of days’), or to the time just before the end (‘the latter days’). Here and in most other texts, the sense demanded seems to be that of just prior to the end (viz. ‘the latter days’), for the events they describe are those of the current era. However, it would appear that the translation ‘the end of days’ is needed in 611 if we are to take 4wrh sdq as a Messianic figure and not as the Teacher of Righteousness. To solve this apparent anomaly we could assume that the sect

---

92 Kosmala, 'At the End of the Days', ASTI, 2 (1963), p27-37 and Carmignac, 'La Notion d'Eschatologie dans la Bible et à Qumran', RQ, 7 (1969-71), p25-26 represent the respective two views; see also Brooke’s discussion: Exegesis at Qumran, p175-8.

93 The phrase occurs in: CD.4.6, 611; 1QSa.1; 1QpHab.2.5; 4QFl.1,2,12,15,19, 1Q14.6; 4Qpl.9 frgs 5-6,10,8-10,17; 4QpIs.2; 4QpIs.8 frgs 47, 22, 23, 215; 4QpHab.3-4, 221; 4QCat.1 frgs 12-13, 15; 4QCat.2 frgs 1,2.
regarded the Messianic figure ywrh šag as coming in the current age, to put an end to it and herald in the new age, rather than coming at the 'actual' end of the age. Yet an alternative suggests itself, which is that the sect knew (so they thought) the date of the end of the eschaton, namely that it was 490 years after the exile to Babylon, and when this date passed without any event, the sect came to consider that they were now living in the ḥryth ḥymym ('the Last Days'), namely, in the period following 'the period of wrath'. This interpretation seems to make sense of all the evidence.94

The Introduction to the List: 44-6.

| hnh prwš | 5 | šmwtyhm ltwldwtm | 4 | 10 |
| wqs m'mdm wmspr šwtvhyhm | 4 | 11 |
| wsny | 6 | htgvrm wpyrwš m'syhm | 4 | 11 |

Behold the list5 of their names according to their generation, And the period of their standing and the number of their sufferings, And the years6 of their wandering and the list of their deeds:

prwš / pyrwš: two forms are represented in this tricolon and should be pointed pērūš.95 The plena form is also found in 620, kpyrwšyhm, although in 6Q15 we have kprw[šyhm...], and this variation in orthography is also found in

94 The date for the beginning of 'the latter days' could therefore be 107/97 B.C. (597/587 - 490), yet it seems likely that the sect placed the exile slightly later than (587 B.C.) – see chapter 2.3. In considering the other references to 'the latter days' careful consideration of the prefixed 'b-' or 'l-' is needed.

95 Lohse, p72.
As the above Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash is a secondary prose addition, then this section could either belong with it and refer to 'the priests, Levites, and children of Zadok', or it could be original following on from '...the glory of Adam shall be for them' and refer then to 'those who hold fast'. It is a poetical section consisting of a tricolon of a:b:b' pattern, with the latter two cola exhibiting good parallelism. The exclamatory hnh is taken by nearly all scholars to refer to the lacuna after m'syhm where originally there probably existed a list of 'their names according to their generation...'. This lacuna therefore marks the break between this section and the poor poetical section which follows.

What is the precise meaning of 1twləwtn? In Ezra the returnees had to prove their Israelite descent or if priests their priestly lineage, and if they could not were excluded - Ezra 2:59-63. Ivry therefore contends that the community also kept genealogical records, true to tradition. Undoubtedly the Zadokite priests at Qumran would wish to record their genealogy in order to prove that they were the rightful heirs of the Jerusalem priesthood, and if this is the case this section must follow on from the Ezekiel section. But then what of the 'children of Zadok' who as new members would have no genealogy? Thus, there was probably more than one list; one a record of the Zadokite

96Rabinowitz denies the presence of such a lacuna seeing 'hnh' as the author's way of referring to the written work which is his source, namely Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah, and furthermore a similar use of 'hnh' is found in CD.16:14 referring to Jubilees - JBL, 73, p17, n24.

97Ivry, Eretz Israel, 9, p67.
priestly chronology (and that of the Levites), another constituting a list of all members as referred to elsewhere in this document - 1935, 2019. In view of the following phrases the latter list would seem to be the one referred to here.

'The period of their standing' presumably refers to period of their membership of the community; this would probably be marked as the year they entered. 'The number of their sufferings' may refer to some period of persecution the individual underwent, either at the time of Antiochus IV in resisting the Hellenistic practices, or later as a member of the sect persecuted by their opponents. Alternatively, it could be referring to the transgressions by an individual of the precepts of the sect as outlined in CD IX-XVI. Such a record might well be expected, whilst a record of the persecution suffered by a person would be much more difficult to chronicle. 'The years of their wandering' - the problem here revolves around the meaning of the root grɛ. The noun grɛ means 'proselyte' in 146 so it would seem that the sense is that of 'wandering outside (the sect)', viz. their age (on joining). 'The list of their deeds' - one needs a good parallel with 'the number of their sufferings (=bad deeds)', so that the sense is 'a record of their (good) deeds'. Thus we had here originally a list of members, with details as to their age on joining, the year they joined, their transgressions of the sect's precepts and conversely their actions which benefited the sect.

1.3.2. The semi-poetic redactional passage: 46-12.

The New Members: 46-10.

hq(dw)š(ym hr')šwnym 'šr 7 kpr 'l b'dm 5 13
(They are) the (fi)rst holy (ones) whom\textsuperscript{7} El pardoned,
And they justified the righteous and condemned the wicked.

And all those who enter after them:\textsuperscript{8}
(Are) to five according to the exact interpretation of the law
in which the first ones were instructed;
until the period\textsuperscript{9} of these years is complete;
(And) in accordance with the covenant which El established for
the first ones:
to make atonement\textsuperscript{10} for their iniquities –
thus will El atone for them.

\textit{htwsrw:} Hithpael of the root yrs, hitwasserū, which is also found in 20\textsuperscript{31}
spelt with a yodh; such intensive forms of pe-yod verbs is a late biblical
Hebrew development.

\textit{šlym:} emend to šływ, an infinitive, in accordance with 4\textsuperscript{10}.

The secondary nature of this poor poetry section can initially be
demonstrated by considering the textual parallels that can be found for each
of the above cola in this document:

Colon 1b: cf. 20\textsuperscript{34} – wkpr 'l b’dm.
Colon 2: Cf. 119 - wysdygw rś' wyrśyw' sdq.
Colon 3: Cf. 817-19 - (w)'hb 't hb'ym 'hryhm.
Colon 4: Cf. 614 - 1şıw kprwš htwrh.
Colon 5: Cf. 2031 - whtysrw bmśptym hr'swnym.
Colon 6: Cf. 410 - wbślwmc hqs lmspr hšnym h'lh.
Colon 7: Cf. 313 - hqym ı t brytw lysr1.
Colon 8: Cf. 318 - kpr b'wnm, and 1419 - wykpr 'wnm.
Colon 9: Cf. 2034 - wkpr ı b'dm.

Thus this section (including the following quatrain) is made up of phrases found elsewhere in the poetical sections of this document. In addition to this, the following arguments can be forwarded confirming 8-22 as a secondary composition:

1. It exhibits poor poetry, with the cola difficult to discern; perhaps it ought to be left as prose?

2. It brings the history up to date, telling of the new members and the coming endtime.

3. It mirrors the Ezekiel Midrash, (or vice-versa,) in having two historic groups: ‘the first holy ones’ and ‘those who entered after them’.

4. It has the sectarian interpretation of: ršnym as the ancestors of the sect, and twrh as the sectarian torah (11QT).

Having demonstrated the secondary nature of this section, composed later and by another author than the poetry of this document, we can move on to consider the text. It consists of an initial bicolon, probably followed by a monocolon introducing the ‘new members’ with a tricolon on obedience to the law (though this could be taken as a quatrain,) and a tricolon on obedience to the covenant.
There are two proposed emendations to the erroneous $hgwds\tilde{s}\tilde{w}ynm$, which was separated by a later scribe to give one intelligible word $hgwds$.\footnote{The scribe may have had ‘$hqd\tilde{w}s\tilde{w}ynm’, and in separating out ‘$hgwds’ he reversed the dalet and the waw of the original plural.}

1. $hq\{d\}s\{ym \ hr\}'\tilde{s}ynm$.\footnote{So Charles, Rabinowitz with ‘$hm’; Murphy-O’Connor and Davies.}

2. ‘$n\tilde{s}\tilde{y}$ $hgwds \ (hr\)'\tilde{s}ynm.\footnote{So Rabin on the basis of CD 202 ‘‘$n\tilde{s}\tilde{y} \ tmym \ hqd\tilde{s}’; followed by Cothenet, Maier, Dupont-Sommer, Lohse.}

The former seems more likely as it only requires haplography and a minor emendation (‘wd’ > ‘dw’), whilst the latter requires both haplography and a lacuna. As we have seen these ‘Holy Ones’ are the founding members of the sect.

The monocolon introduces the ‘new members’ who are the same as the ‘children’ in the original poem, and ‘the children of Zadok’ in the Ezekiel 44\footnote{Midrash. The first tricolon deals with the obedience to the law; this must be the sectarian law (11QT), obedience to which constitutes the first duty of the credal section, 6\footnote{The ‘ancestors’ (of the sect) were instructed in this law for they are ‘those who dig the well’ in 6\textsuperscript{4-7}. ‘These years’ are presumably the years of the on-going ‘period of wrath’; there is no mention here of the ‘latter days’. There is a problem with the third colon since the form qs is not in construct so that perhaps lmspr has been omitted and should be restored in line with 4\textsuperscript{10}; Charles and Knibb conversely omit lmspr in 4\textsuperscript{10} and this alternative certainly gives a better balance to the poetry of both these} Midrash. The first tricolon deals with the obedience to the law; this must be the sectarian law (11QT), obedience to which constitutes the first duty of the credal section, 6\textsuperscript{14}. The ‘ancestors’ (of the sect) were instructed in this law for they are ‘those who dig the well’ in 6\textsuperscript{4-7}. ‘These years’ are presumably the years of the on-going ‘period of wrath’; there is no mention here of the ‘latter days’. There is a problem with the third colon since the form qs is not in construct so that perhaps lmspr has been omitted and should be restored in line with 4\textsuperscript{10}; Charles and Knibb conversely omit lmspr in 4\textsuperscript{10} and this alternative certainly gives a better balance to the poetry of both these
In the second tricolon, the 'covenant' is the original covenant of Noah and the patriarchs which the sect had renewed. Here we have a further indication that the founders of the sect regarded themselves as living in sin prior to their formation and thus in need of atonement. It follows that all subsequent new-members also need God's atonement – 'He will atone for them (=the new members)'. These admissions of past transgressions are in no way out of place nor should they be considered as mere poetical devices, for surely the first step to salvation in any religion (or sectarian group within a religion) begins with recognizing one's past sin, for only then can one overcome it.

The endtime: 4:10-12.

\[\text{And when the period } \langle \text{according to the number} \rangle \text{ of 11 these years is complete,}
\]
\[\text{No more shall it be (possible) to be joined to the House of Judah;}
\]
\[\text{But rather, every man must stand firm upon 12 his own fortification/(net):}
\]
\[\text{‘The wall is built, the precept far removed’.}\]
This is the final stanza, before a lengthy prosaic section on the three nets of Belial. In view of this, there are a number of links between this quatrain which tie it in with what follows. The period ḫanyahu ḥ'1ḥ is also referred to in the opening line of the Nets of Belial Midrash in 412b; the word mousemove is a polysemantic pun, having the meaning 'watchtower' here (in the masculine) and 'net' in 415 (in the feminine); the theme of 'the wall' which is built is picked up in the phrase bwny ḥḥws in 419. Thus, this section ends with the quotation from Micah 711, which is not subjected to reinterpretation in a midrashic manner; instead the opening lines of the Nets of Belial Midrash cite and interpret Isaiah 2417.102.

The initial bicolon sets the scene, 'when the period is complete', viz. the period of wrath; lmspr was added to overcome the definite form of qs so rendering the first bicolon top-heavy. The second line of this bicolon looks forward to a time when individuals will no longer be able to join the community, and if my previous conjecture is correct this would be 'the latter days'. The Hithpael of the root spḥ is only found with a samek spḥ in the MT, and then only once in 1 Samuel 2619:

*If it is the Lord who has stirred you (=Saul) against me (=David), may He accept an offering; but if it is men, may they be cursed before the Lord, for they have driven me out this day that I should have no share (mhstph) in the heritage of the Lord.*

Since the latter was the case (see 1 Samuel 261), David is complaining that he had been driven into hiding in the desert (Jeshimon). The first-ones of the community were forced to flee for their lives, just as David was; furthermore

102So Rabin, p14,16 and Davies, p243; for Rabinowitz (JBL, 73, p15-19) and Schwartz (RQ, 10, p437-438) this is the end of a literary unit running from 318b-412b.
the first-ones ‘went out from the land of Judah’ as did David who fled to Jeshimon which was not part of Judah until John Hyrcanus’ time. Alternatively, Schwartz believes the root špb echoes the Qal imperative form found in 1 Samuel 2:36, which is the stanza following the reference to the ‘sure house’:

Then everyone in your (=Eli’s) family line will come .. and plead, "Appoint me to some priestly office that I might have food to eat”.

Like the descendants of Eli who had their chance, so those not joining the sect had had their chance and would now suffer the consequences of not joining the sect which represented the true High priestly line.

There has in the past been a certain amount of confusion regarding the interpretation of the phrase ‘yn ‘wd 1hštph 1byt yhwdh, and more particularly whether ‘Judah’ should be taken in a negative or positive sense. Many scholars have wanted to understand this phrase in a negative sense on the basis of texts elsewhere in the scrolls. Dupont-Sommer is typical of this viewpoint when he writes: “it (=the house of Judah) has fallen and been replaced by the Community of the Covenant, henceforth the only ‘sure House in Israel’". Rabin takes a slightly more moderate view, regarding the House of Judah “as(ā) name of a group ..(that) consists of ‘fools’ .. who will be punished ..(and) ‘doers

103 It would seem dangerous to argue from this, that for the parallel to be justified, the first ones of the sect must have gone into exile at a time when Jeshimon was still part of Idumea, viz. in the early part of John Hyrcanus’ High Priesthood or more probably in the time of Simon’s High Priesthood.

104 Charles (p809), followed by Davies (p103), takes Isaiah 14:1 as the source: ‘wpsphw ‘l byt y’qb.’ - "And unite with the house of Jacob”.

105 Dupont-Sommer, p128, n2.
of the Law'. They are thus closer to our sect than the rest of the Jews...". In fact yhwdh can have both a positive and a negative sense in the scrolls. It is the inhabitants of Judah who are viewed in a negative light, as in CD.8-19 and 20-27, and in the two passages which speak of the ṣby of Israel who went out from the land of Judah, CD.4-3 and 6-5. As Judaeans going into exile they obviously went out of the land of Judah (symbolically if not quite literally); yet there is also a sense of escaping something evil, namely the land and its inhabitants. However, the evidence that it is the community who are termed the 'House of Judah', can be deduced unequivocably from the other occurrence of the phrase in 1QpHab:

[But the righteous shall live by faith.] (2, 4b)

1 Interpreted, this concerns all those who observe the law in the House of Judah, 2 whom God will deliver from the House of Judgment because of their suffering and because of their faith 3 in the Teacher of Righteousness.107

Furthermore, we find that the members of the sect are termed 'the simple (πτυ / πτυ) of Judah':

For the violence of Lebanon shall overwhelm you and the destruction of beasts shall terrify you..." (217)

2 Interpreted... 3 'Lebanon' is 4 the council of the community, and 'the beasts' are the simple of Judah who keep 5 the law.108

Finally, there are a number of passages where 'Judah' is contrasted favourably

106 Rabin, p15, n11:2. Thus Rabinowitz translates, (without a word of explanation): "...it will no longer be necessary to attach oneself to the household of Judah..." - JBL, 73, p19.
107 1QpH.17-8. 4QFl.4 also has the phrase 'house of Judah' in a fragmentary passage.
108 1QpH.11-12.
with 'Ephraim', as in 4QpNah.frg 3-4, 34:5.

When the glory of Judah shall arise, the simple of Ephraim shall flee from their assembly; they shall abandon those who led them astray and join Israel.

Thus, יָהָֽאָד can equally well have a positive sense as a negative one, and in our current passage it has a positive sense, indicating that when 'the period (of wrath)' is complete it will be too late to join the community (=the house of Judah).

The second bicolon warns of the judgment that will follow at the end of 'the period (of wrath)'. The word מְשָׁדָּו, meaning 'watchtower', implies that everyone is to be judged according to his beliefs - 'stand on his watchtower'; only those who have chosen to adhere to 'the House of Judah' will receive a favourable judgment when the period of wrath comes to an end. I would concur with Murphy-O'Connor that the sense demanded here by מְשָׁד has been drawn from Hab.21, basically because this verse is interpreted here along remarkably similar lines to the interpretation found in 1QpHab.:110

'I will take my stand to watch and will station myself upon my fortress'. (Hab.21)

[The explanation of this ...] and God told Habakkuk to write down that which would happen to the last generation, but He did not make known to him when time would come to an end.111

109See also: CD 712.13 = 14; 4QPB 1; 4Q504(DibHam) 46.

110Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p218, followed by Knibb, p38. Davies argues that the interpretation of the biblical text in CD and 1QpHab is quite different - Davies, p104. - but I would suggest that this viewpoint stems from his desire to avoid a 'pesher-based reconstruction' at all costs, not least because he wishes to see CD as pre-Qumranic.

1111QpHab 612-72; we have already referred to this passage in 112; this does not necessarily imply a dependence of 1QpHab. on CD, or vice-versa, but rather a common school of interpretation.
The final line is a paraphrase of Micah 7:11:

\[ ywm \ lbnwt \ gdryk \ ywm \ hhw' \ yr\rq \ hq \]

\[ A \ day \ for \ building \ up \ your \ walls, \]
\[ In \ that \ day \ the \ boundary \ shall \ be \ far \ extended. \]

The deliberate use of the past tense for the future is to indicate that when the period is complete this time will have come. How did the sectarians interpret this phrase? The ‘wall’ is the one separating the sectarians from the rest; but which side built this wall? The subsequent phrase ‘the builders of the wall’ obviously refers to those outside the sect.\(^{112}\) Thus having built the wall, those outside the community have cut themselves off from the true precept. Yet this phrase may have a literal meaning, and so ‘the wall’ could be that built around the torah by the sectarians – the wall is built, (and when the endtime comes) the precept is far removed (from outsiders).

Thus in conclusion, this section, 4\(^6\)-12 is not the work of the poet. Its purpose was to bring the poem up to date, and so provide a link between the preceding poem and the following midrash. The Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash also refers to the new members and the time after ‘the period of wrath’ (=‘the latter days’), and this duplication would suggest that it is most unlikely that it too is the work of the writer of this section. Furthermore, had the midrash already been in the text the writer of 4\(^6\)-12 was presented with, he may well have not felt it necessary to add anything. Consequently, I believe that originally 4\(^6\)-12 followed directly on from 3\(^2\)0, and that later still the writer of the midrash (3\(^2\)0-4\(^6\)) inserted it at the end of the original poem (3\(^2\)0) (as with the other midrashic sections) because it expanded on ‘the sure house’ and deals with

\(^{112}\)CD.4\(^{19-20}\), 8\(^{12-13}\) = 19\(^{24-25}\), 8\(^{18-19}\)31.
'the latter days'. Thus we have a total of three different 'writers' for the text of 2:14-4:12.
Translation of the Nets of Belial Passage: 412-511.

And during all of these years Belial shall be let loose upon Israel; as El spoke through the hand of Isaiah the prophet, son of Amos, saying:

'The pit and the snare, are upon you, O inhabitant of the land.'

Its pesher: (these are) the three nets of Belial of which Levi, son of Jacob spoke, by which he ensnared Israel and made them appear to them as three kinds of righteousness: the first is whoredom, the second wealth, the third uncleanness of the sanctuary; he who flees from the one will be ensnared by another, and he who escapes from that one will be ensnared by the third.

The 'builders of the wall' who walked after the Command - the Command is the one who spouted when he said 'They will surely spout' - were ensnared by two (things):

1. By whoredom in taking two wives during their lifetime, whereas the basis of creation is 'male and female He created them;' and those who entered the ark 'two by two they entered into the ark'. And concerning the prince it is written: he shall not multiply wives for himself; but David had not read the sealed book of the law which lay in the ark (of the covenant), for it was not opened in Israel from the day of the death of Eleazar, Joshua and the elders, because they worshipped the Ashtoreth, but 'that which was revealed' was hidden until Zadok arose. And the deeds of David were forgiven him except the blood of Uriah, and El left it to him.

2. Furthermore they made the sanctuary unclean because none of them separated according to the law, for they slept with one who sees the blood of her flux, and each man took the daughter of his brother or the daughter of his sister. But Moses said: 'You must not draw near to

---

1Isaiah 24:17; a small gap follows this word.

2Hebrew has 'mzh.bzh, mzh.bzh', but it is the three nets 'whoredom, wealth, and uncleanness of the sanctuary' which are represented here, and the implication is that a man ensnared by Belial will inevitably fall into one of these three sins; a slight gap follows 'bzh'.

3Dittography: 'wyhws' <wywsw'>.

4Emending the suffix to the singular.
the sister of your mother; she is the blood-relative of your mother. And the law of incest for men is (also) written and it is the same for women: 'And if the daughter of the brother reveals the nakedness of the brother of her father, and she is a blood-relative...."
1.4. The nets of Belial and the Builders of the Wall: 412–511.

There is general agreement that a new section of some kind begins at this point. Undoubtedly the opening phrase 'and during all these years' refers to the same period as that in 410, yet as some scholars have appreciated, these words comprise no more than a thematic link. For Davies, this link in fact extends to 419a and provides a transition from the historical section, 11–412, to a section which he entitles 'Laws'. Thus 'the Isaiah midrash in IV,12b–19a is dependent on IV,19bff for its inclusion here, but did not originally belong with it', and in view of the abrupt transition (lacuna?) in 419 and the midrashic flavour of this linking passage, this suggestion should be seriously considered.


The quote from Isaiah 2417 corresponds exactly to the MT. The three alliterative nouns should be translated 'fear, (the) pit and (the) snare' since the following 'pesher' has the theme 'net/snare', and not as synonymous nouns: 'fear, ruin and destruction'.

pesher. In the context of the scrolls the presence of the word pesher here is unique in the 'rules', occurring only in the Pesharim and 4QFI elsewhere, and consequently this links our current passage to these Qumran writings. There has been much ink expended as to the exact meaning of the word at Qumran. Bruce2 starts from the biblical evidence, and in the Hebrew of the MT the word only appears once in Ecclesiastes 81:

---

2Biblical Exegesis in the Qumran Texts, p7-10.
Who is like the wise man?  
And who knows the interpretation of a thing?

The context implies that such interpretation calls for wisdom, and this is confirmed when we consider the thirty references to הדר in the Aramaic part of Daniel. This relatively simplistic explanation has much to commend it, especially when one realizes that the phrase הדר occurs in a number of places in Qumran. Both Carmignac and Van der Ploeg associate the word exclusively with the Teacher of Righteousness, the latter believing that it is the Teacher's knowledge of the divine plan which is the key to understanding his ability to interpret the scriptures, and that as such much of the material of the Damascus Document can be called pesher even though the word only occurs there once. There has also been considerable discussion as to the relationship of 'pesher' with 'midrash'. At one end of the spectrum Rabinowitz states that 'neither in method nor in form is a pesher any kind of midrash as familiar to us from Rabbinic Literature'. In the middle ground, (that a pesher is some kind of midrash,) Schiffman declares that 'the distinction between midrash and pesher lies in the use of evidence from the Scriptures. A midrash requires such references, while a pesher does not.' While towards the other end of the spectrum, Brooke in his conclusion writes: 'to use the word pesher as a

---

3Hebrew: '.setBackgroundResource();
4See: 1QpH 25, 53, 10, 12, 12, 21, 21; 4Qplb 1, 2; 4Qplc 4-7, 21; 4Qfrg 22, 23, 210; 4QFl. 14-16 - cf. Exod. 3.
6The latter occurs in CD in 205: 'according to the word of the midrash of the Torah in which the men of perfect holiness walk'.
8Schiffman, The Halakhah at Qumran, p60.
generic classification, in association with midrash, in anything like its translation (i.e. "interpretation") is purely tautological. At worst, to use the description pesher with no reference to midrash unnecessarily multiplies generic categories through scholarly invention.  

\[m\text{swdw} - \text{the feminine equivalent of } m\text{swd in } 4^{12}; \text{ the meaning 'net/snare' is also found in } 1\text{QH.26, 4}^{12}, \text{ but in } 1\text{QH.9}^{28} \text{ that of 'fortress'.}\n
'sr \text{ hw' tps bhm bysr'l} - \text{literally, which he (=Belial) ensnared by them (=the nets) Israel taking the masculine suffix of bhm to refer to the feminine noun 'nets', a not uncommon occurrence in the scrolls. The root tps with the meaning 'to lay hold of, seize' takes 'b'-:}\n
\[w\text{ytnm pnyhm lswsk myny hsdq} - \text{literally: 'and he gave them their faces to the three kinds of righteousness'. In the MT the grammatical construction would be } w\text{ytn pnyhm b-}, \text{ 'he set their face against...'} \text{ and in our passage a similar translation would give an intelligible sense, though leaving the suffix on } w\text{ytnm untranslated.}^{10} \text{ The second proposed solution is to translate along the lines: 'and he placed them (=the nets) before them (=Israel) as three kinds of righteousness'". This means we have pny for lpny which occurs a couple of times in the MT and presumably became more common later.}^{11} \text{ The final proposal, involving the least amount of linguistic juggling, is to translate: 'he made them (=the nets) appear to them (=Israel) as three kinds of}\n
\[\]

---


11So Rabin, p16, n16.2, although he translates as our final proposal, and Fitzmyer (p21), though he feels compelled to emend to 'lpnyhm'.
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righteousness; and this is the translation I myself favour.

The reference to Levi son of Jacob has no exact parallel though there are a number of close parallels to this text. One though that perhaps has not been noted before is that of T.Levi.Bodleian b which also refers to the 'true law' and goes on to deal with incest laws:

Bodleian b: ...bry mn kl phz wtm'h wmn kl znwt ...

T.Levi 99-10: ...διὸ παντὸς συνοουσιαμοῦ καὶ ἀπὸ πᾶσης ἀκαθαρσίας καὶ ἀπὸ πᾶσης πορνείας...

Now my son (Levi) I will show you the true law and I will not hide any word from you to teach you the law of the priesthood. First of all, beware my son of all fornication, impurity, and of all harlotry. And do take a wife from my family, and do not defile your seed with harlots ....

Of the three nets only two are subsequently mentioned, the first and the last. The second hwn, says Kosmala, is property of any kind and occurs twice elsewhere in a negative sense in this document: 615-16 and 85.7=1917.19. In the latter text, hwn again occurs with znwt, and it seems that all three passages are referring to the wealth being misused within Israel. The sect themselves avoided all such problems by their practice of common ownership outlined in

---

12 So Rabin, p16; Davies translates p243 'and presents them in the guise of three kinds of righteousness'

13 Nets are referred to only in T.Dan 24 - 'the net of the spirit of anger'; Jub.20 reads: .10 preserve themselves from fornication and pollution and from all injustice'; Ps.Sol.8.10-12: .10 Everyone committed adultery ... They stole from the sanctuary of God ... They walked on the place of sacrifice of the Lord, (coming) from all kinds of uncleanness'; Eph.5.

14 The Hebrew appears in Bodleian b Hebrew (MS.Heb.c.27,Fol.56) - Charles and Cowley, 'An early source of the Testament of the Patriarchs', JQR, 19 (1906-07), p571-2 - they give the parallel Greek text alongside the Hebrew text.

1.4.2. The two nets that have ensnared the Builders of the Wall: 4\textsuperscript{19}–5\textsuperscript{11}.

A number of scholars see grammatical problems with the middle of line 19 since there is both a change in subject (from ‘nets’ to ‘builders of the wall’) and the lack of a corresponding verb.\textsuperscript{17} I would agree that the transition is sudden, for the theme of ‘the wall’ most naturally follows on from 4\textsuperscript{12a}. If then 4\textsuperscript{12–19} were a secondary thematic link, this would explain the problem of ‘the builders of the wall’ being ensnared by only ‘two (things)’, whilst the midrash speaks of the three nets of Belial. Yet the apparent lack of a verb may be explained if one takes 4\textsuperscript{19b–20a} as a secondary gloss,\textsuperscript{18} thus leaving \textit{b\textbackslash n\textbackslash y h\textbackslash h\textbackslash y\textbackslash s h\textbackslash m n\textbackslash y\textbackslash t\textbackslash p\textbackslash s\textbackslash y\textbackslash m} which can be compared to similar constructions in other midrashic passages, viz. 4\textsuperscript{3} and 6\textsuperscript{8–9}.\textsuperscript{19} Alternatively, the text can be taken as it stands, with the verb somewhat removed from the subject due to a subsidiary clause.

But who are these enigmatic ‘builders of the wall’? The biblical origin of the phrase would seem to be Ezekiel 13\textsuperscript{10} which refers to ‘false prophets’ who have led Israel astray:


\textsuperscript{17}Schechter, p68; Rabin, p16.

\textsuperscript{18}Viz. \textquoteleft(\textit{h\textbackslash l\textbackslash k\textbackslash w h\textbackslash r\textbackslash y w\textbackslash h w\textbackslash m\textbackslash t\textbackslash y\textbackslash p\textbackslash s\textbackslash r\textbackslash m\textbackslash h\textbackslash t\textbackslash p\textbackslash y\textbackslash p\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbackslash w\textbackslash n\textbacklash
9 My hand will be against the prophets who see false visions and utter lying divinations. Because they lead my people astray, saying 'Peace' when there is no peace, and because when a flimsy wall is built they plaster it with mortar.

This sense would be appropriate in our text (and in 8:12-18) in view of the use of the root n.tp, so that 'the builders of the wall' are those promulgating some form of 'false teaching' (as countered in 4:20-5:11), and these are often identified as the Pharisees. This polemic against 'false teachers' can be compared to other biblical passages also found or alluded to in this document: Mic.26 - CD.4:20, Is.3:10 - CD.1:18, Jer.5:31 - CD.6:1. More recently scholars have tried to identify this group by identifying its leader 'the Command'; they equate him with 'the Man of Lie' on the basis of the presence of the root n.tp and usually take him to be one of the Maccabean brothers. This would square with Winter's view that the phrase 'the builders of the wall' should be interpreted literally, namely, as those who helped rebuild Jerusalem:

Interpreted, this concerns the spouter of lies who led many astray that he might build a city of vanity...

This then is strong evidence for equating 'the Command' with 'the Man of Lie', and would, on the other hand, seem to count against the identification of the Pharisees with the 'builders of the wall' since the texts imply that it is the wider body of Israel who were involved in this rebuilding project. This identification (of 'the builders of the wall' with the wider body of Israel) can be

---

20Schechter, p68 and Charles, p810.
21See Chapter 3.2.2 on the identity of the Wicked Priest, p393-401.
22Winter, 'Two Non-Allegorical Expressions in the Dead Sea Scrolls', PEO, 91 (1951), p39-42. For the rebuilding of Jerusalem in Maccabean times, see 1Mac.100-11, 45, 12:16-39 (Antiquities, 13.2.1-3 and 13.5.11) under Jonathan, and 1Mac.13:10,48,52 (Antiquities, 13.6.4 and 7) under Simon.
231QpH.109-10; see also 4QTestimonia 22-26 quoted on p396.
further advanced by the fact talks of Belial being let loose upon Israel, so that it would be paradoxical to proceed to criticise a group within Israel. Personally I feel that some compromise between these two positions is called for, namely that 'the builders of the wall' are those that set the standards of religious life who consequently are leading all Israel astray. 

'sr hlkw 'hry šw. Significantly, this phrase comes from Hosea 5¹¹, and obviously this passage was of some importance to the sect, for verse 10, which deals with 'the princes of Judah', is quoted in 19¹⁵⁻¹⁶. Hosea was thinking of two groups, Judah and Ephraim, and if our writer was following this biblical lead then 'the princes of Judah' (in CD.19¹⁵) and 'the builders of the wall' (=Ephraim) cannot be the same adversary. More immediate to this phrase is the sense of šw which is usually taken as a noun 'command' or 'commander', the latter making some sense if this figure is one of the Maccabees. The LXX has ματαιων 'vanity' for the Hebrew šw which has led some scholars to suggest emending the text here to šaw. In Isaiah 28¹⁰, where we also have this form šw (four times), 1Qls³ has sy (four times), but this would seem to be no easier since sy = 'ship' as in Is.33²¹. Yet according to Fohrer sy can also mean 'demon', and this sense would be quite intelligible - 'and they followed after a demon (wild beast)'.

²⁴Davies believes the 'builders of the wall' are the whole of Israel outside of the sect in 4¹⁸ (p112), but that in 8¹²⁻¹³ they are 'those who set the standards of religious life' (p166).

²⁵Hosea 5¹¹ reads: Ephraim is oppressed, crushed in judgment, because he was determined to go after a command; Hebrew: 'hlk 'hry šw.'

²⁶Job 15³¹ has 'šaw' for šaw'. Rabin (p17) writes: "In Ex.32²⁵ Aq.,Sy.,Tg.,P. translate 1¹⁹šimša: 'in the name of dirt', i.e. they read 'šimšaw' like Sam.'

²⁷Fohrer, Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary of the Old Testament, p234; compare Davidson, who parses 'šiyyiy' as a denominative from 'šiy, šiyy', 'desert' - The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon. In Modern Hebrew the word 'šiy' has the meanings: 'navy/fleet' and 'wild beast'.
nytpáym: a Niphal ptc. pl. of the root ťps with the plane spelling again indicating a short vowel: nîtpašîm, 'they were trapped'.

bštym, 'by two things', i.e. by two of the nets. However disagreement occurs among scholars as to what in the following text constitutes the two (nets). For Charles the problem is so acute that he has to overcome it by removing bštym as dittography with the subsequent šty. Yet if one sees the abrupt introduction of 'the builders of the wall' as beginning a new section, there is less need to equate bštym with two of the three nets. Thus, both Rabin and Murphy-O'Connor regard the 'two (things)' that the builders of the wall were ensnared by as:

1. Marrying (root lqî) two women ... (420-57).
2. Marrying (root lqî) each man the daughter ... (57-11).

They are then confronted with the section concerning lying with a woman during her menstrual period (56b-7a), which consequently they have to then take as a gloss. Alternatively, those scholars that relate the 'two (nets)' with the three mentioned above, then pick up the identical phrases in the following discourse:

1. Whoredom, in marrying two women ... (420-56).
2. Making the sanctuary unclean:
   - by lying with a woman during her menstrual period. (56-7).
   - by marrying each man the daughter... (57-11).

28 Charles, p810.
29 Rabin, p17; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p220.
The problem here is that having picked up the 'two (nets)' we have to subdivide the second (=third net) as shown, and take them as two aspects of the 'uncleanness of the sanctuary'.\textsuperscript{31} I feel that whilst 412-19 and 419-511 may have originally been independent sections, there is a deliberate correspondence between the two, so picking up the parallel phrases. Davies is not the only scholar to outline a further section, namely that of making their holy spirits unclean (511b-15a).\textsuperscript{32} Yet this section (511f) is strongly poetic, in contrast to the heavy law terminology and structure of the preceding section, and therefore begins another section.

The First 'Net': 420-56 – znwt.

znwt: The word Ᾱnūṭ occurs elsewhere in the scrolls as a warning to members of the sect: in CD.2\textsuperscript{16} and 1QS.1\textsuperscript{6} against 'eyes of lust'; in CD 7\textsuperscript{1} in a credal section (as is 1QS.1\textsuperscript{6}); in 1QS.4\textsuperscript{10} where one of the characteristics of the spirit of falsehood is 'deeds of abomination committed in a spirit of lust'. Yet it is 'the princes of Judah' in 8\textsuperscript{3} who are the only group outside this passage accused of znwt; they like 'the builders of the wall' have been leading Israel astray.

1qḥt šty nṣym bhyyhm...: As it stands the implication of the masculine suffix on bhyyhm is that the husband cannot re-marry during his lifetime, even if he is divorced or widowed. However many scholars believe that we should emend bhyyhm to bhyyhn, 'during their(=f) lifetimes', pointing to Leviticus 18\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{31}For Kosmala these three sections are all forms of 'znwt' – ASTI, 4, p99.

\textsuperscript{32}Davies, p113; cf.Stegemann, p159.
and to 11Q\textsuperscript{T}57\textsuperscript{17-19}.

And he (=the king) may not take any other woman in addition to her, but she alone shall be with him all the days of his life. And if she dies, he shall take for himself another from his father's house.

Recently, however, Davies has argued strongly that it is a false assumption to regard the law of the king as applying equally to the people, for the king is a special case and would always be expected to have a queen.\textsuperscript{34} He goes on to write that 'it is precarious to fall back on what here would amount to ... (an) unfortunate coincidence, whereby a "slip of the pen" creates a legal dispute of some complexity.'\textsuperscript{35} The following passage, which tries to explain David's apparent polygamous action and which parallels 11QT, could be used to support either interpretation; viz. the subsequent two proof-texts, Gen.1\textsuperscript{27} and 7\textsuperscript{9}, could either be arguing that a man should only have one wife during his lifetime, or that he should have only one wife at a time. The choice is difficult, but in the end I prefer to keep the text and see this as prohibiting 'remarriage', especially since the Essenes were known to avoid marital relationships probably because, like the early church, they considered that the end of the age was imminent.

David and the Law: 5\textsuperscript{1-6}.

As I have mentioned, this section deals with the problem of David's polygamous custom, and has recently been subjected to quite heated debate

\textsuperscript{33}Ginzberg, p19-20 and Yadin, The Temple Scroll, 2, p258; Charles, Dupont-Sommer and Knibb understand the feminine sense even if they do not actually emend.

\textsuperscript{34}Davies, Behind the Essenes, p77-78.

\textsuperscript{35}Davies, Behind the Essenes, p79.
because of its direct reference to Zadok. Analysis of the passage is not helped by the apparent grammatical and other anomalies within it. Some scholars consider that this section is secondary but there seems little hard evidence for this position.

The basic law outlined here comes from Deuteronomy 17 and is paralleled by 11QT.6. And he shall not acquire many wives, lest they turn his heart away from me.

wdwyd $l\ k\ bsp\ htw\ hht\ 'sr h\ b\ 'rn. The sealed book of the law is taken by most commentators to be Deuteronomy, which in Israelite tradition 'was placed by the side of the ark of the covenant..' (Deut.31) Yet CD.5 takes miṣṣad of Deut.31 as 'inside' like other Jewish commentators. Similar accounts of the law being concealed can be found in the Testament of Moses 16 by Joshua, and in 2 Mac.2 where Jeremiah conceals the ark. Yet for Wacholder, this 'sealed book of the law' is none other than the Temple Scroll. Furthermore, using Jeremiah's allegory in 32-16, Wacholder argues that both the public and the sealed copy of the law had been hidden, (contrary to Moses' command in Deut.31,) by Joshua, Eleazar and the elders who were thus guilty of worshipping the Ashtoreth. Finally, he considers that as David was not the only king to have more than one wife, but that he is mentioned because he was unworthy of revelation, having failed to obey the first torah.

---


37So Davies, p245; Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer, vol.2, p48.

38Wacholder, RQ, 12, p566-567.
The fundamental objection to this interpretation is that if the public copy of the law had been hidden how could David be said to disobey it? Furthermore, elsewhere in the scrolls the references to David are positive\(^{39}\) and whilst David is accused of 'the blood of Uriah' he seems to be being absolved of his multiple marriages on the grounds of not being able to read the law.

\[\text{mywn mw} \text{'l'zr wyhw's' wywsw' whzqnym 'sr 'bdw 't h'strt.}\]

The main point to consider here is that the worship of the Ashtoreth began only after the death of Eleazar, Joshua and the elders – Judges 2\(^{11}\), for whilst they were alive Israel was faithful – Joshua 24\(^{31}\) and Judges 27. Thus, we should render 'sr as 'because' as in Nehemiah 2\(^{3}\), and so translate:\(^{41}\)

... from the day of the death of Eleazar, Joshua, and the elders, because they (=the Israelites) worshipped the Ashtoreth ...

\[\text{wytmwn nglh 'd 'mwd șdwq. The most common translation of this phrase involves supplying the negative particle w}l', and then either seeing ytmwn as an active form with passive meaning or emending it to the Niphal - wytmn:\(^{42}\)

...and it was hidden and was (not) revealed until the ...

However, a different line of thought, avoiding the need to supply a negative

\(^{39}\)IQM.11\(^{2}\), 11QPs\(^{a}.2\)\(^{7-11}\), compare David's Messianic line: 4QPB.2.4; 4Qps\(^{a}.frgs\) B-10,19; 4Q\(\text{fl}.11^{\text{th}}-13^{\text{th}}\).

\(^{40}\)The aleph and lamed of 'Eleazar' are written as in Ms.B since they form the divine name 'El'; there is diacritography of the name 'Joshua', the latter spelling being attested in Palestinian sources.

\(^{41}\)So: Ginzberg, p20-21; VanderKam, RQ, 11, p557.

\(^{42}\)Thus: Schechter, p68 reading 'wytmwn w'nglw', and so Charles, p810; Rabin, p18, though keeping 'wytmwn' as an active for a passive, and noting that the same mistake (omission of 'l') occurs in 7\(^{12}\); Dupont-Somer, Vermes, Davies, Knibb.
participle, was forwarded by Ginzberg,⁴³ who emends yṯₘyn to hₜₘwn and 'd to 't, rendering:

And that which was hidden was revealed at the time when Zadok arose

More recently Schiffman has argued strongly that nglh refers to 'scripture', pointing to a number of texts in 1QS and CD, including ⁵⁴-⁵ which he renders:

...since they (=Israel) worshipped the Ashtoreth, the nglleh (=the torah) was hidden until the coming of Zadok⁴⁴

The advantage with this latter translation is that it does not require any emendations yet makes perfect sense of the text, although it would be more convincing if nglh was definite.

Zadok – ᵇᵈウェ. Outside of the Copper Scroll⁴⁵, this is the only reference to the actual figure of Zadok in the Scrolls. Consequently, both Rabin and Ginzberg supply bn – 'the son of Zadok', which either dropped out or was removed, arguing that it was Zadok's grandson Hilkiah that found 'the sealed book of the law' (=Deuteronomy) according to 1Chr.⁵³⁸-⁵³⁹-⁴⁶ It was Wacholder in his book The Dawn of Qumran⁴⁷ who created quite a stir by declaring that

---

⁴³Ginzberg, p21; Schechter, p68, also suggested tentatively reading mglh for nglh, 'and it was hidden, that which is revealed, : .

⁴⁴Schiffman, The Halakhah at Qumran, p30 with references to 1QS 1⁹, 9¹¹-¹⁶, 9¹⁸-²⁰, CD 5¹-⁵, 7¹⁵-¹⁶ – p23-32. VanderKam follows Schiffman's argument, translating 'the revelation remained hidden until Zadok assumed office', taking 'mwd' as 'assume office' as in Ezra.²⁵³ – RQ. 11, p567.

⁴⁵The Copper Scroll (3Q15) reads: 'Nearby, below the southern quarter of the portico, at the tomb of Zadok under the pillar of the vestibule: a vase of fir balsam, (a vase of) senna perfume. And nearby, in a garden (situated) on the top of the rock, facing west towards the courtyard (of the tomb) of Zadok, under the large flat stone found in the water channel: anathema.' (11²-⁷) – translation from Wacholder, The Dawn of Qumran, p100.

⁴⁶Rabin, p18-19; Ginzberg, p21.

Zadok was here the Teacher of Righteousness and that 'the sealed book of the law' being the Temple Scroll was written by him, so that it was hardly surprising that David had not read it! Wacholder, further outlined his theory in a subsequent paper in response to an article by VanderKam, yet he failed to answer the latter's basic criticism. For VanderKam asserts that Wacholder's theory opposes the simple plain meaning of the text, for 'on a priori grounds one would assume that, as the author is writing about David in these lines, the Zadok of V,5 is David's priest - the most famous Zadok in the Bible. If he were referring to another, less well known man of that name, he would virtually have been compelled to clarify whom he meant for the sake of his readers. Whilst this argument may not be convincing in view of the sect's love for cryptic references, VanderKam goes on to point out that after David brought the ark to Jerusalem he placed Zadok in charge of it so that it was the latter who put the torah (=Deuteronomy) into effect - 1Chron.16:39-40. Then, as he notes, 'the only woman whom David married after the ark and the enclosed spr htwrh reached Jerusalem and Zadok took up his office was Bathsheba, and Dam. Doc.V,5-6 speaks critically of the shameful circumstances which surrounded that union... (for) by the time he married Bethsheba David would have known about the law of the king...'. This natural interpretation which VanderKam forwards requires no emendations in the whole of the passage (51-6), and is, in my opinion, more credible than that of Wacholder. This passage is therefore a typical, almost rabbinic, digression, in an attempt to

---

48 Wacholder, RQ, 12, p351-36, in reply to VanderKam, RQ, 11, p561-570.

49 VanderKam, RQ, 11, p564. Perhaps one could argue that since the sect obviously knew who was meant any clarification was unnecessary, even undesirable, since the identity of the Teacher was best kept secret.

50 VanderKam, RQ, 11, p569.
absolve Israel’s greatest king of much of his apparent guilt.

wy’lw m’sy dwyd mlbd dm ’wryh wy’zbm lw ‘l. The problem here is that
the root ‘zb can be rendered in one of two ways – ‘to leave, forsake’ which is
its usual biblical meaning, and ‘to forgive’ which is found once in Neh.5:10 but
which is a common meaning of the parallel Aramaic root šbg. However, since
we have argued that David was largely forgiven for his sins we must translate
the verb ‘ln ‘to forgive’, so rendering ‘the (wicked) deeds of David were
forgiven’. This leaves us with: ‘except the blood of Uriah, and God left them
to him’; the plural suffix on the verb can therefore be understood to imply
that ‘the blood of Uriah’ meant David was guilty of a number of sins – ‘and
God left them (=those sins) to him’. Alternatively, it is possible that a hasty
scribe, familiar with Aramaic, misread the text along the lines – ‘and God
forgave them (David’s sins) him’ – thus corrupting an original singular suffix to
a plural one.


wgm m’tqm’y m hm ‘t hmqdš. Is this the real or the symbolic temple, ‘the sure
house’? Kosmala states: “God’s miqdš was no longer the temple of Jerusalem,
but the new Israel itself, no longer a building of stone, but a miqdš ‘ādām...
As the temple in Jerusalem meant very little to the sect, if anything at all, the
purity of the miqdš was understood as the purity and the holiness of the

---

David were of small moment, except for the blood of Uriah, and God forgave them’, on the basis
of the use of the root ‘’lh’ in Ps.62:10 and in Mishnaic Hebrew.

52The blood of Uriah was David’s only sin in bShabbath,55a, and similar excuses were made for
people, that is, of every individual member as well as of the community of the New Covenant as a whole.\(^{53}\) That such spiritualization of the temple motif is present in the scrolls is undeniable, and since it has already been encountered in this document in the Ezekiel 44\(^{15}\) Midrash there is no reason why this text cannot have a similar nuance.\(^{54}\) However a literal reading of the text seems to be required here.

\[ \text{hm mbdyl ktwrh wswkbym 'm hrw'h 't dm zwbh. The form of the Hiphil participle is singular mabd'il, yet a plural is demanded; thus Charles and Schechter emend to mbd(y)lym.} \(^{55}\) The absence of a biblical proof text here has led some scholars to see this passage as secondary, yet this absence is because this law is explicitly stated twice in the MT in Lev.15\(^{24}\) and 18\(^{19}\), in contrast to the other two issues dealt with in 420-51 and 57-11; it seemingly also occurs in 4QDam.\(^{56}\) In Ginzberg's view, this polemic is directed against the more liberal Sadducees who would seem to declare dm zbh to be clean.\(^ {57}\)

\[ \text{wlwqhym 'y's 't bt 'hyhw} \(^ {58}\) \text{w't bt 'hwtw.} \] This law of not marrying one's niece is not found in the MT, yet the sect argue that it is incestuous on the grounds of a similar case prohibited in Leviticus 20\(^{19-20}\), that of marrying one's aunt. The distance of the relationship between a man and his aunt and a man

---

\(^{53}\)Kosmala, ASTI, 4, p103.

\(^{54}\)See Chapter 3.1.2 on 'Temple’, p357-370.

\(^{55}\)Schechter, p68 and Charles, p810 (without the first yodh.)

\(^{56}\)Milik writes that the numerous fragments belonging to the material before XV contain: ‘... an expanded version of Lev.15 (fluxes of men and women) ...’ - Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p152.

\(^{57}\)See Horayoth 13 – Ginzberg, p22-3.

\(^{58}\)Emended in T-S 10 K6 from ‘hyhm

\(^{59}\)Schechter (p69) however emends to ‘hwtym ‘their sisters’ which is wrong .
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and his niece is the same, and so prohibition against marrying one's niece is implied in the Mosaic law prohibiting a man marrying his aunt. In 11QT.6614-17 both cases are explicitly stated:

A man may not take the sister of his father or the sister of his mother for that is a disgrace. A man may not take the daughter of his brother or the daughter of his sister, for it is an abomination.

Our text goes on to state that the converse is equally true, viz. that a woman cannot marry her uncle. For the Samaritans and the Karaites such marriages were incestuous, yet the Talmud commends precisely such marriages as acts especially pleasing to God. If the Pharisees, who were more pious than most other groups within mainstream Judaism, approved of such marriages then we can assume that such marriages were generally accepted by the large majority of Jews outside of the sect. This, says the author, is another example of Belial's subtlety – he has trapped you unknown to yourselves.

In conclusion, this passage, 419-511, seems to deal with those that have misinterpreted the law, and this then stands in a direct parallel with the following poetical passage, 511-63, which deals in part with those that have abandoned the law altogether. The former assertion confirms our identification of 'the builders of the wall' as 'those who set the standards of religious life', and who have, as such, led Israel astray.

---

50Yevamoth 62b, though opposition even in Pharisaic circles seemed to exist as the story of R. Eliezer ben Hyrcanus indicates – TP. Yevamoth XIII,13c (Ginzberg, p23-24.)
The Hebrew of the Fourth Poem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Hebrew Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6+4</td>
<td>נַחֲמוּ אֶת רֹתֶךָ עָנָיוֹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>וְהַרְאֵ בֶן-עָלָיוֹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>מַאָשָּׁר אֵין בֵּית בָּנָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>נַכִּים עַד-הָדָרִים (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+3</td>
<td>10+7</td>
<td>בְּכוֹךַ הַרְבַּ יִהוֵּֽוֹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>בַּיִת סֵדֶרֶת עַל זוֹמַת</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>וֵנוֹאֶה שָׁקֵר לְחַשׁיָּבוּ אֶת יִשְׂרָאֵל מִצְאָר (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>זֶה כֵּבָּר אָרַשְׁנֵי</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>יְקֵם מַכְאֲרוֹ נָבִים</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>וּמִשְׁמֵיָּ הָיוֹפִים</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>כֹּה בִּיָּו אֶשָּׁאָּי כֵּץ אָמַ נַחֲמוּ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Translation of the Fourth Poem: 511-63 and the Well
Midrash, 63-11.

<Furthermore> they made their holy spirits unclean,
And with a blaspheming tongue they opened (their) mouth
against the precepts of the covenant of El,
saying 'They should not be upheld';
And they speak abominable things about them.

'All of them are kindlers of fire,
and burners of brands.
Spiders webs are their webs,
basilisk's eggs are their eggs.
He who draws near to them shall not go unpunished,
He that chooses his house shall be held guilty <unless he was forced>.

Even in former times El punished their deeds,
And His wrath was kindled against their actions:
'For this is a people of no understanding;
'They are a nation devoid of counsel,
because none among them understands.

For in former times Moses and Aaron arose by the hand of
the Prince of Lights,
And Belial raised Jannes and his brother by his evil
practices,
when Israel was saved (the) first time.

And in the period of the land's desolation 'the removers of the bound' arose.
And they led Israel astray and the land was laid waste;
And they spoke falsehood against the commandment of El
given by the hand of Moses, <and also by His holy Messiah>
And they prophesied lies to cause Israel to turn away from following El.

But El remembered the covenant of the ancestors.

---

5Isaiah 5011.
6Isaiah 595.
7Isaiah 2711.
8Deut.3228.
And He raised from Aaron men of understanding, and from Israel men of wisdom. And He caused them to listen and they dug the well.

'The well which the princes dug, which the nobles of the people delved with a staff.'

'The well' is the law, and 'those who dug it' are the returnees of Israel who went out from the land of Judah and sojourned in the land of Damascus; all of whom El called 'princes' because they sought Him and their splendour was not rejected by anyone. And 'the staff/lawgiver' is the Interpreter of the Law, of whom Isaiah spoke: 'He who brings forth a tool for his work.' The nobles of the people' are those who have entered in order to dig the well, with (the help of) the staves/lawgivers which the staff/lawgiver provided, so as to walk in them during the whole period of wickedness, and without them they will not succeed, until there stands the one who will teach righteousness in the latter days.

9Numbers 21:18.
10Isaiah 54:16.
Introduction

What makes this a new section? Firstly and most importantly it is poetical in form, in contrast to the section on the Nets of Belial (412-19) which is midrashic, and that of the two 'nets' which the 'builders of the wall' have fallen into which is expounded in almost rabbinic fashion. Secondly, however, close the parallel may seem to be between the uncleanness of the sanctuary and the uncleanness of their holy spirits, the former does not necessarily have a spiritual sense. Yet some scholars believe that there is a direct progression from defiling the spiritual temple of the community to defiling their spirits. In Pauline terminology this would be described in terms of the body being the temple of the holy spirit\(^1\) and it is the influence of the latter which, in my opinion, has led many scholars to link these two passages,\(^2\) for nowhere else in the scrolls is the symbolism of the temple extended to the physical body of the individual. Thirdly, the section above deals with those who in the eyes of the sect have misinterpreted the law, whilst this section is directed against those who oppose the law completely. The poet starts with the current problem and then shows that throughout Israelite history there have been people who have rebelled totally from the law, a format already encountered in the third poem. Thus this section, directed at those who do not observe the law, would appear to be pointing towards the Hellenizers whose liberal attitude

\(^1\text{E.g. 1Cor.} 316-17, 614-20, \text{Eph.} 219-22.\)

\(^2\text{E.g. Kosmala, ASTI, 4, p104.}\)
is fiercely frowned upon by the sect.

The first stanza: 5:11–15. The current lawlessness.

Furthermore they made their holy spirits unclean,
And with a blaspheming tongue they opened (their) mouth
against the precepts of the covenant of El,
saying ‘They should not be upheld’;
And they speak abominable things about them.

‘All of them are kindlers of fire,
and burners of brands’; 14
‘Spiders webs are their webs,
and basilisk’s eggs are their eggs.’ 5

He who draws near to them shall not go unpunished,
He that chooses his house shall be held guilty <unless he was forced>.

This stanza exhibits well-balanced poetry. The introductory monocolon is followed by a quatrain where the first and last cola parallel each other creating a chiastic pattern of a:b:c:a’. The opening particle, gm, is a secondary gloss

---

3Emend to bhr.
4Isaiah 50:11.
5Isaiah 59:5.
which ties this passage to the preceding section on 'uncleanness of the sanctuary'. In the first line of the quatrain the omission of the suffix is a good poetical device. The first two cola of this poem can be compared with Mark 3:29-30.

But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of eternal sin — for they had said 'He has an unclean spirit'.

The only other occurrence of the phrase lswn gadwpym in the scrolls is in 1QS.4 where it is one of the ways of the spirit of falsehood. This is one of a number of links that we find between this poem and the poetry of the Two Spirits passage in 1QS; other notable examples include the phrase rwj qwaš in 1QS.421, the words tw'bh and 'lylh are found four and three times respectively in 1QS.4, the phrase sr 'wrym in 1QS.320, and the word sqr found twice in 1QS.4821. The latter (spr) is also associated with the ‘Spouter’ in 1QpHab.1012, whilst the Wicked Priest is twice accused of abominable (tw'bh) acts in 1QpH.813 and 128; however, only here do we hear of abominable things being spoken.

6Knibb (p44) points to the Hebrew (not the Greek) Testament of Naphtali, 109, which reads: 'Blessed is the man who does not defile the holy spirit of God which has been put and breathed into him'.

7Delitzsch's Hebrew translation of this is: "k hmgdp 'r rwj qwaš 'yn-tw slyh 'l wlm ky y'zm b'wnw lsh: 36 ky-hmh 'mrw rwj tm'h bw:"

8Also found in 1QS.24 and 1QSB.24 and with the second person singular suffix eight times in 1QH.

9Also found in 1QSa.15 and 1QpHab.1010; in addition 'bynh' (20x) and 'mzmh' (8x) only occur in the poetry of the scrolls.
The phrase ‘the precepts of the covenant of El’ could either refer to the Mosaic Pentateuch, or to the sect’s own interpretation of the law (11QT); the former would mean that this stanza is a polemic against the Hellenistic practices rife throughout Israel, the latter an apologetic against those who have ridiculed the covenant of the sect. The phrase ḥwqy (h)brĕt appears three times elsewhere, in CD.20 29, 1QH.16 15 and 1QSa.15 7. The latter text bears quoting:

1 This is the rule for all the congregation of Israel in the last days, when they shall join [the Community to wa]k 2 according to the law of the sons of Zadok the Priests . . . 3 they shall summon them all, the little children and the women also, and they shall read into their [ears] 5 all the precepts of the covenant and shall expound to them all their statutes that they may no longer stray in their [errors]. 6 And this is the rule for all the hosts of the congregation, for every man born in Israel. From his youth (=age of 10) 7 they shall instruct him in the Book of Hagi and shall teach him, according to his age, the precepts of the covenant. He shall be educated in their statutes for ten years...

Thus at ‘the end of days’ the ‘congregation of Israel’ would join the community and be instructed in its covenant. Yet this is also God’s covenant to which all Israel should be bound, but to which only the sect were obedient. Consequently, this stanza is both apologetical and polemical in character, both defending the true covenant of God to which the sect adhere and attacking those outside the sect who speak against this covenant. Thus, ‘the precepts of the covenant’ must be those of the sectarian covenant, and thus of the sectarian torah (11QT).

The two quotations which follow help to illustrate the serious nature of the current situation. The first is from the third Servant Poem, Isaiah 50 11: our text agrees with 1QIsa in having k(w)lm for the MT klkm, however both the MT and 1QIsa have m‘zry for ṭwb‘ry here, although the LXX and Syriac perhaps read
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m’yrw for m’zry which would be nearer our text. Isaiah is giving a warning to those who walk in their own light rather than following God through the darkness (v10), and this is probably also the sense in our passage that ‘these people’ were following their own light (laws) rather than God’s. Alternatively it may be portraying ‘all of them’ as those people who stir up trouble, and this would be more in line with the following quotation. The second quotation is from Isaiah 55:

CD : qwry 'kbyš qwryhm wbyšy sp’wnym byšym
1QIsa*: bšy sp’wnym ybq’w wqwry 'kbyš yyrw
Is. : byšy sp’wny bq’w wqwry 'kbyš y’rgw

There are some interesting variations in the above three versions, in particular the reversed order of the cola in our text. Isaiah is appealing to Judah for repentence in chapter 59, yet the implication of 595 is that the whole community is contaminated. Similarly, the poet saw the whole of the current ‘Israel’ as polluted and following after devious plans and schemes.

There are a number of grammatical problems with the final bicolon of this stanza. The first is the form of hqrwb which should be emended to hq(w)rb in view of 6Q15 which reads hqrb, a Qal active participle; at some point a scribe of our text wrote a passive participle by mistake. More problematical is the first word of the second colon which as it stands reads: ‘like the mountain of his house shall he be held guilty’. The mountain of the house’ is, according to Dalman’s dictionary, a name for the outermost tower of the temple, and it is possible that a later scribe thought this text contained such an allusion and substituted it for the real text. Naturally enough, most scholars find it necessary to emend the text. Rabin suggests combining the first two words
k°har°bôbô rendering 'the more he does it the guiltier he shall be'. Yet it is Charles' methodology that should be followed, for he realizes this is a small poetical passage and that as such we should use parallelism to solve the anomaly. Thus, a parallel to hq(w)rb is needed, namely bôhêz:

He that draws near to them shall not go unpunished,
He that chooses his house shall be held guilty.

Charles also suggests emending bytw to bhm to improve the parallelism still further, yet the change from plural to singular (or vice-versa) in parallel cola should be regarded as a poetical feature especially since byt (= the community) has a plural sense. We are left then with the phrase 'unless he was forced'; this reads like a gloss, does not fit in with the parallelism, and makes the metre unbalanced - it is therefore secondary. This bicolon concludes what is the first stanza of this short history, starting as it does with the evils of the current times.

The Second Stanza: 5\textsuperscript{15-19}. The Egyptian Exile and God's salvation.

\begin{verbatim}
ky <'m> lmylpym pqd 16 'l 't m'syhm 1+4 1+10<1>
wyr\(h\) 'pw b'lylwtyhm 3 10
ky l' 'm bynwt hw' 17
hm gwy 'bd 'swt 4 6
m'sr 'yn bhm bynh 4 6

\end{verbatim}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item[10]Rabin, p20; followed by Lohse, Maier, Davies and Murphy-O'Connor, the latter arguing that this only makes sense if the passage 'is addressed to uncommitted outsiders whose normal way of life would bring them into contact with those criticised' – RB, 77, p223.
\item[12]Charles, p811. Schechter (p69) (as an alternative to his main suggestion) tentatively suggests emending 'thr' to 'k's' – 'like a moth his house shall be held guilty' – which he compares to Job 27\textsuperscript{18}: 'He builds like a moth his house', which the Syriac and LXX translate as 'He builds like a spider his house' – cf. Is 59\textsuperscript{5} quoted above.
\end{itemize}
kymlpynym  'md 18 mšh w'hrn byd šr h'wrym 6 15
wyqm blyl 't yhn h w't 19 ḫyhw bmzmtw 5 17
bhws' ysr'l 't hr'šwnh 3 11

Even in former times 16 El punished their deeds,
And His wrath was kindled against their actions:
'For this is a people of no understanding': 17
'They are a nation devoid of counsel,
because none among them understands'.

For in former times He raised 18 Moses and Aaron by the hand
of the Prince of Lights,
And Belial raised Jannes and 19 his brother by his evil practices,
when Israel was saved the first time.

1mylpynym: only here with this plene form, elsewhere being written as
lmlpynym.

bmzmtw: the noun mzmh, 'design' appears to be used in either a positive or
negative sense; it is used in a positive one in 1QS.116, and in a negative one
here and in 1QH.216 - 'and the designs of Belial (were) all their thoughts'.

The apparent randomness of the themes presented in this passage has
led to numerous different views being forwarded as to its division. For
Stegemann, 15b-16a is a conclusion of a source, whilst what follows is made

13Isaiah 2711.
14Deut.3228.
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up of largely scriptural glosses and is redactionary, with a new section beginning in 17b referring to the second period of destruction. For Davies, 15b-16 is a redactional link and a new section begins with the words 'They are a nation devoid of council...: Yet once the poem has been marked out and its theme clearly discerned, then it becomes apparent that this is the second stanza which deals with the period up to the exodus. The poet is trying to draw a parallel between the current lawless nation of Israel and the lawlessness of the nation in the past which led to the first exile to Egypt.

The 'm must be omitted on grounds of dittography with the preceding ky 'm.' The particle ky is a case of anacrusis, leaving a bicolon with strong parallelism. In every case elsewhere, mlpnym refers to the earliest period of Israelite history, and this passage is no exception. A comparison with the third poem, 34-5, would suggest that the phrase 'El punished their deeds' refers to the exile in Egypt, and this is supported by the subsequent appearance of Moses who delivers Israel for the first time from exile.

The first quotation conforms exactly to the MT, the ky being part of the quotation. The second comes from Dt.3228a:

CD: hm gwy 'bd 'swt m'sr 'yn bhm bynh
Dt: ky gwy 'bd 'swt hnh w'yn bhm tbwnh

Both biblical quotations are taken by the author to refer to Israel, as they do in

15Stegemann, p160.
16Davies, p119-120; Knibb (p44) begins a new section with 'ky 'm', §15b.
17So Davies, p247; Schechter, p69 and Charles, p811, omit all of 'ky 'm' on grounds of dittography.
18CD 217, 319, 515,17 and 4QpNah f5a3-4,19.
their biblical contexts.¹⁹

The final tricolon of this stanza at first sight appears to be prosaic or, at least, having rather lengthy cola. Yet closer examination reveals strong parallelism between the initial two cola, with Moses and Aaron being opposed by Jannes and his brother (=Jambres), (the root 'md paralleling qwm), and with the assistance given by 'sr h'wrym paralleling the opposition of bly'y. All this means that the tricolon has the pattern a:a':b, with the first two cola exhibiting a certain degree of chiastic parallelism. This could be schematized as follows:

First colon: x + verb + Moses & Aaron + Cosmic Helper.
Second Colon: verb + Cosmic Helper + Jannes & Jambres + x.

For both Moses and Aaron are connected with the law, as are Jannes and his brother who were the two Egyptian sorcerers who tried to oppose them, Exodus 7¹¹.²⁰ Consequently we can reject Murphy-O'Connor's suggestion that this dualistic section is secondary on the grounds that it plays no part in the argument.²¹

Who is the 'sr h'wrym? This figure has already been encountered in 1QS.3²² in the Two Spirits passage, where he was paralleled with ml'k hwšk, 'the Angel of Darkness', which would suggest that the 'sr (h) 'wrym must also be

---

¹⁹The theme of 'understanding' has been treated at length by Denis in his book, Les thèmes de connaissance dans le Document de Damas.
²⁰Their names are not given there, being supplied by Jewish tradition; thus in 2Timothy 3⁸ we read: 'As Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, so these men also oppose truth...'. The book entitled 'Jannes and Jambres' can be found in Charlesworth, Vol.2, p427–442; it dates to the first to third century A.D. The earliest attested reference to the name(s) of these sorcerers is therefore in our current passage of CD.
²¹Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 77, p224-5 followed by Knibb, p45-46.
²²And we have the indefinite form: 'sr 'wrym'.
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an angelic figure. CD 16\(^5\) refers to the 'Angel of Persecution' who is referred to in Jubilees as the 'Prince of Persecution',\(^2\) similarly, in Test.Simeon 2\(^7\) the Greek has 'Prince of Deceit' for the Armenian 'Angel of Deceit'. Thus the word šr has an angelic sense and should perhaps be translated as such. The next question is whether šr (h) 'wrym is meant to be any particular angelic figure. In 1Enoch 20\(^2\) the angel Uriel 'wry'l is described as the first of the angels and their prince, and is set over the lights of heaven.\(^2\) Thus the prince of lights, namely Uriel the chief of the angels, is here paralleled with Belial the chief of the forces of evil and darkness, whilst on earth Moses and his older brother Aaron are pitted against Jannes and his brother, Jambres. The battle between good and evil, or obedience and disobedience to the law, is fought on a cosmic as well as a temporal level.

bhws' yšr'1 't hr'swnh. Some scholars have found this phrase slightly awkward. Schechter emends 't to 't rendering 'when Israel was delivered for the first time', whilst Charles moves the accusative particle before yšr'1, rendering 'when the former delivered Israel', that is, Moses who is called the first redeemer in R.Ruth.\(^5\)^{25} The text, though, is fine as it stands: bhws' being a Hiphil infinitive, hr'swnh having the meaning 'first' as in 14\(^3\)^{3,5}.

The third stanza: 5\(^2\)\(^0\)-6\(^3\). The Babylonian exile and God's salvation.

wbqs hrbn h'rs 'mdw msygy hgbwl 3\(+3\) 6\(+7\)

\(^{23}\) ml'k hms'h, cf.Jub.11\(^5\), 17\(^1\), 18\(^9\).

\(^{24}\) Origen shows that Uriel was regarded as the chief of the angels in his Commentary on John, 2\(^7\) even though Uriel is the fourth of the four great archangels - Michael, Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel. It is also possible that 'swry 'l is none other than Uriel - Ginzberg, p26-27.

\(^{25}\) Schechter, p69 - for the weakening of gutterals, see Kutscher, 1Ols\(^8\), p57; Charles, p811-12.
And in the period of the land’s desolation 'the removers of the bound' arose,
And they led Israel astray [21 and the land was laid waste;
And they spoke falsehood against the commandment of El
given by the hand of Moses, <and also [by His holy Messiah>
And they prophesied lies to cause Israel to turn away from
following El.

But El remembered the covenant of the ancestors,
And He raised from Aaron men of understanding,
and from Israel [men of wisdom.
And He caused them to listen and they dug a well.

hrbn is unique to the scrolls and does not occur in the MT, hrbh being the
more normal form.26

tēšam: the plene form is also found in 6QD, while the biblical form is tēšam
which is found in Ezekiel 1219 and 197; the form is from the root yēšam, ‘to
be desolate’, not from šmm, ‘to be destroyed’, which occurred in 21 and 310.

wyhpwrw: written plene – see 316.

26There is no connection here with 'the period of wrath' of 15 as Charles (p812) and Rabinowitz
(JBL, 73, p19-20) suggest.
The manuscript, T-S 10 K6, is unclear but the second yodh may be present making the form a Hiphil. Alternatively, taking the text as wys'm, it could be a Piel, ‘he summoned them’, as we find in 1Sam.154 and 238.

This final stanza has two clearly defined strophes, the first dealing with the lawlessness of the pre-exilic nation which resulted in the Babylonian exile, the second with the post-exilic remnant. Much of the phraseology of this stanza is found in the preceding historical poetical accounts, and of course in the MT.

The first strophe opens with a bicolon exhibiting chiastic (reflexive congruence) parallelism in its subject matter, (a:b:b′:a′). The period of the land’s desolation is mentioned in 310 and in the MT, e.g. Jeremiah 2511 – ‘This whole land shall become a ruin and a waste’.

msygy hgbwl occurs only here and in 1915-16 where Hosea 510 is fully quoted. In CD 1915-16 (and Hosea 510) the princes of Judah are not equated with ‘the removers of the bound’, they are merely described as being like them. As apostates, ‘the princes of Judah’ are like those at the time of the exile who are accused of overstepping the bound of the law. Yet it is only to the past ‘removers of the bound’ that our present text refers.

wyt’w ‘t yśr’l. Similarly phraseology referring to the pre-exilic Israel is found in 314, 41 and Jeremiah 2313. This is the second reference to the desolation of the land and creates a nice chiastic structure in this bicolon.

27Compare: Jer.2910, 442.22 and Dan.92.
The second bicolon of this strophe has a secondary Messianic reference, as a close examination of the parallelism here clearly shows:

ky dbrw srh '1 mśw t 'l byd mśh <wgm bmśyhw hwqdwš>  
w ynb'w śqr 1ḥšyb 't yśr 'l mḥr 'l

The form srh, a *hapax legomenon* in the scrolls, must be translated 'falsehood' as in Deuteronomy 19:16 in order to create the parallelism with śqr, and not 'rebellion' which is its more common meaning. wgm is again secondary as in 5:11 and introduces the secondary addition of wgm bmśyhy/h hwqdwš. The words also appear in 6QD but, as even Baillet admits, the text is also unclear there, so that the text could either read wgm bmśyhy hwqdwš, 'and also by the holy anointed ones' (=the prophets), or ..mśyhw .. 'and also by His holy Messiah.' The meaning of the text with this secondary reference is that 'they' spoke rebellion not only against the commandments of God as given by Moses but also against the teachings of the prophets, so that the gloss creates an all embracing set, the law and the prophets. Later the gloss was (deliberately) corrupted so that it referred to the commandments of God given by His Messiah, viz. the sectarian torah (11QT) given by the Teacher of Righteousness, thus creating an all embracing pair of the first and second torah. Finally, the sense demanded of 1ḥšyb, a Hiphil infinitive, is: 'to cause (them) to turn (away)'.

The second strophe deals with Israel's second deliverance from Babylon. While the following midrashic section (6:4-11) may have been composed to

---

23Charles (p812) also sees an addition here, though not on metrical grounds.

29See notes on 212 and Baillet, RB, 63, p517-519, especially note 4 on p518.

30If, as I believe, the Teacher of Righteousness is 'the Interpreter of the Law' then 7:18-19 would give the Teacher a Messianic status.
expand on the Numbers quotation which would then end this poem, it seems more likely that the quotation is part of the following midrashic section and that the midrash (63-11) was added here because of the original reference to the well. Thus, rather than having two tricola here, the first on the remnant, the second on the well, we have a quatrain. The parallel with the last strophe of the previous stanza is noticeable; there God raises Moses and Aaron who helped save Israel by leading them out of exile and by giving them the law, here God raises 'men of understanding and wisdom' from Israel and Aaron respectively, who dig the well = the law. If it was the law that saved Israel the first time, is it the law, (viz. the sect's interpretation of it,) that will save Israel the second time. It is this latter point that is then expounded upon in the following 'Well Midrash', thus explaining why it was appended to this poem.

Here, as in the historical account of the third poem, the period between the end of the exile and the formation of the sect is totally passed over, either because the sect wished to suggest that they (or their 'forbears') originated shortly after the exile or because they viewed the exile as an ongoing process.

\[\text{CD.6}^2: \text{wyzkr} \quad \text{'l bryt r'snym.}\]
\[\text{6Q15: wyzkwr} \quad \text{'l bryt ry'swnym.}^{31}\]
\[\text{CD.1}^4: \text{wbzkwr} \quad \text{bryt r'snym.}\]

The parallel between the first colon and 1$^4$ confirms the view established already that we are now dealing with the remnant community from whom God raised men of understanding and wisdom. The following two cola allude to Deut.1$^{13,32}$ and could be said to show qinah metre.

\[\text{31}6QD exhibits plene forms.}\]
\[\text{32Which reads: 'Give for yourself men of wisdom and understanding and experience for your tribal leaders - cf. 1QSa.1}^{28}.'\]
Thus the format of this poem could be summarized as follows:

**Stanza 1:** The current lawlessness of Israel.

**Stanza 2:** The lawlessness of the early Israel.
- God's deliverance of Israel from exile (in Egypt.)
- He gave them the Pentateuch.

**Stanza 3:** The lawlessness of the pre-exilic Israel.
- God's deliverance of Israel from exile (in Babylon)
- He gave them 11QT.

The stanzas have respectively: 11,8,8 lines; 35,34,34 stresses; 76,83,85 syllables, thus yielding a pretty well-balanced poetic structure overall.

1.5.1. The Well Midrash: 63-11.

Is this an independent literary unit or does it belong to one of the sections on either side of it? All scholars agree that the following section (611f) begins a new section, thus our choice is reduced to two. Davies has argued that it belongs to the previous section as the perspective is historical, and thus the two historical accounts of 217b-44a and 517b-611a have parallel midrashic sections in 321-44a and 63b-9.

Murphy-O'Connor has found this argument so convincing that he has emended his position so that he now regards the well midrash as belonging to his 'Missionary Document', being of the same literary level as 'the Introductions' of 11-21 and 22-13. However there is a definite

32 Davies, p121-2.

change in style here from poetry to prose. Furthermore, as we have seen, stanzas 2 and 3 of the poem deal respectively with the two exiles and God's subsequent deliverance. Thus for the parallel between these two stanzas to remain valid, the poem must end with the words 'and they dug the well'; what follows is merely a midrashic text on 'the well' for which there is no parallel.

The 'well' as a symbol for the law is a theme that is not attested outside of this document. However, the related motif of 'waters' representing the 'teachings' of the torah (=well) is a more common theme in the scrolls,\(^\text{35}\) for instance 1QH.8\(^\text{6-7}\):

\[\begin{align*}
\text{[For Thou didst set set]} & \text{ a plantation ...} \\
\text{And they put out a shoot (=Teacher of Righteousness)} & \\
\text{of the everlasting plant (=Davidic dynasty).}\,^7 \\
\text{Yet before they did so, they took root} & \\
\text{and sent out their roots to the watercourse (=the law)} & \\
\text{that its stem might be open to the living waters ... (=living teachings).} \\
\end{align*}\]

The latter confirms that the root (=some group of men) came before the shoot (=the Teacher of Righteousness) as CD.1\(^\text{7-11}\) relates. Furthermore, the root, prior to the coming of the Teacher, took up 'living waters' (1QH.8\(^7\)) / 'dug the well' (CD.6\(^3\)); that is to say, they searched for the correct interpretation of the law, yet until the coming of the Teacher they, 'the root', groped for the way - CD.1\(^9\). Likewise in the 'Well Midrash' it is the Interpreter of the Law who actually interprets the law correctly, and who instructs others as to its meaning 6\(^7-9\).\(^36\) Furthermore, it is implied that he is the founder (or at least

\(^{35}\text{Compare CD 3\(^16\) and 19\(^34\). See also the my ndh in 1QS 3\(^4-9\) and 4\(^21\) - might these not be 'the waters (=teachings) which cleanse (the soul)?; 1QH.8 in its entirety.}\)

\(^{36}\text{In the historical account of 2\(^14-3\)20 it is 'the sure house' which is built following the well. Might this not refer to the Teacher of Righteousness, or at least the Zadokite Priestly line of which the Teacher was the true heir, especially when one compares it to 4QFI, where a similar biblical passage (2Sam.7\(^11-14\)) is used for the Branch and the Interpreter?}\)
'leader') of the group, and all of this points to the conclusion that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' = 'the Interpreter of the Law'. Davies raises what appears to be a fundamental objection to this equation; he writes, 'if we identify them, as is the usual procedure, why do we want to do so, and why should the document confuse us with two titles?' Yet Davies has made a false presupposition (or, alternatively, an erroneous conclusion) in that he believes that the core of the Admonition, 11-79, all stems from the same hand. Once the various genres are separated out and the full composite nature of the document is appreciated, then the obvious possibility that these two titles originated from different authors has to be faced. Thus, to pre-empt my conclusions for a moment, I believe that the poet (first?) used the title 'the Teacher of Righteousness' which the later redactor adopted when he came to compile the 'original' document, whilst the author of the midrashic sections used another title for the same figure, namely 'the Interpreter of the Law', mainly because the sect's concept of this figure had changed from that of leader to that of lawgiver.

šby yśr'1 hywṣ'y m'rṣ yhwḏh. This phrase also occurs in the Ezekiel midrash where it is the priests who are so described; therefore 'the priests' = 'those who dug the well'. In both cases they are the first 'members', and are followed by later members = 'the sons of Zadok' = 'the nobles of the people...'.

dmsq. The word appears seven times in this document but never in any

37 So, for instance: Brown, 'The Teacher of Righteousness and the Messiah(s)', in the The Scrolls and Christianity, (ed.M.Black) p38; Wacholder, The Dawn of Qumran, p110; Knibb, p49.

38 Davies, Behind the Essenes, p28.
The choice here is firstly between a literal or symbolic interpretation, and then if the latter between Babylon or Qumran. Somewhat significantly, "until the discovery of the scrolls from Qumran, students and scholars had no hesitation in accepting the "literal" interpretation of these passages; some sect had travelled to Damascus and its members had made a covenant among themselves there." Yet there is something to be said for a literal understanding of Damascus, namely that as it is the first Syrian city outside Israel it would constitute the obvious place to escape to for anyone wishing to escape Israeli (or Egyptian) influence. In addition, Damascus was the oldest Jewish settlement outside of Palestine, and if the founder members of the sect fled there we certainly should not expect a historical reference (in Josephus or Maccabees for instance) when elsewhere this large sectarian group within the very heart of Israel occasions but scanty comment.

The first symbolic interpretation, that 'Damascus' represents 'Babylon', would seem to be the sense demanded by the context in the Amos-Numbers-Midrash (714-21), for there in the quotation of Amos 5:26-27 'Damascus' symbolizes 'Babylon'. Scholars who adhere to this view often appear to do so largely on grounds of their historical conclusions: for Murphy-O'Connor the sect originated in Babylon, CD.2:14-6:11 being a 'Missionary Document' preached by these returning exiles, and similarly for Davies who believes CD.1:1-7:9 constitutes the original pre-Qumran document so that consequently

---

39 The other references to 'Damascus': 6:19, 7:19, 8:21=19:34, 20:12 - the word also appears in its geographical sense in 1QGenAp.225:10.


41 So Iwry, Eretz Israel, 9, p88.
'Damascus' cannot be referring to Qumran. Until recently the most telling objection to the equation Damascus = Qumran was that since Qumran was in Judah, how could the sect be said 'to go out of the land of Judah', in order to reach it. North argued unconvincingly that Qumran was at this time part of the western limit of the Nabatean Kingdom. More recently, Milikowsky has tried to show that 'Damascus', both in this document and in the Rabbinic Literature, was a code-name for any 'place of exile.' Thus Qumran as the sect’s place of exile could be referred to as 'Damascus', and therefore for the sect the exile could be said to be a current reality and thus an ongoing process. Perhaps the most paradoxical question of all, and one that is rarely faced, is why 'Damascus' is only mentioned in this document of all the scrolls? The answer, I would suggest, is that, as this document was written for those sectarians who lived outside of Qumran, then only in this document would the readers wish to refer to 'Qumran' as a place other than where they were, and that they did this in a cryptic fashion using typically exilic terminology in order to preserve its identity.

\[\text{wl'} \text{hwšbh p'rtm bpy } \text{ḥd. Emend p'rtm to tp'rtm, and take hwšbh as 'rejected' from the Hophal of šwb;}\] thus reading: 'their splendour was not rejected'. bpy 'ḥd is an Aramaism for bph 'ḥd.

\[\text{42} \text{The latter writes, 'There is no point in arguing at length that Damascus is used as a symbol of Babylon ... since this interpretation is demanded by the context, and it is for scholars of a different persuasion to establish their case' – Davies, p122-123; in total contrast Cross argues that 'Damascus' must represent Qumran, for if not the problem is insurmountable – Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, p66 n46.}\]

\[\text{43} \text{North, 'The Damascus of Qumran Geography', PEQ, 87 (1955), p34-48.}\]

\[\text{44} \text{Milikowsky, RQ, 11, p104-106; see also Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism, p44-45.}\]

\[\text{45} \text{As in Num.23:20, CD 20:32, 1QS 5:15, 6:25 – cf. Aramaic root twb in the Aphel.}\]

\[\text{46} \text{Schechter, (p70) reads: 'ḥwbšh p' bpy ...; 'their bough was not turned by the fruit of another'; Charles (p812) emends to the singular 'His glory ...'; Ginzberg, (p28,) on comparison with Is.20 reads: 'hwbšh', '.the object of their pride did not become a cause of shame'.}\]
mhwqq. This form occurs seven times in the MT, having the meaning 'ruler' in Deut. 33:21, Ju. 5:14 and Is. 33:22 and the meaning 'staff' in Gen. 49:10 (cf. 4QPBl.), Num. 21:18 (here), Ps. 60:9 and 108:47. There is a nice play on words with ḫqq, mhwqq, mhwqqwt.

dwrš ħtwrh. This figure also occurs in 718, 4QFl.111 and 4QCatena3.10-11.48 If we exclude the latter fragmentary passage, the other three passages all refer to two figures, 'the Interpreter of the Law' and 'the one who shall teach righteousness' (= the Sceptre = Branch of David.) We have already argued that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is 'the Interpreter of the Law' and thus 111, this passage and 718 all describe a past (or current) leader of the sect, whilst the latter two along with 4QFl.111 also look forward to another righteous teacher in the future.49 As dwrs ħtwrh, the Teacher was in the eyes of the sect, the second Moses.50

Isaiah 54:16 as MT. with plene written 1m‘ṣyhw as in 1QIsa.51

ndby h’m = the sons of Zadok in 4:3-4 = the subsequent members of the sect.

bmh. Some scholars choose to emend this form to give the sense 'in

---

47Rabin (p22) writes that "the rendering 'lawgiver' seems not to be attested before Joseph Albo (1380-1444)".
48For the latter reference see DJD, V, p71.
49These two figures are not necessarily to be equated with the priestly Messiah and the kingly Messiah – see Chapter 3.1.1 on 'Messiah', p348-357.
51The text is also used of Paul in Acts 9:15.
them," but Ginzberg argues there is no need for this since bmh (=bmw) is quite in place here.\footnote{52Schechter (p70) to 'bhm', Rabin (p22-23) to 'bhmh'.}

qṣ hrṣy'. Charles and Ginzberg argue for the need to emend to rṣ'h found in 6\textsuperscript{14}, whilst Rabin notes that its form is like ngy' > nega' in 1QpH.9\textsuperscript{1}, 1QS.3\textsuperscript{14,23} and 4\textsuperscript{12}. This period is to be equated with that of 1\textsuperscript{5}, 4\textsuperscript{9f}, 5\textsuperscript{20}, 6\textsuperscript{14}, 12\textsuperscript{23} and 15\textsuperscript{7}, i.e. 'the period of wrath' which began with the exile and still continues, until the following period, 'the last days' arrive.

\textit{wzwltm l' yṣygw.} Often an unexpressed object is understood in this clause - 'and without them they cannot succeed'; whilst Rabin is alone in supplying a subject by comparing with 1QS.6\textsuperscript{14} - 'without which they will not grasp'\footnote{53Ginzberg, p28.} Murphy-O'Connor however, argues that if one assumes nṣg is the root, then one needs to add yā as in Lev.25\textsuperscript{47}. Consequently, he suggests that the root is in fact swg/swg, thus reading, 'without these they shall turn away (from God)', and proposes that when the samek became a šin the negative particle was added by mistake.\footnote{54Rabin, p22-23; one could simply read - 'without which they will not acquire (it) (=instruction)'.} In the wider perspective, both Murphy-O'Connor and Davies suggest that the following 'd produces an absurd reading so that it would be easier to omit this whole phrase as a redactional insertion underlining the importance of the precepts, leaving an original text of '... during the whole period of wickedness until there stands...'.\footnote{55Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p230-231; the root appears with a šin in CD.19\textsuperscript{15} and Job 24\textsuperscript{2}.}

\footnote{56Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p231 and Davies, p247; Ginzberg (p29-30) transposes it - 'for the whole period of wickedness until the Teacher of Righteousness shall arise, and apart from these (laws) they cannot achieve anything'.}
It is possible that we have here an allusion to Hosea 10:12b:

'd ybw wywrh šdq lkm
(for it is time to seek the Lord)
that He may come and rain salvation upon you.

Yet the Hebrew could be rendered as follows:

...that he might be revealed and teach righteousness to you.

It is unlikely that we should emend the form ywrh to mwrd as the former is found in 19:35 (corrected to mwrd in 20:1) and 20:14 as ywrh hyhvd. This seems to suggest that this is none other than the Teacher of Righteousness, spoken of in a future tense.58 However, other scholars have suggested that this is the Teacher of Righteousness redivivus59 and if this is the case, I would suggest that this text would have to be later to allow for the shock of his death found in the Pesharim (and Ms. B), to be replaced by a more reasoned view that he might return.

b'hryt hymym - see 44 for a discussion on the phrase. If, as we concluded there, 'the last days' is the period following the 'period of wrath', (which ended 490 years after the exile into Babylon,) then this figure was expected to appear at this time. Thus, in view of the fact that the Teacher arose 410 years after the exile to Babylon, this is then further evidence that the figure in 6:11 cannot

58So Davies, p123-4 who in seeing 11:7-9 as an original pre-Qumran document, is forced to take the reference in 11:1 as secondary.

59Dupont-Sommer, p131; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p230-231.
be the Teacher of Righteousness.

A Summary of the Historical Sections.

Three out of four of the poems, plus the two midrashic passages that we have encountered so far, have given historical details relating to the foundation of the sect. It is perhaps therefore instructive to compare the appropriate passages in a chronological fashion, noting in particular the common terminology. We will start though from the period of the exile to Babylon, since prior to that the history is fairly clear:

Pre-exilic Israel:
- 'they forsook El / the covenant' (root 'zb): 13, 311 cf. 521.
- 'the land became desolate' (root šmm / yšm): 310, 521.
- 'they were delivered to the sword' (root ntn / sgr): 14, 310-11 cf. 713, 81.

Post-exilic Israel:
- 'El remembered the covenant...' (root zkr): 14, 62 cf. 33.
- 'He left a remnant' (root š'r / ntr / ytr): 14, 211, 313.

The proto-sectarians:
- 'He raised men / a root from Israel': 17, 211-12, 312, 62 cf. 42-3, 43.
- 'He revealed the nistaroth': 314.
- 'they dug the well': 316, 63, cf. 19-11.
- 'He raised for them a Teacher of Righteousness': 111.

The proto-sectarians fall into sin:

The sect at Qumran:
- 'He built for them a sure house': 319, cf. 43 and 65.
- the new members: 214(16), 47, cf. 43-4, 68-10.

This demonstrates the extent the various poems go in their respective histories, the most up-to-date of which is the third poem. It is significant that while the third and fourth poems mention 'the well', the first does not; yet it
does tell of the groping of 'the root' and subsequent arrival of the Teacher of Righteousness who leads them in the way of 'His heart' which could be said to imply that he interpreted the law for them – cf. 1QH.6:7. Although the exile to Qumran is only mentioned in the third poem, the setting up of 'the sure house' is symbolically interpreted as an exile from Judah in the subsequent midrashic passages. The latter tend to overlap the tail end of their respective poems, since they re-introduce the founder members. Yet they, along with the secondary semi-poetical section (4:8-11), take the history further in telling of 'the new members' who will arise prior to, or during, 'the last days'.
The Twelve Duties of CD.6:11-7:4.

1. הוֹכִל אֲשֶׁר הָבוֹאָ בֵּבְרָית (12)
2. לָבֹלֵת בַּאָן אֵל הַמַּכִּישׁ
3. לָתַּאְרִי מֵזוֹבִית חָנֹמ
4. כְּתוֹזְיָה מֵסְגִירוּ (13) הַדָּלַת אָשֶׁר אֶמַר אֶל
5. מָי בּכָּס יִסְגִּיר דְלָלוֹת
6. וֹלֶא נַאיִוּרְיָהּ חָטְא
7. אֵם אֵל נַשְׁמוֹר
8. לָעַשׁ חֵפְרָתָה חַטּוֹרְהָה לוּךְ הֶרֶשׁ
9. הָלוֹהְבָּד (15) בְּבוֹזָה חָשָׁת
10. הלָנָטָר מַחַר הָרְשָׁע הַטְּפָאָ טֶנְפָא בְּחָזַרְו (16)
11. בּוּרָהָ הַמַּכִּישׁ
12. גָּלְוַלָג אוֹת עֵנִי עֶמוֹ
13. לָהֵיוֹת אֲלָלוֹת שְׁלָלוֹת (17)
14. אוֹת חֲטָמוֹנִי צְרָחָה
15. הַלָּתְבִיל בִּי הַטְּפָא לְתוֹחָר
16. הָלוֹהְדוּדְיָ בַּי הַטְּפָא לְתוֹחָר
17. לוֹשָׁנָי אוֹת יִמּ הָבָשָׁב חֵפְרָתָה
18. הָוָאֲת הַמַּמָאֲדָה (19) אוֹת יָמִי הַחָעָטָה
19. כְּמֵאֲתַא בְּאֵי הַבְּרֵיחַ הָחָדְשָה בְּאֵי דְּמָּשֶׁק (20)
20. לָהֵירוֹת אֲתַ הָכָּדָשִׁים חֵפְרָוָם
21. לָאָזְהַב אוֹת אַצְלוֹת (21) חֵמָה
22. הַלָּתוּהְבָּדְיָ בַּיֵּי אֶובָּיו גָּר
23. וֹלָדָוַז אוֹת אַצְלוֹת (1) אוֹתְהָה
24. הָלוֹזָא בְּלָבָשׁ אֵאַשׁ בְּשֵׁאָר לְשֵׁרָה
25. לָהֵיוֹר מַי הָוָהְוָ (2) קְמִשֶּפֶט
26. לָהֵיוֹת אוֹת אַצְלוֹת הָכָּמָה
27. וֹלָא לְטוּרְו (3) מִיָּמֶי לְוָא
28. הַלָּתְבִיל מַכָּל הָטְנָמָאָ שְּמָשָׁטָה
29. הָלוֹזָא יִשְבָּעָ (4) אוֹת אֵאַשׁ אוֹת קַדְשָׁי
30. כָּאָר הַלָּבָדְיָ לְלָהָא
וכל המאותים (באללה)
בפנד לא את הארץ
לשתיב גמל רועים (10) עליהם

בניא הדבר אחר בדבר ישיעיה בן אמור הנביה (11) אמר
י公益性 על עמק מעיל בית אביכ
(12)UTILITY TO APPEARbles עליה

בהפד שבתי ישראל
(13) THERUL נpleasant נPLEASANT

וכל הנוספים וה lahו כח
(14)PEOPLE LEADERS כnable LEADERS

eca א麥र (21)... (15) (21) ATH כב שחי

A' B' C' D' E' F' G' H' I' J' K' L' M' N' O' P' Q' R' S' T' U' V' W' X' Y' Z'
And all those who were admitted into the covenant, 
(are) not to go into the sanctuary 
to light His altar in vain;

But they are those who close the door of whom El said:
'Who from among you will close My door, 
and not light My altar in vain?'

Unless they are watchful:

To act according to the exact interpretation of the law for the period of wickedness;

And to be separated from the sons of corruption;

And to abstain from the unclean wealth of wickedness <by vowing and devotion,> 
and from the wealth of the sanctuary -
<(That is) To rob the poor of His people 
that widows might be their spoil, 
and they murder orphans.>

And to separate between clean and unclean, 
And to distinguish between holy and unholy.

And to keep the Sabbath-day in according with its interpretation, 
<along with the festivals and the Day of Atonement according to the finding of those who entered the new covenant in the land of Damascus,> 
To offer the holy things in accordance with their interpretation.

To love each man his brother as himself, 
And to assist the poor, needy and stranger.

And to seek each man his brother's well-being, 
<and not anyone be dishonest against his flesh-kin.>

To abstain from harlotry as is the judgment.

To correct each man his brother as is the commandment, 
and not to retain anger from one day to the next.

And to be separated from all unclean practices according to

---

11Malachi 1:10.
12Emending prefix to 'm-'.
13Isaiah.10:2.
their judgment,
<and not anyone contaminate his holy spirit
which El has separated for them.>

All who walk in these things in perfect holiness,
<br /><in accordance with the word of His every instruction>
-the covenant of El was established for them to give them life for a thousand generations.
<br /><As it is written:
'He who keeps the covenant and steadfast-love for a friend,
and for the keepers of My commandments for a thousand generations.'
<br />
<br /><And if they live in camps according to the rule of the land which was from of old, and take wives according to the findings of the Law and beget children,
then they shall walk according to the letter of the Law, and according to the 'Judgment of the Injunctions',
which says:
'Between a man and his wife,
and between a father and his son.'
And all who reject the commandments and the precepts — when El visits the earth to bring the reward of wickedness against them.

14 Deut. only in Ms.B.
15 Ms.B reads 'precepts'.
16 a-a only in Ms.B.
17 a-a only in Ms.B.
18 Ms.B reads the Jussive.
19 Ms.B reads 'Foundations'.
20 Numbers 30.
21 a-a only in Ms.B.
22 Order of this and the following colon, following Ms.A.
1.6. The Twelve Duties for those who have entered the Covenant: 611-710 = 191-6.

The bounds of this section and its literary genre are generally recognized and agreed upon by most scholars. For Stegemann 611-74 constitutes the Gemeinderegel and is followed by a blessing formula in 74-6b and a curse formula in 79b-13b, the two being separated by an interpolation.¹ For Denis it is a 'petit code' of twelve precepts,² whilst for Murphy-O'Connor 611-8¹ forms a Memorandum which has two additions at 76b-8 and 713c-8¹.³ Davies agrees with the latter's description though ends his section at 7⁹, stating that the text 76-9 makes these duties applicable to the children of members of the sect who would not themselves have entered into the covenant.⁴ I would agree that this section is a Memorandum but this is to slightly underestimate its importance, for it seems that we have here twelve precepts which in a number of cases correspond to those of the 'Ten Commandments'. Thus if 'the Temple Scroll' comprised the sectarian torah then perhaps these precepts could be said to comprise the sectarian '(Do)decalogue'. Some of these laws are qualified by the prefixed particle 'k' + noun (viz. prwš, mšpt, or mšwh), and '...these precepts refer to an interpretation of the Law which is more rigorous than that in force outside the community ...'.⁵ From this I would contend that such qualifications using 'k' make better sense if the reader was living away

¹Stegemann, p165-166.
²Denis, Les themes de connaissance dans le Document de Damas, p137.
³Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78 (1971), p211.
⁴Davies, p142.
⁵Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p217.
from the Qumran community, for if he was living at Qumran he is less likely to have been tempted by the more liberal interpretation of mainstream Judaism. That though is not to say that he is a non-member, but rather a member who lives away from Qumran in one of the “camps” among the indigenous population. We know from Philo and Josephus that there were some 4,000 Essenes living in Palestine, and these statements are backed up by the Laws of IX–XVI many of which only make sense when considered in a Jewish-Hellenised milieu.


And all those who were admitted into the covenant, (are) not to go into the sanctuary to light His altar in vain;

But they are those who close the door of whom El said: 'Who from among you will close My door, and not light My altar in vain?'

Unless they are watchful:

---


hwb'w: the Hophal of the root bw'; it explicitly refers to the act of entry into the covenant in the sense of reminding the members that they were admitted on the grounds outlined in the following duties.

lbl ty is the correct grammatical form to negate an infinitive, in contrast to l' which is used in 71.2. A negative particle never begins any of the duties below and thus it is unlikely that it does so here.⁸

ysgyr: T-S 10 K6 has seemingly the second yodh thus making this a Hiphil; it should be emended to a wāw to give the Qal, in line with the MT.

dltw: the MT of Mal.110 has dltym 'doors' and Schechter and Charles emend dltw accordingly. Yet the MT seems to represent a different textual tradition; as it stands the text reads 'its (=the temple's) door', yet the waw should be read as a yodh - 'My door'.

This first passage is by far the most contentious of the whole section since it deals with the attitude of the sect towards the temple, a problem which is compounded by the ambiguous or corrupt nature of the text. A number of scholars have been misled into translating: '..an agreement not to enter the sanctuary..'; viz. taking the phrase as a whole and taking bryt, not in the sense of the covenant of the sect but as a reference to an otherwise unknown and distinct covenantal agreement banning members from entering

⁸Yet Davies (p126) begins his first injunction with this negative.
the temple.\textsuperscript{9} This seems distinctly unlikely, and consequently we should adopt the normal meaning for bryt and take the negative particle as beginning the main clause,\textsuperscript{10} a fact made more obvious when the underlying poetry is appreciated.

We then have two other interrelated problems. The first is that in the original biblical context of Malachi 1\textsuperscript{10} 'the closing of the doors is a good act, because its purpose is to impede the offering of insincere sacrifices. Hence, there is an implicit distinction between those who close the door and those who offer sacrifice; the former are good, the latter are wicked.'\textsuperscript{11} Yet the sense here is directly contrary to this, for we read 'they are those who close the door ... unless they are watchful to act according to the exact interpretation of the law...'. This implies that if they obey the sect's law they will keep the door open! In addition there is also a certain amount of tautology between the quotation and the previous two cola.

The second problem concerns the presence of 'm 1' 'unless'; a straight translation yields no sense and so Schechter and Rabinowitz emend to 'm whilst Vermes does not translate it.\textsuperscript{12} Alternatively Murphy-O'Connor attempts to solve both problems by interpreting wyhyw as an interrogative, so yielding:

\begin{quote}
All those ... to kindle His altar in vain, shall they be 'closers of the door', as God said: 'Who among you will close its door that they may not enter to kindle my altar in vain?', unless they
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{9}Ginzberg, p30-31; Murphy-O'Connor, 'The Translation of Damascus Document VI:11-14', RQ, 7 (1969-71), p553-6; Rabin (p22-23) supposes a lacuna 'a covenant not to (walk in the stubbornness of their heart, but have not fulfilled their words), have come...' - this is highly conjectural.

\textsuperscript{10}So Fitzmyer, NTS, 7 (1960-61), p311 - and followed by Davies, p137-139 and Knibb, p51-53.

\textsuperscript{11}Murphy-O'Connor, RQ, 7, p554.

\textsuperscript{12}Schechter, p70, Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p22; Vermes, p87.
None of these solutions is convincing since they yield clumsy or disjointed translations. Most recently, however, Davies has put forward a very credible solution to this problem, which is that we have a secondary addition so that the original text read:

And all who have been admitted into the covenant (are not) to enter the sanctuary "to light His altar in vain" unless they are observant in doing according to the law as detailed for the period of wickedness.13

This solution preserves the biblical sense of Malachi 110, removes the tautology, avoids the need for emending 'm 1', and most importantly yields a fluent and intelligible translation.14 The motive for the addition would appear to be a desire to reflect 'a more hostile attitude towards the Temple than the original source',15 and Davies points to 83 as similar example of a biblical allusion which has later been expanded into a complete quotation in 1915-16. He contends that the more hostile attitude is due to a Qumran glossator at a time when the sect had abandoned the temple completely, but that prior to this, the original pre-Qumranic text had only emphasized the need for sacrifices to be offered in a proper manner.

I would agree with Davies' general analysis of the text, although not with all of his conclusions. The problem with this position is the immediate question as to what constituted the schism with the temple that produced the

13 Davies, p139.

14 Verbal constructs, such as 'msgyry hdlh', are often found in secondary passages; compare: 113, 212, 43-4, 413, 61, 659, etc.

secondary addition. The most obvious answer would at first seem to be
Jonathan's usurpation of the High Priesthood in 150B.C. or the installation of
the Hasmoneans as High Priests 'forever' in 140B.C., but this would place the
original Twelve Duties' very early, near the genesis of the sect, and would
consequently tend to support Davies' pre-Qumranic date for the original text.
So it seems that a later date for this schism must be found, yet no event
springs readily to mind. Most problematic in this whole position, and a
question that has not been addressed, is why the temple, noticeable by its
absence in the original poetic text of this document, is suddenly given
prominence here at the very beginning of the 'Twelve Duties', so that the
following phrase 'm l ' yšmrw (taking out the secondary addition) implies that
they can enter the temple only if they adhere to these 'duties'. This enigma,
almost paradox, leads me to suggest that the original author meant mgds in
612 to be a spiritual reference to the sect:

*All those who were admitted into the covenant (of the sect)
(Are) not to enter into the temple (=the community)
"to light His altar in vain", ..*

This yields excellent sense and is precisely what one would expect at the
beginning of this list of twelve precepts. Consequently, this secondary addition
does not represent a later stage in the development of the attitude of the sect
towards the Jerusalem temple, nor mark the schism between the sect and the
temple authorities. Why, though, it was added is less clear: did the glossator
fail to appreciate the original sense of mgds and take it literally, or are 'the

---

16The only references to mgds in the poetry of this document is in this credal section in 612.16; it is secondary in 13 and elsewhere in CD it occurs in the later redactional and midrashic material.

17For the concept of the community as a 'spiritual temple' see the Ezekiel 4415 Midrash, the following reference in 616, and Chapter 3.1.2 on 'Temple', p357-370.
closers of the door' meant to represent all members of the sect who in separating from mainstream Judaism have in fact stopped 'lighting My altar in vain? Both these proposals imply that the sect abstained from the Jerusalem temple, though it appears that this was probably already the case at the time of the original text. In any event, any participation in the temple institutions would be difficult and be restricted to weekdays, and not involve Sabbaths or Festivals which, because of the different calendar followed by the sect, would have been celebrated on a different day, and this in turn explains the scarcity of laws that deal with the temple in this document.

The 'Twelve Duties' of the Sectarian Covenant: 614–74.

There are fourteen infinitives in the section 614–74 plus three negative infinitives. Yet the latter are all subsidiary clauses, as is the infinitive beginning the secondary Isaiah quotation; of the remaining thirteen, one appears to be a pair as it occurs as such in the Pentateuch and the Laws of IX–XVI. We are left therefore with twelve which could be termed a 'dodecalogue', and these have cola of, on average, nine or ten syllables in length. These are listed in the table that follows, which also indicates the relevant parallel passages in the Laws of IX–XVI, the Decalogue, and the Holiness Code.

---

14 It should be borne in mind that the lack of an apparent parallel in the Laws of this document may be rectified when the material found in the Qumran recensions of CD, before column XV (XV–XVI being placed before IX) and after column XVII, is published - see Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judea, p151–2, n3.

15 'The Holiness Code' = Leviticus 17–26, the parallels with which are outlined by Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p212–4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Infinitive(s)</th>
<th>Laws of IX–XVI</th>
<th>10C. Holiness Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1'šwt..</td>
<td>cf.13(^5\text{-}6), 16(^7\text{-}8).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>wlḥbd1..</td>
<td>13(^1)</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>wlhnzr..</td>
<td>16(^13\text{-}16).</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>wlḥbdyl..wlḥwdy'..</td>
<td>12(^19\text{-}20).</td>
<td>Lev.10(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>wlšmrwr..</td>
<td>10(^14\text{-}11)(^1)</td>
<td>Lev.23(^3\text{-}8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>lhrym..</td>
<td>4QDam.</td>
<td>Lev.22(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>l'hwb..</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lev.19(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>wlḥḥzyq..</td>
<td>14(^4\text{-}6),13(^1\text{-}15).</td>
<td>Lev.19(^9\text{-}10),33(^3\text{-}34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wldrws..</td>
<td>9(^2)-8</td>
<td>Lev.19(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>lhzyr..</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Lev.18(^6\text{-}23).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>lhwyḥ..wl' lnṯwr..</td>
<td>9(^2)-8.</td>
<td>Lev.19(^1)(^7\text{-}18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>wlḥbd1..</td>
<td>12(^11\text{-}18).</td>
<td>Lev.20(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Duty 1: Obey the sectarian torah.**

1'šwt kprwš ihtwrḥ 1qṣ hrš'. Significantly the first infinitive refers to the sectarian torah. Consequently, the preceding line 'm 1' yšmrw is meant to apply to all of the following laws, so that we should translate: 'unless they are watchful/careful'. kprwš only has a legal sense in this document - here, 4\(^8\), 13\(^6\), 14\(^1\text{-}7\), and 16\(^2\).\(^2\)

\(^2\)So Schiffman - "pesher is a term used to denote 'aggadic' interpretation, while perush denotes interpretation for the purpose of discovering the details of the halakhah. ...(both) imply the same exegetical method in that neither requires the use of further evidence from biblical literature." - The Halakhah at Qumran, p41.
Duty 2: Keep away from the gentiles.

\[ \text{wlhbdl mby} \ h\h.\ \text{The prefixed waw is a strong indication that this is not the first duty, although the poetry would be more balanced if this were the case, for we would then read:}^{21} \]

Unless they continually live (lit: they keep to do) 3 7 according to the exact interpretation of the torah for the period of wickedness. 3 9

The root bdl occurs three times in this code, emphasizing how important it was for the individual to remain unpolluted. The phrase bny hšht only occurs here and in 1314 in the scrolls; the nearest equivalent is 'nšy (h)šht in 1QS.916, 22, 1019. In Jubilees 103, 1526 the phrase denotes those who refuse circumcision, and in Ezekiel 3118, 3218 the nether world or Pit is spoken of as the final habitation of the uncircumcised. It seems likely therefore that it also has this sense in the scrolls, viz. 'to separate oneself from the gentiles'. Furthermore, as it is through the gentiles that one comes into contact with other gods, this is an implicit reference to the first commandment.

Duty 3: Abstain from wealth.

\[ \text{wlhnnr mwn} \ hrr'h \ htm' <bndr wbnr> 4 12 \]

\[ \text{wbwn hmgdš} 16 \]

\[ <\text{wlqwl 't 'nby 'mw} \]

\[ \lhywt 'lmnt šlm 17 \]

\[ w't ytwynm yršhw> \]

We must begin by considering the MT of Isaiah 102 which is quoted in this third duty:

\[ \text{lhtwt mdyn dlym} \]

\[ ^{21}\text{Rabin (p24), Murphv-O'Cc.inor (RB, 78, p212) and Knibb (p51), take this as the first duty.} \]
To turn aside the needy from justice
and to rob the poor of my people of their right,
that widows might be their spoil,
and they might make the fatherless their prey.

The variations in our text to the MT are threefold. The most significant is the absence of the first colon of Isaiah 10:2 which results in only one subject in the main clause, namely ‘the poor’ who are the sect, as they are in 199.22 Then there is also the deliberate omission of mspt; it was not merely the lack of ‘justice’ that the sect had been robbed of, rather they, (especially those living away from Qumran to whom this document is addressed,) had been quite literally robbed as 1QpHab.129-10 relates:

"The violence done to the land": these are the cities of Judah where he (=the Wicked Priest) robbed the Poor of their possessions.

This in turn means that mgds in 616 must again be referring to the sect as a ‘spiritual temple’. Finally there is the deliberate change of verb, from bzz ‘to take as prey’ – MT and 1QIsa – to rsh to kill.23 This becomes more significant once one notes that ‘the orphans’ are paralleled with ‘the poor’ in a passage in the Hodayot indicating that the former should also be interpreted in a symbolic sense as a reference to the sect:

Blessed art Thou, O Lord.

---

22 Murphy-O’Connor (RB, 78, p212) takes this final colon from Psalm 94:9 which reads: ‘lmnh wgr yhrgw wytwmym yrshw’ – ‘they slay the widow and the fatherless;’ the apparatus criticus (in BHK) suggests reading ‘gr w yrshw.

23 Elsewhere in the scrolls, ‘bywn’ is the word meaning ‘poor’ that is used of the sect: 1QpH.128.10, 1QH.5.15, 18, 22, 1QH.119.13, 13’14, 4QpP.41.1–7, 10; the singular sense, ‘the Poor One’, is found in 1QH.22 and 32 referring presumably to the Teacher.
If the latter is correct, then the implication of the final colon of this quotation is that the sect were now fatherless, viz. the Teacher of Righteousness had died. The level of deliberate corruption associated with this quotation, plus its unique presence within the code and its sectarian re-interpretation, lead me to concur with Murphy-O'Connor and Davies that it is secondary to the original context. Yet how does this quotation fit, in the grammatical sense, into the preceding material? The quotation is elaborating on the phrase ‘the wealth of the sanctuary’, and since ‘the temple’ here symbolises the sect then one needs to translate ‘this is “to rob ...”’, rather than provide the negative particle “And not ‘to rob...”’.

The preceding bicolon is not much easier, mainly because of its use of prefixed particles. To keep the text as it stands subsidiary verbs need to be supplied: “to refrain from unclean wealth of wickedness (acquired) by vowing and devotion and (appropriating) the wealth of the sanctuary” However the most natural way to take this bicolon seems to be to regard htm as masculine adjective agreeing with hwn, and to emend the prefixed ‘b’ on the second occurrence of hwn to ‘m’ so that the reader is now abstaining from two different things. If we do this, the phrase ‘by vowing and devotion’ now appears to be secondary so that we have a gloss on both cola:

---

24 1QH.5; Hebrew: ‘zbth ytwm wbl bzyth rs’.
25 Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p214 and Davies, p126 and p129 and p249.
26 So Rabin, p24.
27 So: Schechter, p70; Charles, p813-4; Knibb, p51. Ginzberg writes that ‘the emendation ‘wmhwn’ is superfluous since ‘bhwn’ depends on the preceding ‘htm”, “to keep from the possessions of the sanctuary which are defiled by a vow or ban or its belonging to the sanctuary” - p31.
And to abstain from the unclean wealth of wickedness <by vowing and by devotion>, and from the wealth of the temple (=the sect);...

The unbalanced nature of this bicolon could be improved a little if the adjective hṭm' was considered to belong to the gloss; this would then leave qinah metre.²⁸ Perhaps however even this does not seem satisfactory in light of the unevenness of the poetry, the corrupt nature of the text, and the fact that these two cola are directed respectively at external and internal wealth. If so, we could go still further and reduce this bicolon to a colon to be read with the previous colon:

And to be separated from the sons of corruption, And to abstain from the unclean wealth of wickedness.

Yet the diverse nature of the gloss would seem to count against this.

Duty 4: Do what is holy.

wlḥbdyl byn hṭm' lḥhwr
wlḥwdy' byn hqwdš lḥwl

This pair of injunctions occur in perfect parallelism and stem from Ezekiel 22²⁶, and this allows us to regard them as one duty rather than taking the two infinitives as an indication of there being two duties:

byn qdš lḥl 1' ḥbdylw
wbyn hṭm' lḥhwr 1' ḥwdy'w

The transposition of the verbs may have been influenced by Leviticus 11⁴⁷ where ḥbdyl is connected with our first clause. Davies rightly points out that

---

²⁸This could be compared to 8⁵ where the verb (root 'gil') carries over to both halves of the bicolon; cf.also 6²⁻³.
'in the Ezekiel passage the responsibility .. for teaching .. lies with the priests, (and) it is therefore significant that in CD this responsibility is laid upon the members of the community'. This would then seem to be further evidence that the community behind this document considered themselves to be 'a spiritual temple'.

**Duty 5: Keep the Sabbath.**

\[\text{wlšmwr 't ywm hšbt kprwšh} \quad \text{4 10} \\
\quad \text{<w't hmw'dwt w't ywm ht'nyt} \\
\quad \text{kmš't b'y hbrýt hhdšh b'rš đmsq>}\]

I follow Davies in believing that this precept was expanded at a later date. The second colon is secondary because there is no festival legislation in the Laws of CD whilst there is a considerable volume of Sabbath legislation, and because it occurs after the qualifying kprwšh. The third, because it duplicates the sense of prwš, creates a longer than average colon from the metrical point of view, and has the phrase hbrýt hhdšh which is not found in any of the original poetic texts, occurring rather in 8\(^2\)=19\(^3\), 20\(^1\), (and 1QpHab.2\(^3\)). On

\[\text{Davies, p130.}\]

\[\text{Of course 'the festival legislation' may originally have been found in the missing sections of CD XVIII, yet Milik's note in his book Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p151-152 does not mention any such prescriptions other than the Annual Covenant Festival. 11QT contains, of course, a large number of prescriptions for the festivals, yet this was for the future earthly temple. 4QMMT, does not contain any reference to the 'calendar', which is somewhat surprising, yet Milik seemingly holds (as yet unpublished) the pages preceding 4QMMT which do deal with the calendar; perhaps these two documents on the same manuscript should be treated as one?}\]

\[\text{So Davies, p130. However on poetical grounds 'kprwšh' could not be placed at the end of the second colon, for this would give a syllable count of 7,13 (or 11,9 redefining the cola) whilst as it stands it has a syllable count of 10,10.}\]

\[\text{Compare Davies (p130) who argues the phrase 'the new covenant' is a specifically Qumranic feature and that therefore the colon is secondary. For a fuller discussion of the phrase 'the new covenant' see Chapter 3.1.4 on 'Covenant'; p382-386.}\]
the textual side, the text of the third line clearly begins with the word \textit{kms}'t,\(^{33}\) \textit{kmo\textbar s}'at, an unique occurrence of the feminine singular contract noun with prefixed 'k', with the Mishnaic meaning 'to arrive at a conclusion, to hold a legal opinion'.\(^{34}\)

Thus the original precept was directed simply at keeping the Sabbath, and as we discussed in 3\(^{14}\), this probably included the requirement to abstain from work on what was for the sect the eve of the Sabbath (from sunset to sunrise of the sixth day) but which was the Sabbath for normative Judaism. The secondary addition was probably added at a time when the calendrical differences between the sect and mainstream Judaism lead to increased persecution, and because the sect now had members living away from Qumran who are reminded that they are still subject to 'the findings of the new covenant in the land of Damascus (=Qumran)'. However perhaps the addition is more complex or subtle than that. Did the sect and the proto-sectarians always hold to a solar calendar, while mainstream Judaism always held to a lunar one, or were there two calendrical disputes, one related to whether the day began at sunrise or sunset, and the other to whether to adopt a solar or lunar calendar (which would lead to festivals being placed on different days of the week)? If so, the original text of our document would relate to the former dispute, and the secondary text to the latter dispute.

\(^{33}\)Schechter (p71) did not see the final taw which confused Charles, Levi and Lagrange. There have also been a number of attempts to read or emend to 'km\textbar s\textbar wt' - 'according to the commandments of ...' - so Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p23 n65 and Dupont-Sommer, p132.

\(^{34}\)The noun occurs twice in the MT, once with the sense 'origins / goings out' in Micah.5\(^1\), (5\(^2\) in the English): 'But you, O Bethlehem Ephrathah, though you are small among the clans of Judah, out of you will come for me one who will be ruler over Israel, whose 'goings out' (\textit{mw\textbar s}'\textbar tyw') are from of old, from ancient days.
Duty 6: Offer the appropriate tithes.

1hrw 't ḫḏšym kpyrwšyhm

This colon forms an original bicolon with the previous duty of a:a' pattern on 'religious observance', both cola having ten syllables. The ḫḏšym probably refers to the tithes and first-fruit rather than sacrifices. Firstly, because whilst there is little reference to 'sacrifices' in the Laws (IX-XVII), there are, according to Milik in the material following column XIV, 'prescriptions relating to agricultural life' and 'the payment of tithes'. Secondly, because we have Josephus' statement:

They send offerings to the Temple but offer no sacrifices since the purifications to which they are accustomed are different.

Duty 7: Love one's fellow members.

1'hwb 'yš 't ḫyhw kmhw

This colon forms a well-balanced tricolon with the following precept. For Davies, the form 1'hwb is introductory, beginning a section concerned with insiders, and this broadly seems to be the case so mirroring the credal passage in 1QS.11-15 and the Decalogue. What is clear though is that 'ḥ always refers to fellow sectarian members, here, in the ninth and eleventh precepts, and seemingly in most of the sectarian literature. This precept is

356Q15 has 'kprwšyhm], viz. no yodh after the pē.
36Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p151-52.
37Antiquities, 18.1.5.
38Davies, p126-7.
39CD 71.2, 2018, 145; 1QS.6.10,22; 1QSa.118; (1QM.131, 15-4.7). CD.58.10 and 86=1918 are alluding to scripture and therefore use 'ḥ in the sense of fellow Israelite.
developed from the fifth commandment, to honour one's mother and father, to that of loving one's neighbour. It is significant that there is no reference to hating those who are not members in this document which was used in the wider Palestinian environment, as there is in the credal passage of 1QS.11-15.

Duty 8: Take care of the disadvantaged.

For Davies 'the poor, needy and foreigner' are those within the sect for whom two days wages in every month are set aside - CD.14.13-15. This seems correct; however there are a couple a problems. Firstly gr cannot be translated as 'foreigner' since 4QFlor.14 relates:

This is the House into which [the unclean shall] never [enter..] ... nor the foreigner, ..

However Josephus seems to provide the solution to this problem, for there we read:

... they carry nothing at all with them when they travel into remote parts .. Accordingly, there is, in every city where they live, one appointed particularly to take care of strangers, and to provide garments and other necessaries for them.

Secondly, who are 'the poor' here: those who are literally poor? Yet we know that the Qumran community practiced 'common ownership', so theoretically there should be no 'poor or needy'. Perhaps we should take it to mean that members are to take care that none of their number goes unfed or unclothed,

40Jub.20, Mt.19, 2, 239 etc.
41The Jewish Wars, 2,8,4.
yet this sense creates a certain degree of tautology with the ninth precept.

**Duty 9: Seek the well-being of one's brother.**

\[ \text{wldrws 'ys 't shlwm 'hyhw} \]
\[ <\text{wl' ym'l 'ys bs'r bsrw}> \]

The first colon is to help to secure the well-being of a fellow member, and since some crimes carried the death penalty then this precept is warning members not to bear false witness against their fellow-members, a topic also covered in 11QT.617-12. This precept is very similar to the sixth commandment, 'Thou shalt not kill', which does not refer to capital punishment or the killing involved in war, but to illegal killing which is hurtful to the community. The reason our passage does not read the more straight-forward command, 'Do not bear false witness', is because the writer wished to preserve the unnegated infinitive construction which begins all these precepts.

The problem with this precept lies with the second colon. To begin with it is secondary since the syntax suddenly shifts from the normal \( w + 1 + \) infinitive in the first colon, to \( w1' \) plus an imperfect here. Furthermore the phrase \( s'z bsrw \) refers to relatives of members and can thus be lumped with the interpolation in 76-9 as belonging to a later period when marital relationships were permitted by the sect. Cothenet believes on the basis of the occurrence of the phrase \( s'z bsr \) in Leviticus 18\(^6\) that it 'condamnées les unions incestueuses'\(^{42}\). Murphy-O'Connor believes that a stronger sense is demanded for the root \( m'1 \) which does not have the sense of 'sexual betrayal' but rather is treachery in the sense of 'a deliberate failure to fulfil an

\[ ^{42}\text{Cothenet, quoted by Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p215 - Lev.18}\(^6\) reads: 'None of you shall approach any one near of kin to him to uncover nakedness'. \]
obligation'. Davies seems to combine both positions in concluding that ‘m’1 can apparently be used in CD for any offence within the community, (and) accordingly, this injunction is best taken as applying to any offence in respect of family obligations (e.g. ge’ullah). He thus translates – ‘<And not sin each one against his kinsman>.'

Duty 10: Abstain from harlotry.

\[ lhzyr \ mn \ hzwnwt \ km\acute{\text{s}}\acute{\text{p}}t \]

The root nzr, here in the Hiphil with a stronger sense than the Niphal of the root in 6. zwnwt translates as ‘harlots’ as it stands and so most scholars emend to znwt ‘whoredom’. Yet Qimron notes that the form zwnwt meaning znwt is found in CD. cf. 19, 4QMMT B 69,76, and in some Mishnaic Hebrew manuscripts. More interesting is why we have km\acute{\text{s}}\acute{\text{p}}t here whilst we have prws above three times? Is a different source being alluded to? I would suggest it refers back to the first of Belial’s nets 420-56 which as we saw forbade polygamy. Charles’ suggestion that the previous colon should be transposed to after this colon has a lot to commend it; this would then give a bicolon on sexual relations, the first colon forbidding fornication (viz. adultery, prostitution, etc.) and the second incestuous relationships:

To abstain from harlotry as is the judgment:

---

\(^{43}\) Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 78, p215-16.

\(^{44}\) Davies, p131 - why does Davies think this section is secondary if he regards 76-9 as being original? Ginzberg (p31-32) however emends to w\text{ym}’1w, while Charles (p814) translates ‘commit a trespass’, followed by Rabin, p26.

\(^{45}\) Davies, p249.

\(^{46}\) Qimron, p99.

\(^{47}\) Charles, p814.
Duty 11: Correct one’s ‘brother’.  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lhwy} & \quad \text{yš} & \quad \text{t} & \quad \text{ḥyw} & \quad \text{kmšw} \\
\text{wl’} & \quad \text{lnwr} & \quad \text{mywm} & \quad \text{lywm}
\end{align*}
\]

This bicolon is the only original example of a law which is outlined in both a positive and negative sense. The latter seems to be original since it contains an infinitive, and this is negated by 1’ rather than bly, a later practice in Hebrew syntax used in particular in commands.\(^{48}\) Metrically, though, this colon is rather short. The full sense here is not appreciated until one looks at the relevant passage of CD 92-8 where this duty is expanded and seen to refer to bearing false witness. Once this is appreciated one can understand the presence of mswh which tells the reader that this duty is to be interpreted in the light of the commandment, namely the ninth, ‘Do not bear false witness against your neighbour’; thus one should reprove one’s ‘brother’ (fellow-member) if he sins but not do so unjustly. Ginzberg quotes a similar passage from the Talmud where a certain Pharisee, Mar Zutra, before getting into bed each night spoke the words — ‘Forgiven is everyone who has insulted me’.\(^{49}\) This precept seems somewhat tautological when compared to the ninth duty so that perhaps the slant here is contained more in the second colon.

Duty 12: Separate from unclean things.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wlhbdl} & \quad \text{ml} & \quad \text{ḥmwt} & \quad \text{kmšptm}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{48}\)So Qimron, p78.

\(^{49}\)Ginzberg, p32 - Megillah 28a, TPTaanith 3,67a.
As we again have the use of the qualifying mspt does it also refer back, this time to the third of the nets of Belial, viz. 'the uncleanness of the sanctuary', (56-11)? The reference in the second colon to the 'holy spirits' could then refer to 511 which is the only other occurrence of this phrase in this document, thus introducing the section 511-63 creating an envelope structure which ties these two sections together. However most commentators agree that this is a reference to the dietary laws in 1211-18 since the form t'mwt refers to 1216, while the root šqs occurs only in 1211 outside of this passage. Yet this second colon is probably secondary since, like the ninth precept, its syntax consists of w'l plus imperfect instead of the usual infinitive;50 it may have been borrowed therefore from 511. The third colon belongs with the second mainly because this then leaves the three line blessing, 74-6, which begins kl hmthlkm, paralleling the three line warning, 79-10=195-6, which begins wkl hmw'sym. In addition it is unlikely that such an important part as the blessing would begin with the prosaic relative particle with prefixed 'k',51 this colon may have originated from Lev.20.25.

The Blessing: 74-6 = 191-2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{k1 hmthlkm} & \quad 5 \\
\text{b'lh btym qdš} & \quad 12 \\
\langle 'l py kl yswrw\rangle & \\
\text{bryt 'l B1 n'mnwt lhm A6} & \quad 4 \\
\text{lhywtm l'lpj dwrw} & \quad 7 \\
<\text{kk šwmr hbr} & \quad 3 \\
\text{ty whhsd B2 l'hb} & \quad 7
\end{align*}
\]

50So Davies, p249.

51Most commentators take this clause with the preceding material: Charles, p815; Rabin, p26; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p214; Davies, p250-1.

52MsA 'lp dwr.
This section, as I have said, parallels the warning which can be detected in 79-10-195-6. The word '1h refers back to the dodecalogue. The phrase btmym qdš may be associated with the phrase 'nšy (h)tmym (h)qdš found in 202,5,7 and 1QS 820 which denotes all the members of whatever standing. Murphy-O’Connor, on the other hand, believes that it is inspired by the Holiness Code.

The main problem though lies with the words ..kl yswrw bryt 'l. Some form of emendation is necessary, for as it stands yswrw has a singular suffix where a plural is needed. In view of the similarity of waw and yod, one could read yswry. However, commentators who adopt this reading are compelled to add hbryt before bryt which dropped out through haplography, since otherwise the blessing is ungrammatical being left without any main verb; this then yields:

'And those who walk in these things in perfect holiness in accordance with all the instructions of (the covenant); the covenant of El was established for them ...'

Yet the need to emend the text to the extent of supplying a second bryt besides the first seems unlikely to me. Thus I follow Dupont-Sommer in understanding the final waw as a defective form of the suffix, yswryw, quite a

54 Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 78, p221 - Lev.192. 2026, 2232.
55 T-S 10 K6 clearly has a waw but this is not to say that the text was not corrupted prior to this.
56 E.g.: Ginzberg, p32; Rabin, p26-27; Lohse, p78; Knibb, p51.
The text is identical and thus this second colon is secondary, acting as a gloss on 'lh which brings the predicate, n'mnwt, (a Niphal participle meaning literally - 'reliable things') much nearer the subject; the form hn'mn is found in Deuteronomy 79 just prior to the quotation. We could perhaps also remove the words btmym qašw in light of 141-2, which would leave an opening line of 3,8 balancing the two cola that follow.

'lp dwr / l'lpý dwrwţ. The singular form of this phrase found in Ms.A is taken from Deuteronomy 79 which the copyist of Ms.B has made explicit by quoting this text; yet which is original, the singular or plural form? The latter would give a more balanced metre; thus, the scribe of Ms.A emended the plural form to the singular so as to allude to Deut.79, whilst the scribe of Ms.B simply added the Deuteronomy quotation. In this quotation in Ms.B, kk is a rabbinic type of abbreviation for kktwb; the suffix from 1'hbyw (192) is omitted perhaps due to a different MT tradition, while mšwtyy should be emended to mšwtyw. The idea the author is trying to get across is that only the sect's interpretation of the law can give life since salvation comes from obedience to the law. This theological principle, of an earthly reward for a life of obedience, is a common theme in the Old Testament prior to the advent of belief in life

57Qimron, p59 notes that there are thirty cases of '-w' for '-yw'; Kutscher, 1Qlsa, p51 and p447.
58Dupont-Sommer, p132 – followed by Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p221 and Davies, p140-141.
59The apparatus criticus shows that V,LXX,Sy and 47 Ms. read 'mšwtyw' here in contrast to MT 'mšwty'; there is a line over this word in Ms.B.
after death. For many Jews, the martyrdom of a large number of their righteous fellow-countrymen during the time of Antiochus IV Epiphanes helped lead to the adoption of the belief that God would vindicate His justice beyond the grave. Yet for the sect such an argument would be invalid; these Jews were deservedly dying for their failure to observe, or their misinterpretation of, the torah - God was still righteous in their eyes.

The Interpolation: 76-9 = 192-5.

I follow the majority of scholars who see this section as an interpolation in view of its conditional style and because it appears to have been inserted between the blessing and curse of the 'Twelve Duties'. It was added to take account of children of members of the sect, who were born rather than admitted into the sect; this corresponds to a later period in the life of the sect when members lived away from Qumran in 'camps'.

---

60 E.g.: Gen.15.15, 2e8: Job; Ps.90.10-12.
62 Ms.B kʰwqy.
63 Ms.B wythkw.
64 Ms.B hyswdym.
65 So Cothenet, Maier, Stegemann, Murphy-O'Connor and Knibb; Denis, Les thèmes de connaissance dans le Document de Damas, p137 and Davies, p142 think it is original.
Where Ms.B has a longer text in two places these are glosses since they not only read as such, but their absence in Ms.A cannot be explained. In addition mqdm only occurs twice elsewhere in CD in the predestinarian poem of 2:12-13 whilst mnhg is a hapax legomenon in the Scrolls. srk would seem the original reading, and since R. Hananel explains srk as mnhg in his commentary on Yoma 30a,66 I suggest that the copyist altered srk to hwqy when he added kmnhg hwrrh to avoid tautology. The verb h1k begins a second part of this construction and thus the sense demanded is ‘Then they shall walk..’ which is the meaning of Ms.A whth1kw. Ms.B has altered this to the Jussive (wyth1kw) – ‘Then let them walk..’.67 Finally, in the choice between hyswrym ‘instructions’ and hyswdym ‘foundations’ the former reading would seem to make more sense.

The ‘Torah’, ‘The Judgment of the Instructions’ and ‘The rule of the Torah’ are possibly the titles of various documents which those sectarians who lived away from Qumran had to adhere to. If the first is the Mosaic torah, then perhaps the latter is 11QTorah, and the middle one the latter half of this document (CD IX-XVI). In view of the apparent division between I-VIII and IX-XVI one can speculate as to whether they existed separately on the same scroll in the manner of 1QS, 1QSa and 1QSb; and if this were the case one would expect the first words of the second section to be mšpt hyswrym. The order is as one might expect, the torah being the torah is mentioned first, followed by this document which was compiled specifically for those living outside of Qumran, and finally 11QTorah is referred to since its rules were

---

66 See Ginzberg, p33.
largely for the future earthly temple.

**The Curse: 79-10 = 195-6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wkl hm(w)'sym</th>
<th>3bm$\nu$t wb$h$qym$^{68}$</th>
<th>4 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bpqd 'l 't h'rs</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lh$\acute{y}$b gmwl r$\acute{s}$'ym 'lyhm$^{69}$</td>
<td>4 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parallel between wkl hm(w)'sym here and kl hmthlkym is evidence that these two passages are in opposition as the blessing and curse at the end of the Twelve Duties. Many scholars believe that something has dropped out in Ms.A after hmw'sym, but that the text of Ms.B does not represent the original text since the pair bm$\nu$t wb$h$qym is not found elsewhere in the scrolls although it is found in the Holiness Code (Lev.26:14-15).$^{70}$ Coupled with this is the problem of the varying position of the phrase bpqd 'l 't h'rs in Mss.A and B; in Ms.A it 'defines the purpose of the divine visitation but in the B text (it) describes the consequence of rejection of the law'.$^{71}$ However the parallelism between the Blessing and Curse can be extended so that it becomes apparent that text B gives the better parallel; for obedience to the law leads to life for a thousand generations whilst disobedience to His law leads to His visitation upon them.$^{72}$ On this basis we can adopt the order of the final two cola found in Ms.B, and to create the best parallel between the

$^{68}$ Only in Ms.B.

$^{69}$ Latter two cola according to the order found in Ms.A.

$^{70}$ So Charles, p815 who leaves a gap after the verb, and Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p24 n77; Strickert, *Damascus Document VII,10-20 and Qumran Messianic Expectation*, RQ, 12, (1985-87), p331 who points to the fact that many of the additions in Ms.B stress the importance of the commandments; Ginzberg, p33, emends the text: 'wkl hmw'sym bp$^6$qu$^3$d$^4$'...

$^{71}$ Davies, p149.

$^{72}$ Whilst this does not explain precisely how one text has diverged from the other, no one has been able to produce a logical reason for this divergence. That Ms.A appears to possess a lacuna would suggest that of the two it was more likely to be corrupt.
first colon of the blessing and curse we can either remove $\text{bm\textswt whqym}$ and read $b'l h$ in its place, or remove $b'l h$ from the blessing (though 14$^4$ counts against this). Thus the text could be restored as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>3/4</th>
<th>8/9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kl hmthlkym $b'l h$ / btym qdš</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bryt 'l B'T n'mnw t lh m</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lhywtm l'lp y dwrt</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wkl hm(w)'sym $[b'l h]$ / bm\textswt wbhqr ym</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>7/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lhy wb gmwl rš'y m 'lyhm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bpqd 'l 't h'rš</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
למשליל לכלד את הקדושים.

לחיזוק כستمرار שם היהוד

cdn רה ויהי

כשאר (3) הוז ביד מעשה

והי כל עבדי הגוונים

ולאוהב כל איש בחר

ולשון את כל איש מאמ

ולוחך מכל עוג

ולדובק בכל משיש טוב

ולישון את מצדה ומשמת (6) באור

ולולא לכלות עד בשירה ולolsonה

וענייתו (7) הלישון כל עוג

ולדיב את כל הנדיבים

לישון חוסי אל (8) דברי חסד

לחיזוק יעדת את

ולדותיה לפיות טובים

וכל (9) הנגחอล למודי התורה

ולאוהב כל-binary איר

ולשון אול בינתי זכר

ואשים (10) גנabilir יעדת אל

ואשים אול בינתי זכר

ואשיםҼשע (11) למכם אול

כלחונים הנדיבים всем אול יודי מודם (12) הזומ בויחד

ולבר י登入 באמת חוסי אל

 וכו (13) בתם דרכו

קיים הוותה צדק

כלחונים הגדירוقبل אול (14)

מכודר דביר אל בוקוים

לא כלור בעיתום

ולחה החאה (15) מכודר עליה

ולוח לסר מדקי אמת

לכלת יום מושואל.
It is for [the Maskil to teach the holy] ones:

To live [according to the book of the rule of the community;]
To seek \(^2\) El [with all (their) heart and with all (their) soul;]
To] practise good and what is right before Him,
    as \(^3\) He commanded by the hand of Moses,
    and by the hand of all His servants, the prophets.

And to love all \(^4\) whom He chooses,
And to hate all whom He rejects;

To draw away from all evil (things) \(^5\)
But to cleave to all deeds of goodness.

And to practise truth, righteousness, and justice \(^6\) in the land,
    and not to walk again in the stubbornness of a guilty heart,
or with eyes of lust \(^7\) practising all (kinds of) evil.

And (it is for the Maskil) to admit all who freely devote
themselves:

To practise the precepts of El in \(^8\) the Covenant of Mercy;
To be united in the counsel of El;
And to walk before Him perfectly
    (in accordance with) all \(^9\) that was revealed of their
appointed times.

And to love all the sons of light
    each man \(^10\) according to his lot in the counsel of El;
And to hate all the sons of darkness
    each man according to his guilt \(^11\) in the vengeance of El.

<And all who freely devote themselves to His truth shall bring
    all their knowledge, strength \(^12\) and wealth into the
community of El.>
To purify their knowledge with the truth of the precepts of El,
    and their strength to order \(^13\) according to His perfect ways,
and all their possessions according to His righteous counsel.

<And not to depart in any particular one \(^14\)
    from all of the words of El concerning their periods;
And not to arrive early for their times,
or to arrive late \(^15\) from any of their appointed times;
And not to stray from His true precepts
    by walking to the right or to the left.>
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As in the credal section in the Damascus Document this parallel passage in 1QS has twelve precepts:

Introductory: 1[ms$kyl 't lmd $gdw]$sym

1. l$hywt ..
2. l$drwš ..
3. 1]$šwt ...
4. wl'hwb .. wl'snw' ..
5. lr$h$q .. wldbwq ..
6. wl'sšw .. wl' llk$t ..

Introductory: wlh$by 't kw$l $ndbym

7. 1]'šwt ..
8. l$h$wd ..
9. wlh$t$h$k ..
10. wl'hwb .. wl'snw' ..
11. lbr$ ..
12. ltk$n ..
13. wl' l$š'wd ..
14. wl' l$qdm .. wl' l$h$t 'hr ..
15. wl' ls$wr ..

If one turns to consider these twelve laws it is immediately apparent that they appear in two groups of six, with the first six being more general than the following six. Though the first law is fragmentary it seems to refer to the Community Rule (1QS) and comes before the (second) law to seek God, with which it forms a bicolon; this strongly emphasizes to the individual that he is first and foremost a member of the sect. The third law is a tricolon with a:b:b' pattern, where the general injunction to practice good is further defined as following the commands of Moses (namely the Pentateuch) and the teachings of the prophets. This should be compared with the seventh law where 'those who freely devote themselves' are to practice 'the precepts of the law in
accordance with the covenant of mercy'. The latter seems to be a reference to
the sectarian law and covenant especially as the phrase 'the precepts of El'
has a sectarian sense in CD.5^12; thus a stronger requirement is demanded of
this latter group. Both groups are to love those of the sect and hate everyone
else, yet the tenth law is defined in more detail using stronger language. The
fifth law is equally general and like the fourth is a well-balanced bicolon of
a:a' pattern. The sixth, a tricolon of a:b:b' pattern, has the same terminology as
that found in CD 2^15,18, which, as the introductory part of the third poem, was
(also) directed at the 'children', viz. the new members of the sect.

Laws 7–12 also begin with an opening introductory colon; the Maskil
should be supplied as the subject since this preserves the parallelism with the
opening introductory colon in 1^1 and because it is clear from 1QS.9^12f that it
is he who decides whom to admit. The next four cola (laws 7–9) exhibit poor
parallelism and constitute as such two bicola of a:b pattern. In the seventh
law, the phrase bryt ḫsd is also found in a fragment of the Hodayot,7^7;
otherwise the nearest parallel is in 1QM.14^4, ḥswmr ḫsd lbryt w, and in the
Deuteronomic quote found in CD.19^1–2, although a similar sense is found in
the phrase bbryt tšwbh in CD.19^16. The hebrew noun 'ṣh in the eighth law is
difficult to translate since it can either be rendered 'Council' or 'counsel';
however its use in the tenth law where it is paralleled with nqmt suggests that
the latter sense should probably be adopted. The phrase lmw'dy t'wd'tm in
the ninth law also occurs in 3^10 (=t'wd'ty w); this is typical predestination
language as found also in the following tenth law which exhibits strong
dualism and thus parallelism, being a quatrain with a:b:a':b' pattern. In the final
two laws there is a secondary, prosaic addition, which has the imperfect in the
middle of the 'colon' rather than the usual infinitive at the start of the colon;
Furthermore, it is somewhat tautological as it restricts this command(s) to
'those who freely devote themselves'. Thus removing this we are left with a tricolon, in which the original author omitted a verb from the third colon in order to create twelve laws, the sense of ltkn being carried over which is a nice poetic touch. The three final negative laws were added at a later date when the sect were faced with members deserting, disregarding the (solar) calendar, and overstepping the (sectarian) law, respectively; the use of l' to negate the infinitive (instead of lbtly) is a later Hebrew practice found in particular in the negation of commands.73

It is clear from the above analysis of this section that we have two distinct groups; the first are designated 'the holy ones', the second 'those who freely devote themselves'. These two groups each seem to have separate sections later in this document, the former in 817-911 and the latter in 51-624. From these passages we learn of the former, that they belong to the Council of holiness (821), that they participate in the Purification (513) and the Pure Meal (817) of the holy, that they are to obey every word of the law of Moses (822), and that 'no man of holiness shall be associated in his property or counsel' (823-24). Whilst of the latter we learn that they are entering the Council of the Community (57), that in doing so they are to obey the law of Moses 'in accordance with all that has been revealed of it to the sons of Zadok' (58-9), and that after two years they can participate in the Pure Meal (620-21) and 'his property shall be merged and he shall offer his counsel and judgment to the community' (622-23). Thus, in my view, those in their initial two years of training can be termed h(mt)ndbym, the stronger laws (7-12) being directed at them, whilst on the completion of their two years they join 'the men of perfect

73 So Qimron, p78.
holiness' as full members; to a certain extent however, all full members have at one time 'freely volunteered themselves'. Equally important to realise is that there are other passages in 1QS which seem to have an abundance of infinitives, such as 5:20-24 and 9:12-23, and of these the latter is especially interesting as it begins: 'These are the precepts for the Maskil...'. Thus there may be some particular relationship between the use of infinitives and the Maskil figure, and consequently we can speculate that it is the Maskil who is speaking in CD.6:11-74 and whose responsibility it was to see that these duties were adhered to.
...when the prophecy comes to pass which was written in
the words of Isaiah, son of Amos, the prophet, who said:
'There shall come against you, your people, and the house of
your fathers,
days which have (not) come since the day Ephraim was
removed from Judah.

When the two houses of Israel were divided;
Ephraim was removed from Judah.

And all those who fell away were delivered up to the sword.
And those who held fast escaped to the land of the north.

As he said: 'And I will take into captivity the shrine of your
kings, and the kiyyun of your images, (and the star of your
God,) from My tent (to) Damascus. The books of the law are
the tabernacle of the king, as he said: 'And I will raise up the
tabernacle of David which has fallen. The 'king' is the
assembly and the 'kiyyun of the images' are the books of the
prophets whose words Israel despised. And the star is the
one who seeks the torah who came (to) Damascus, as it was
written: 'A star treads forth from Jacob, and a sceptre will arise
from Israel.' The 'sceptre' is the Prince of the whole
congregation and when he arises he will destroy all the
children of Seth.

These escaped during the period of the first visitation.
But those who fell away were delivered up to the sword.

And thus is the judgment on all those who enter his covenant,
who have not held fast to these (things),
to be visited for destruction by the hand of Belial.

---

21 Isaiah 7:17
24 Amos 5:26-27
25 Amos 9:11
26 Numbers 24:17, also 4QTest. i2-i3, and 1QM.11:6.
... 7 when the prophecy comes to pass that was written by the hand of Zechariah, the prophet:

"O sword, awake against 8 my shepherd, and against the man of my society", declares the Lord:

"Smite the shepherd, and let the sheep be scattered, 9 And I will turn My hand against the false shepherds."

And those who heed him are the poor of the sheep, 10 These shall escape during the period of punishment. But those who are left behind shall be delivered up to the sword, when the Messiah of Aaron and Israel comes.

As it was during the period of the first visitation, when He said 12 through the hand of Ezekiel:

"To make a mark upon the foreheads of those who sigh and lament." 13

But those who were left behind were delivered up to the sword which executes the vengeance of the covenant.

And thus is the judgment on all those who enter 14 His covenant, who have not held fast to these precepts, to be visited for destruction by the hand of Belial. 15


1.7. The Warnings: $7^{10-8}_{21}$ and $19^{6-20}_{34}$.

1.7.1. The 'Parallel' Passages of $7^{10-8}_{2}$ and $19^{6-14}_{4}$.

Which came first and why? This is a question that has raised considerable discussion. The various theories advanced to solve this problem will be examined and their positive points noted, before I go on to propose my own solution.

Rabin (1954), Carmignac (1959), Denis (1964), and most recently White (1987), all regard both the text of A and B as original. For Rabin, the original order was $7^{10-20a}_{13} + 19^{7b-13}_{7}$, haplography occurring in Ms.B with the introductory quotation formula, the lacuna being evident in 19 by the fact that elsewhere byd follows 'mr, whilst Ms.A makes one visitation out of the two in Ms.B again due to haplography. White conjectures the reverse in positing that the original order was $19^{7-13}_{7} + 7^{10-21}_{13}$, again with two cases of haplography firstly in Ms.A where the introductory quotation formula caused $19^{7-13}_{13}$ to drop out and secondly in Ms.B after hsgzw $1_{7}xb$ which caused $7^{10-21}_{13}$ to drop out. Denis, on the other hand, suggests a more complex original order for the mss: $7^{10-13c}_{13} + 19^{7b-9}_{7} + 7^{13c-21a}_{13} + 19^{10-13}_{10}$ on grounds of continuity of theme. Finally,

---


2Respectively: Rabin, p28-33; Carmignac, RQ, 2, p53-69; Denis, Les thèmes de connaissance dans le Document de Damas, p131-135, p146; White, RQ, 12, p537-552.

3Rabin, p30-31 esp note 20a.2.

4White, RQ, 12, p545.
Carmignac proposes that: "les deux textes (=7\textsuperscript{10-21} and 19\textsuperscript{7-9}) pourraient être tous les deux authentiques et remonteraient effectivement à l'auteur du Document de Damas mais l'un des deux aurait été transporté ici pour combler une lacune accidentelle."\textsuperscript{5} He prefers the reading of Ms.A as the original because it is more in line with the preceding context and, in view of its length, is less at risk of being transported; 19\textsuperscript{10-13} has been omitted from Ms.A at 7\textsuperscript{21} by a 'saut viseul dus à la repetition de termes semblables'.\textsuperscript{6} The basic objection to this kind of approach, and one I am inclined to agree with, questions the likelihood that such large sections would have accidentally been omitted by the scribe. What makes it more incredulous is that, in a large part of the small amount of parallel text that we have, we are meant to suppose that at least two major scribal slips occurred which by 'coincidence' resulted in neither manuscript containing any of the main body of text of the other.

The most popular view in recent years was advanced by Murphy–O'Connor.\textsuperscript{7} His hypothesis basically falls into four stages:

1. The original text was 7\textsuperscript{9-13b} + 19\textsuperscript{7-14}.

2. The copyist of Ms.A then accidently omitted 19\textsuperscript{7-13a}, through his eye jumping from wk1 hnswnym hwsgrw lhrb (7\textsuperscript{13}) to wns'rym hsgrw lhrb (19\textsuperscript{13}).

3. This accidental omission may have been the reason for the secondary addition of the Amos–Numbers Midrash. The

\textsuperscript{5}Carmignac, RQ, 2, p66.

\textsuperscript{6}Carmignac, RQ, 2, p60.

\textsuperscript{7}Murphy–O'Connor, HTR, 64, p379-86; followed by Brooke, Davies, and Knibb – see below.
phrase hnswgym hsgyrw lhrb in 8\(^1\) could be a redactional suture designed to take up the theme of the original narrative again (compare 7\(^{13}\)); this and the repetition in 7\(^{21}\) of 'lh ml\(\xi\)w with 7\(^{13c-14a}\) 'is one of the clearest indications of an interpolation.'\(^4\) In addition, this midrash adds nothing to the main point of the text.

4. The accidental omission of the Isaiah quotation (7\(^{10b-13a}\)) in Ms.B through confusion of the introductory formulae (as Rabin).

Brooke agrees with Murphy-O'Connor's conclusion as to what constitutes the original text, but not with his reasons, for as he remarks: 'One cannot but wonder whether the occurrence of so many accidents in transmission is so very accidental.'\(^9\) He asserts that the Zechariah-Ezekiel section was omitted and the Amos-Numbers Midrash inserted at the same time. This deliberate alteration occurred because the redactor wished to replace the concept of a single Messiah found in the B text, with that of the two Messiahs (the Star and the Sceptre) of the Amos-Numbers Midrash; the former is the traditional view of CD, whilst the latter is the view prevalent in 1QS, 1QSb, 4QTest., and 4QFlor. Thus Brooke's proposal only requires three people - author, copyist of "B", redactor of "A" - while Murphy-O'Connor requires four people, i.e. two copyists.

\(^8\) Murphy-O'Connor, HTR, 64, p382.

\(^9\) Brooke, ZAW, 92, p399.
Yet more recently Strickert has levelled a number of serious criticisms at Brooke’s proposal. Firstly, why did the redactor not simply emend the phrase ‘the Messiah of Aaron and Israel’ from the singular to the plural as in 1QS.9\textsuperscript{11}? Secondly, why did the redactor omit the Zechariah and Ezekiel quotations neither of which relate to the Messiah? Thirdly, like Murphy-O’Connor before him, Brooke is unable to explain satisfactory the accidental omission of the Isaiah text. Finally I would add a fourth criticism which is that we do not really have two Messianic figures in Ms.A and only one in Ms.B., but rather ‘the Star’ who is ‘the Interpreter of the Law’ is ‘the Teacher of Righteousness’ and can therefore also be equated with ‘the Shepherd’ in Ms.B, while ‘the Sceptre’ who is ‘the Prince of the Congregation’ is (so most scholars) ‘the Messiah of Aaron and Israel’ who will arise at the time of the final visitation. So whilst the Teacher is merely God’s chosen agent in Ms.B, he is given messianic status in Ms.A, a fact which strongly suggests that Ms.A., or at least ‘the Amos–Numbers Midrash’, postdates the text of Ms.B. In a later article Murphy-O’Connor has modified his original position, for he now asserts that the Amos–Numbers passage is the original text, and that the Ms.B text represents a Qumranic recension on the grounds of the occurrence of ‘nyy which alludes to the Teacher and his community.\textsuperscript{10} This is the view Strickert has himself followed, for he reasons that the Zechariah quotation (19\textsuperscript{7–10}) was added to show that the death of the Teacher was, in fact, a necessary step in God’s plan in preparing for the coming Messiah, while 19\textsuperscript{10–13} is an expansion of 7\textsuperscript{21b–8\textsuperscript{1c}}. Thus Ms.A represents the earlier text which was deliberately omitted in Ms.B since its original purpose was to justify the presence of the community in Damascus during the ‘twenty years of groping’, a point which

\textsuperscript{10} Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 92, p242–3.
became irrelevant once the community had moved to Qumran.\textsuperscript{11}

Davies follows Murphy-O’Connor’s original theory in conjunction with Brooke’s assertion that the process was deliberate rather than accidental although he suggests an alternative motive for this deliberate substitution. He considers that we have in the Amos-Numbers Midrash a reference to the law which was taken from ‘my tent to Damascus’, “presumably at the time of exile, when the Temple was destroyed and the community, according to CD, was established.”\textsuperscript{12} This would also further explain the attitude of the sect to ‘the Temple which remains legitimate for those, and only those, who have the law.’\textsuperscript{13} This suggestion is thus merely open to Strickert’s third criticism, that the Isaiah quotation has not been sufficiently well accounted for. Equally interesting is Davies’ recent rejection of Murphy-O’Connor’s modified view, for he writes: ‘If the Amos-Numbers Midrash is a unit, which is probable, it has been borrowed from a florilegium and inserted here, probably as an amplification of the escape to the “land of the north”.’\textsuperscript{14} I would agree with this analysis and would therefore accept Murphy-O’Connor’s original proposal (outlined in point 3) that the Amos-Numbers Midrash is a later insertion on the grounds indicated. However, Murphy-O’Connor’s later modification does demonstrate to me that the text of Ms.B is also Qumranic, contrary to Davies’ claims.

For myself it seems that Rabinowitz comes closest to understanding the

\textsuperscript{11}Strickert, RQ, 12, p334-5.
\textsuperscript{12}Davies, p148.
\textsuperscript{13}Davies, ibid.
\textsuperscript{14}Davies, Behind the Essenes, p39.
divergent texts of Mss. A and B for he notes that the Isaiah prophecy is made to apply to both the ancient and the final visitation, whilst in the B text Zechariah's prophecy is made to apply to the final visitation and Ezekiel's to the ancient visitation.\(^{15}\) The reasons for this alteration by the copyist of Ms. B are threefold: firstly the Isaiah quotation is too vague and general; secondly that 'the Isaiah passage required an additional series of scriptural quotations and explanations (=the Amos-Numbers Midrash) which the editor of the B recension wished to eliminate as contributing nothing of essential importance to the main point, namely, proof of the certainty of the final visitation from its "ancient" analogue';\(^{16}\) thirdly the copyist of Ms. B has produced a smoother and more uniform text when compared to the comment and glosses of Ms. A. Thus, originally the words 'That is the day when God will visit..' (82-3) followed immediately on from the quotation of Isaiah 717, since this is the only place in the Admonition where we find a reference to the Day of Judgment.\(^{17}\)

So what can we conclude from our analysis of the various theories put forward to explain the two 'parallel' texts of Ms. A and B? I believe that the first conclusion we can draw is that the Amos-Numbers Midrash is secondary to the text of Ms. A because it adds nothing to the text, occurs as a redactional suture (marked X-X' and Y-Y'), exhibits a totally different approach to biblical texts which it re-interprets midrashically,\(^{18}\) and separates the original text

\(^{15}\)Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p24-25, notes 79 and 82.

\(^{16}\)Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p25 n75 - brackets mine.

\(^{17}\)This point counts strongly against Murphy-O'Connor's basic theory, since if the original text was 710-13 + 197-13 + 8 the theme of the Day of Judgment is separated and we have instead the theme of the past and future visitation.

\(^{18}\)Fitzmyer considers the biblical quotation of 710-12 to be 'eschatological', whilst those of the Amos-Numbers Midrash are either 'modernized' or 'accomodated' texts; he also describes the biblical quotations in 197-13 as 'eschatological' which would mean that Murphy-O'Connor's basic theory consists of three 'eschatological' texts — Fitzmyer, NTS, 7, p311-2, 321-2, 325-6.
which dealt with the Day of Judgment. This can be represented graphically by summarizing the text:

"There shall come upon you, your people and your father's house, days which have {not} come since the Day Ephraim departed from Judah."

When the two houses of Israel were divided; Ephraim was removed from Judah.

And all who turned back were delivered to the sword, X
But those who held fast escaped to the land of the north. Y

<The Amos-Numbers Midrash.

These escaped at the time of the first visitation, Y'
But those who turned back were delivered to the sword.> X"

And thus is the judgment on all those who enter His covenant, who have not held fast to these things, to be visited for destruction by the hand of Belial. This is the Day when El shall visit 'the princes of Judah' -upon whom Thou wilt pour out wrath.

The Amos-Numbers Midrash is thus basically a gloss on the words 'land of the north'; the latter phrase refers to Babylon in its biblical context and hence the parallel suture line (Y') erroneously reads 'the first visitation'.

So far so good, but what of Ms. B. and its relationship with Ms. A.? It seems to me that Ms.B yields a much smoother text and a more intelligible content, usually the sign of a later passage since the more difficult reading should normally be taken as being the original. The Zechariah quotation, expanding on the phrase 'when El visits the land', is used to demonstrate that the final visitation is almost here, for the 'Shepherd' (= the Teacher) has been killed and his death would in a sense inaugurate the end-time.19 The Ezekiel quotation

19See 1935-201 and 2013-15 where the Messiah's coming is again linked to the Teacher's death.
parallels the first visitation with the final visitation in order to emphasize that, as in the first visitation, a remnant are marked for salvation. Finally the scribe of Ms.B returns to the final visitation, but this time to issue a warning to those of the sect not to stray from the sectarian covenant lest they too fall into sin to be destroyed by Belial. In addition to the clearer style of Ms.B, it also uses some text from the earlier Ms.A and where it does so it expands on it, e.g.: the clause bbw’ mšyh ‘hrn wyšr’l in 1910-11,20 the phrase nwqmт nm bryt in 1913; the word hqym in 1914,21 the expansion of the allusion to Hosea 510 in 83 to a direct quotation with introductory k’es dbr in 1915-16.

Milik has indicated that the text that the Qumrán exemplars present is substantially that of the A recension found in Cairo.22 Yet if he had had before him a text containing 197-13 but NOT the Amos-Numbers Midrash of 714-21, I find it unlikely that he would have made such a claim, for the text before him would resemble that of Ms.B and not Ms.A in its only parallel passage. Thus although Ms.B is later than Ms.A (less the Amos-Numbers Midrash) it is not the text that in the end came to be adopted as the standard text of CD. Two further points support this fact. One, which I have already noted, is that the Amos-Numbers Midrash represents a later stage in the attitude of the sect towards the Teacher, for he is here given messianic status whereas he is simply God’s chosen instrument in Ms.B. The second is that the vocabulary and religious concepts found in Ms.A are more typically Qumranic

---

20 This indicates that some part of the so-called sutured text in Ms.A (X-X';Y-Y') is original to the Isaiah 717 textual level.

21 Strickert notes of Ms.B that ‘numerous additions stress the importance of keeping the commandments’ and refers to 191-2,3,5-6,14 - RQ, 12, p331.

22 Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p38.
in style than those found in Ms.B. This means therefore that when the scribe of Ms.B composed the Zechariah-Ezekiel text he was working with Ms.A which at this point did not have the Amos-Numbers Midrash in it (so following Rabinowitz). This leaves one final question to be considered: why did the smoother text of Ms.B fall out of use? The answer I believe is quite straight-forward, and ties in with why the Ms.B text was adopted in the first place. We have already indicated that one of the main points for the Zechariah-Ezekiel text being included was to account for the Teacher's death in terms of the imminent end-time. The reason it was removed (or, at least, was not adopted as the standard text) is because the end-time did not materialize in the manner the sect expected it. When the date of the beginning of the eschaton passed without event the sect came to believe that they were now living in the 'latter days', and this led in turn to a re-evaluation of the life of the Teacher with the result that he was now elevated to messianic status in the Amos-Numbers Midrash.

So to conclude. The poetical 'blessing' and 'curse' attached to the Twelve Duties, also had longer poetical equivalents in 84-9=1916-21, (the second 'curse' or warning,) and 2027-34, (the second 'blessing' or promise.) However, to pre-empt my conclusions for a moment, when the redactor incorporated these sections into the document he was compiling, he expanded the 'curse' in 79-10

---

23 The following are my statistics compiled using Kuhn: In Ms.A of 103 words (or 'literary units') 5 are hapax legomena (= h.l.) in CD and 3 are h.l. in the scrolls. Conversely, in Ms.B of 51 words, 6 are h.l. in CD and 9 h.l. in the Scrolls. Thus, Ms.A has 8% vocabulary unique to CD, and 3% unique to the scrolls, whereas, Ms.B has 30% and 18% respectively. In terms of the religious concepts found in Ms.A: the idea of the swkt is also found in 4QFl.; the Sceptre-Star quotation (Num.2417) is also found in 1QM 11:6-8, 4QTest. 12-13 and 4QBliss; the Interpreter of the Law also occurs in CD 6.4, 4QFl.11 and 4QCatena 10-11:5; Damascus occurs six times elsewhere in CD, though, of course never outside it; the Prince of the Congregation in 1QSb.5=12, 4Qps7 Frq 5-6,3 and 1QM 6. In Ms.B both quotations are unique to the scrolls; the figure of the Shepherd however appears in 4Q34=Frq 3.26 (cf.CD 13 of the 'mebaqer'), the symbolism of 'the poor' as the sect is also found in the secondary passage CD 6.16 — elsewhere in the scrolls the word 'bywn' that is used of the sect.
by including the Isaiah quotation and a further reference to the Day of Judgment, and in doing so created a further redactional suture:

\[
\text{And all who reject these (things)} \\
\text{to return the reward of the wicked upon them} \\
\text{when El visits the earth.}\]^{24}

\[A\]

\[B\]

Isaiah quotation and comment.

\[<\text{The Amos-Numbers Midrash.}>\]

\[\text{And thus ... hand of Belial.} \]
\[\text{This is the Day when El shall visit 'the princes of Judah} \]
\[\text{upon whom Thou wilt pour out wrath.}\]

\[B'\]

\[A'\]

Characteristic of the material supplied by the redactor elsewhere it consists of odd semi-poetical sections and a biblical quotation which was not midrashically re-interpreted. Later the Amos-Numbers Midrash was added to the text of Ms.A, whilst in Ms.B (prior to the addition of the Amos-Numbers Midrash) the scribe added the Zechariah-Ezekiel text; both these additions must be Qumranic.

1.7.2. The Textual Problems of Manuscript A: 710-21.

The Isaiah Quotation: 710-13.

This Isaiah quotation also appears in [1323]-141 where it has the negative particle which consequently one needs to supply here before b'w (1912).\(^{25}\) This is the second link with this section of the Laws, for we have already noted

\[^{24}\text{Following the text of Ms.B would give B.A B':A' suture.}\]

\[^{25}\text{The MT also has the tetragrammaton after 'ybw' which both quotations in CD omit as one would expect.}\]
that much of the 'curse' is found in 141-2. Do both these texts (79-12 and 1323-142) stem from the same literary level, or has one been borrowed from the other?

In the bicolon following the quotation the form $s^\tau$ should be emended to $s^\tau$, for as it stands the statement 'Ephraim became ruler above Judah' is grammatically impossible and historically untrue. However, the emended text then merely duplicates part of the second colon of the Isaiah quotation; is this merely for emphasis, or is it meant to be an allusion to the later alleged schism between the sect (Judah) and the Pharisees (Ephraim)? If the latter is the case, then it would seem that deliberate ambiguity has been employed here.


hnswgym hwsgrw 1hrb. The context of Isaiah 717 has led many scholars to see this as a reference to the invasion by the king of Assyria in 722-1 B.C., Other scholars, who re-interpret the previous clause, see this as a reference to current times; for Davies it is therefore a threat to would-be deserters, whilst for Dupont-Sommer it refers to Pompey's destruction of Jerusalem. Again, I believe, the writer is being deliberately ambiguous.

---

26So nearly all scholars; only Rabin keeps the text, arguing that 'Sar is explained twice, once literally, the second time by a play on sar 'ruler' (cf.6), perhaps inspired by the implication of the superiority in me-'al.' – Rabin, p28-29.

27Murphy-O'Connor's reconstruction of the original text as 710-13 + 197-13 means that he can regard this passage as one of a number of passages which contrast the majority who are in the wrong, with the minority (= the sect) who are in the right; viz. Ephraim ruled over Judah, the poor of the sheep, those with the mark upon their foreheads.

28So Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p225.

29Davies, p144 and Dupont-Sommer, p133 n3.
whhmḥzyqm nmltw lʾrş ṣpwn. Both here and in the parallel line (Y') the root mlṭ has a past tense, whereas its different context in Ms.B (1910) has led to it being deliberately altered to a future tense. The phrase ʾrş ṣpwn can be found in Jeremiah 1615 and Zechariah 68 where it refers to Babylon, while the closest Qumran parallel is the phrase 'kings of the north' in 1QM.14 which is also found in Jeremiah 2526 and in the singular in Daniel 116-15.40. Thus it is clearly the Babylonian exile that is being referred to here, yet the text is probably again ambiguous alluding also to the exile to Qumran (= 'Damascus' = 'the land of the north'), and a sectarian nuance is further confirmed by the use of the root ḫq cf.312. The form hrʾšwn in 721 conveys the former sense, although it should be emended to hrʾšwnh.


We have already suggested that part of the reason this midrash was inserted here was in order to expand on the phrase 'the land of the north'. But was this the only reason why it was written; Brooke would argue it was in order to present the concept of two Messiahs, whilst Davies believes that it was to explain further the attitude of the sect towards the Jerusalem temple.

The first quotation comes from Amos 526-27a, and I have indicated by underlining where this corresponds to our text:

wnsʾtm ʾt skwt mlkkm wʾt kywn slykm kwkb ʾlhykm ʾsr ʾṣytm 1km: whglyty ʾtkm mhlʾh ldmšq ...

26 Isaiah 4426 has 'ḥtywty ḫpwn' - 'I stirred up one from the north.'
30 Brooke, ZAW, 92, p397-404.
31 Davies, p147-8.
32 CD 714-15 reads: 'whglyty ʾt skwt mlkkm wʾt kywn slykm mʾḥly dmsq'.
You shall take up Sakkuth your king and Kaiwan your images, your star-god which you made for yourselves; therefore I will take you into exile beyond Damascus, ...

This is the key text since those that follow only help to interpret, that is re-interpret, this one. There are a number of variations from our text. The first point is that 'the star' which occurs in the MT and is midrashically interpreted below is not found here, and Rabin therefore argues, correctly in my view, that kwkb 1'lyhm, 'the star of your God', must be supplied. The second point is that we have m'hly dmåq instead of the MT mhl'h ldmåq; is this a simple mistake, a genuine variant reading, or a deliberate alteration? In my opinion the whole Amos text has been deliberately altered so that rather than God simply exiling 'them' (tkm), the verb has been moved so that He is now responsible for exiling 'the Sikkuth of your king, the Kaiwan of your images, {and the star of your God}' all of which are re-interpreted in the following lines. This is backed up by Stephen's quotation of Amos 5:26-27a in Acts 7:43 which corresponds with the MT, though it deliberately substitutes 'Babylon' for 'Damascus'.

spry htwrh hm swkt hmlk. The author has deliberately taken skwt in Amos 5:26 as swkt, the plural construct of sükkâ > sükköt, 'booths, tabernacles'.

33Rabin, p28-29.
34So Rabin (p29) who believes the author would surely have retained the '16-' had it been there as it supports his interpretation'.
35So Strickert (RQ, 12, p334) who argues that changing the sense from 'beyond Damascus' (viz. Babylon), to 'from my tent to Damascus', indicates Damascus was literally meant.
36Acts 7:43 reads: καὶ ἀνελάβετε τὴν σκηνήν τοῦ Μόλοχ καὶ τὸ ἄστρον τοῦ θεοῦ (ὑμῶν) ῥαφάγν τοὺς τυπούς οὓς ἐποίησατε προσκυνεῖν αὐτοῖς καὶ μετοικίων ὑμᾶς ἐπέκεινα βαβυλώνος.
37The MT text is pointed 'sikkût': 'shrine' - so Davidson, The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon, p576, or read 'sakkût'. Sakkuth = Saturn, a deity - so Fohrer, Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary of the OT, p189.
Having done so, he is then able to introduce a further quotation from Amos 9:11 which also contains the form skt, 'tabernacle'. This Amos text seems to exist in two textual traditions:

CD: whqymwty 't swkt dwd hnwplt.
4QFlorilegium: whqymwty 't swkt dwd hnwplt

MT: bywm hhw'qym 't sukkat dwyd hnpłt
Murabaat Sc.: [.. hhw]'qym 't [.....]
LXX: ἐν τῇ ἡμέρᾳ ἐκείνῃ ἀναστήσας τὴν σκηνὴν Δαυὶδ τὴν πεπτωκυίαν.

From this it can be seen that that CD, 4QFlorilegium, and Acts have a parallel tradition of a perfect tense, whilst the MT, Murabaat Scroll and LXX have the imperfect and the additional words 'on that day'. Thus it is 'the books of the law' which have fallen that are to be raised up. The following phrase hmlk hw'hqhl refers back to the primary Amos quotation and yields good sense.38

The second part of the primary Amos text concerns the interpretation of 'the Images'. Dittography has occurred in the text; the first wkywny hšlmym is the original, the second wkywn hšlmym is the corrected version. Rabinowitz contends that the author understood kywn as deriving from the root kwn, thus 'something firmly established', namely the scriptures. šlmym may be an anagram for mlyšym 'interpreters'.

The final part of this threefold midrash on Amos 5:26-27 deals with the interpretation of 'the Star'. In the Pseudepigrapha, the Rabbinic literature and

38 There is no need to see a lacuna here as Rabin (p28-29) does, who suggests we restore: 'hmlk hw'[nsy'. kl h'dh hšlmym hm mšky]'hqhl'—this introduces unnecessary complications.
the New Testament kwkb is a term for the Messiah. In our text the terms ‘star’ and ‘sceptre’ are interpreted independently; the former is the ‘Interpreter of the Law’ (= the Teacher of Righteousness), the latter is the ‘Prince of the whole congregation’ who is also promised in 1QSb.5, 4Qplts, 1QS5, 6, 3 and 1QM 5, and probably to be equated with ‘the Messiah of Israel’ since only the Davidic Messiah was supposed to wield a sword. Consequently, on the linguistic front, the participle hb’ should be given a past tense ‘who came’, rather than a future one ‘who is coming’ – cf. 8:11-19. God’s purpose for ‘the Prince of the Congregation’ is explained in the phrase, wb’mdw qrgcr ’t kl bny št, the words underlined also being derived from Num.24:17. The verb qrgcr has been variously translated but seems to have the basic meaning of ‘to destroy’, while the phrase bny št denotes all those who like Seth in Genesis 4:26 ‘do not call upon the name of the Lord’.

Thus, if we reconstruct the main Amos quotation with the midrashic interpretation written into it, the result is as follows:

I will take into captivity the books of the law of your assembly, and the books of the prophets, and (your Interpreter of the Law whom you made for yourselves) from My tent (to) Damascus.

From this we can conclude that perhaps all three of the reasons given for this composition may be correct to varying degrees: it gives messianic status to ‘the Interpreter of the Law’ (namely the Teacher), it argues that the temple had been superceded because the law (=11QT) had been removed, and it justifies

---

39 See: T.Levi 183, T.Judah 241; TPTanith iv 68d, Shahrastani i 170; Matthew 22:10-11; Rev. 22:16 – respectively. In the Scrolls 4QTest.12 and 1QM.11 also both cite Numbers 24:17. If also the Bar Kochba Scrolls of the Dead Sea.

40 See Strickert, RO. 12, p339.
'Damascus' (=Qumran) as a place of exile.


The Zechariah Quotation: 197-11.

The MT of Zechariah 13 has the same text as in our document. The main problem lies with the form hsw'rym which has a variety of textual traditions: LXXA and Peshitta read 'shepherds', LXXB and Vulgate read 'small men', while the Targum reads 'governors'. Most scholars see hsw'rym as the sect who are in the minority, whilst the 'sheep' are the majority, namely mainstream Jewish society. This quotation therefore implies two things: that the Shepherd, who is the Teacher, did not die of natural causes but was murdered and this would accord with 1QpHab.14-8, and that his death in hastening the coming of the end-time causes the sheep to scatter.

The problem with the following phrase whswmrym wtw hm 'nyy hş'n (19), especially the part underlined, is that it does not come from the preceding Zechariah 13, but from Zechariah 111:

wtpr bywm hhw' wyd'w kn 'nyy hş'n hşmrym 'ty ky dbr yhwh hw'

Is there therefore a lacuna here, or conversely is the presence of this allusion to Zechariah 111b a gloss in our text? It is surely significant that Zechariah

---

41The only variations lie in the plene forms preserved in our text, viz. 'rw'y', 'tpwšynh', whšbywty, and 'hsw'rym', plus Zeck.151 has 'yhwh ššwšt' while CD 198 has 'šš'.
42So Rabin, p30-31.
43So the majority of scholars for our text: Vermes, p88; Davies, p257; Knibb, p57.
11\textsuperscript{11} lies in a lengthy section which deals with the 'Shepherd' who is opposed by the false shepherds in 11\textsuperscript{8}, and in addition the form w\texttt{hns}·\texttt{rwt} (in 19\textsuperscript{10} below) appears in Zechariah 11\textsuperscript{9}. This helps clarify the next issue as to whether \texttt{rwt} refers to the covenant, the Shepherd or God; the consensus seems to lie with the latter\textsuperscript{44}, although some scholars prefer to emend \texttt{rwt} to \texttt{rwm} and see it as a reference to the covenant.\textsuperscript{45} I though see it as a reference to the Shepherd since this seems the most logical in the context of Zechariah 13\textsuperscript{7} and 11\textsuperscript{11}; the form h\texttt{swmrym} can either be translated 'to heed, revere (him)' or 'to watch (for him)'.

In the phrase \texttt{ylm}\texttt{tlw} b\texttt{qys} hpg\texttt{dh} in 19\textsuperscript{10}, 'these' refers to 'the poor', and the future tense of ml\texttt{t} is used (cf.Ms.A) to indicate that the final judgment is meant. The Messianic phrase m\texttt{syh} 'hrn wy\texttt{s}r'\textsuperscript{1} occurs four times in CD: here, 12\textsuperscript{23-13\textsuperscript{1}}, 14\textsuperscript{19} and 20\textsuperscript{1}, the latter being the only variant reading - m\texttt{syh} m'hrn \texttt{wmy\textsuperscript{s}r}'\textsuperscript{1}; the singular sense seems original being attested at 14\textsuperscript{19} in the Cave 4 manuscripts.\textsuperscript{46}

The Ezekiel Quotation: 19\textsuperscript{11-13}.

The phrase b\texttt{qys} pq\texttt{dt} hr\texttt{'swn} in 19\textsuperscript{11} is ungrammatical and so various suggestions have been forwarded: Rabin in combining Mss.A and B changes hr\texttt{'swn} to hr\texttt{'swnym}, whilst Davies uncertainly decides on hr\texttt{'swnh};\textsuperscript{47} Rabinowitz

\textsuperscript{44}Charles, Rabin, Dupont-Sommer, Vermes, Knibb.
\textsuperscript{45}Ginzberg, p101-102, followed by Davies, p257,259.
\textsuperscript{46}So Priest, 'Mebraquer, Paqid, and the Messiahs', JBL, 81 (1962), p57; see Chapter 3.1.1. for a discussion on 'Messiah', p348-357.
\textsuperscript{47}Rabin, p30; Davies, p153 and p253.
reads pgettext, whilst Murphy-O'Connor reads pgettext, which arose through the confusion of the he and the täw. In any event it is a reference to the destruction of both kingdoms at the time of the exile.

There are a number of divergencies between the MT of Ezekiel 94 and that found here:

CD: lhtwt htyw 'l mšhw n'nhym wn'nqym.
MT: whtwyt tw 'l mšhw h'nšym hn'nhym wn'nqym.

Go through the city, through Jerusalem and make a mark on the foreheads of the men who sigh and groan over all the abominations that are committed in it

The main difference is that our text omits h'nšym, and reads htyw 'a mark', along with LXXAQ, Aq., Th., and Tg., in contrast to tw 'a sign' of the MT; the latter, (possibly both,) seems to be due to a variant textual tradition. There are a number of themes here: the small percentage of those saved of the whole, that those who are saved were predestined, and the implication that the sect originated at the time of the exile. The rest of this verse from Ezekiel 94 should also be noted, and may have seemed particularly relevant to the sect whose founders probably fled Jerusalem after the Hasmoneans usurped the High Priesthood and committed abominable acts, (cf.1QpHab.813, 128.) The phrase nwqmt nqm bryt in 1913 is drawn from the Holiness Code (Lev.2625) and was probably added as a gloss when the scribe of Ms.B recognized the influence of the Holiness Code on the 'twelve precepts' passage.

---

48 Rabinowitz, JBL. 73, p29 n97; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 78, p225-6 and HTR, 64, p384 including footnote 16.
The Final Judgment: $7^{21-82}$ and $19^{13-14}$.

After the sutured addition of the Amos-Numbers Midrash the text now returns to the theme of the Isaiah $7^{17}$ text, namely the Day of Judgment. These lines $7^{21-83} = 19^{13-16}$ are the work of the redactor, as I have already argued; here ($7^{21-82} = 19^{13-14}$) he concludes his redactional addition to the Twelve Duties, namely $7^{10-14} + 7^{21-82}$ whilst in $8^{2-3} = 19^{15-16}$ he supplies some introductory lines to the following poetry in $8^{4-9} = 19^{16-21}$. He thus ties two sections of original poetry neatly together.

The phrase $\text{wkn mspt.}$ ($8^{1-19^{13}}$) indicates that those who stray from the covenant of the sect will face the same judgment as their predecessors at the time of the first visitation. The use of the root $\text{hzq}$ in a negative sense is done deliberately to parallel its positive use in $7^{14}$, and the word '1h (correctly clarified as 'precepts' in $19^{14}$) refers back to the 'Twelve Duties'.
The Hebrew of CD.8:2-9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>הווה היהו (3) אוצר יפקד אל</td>
<td>There is a treasure hidden (3)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>היהי תיהודה אוצר תשפך עלייך العليון העверх (4)</td>
<td>There is an abundance stored for thee above</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>כי חלה לברכת יהודה (5) בומ</td>
<td>As the blessing of Judah rests</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>כל מורדים מארש לא סרים מ drm (5) בגדים</td>
<td>All followers are not far away</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ותננולו בדרך גון</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ובווהו חטעה</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נוקם וניה</td>
<td>Wake up, my love (6)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ושנה אהב את רעה</td>
<td>And she loves her Master</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ותננולו איה נשאר בשאר (7)</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ורגש לעמה</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ותננולו להו בין עעד</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>וירש איה חיה between (8)</td>
<td>And the Master speaks to her</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ובהרה איה בשיריה תלב</td>
<td>And she will transform to a song</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ולא נור מטוב</td>
<td>And no good</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ויפרננ בדך רמה (9)</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לכלך בדך רשים</td>
<td>And in the path of goodness</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the day on which El shall punish;
The leaders of Judah have become the ones against whom You will pour out wrath.

For they were too sick to be healed and the blemish stuck;
All are rebels because they did not turn from the way of traitors.

But they rolled about in ways of harlotry
and in the wealth of wickedness.

And with vengeance and rancour every man for his brother,
And every man hating his companion,
And every man hid himself from the blood-relative of his flesh.

And they drew together for a purpose,
And schemed for wealth and plunder.

And every man did what was right in his eyes,
And every man chose the stubbornness of his own heart;
And they did not separate from the people.

But they became lawless with a high-hand
by walking in the way of wicked men.

Concerning whom El said:
'The venom of serpents is their wine, and the head of asps is deadly'.

The 'serpents' are the kings of the nations, and 'their wine' is their ways. And 'the head of asps' is the head of the kings of Greece who came to inflict upon them vengeance.

And in all these things 'the builders of the wall' and 'the daubers

---

29 T-S 10 K6 is unclear but probably agrees with TS 16-311.
of plaster' did not understand; for 13 a raiser of wind and spouter of lies spouted to them, against all of whose congregation the wrath of El was kindled.

14 And as Moses said:
'Not because of your righteousness or because of the uprightness of your heart
are you coming to possess 15 these nations.'
Rather 'because He loved your fathers,
and because He kept the promise'.

And thus is the judgment for those who return of Israel (who 30 ) had departed from the way of the people. Because El loved 17 the 'ancestors' who testified 31 concerning Him, He loves those who entered after them because for them is 18 the covenant of the fathers. But because of His hatred of 'the builders of the wall' His wrath was kindled. And like 19 this judgment (it is) for all who reject the commandments of El or forsake them or turn in the stubbornness of their hearts. 20 This is the word which Jeremiah spoke to Baruch son of Neraiah, and Elisha 21 to Gehazi his servant.

30 Restored in both Mss.A and B following Ginzberg, p.37.

31 Following Ms.B; Ms.A unintelligible.
הו אדוני אדוני
民航
וכל שרי ויהודה כסשניזי
עלים אשפם חכמים עדברה
כי בא רבית תשובה
ולא סר מדרק בגדים
יתגלה ברבריל גות
ובחר הרשעה
נקום וגומר איש לאחיות
ושנה איש את חבר
יתענומ אישה (19) בשאר בשר
ויגש לכמה
ויתגברה להו לבצע
ויתענו את (20) איש היחר בעיניכ
ויבחרו אישрешיות לב
ולא נור ממון (21) וכותבים: קלח בדרכי משישים
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The Translation of Ms B: 19\textsuperscript{15-33}.

This is the day on which El shall punish; as He spoke:
The princes of Judah are like those who remove\textsuperscript{16} the bound;
upon them will I pour out (My) wrath like water.

For they entered the covenant of repentance,\textsuperscript{17}
Yet they did not turn from the way of traitors,

But they rolled about in ways of harlotry
and in the wealth of wickedness.\textsuperscript{18}

And with vengeance and rancour every man for his brother,
And every man hating his companion,
And every man hid himself from the\textsuperscript{19} blood-relative of his flesh.

And they drew together for a purpose,
And schemed for wealth and plunder.

And\textsuperscript{20} every man did what was right in his eyes,
And every man chose the stubbornness of his own heart;
And they did not separate from the people\textsuperscript{21} or from their sins.

But they became lawless with a high-hand
by walking in the ways of wicked men.

Concerning whom\textsuperscript{22} El said:
'The venom of serpents is their wine,
and the head of asps is deadly'.

The 'serpents' (are)\textsuperscript{23} the kings of the nations, and 'their wine' is their ways. And 'the head of asps' is the head of\textsuperscript{24} the kings of Greece who came against them to execute vengeance.

And in all these things 'the builders of\textsuperscript{25} the wall' and 'the daubers of plaster' did not understand: for a walker of wind and raiser of storms and spouter to men\textsuperscript{26} of lies (spouted to...
them against all of whose congregation the wrath of El was kindled.

And as Moses said to Israel:

'Not because of your righteousness or because of the uprightness of your heart are you coming to possess these nations.' Rather 'because He loved your fathers, and because He kept the promise'.

Thus is judgment for those who return of Israel (who had departed from the way of the people. Because El loved the 'ancestors' who testified for the people concerning El, and He loves those who entered after them because for them is the covenant of the fathers. But El hates and abhors 'the builders of the wall' and His wrath is kindled against them and against all who walk after them. And like this judgment (it is) for all who reject the commandments of El or forsake them or turn in the stubbornness of their hearts.
1.7.4. The leaders of Judah: 83-19 = 1915-33.

The redactional introduction: 82-3 = 1915-16.

These two lines form the introduction to the following section, 84-19 = 1917-33, which appears to be a collection of poetic, semi-poetic, and midrashic passages that the redactor has placed together.

It is generally agreed that the original allusion to Hosea 510 in Ms. A has been fully expanded by the scribe of Ms. B who also supplied the introductory k'sr dbr; the former is confirmed by the fact that in Ms. B the form 'brh has not been corrected to 'brty in accordance with the MT and all versions.49 The main question though is whether this section ends with the phrase hw' hywm 'šr ypqd 'l or with this allusion to Hosea 510. Davies believes that the current text is impossible and so suggests that the original text read:50

hw' hywm 'šr ypqd 'l 'k šry yhwdh ..

This is the day on which El shall punish the princes of Judah, 'against whom you pour out your wrath'.

The accusative was later omitted, the phrase šry yhwdh was attached to the quotation, and hyw added. For Murphy-O’Connor on the other hand, Ms. A begins a new section with the words hyw šry yhwdh ..., a fact which has been lost by the actions of the scribe of Ms. B who has smoothed over this

49So Carmignac, VT, 7, p63-64. However, the form has lost the article, cf.83, perhaps suggesting that the author had a variant text before him.

50Davies, p158-9.
seam by adding קָרַד בְּנֵי.⁵¹

There is a great deal of difference of opinion concerning the identity of the śry yhwdh. Jeremias thinks the reference is to the sect on the grounds of the reference in 4¹¹ to ‘House of Judah’ and that in 6⁶ — ‘El called all of them śrym’, and because of the presence of several verbs of treason.⁵² Murphy-O’Connor agrees with Stegemann’s opinion that the solution should be sought in the biblical evidence where ‘the closest parallels to the type of accusations found here (8⁴) are the criticisms of the wealthy, corrupt, upper classes found in the prophetic writings’⁵³ The verbs of treason should be seen to be directed against non-members rather than ex-members, e.g. they are being criticised for not ‘forsaking the way of traitors’. Furthermore, continue both Murphy-O’Connor and Davies, this outburst against the ‘establishment’ was in the context of a returning group of exiles who found life in Judah not at all as they expected.

This problem can largely be solved by considering the precise translation of the word śr. The most common occurrence of śr in the scrolls occurs in 1QM.3–5 (eleven times) where it has the accepted meaning ‘leader, chief’, and similarly in 1QSa (three times) and 1QpH.4. The word is also found in this document in a positive sense in 6³.⁶ and for the former Numbers 21¹⁸ quotation the LXX text reads ἀρχοντες = ‘rulers’. The phrase śr 'lym (1QH.10⁸) is best rendered ‘ruler of gods’, whilst the phrase śr (h) 'wrym in

⁵¹Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 78, p226-7.
⁵²Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, p110f.
1QS.3²⁰ and CD.5¹⁸ has the sense ‘ruler/commander of lights’⁵⁴ Thus the phrase here (especially in Ms.A) should be translated as ‘leaders/rulers of Judah’, and compared to the similar phrase in 4QpPss². 3⁷ šty b[τς]h, ‘the rulers of wickedness’. The polemic can now clearly be seen to be directed at the Jewish establishment; furthermore in the parallels of the criticisms below with other parts of the Admonition, especially the ‘Twelve Duties’, a deliberate attempt is being made by the author to accuse the ‘leaders of Judah’ of many of the faults that he beseeches his own followers to avoid.

mšygy gbwl (19¹⁵-¹⁶ only). It should be noted that the ‘leaders of Judah’ are not equated with this group but merely likened to them. This group is also found in 5²⁰ where they are made responsible for leading Israel astray at the time of the exile, which is the sense of Hosea 5¹⁰;⁵⁵ and thus the current leaders of Israel can be likened to the removers of the bound of the exilic period in that they led Israel away from true interpretation of the law.

The second warning: 8⁴-⁹ = 19¹⁷-²¹.

We have already shown that when the redactor incorporated this originally poetic piece into the document he supplied the subject, namely ‘the leaders of Judah’.

Ms.A: ky yhlw lmrp' wydqmwm kl mwrdym. 5 12
Ms.B: ky b'w bbryt tšwbh 4 7

---

⁵⁴Cf. also 1QM.1³⁰ with 'm̀wr'; see too my notes on 5¹⁸ - p179-180.

⁵⁵The spelling here with a ‘sin’ represents MT usage, whilst that of 5²⁰ with a samek represents current usage - Qimron, p28-29.
The problems lie in the A text. Firstly the root of $\gamma\eta\lambda\omega$, which is either from $\gamma\eta\lambda$ 'to hope' or $\eta\lambda\nu$ 'to be sick, ill', and secondly the corrupt $w\delta\gamma\mu\nu\mu\nu$. For the latter Rabin’s suggestion to read $w\delta\delta\nu\nu\mu\nu\nu$ 'the blemish clove/stuck' seems to have been almost universally accepted, the form $\mu\mu\nu$ being a contraction of $\nu\nu\mu\nu\mu\nu$. Parallelism would then strongly support the meaning ‘to be sick, ill’ for the form $\gamma\eta\lambda\omega$. Murphy-O’Connor points to the *hapax legomena* of roots $\gamma\eta\lambda/\eta\lambda\nu$ and $\mu\nu\delta$ and of the words $\nu\nu\rho$ and $\nu\mu\nu$ which he says militate against Ms. A being a substitution, because a glossator would not have used unfamiliar language. Thus the scribe of Ms. B emended the text because it was corrupt and cryptic to give instead a more obvious meaning. Ginzberg adds that Ms. A tells of the events under Demetrius I and of his army which crushed the leaders of Judah; by the time Ms. B was copied these events were too far in the past and were therefore substituted. However, from the poetical point of view Ms. B represents the better text, since if we combine this cola with the following we have a bicolon of 4:4 stress and 7:7 syllables, but why would it have been altered? The answer maybe because Ms. A text alludes to Hosea 5:

*When Ephraim saw his sickness, and Judah his wound, then Ephraim turned to Assyria, and sent to the great king for help.*

---

56 Kuhn, p89; Carmignac, RQ, 2, p65; Rabin, p32; Davies, p253 - the root occurs four times in 1QH.

57 Schechter, p73 (reading ‘$\gamma\nu\nu\nu$ $\nu\nu\nu$’); Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p201 - the root occurs twice in 1QH.

58 Rabin, p32.

59 The elision of the aleph is a common feature in Qumran Hebrew, e.g. ‘$\gamma\nu\nu\nu\nu\nu$’ for ‘$\gamma\nu\nu\nu\nu\nu$’ - see: Kutscher, 1Qlsa, p20-23 cf.p167f and Qimron, p20-22.

60 Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p202.

61 Ginzberg, p35.
But he is not able to cure you,
not able to heal your sores.

This biblical passage would clearly have been re-interpreted in the light of the envoy of the Pharisees (=‘Ephraim’) to Demetrius III which is related in 4QpNah.11-3, especially in light of the Deut.32 Midrash in 8.12 = 19.21-24.62 Thus it could be argued that this colon originated from the same hand that is responsible for the allusion to Hosea 5.10 in the Ms.A text, and, of course, also the Isaiah 7.17 quotation which refers to the two houses of ‘Ephraim’ and ‘Judah’. If this is correct then the poetry would have originally begun with the unique phrase bbrt tswbh (19.16), which indicates that the following list of iniquities was originally a warning to, or condemnation of, those sectarians who have turned away from the sect. This position is further suggested once it is realized that this ‘list’ of iniquities in 8.4-9 = 19.17-21 have all been legislated against elsewhere; thus the second colon of this opening bicolon would seem to be alluding to 11.12 and 26.

Ms.A - wytgwllw bdrky zwnwt
Ms.B - wytgllw bdrky znwt

A close look at the original Cairo manuscript T-S 16-311 clearly reveals that the verb is gll, and not ‘11 as Schechter transcribed it.63 The plena form of the verb in Ms.A also helps to solve the related problem, which is that znwt and zwnwt are merely variant spellings rather than alternative readings, and

62If then, this allusion to Hosea 5.13 is secondary, the redactor must have worked after this event, viz. post-88 B.C.

63Schechter, p101; with ‘gll’: Kuhn, p45 and Lohse, p102 (although they read the plena wytgullw,) and Carmignac, RQ. 2, p54.
thus the waw represents what would be a šewa in the Tiberian pointing. The verb g'il is also found at 317, 1QS.418, 21, 1QH.622, 1719, whilst 'harlotry' is forbidden or warned against in 216, 417, 20 (=Belial's first net) and 71, and 1QS.16 and 410. To balance this colon with the previous one a silent stress is presumed in the following colon (wbhwn hrš'ḥ), namely wytg(w)lw which counts four syllables. hwn is the second of Belial's net, and is also found in 616 so again picking up an issue that members of the sect have already been warned against.

The following tricolon (85b–6 = 1918–19a) is fairly straightforward and parallels 620–71. In the first colon we have a further instance of plene spelling in Ms.A over against B, and again the plene letter in nytwr represents what was a šewa in the Tiberian pointing. The suffix -yhw (on 'ḥyhw) in Ms.B is a historical spelling which was preserved in the scrolls, replacing the biblical suffix "-yw" (ḥyw) which is found in Ms.A. The verb yt'lmw is uncommon in the Hithpael and it is difficult to yield an appropriate sense. Thus both Schechter and Charles on the basis of 71 read wym'lwm: 'And they committed trespass every man against his next of kin'; certainly, a sense such as this is required.

The bicolon wygsw lwmh wytgbrw lhwnw1bs' in 87 = 1919 has no parallels

64See Qimron, p17 and p99 where he notes that 'znwnt' (=znwt') is also found in 4QMMT B 69 and 76. Cf. also CD 71. Carmignac, RQ, 2, p53–54 lists 8 cases where Ms.A has plene writing where the B text does not, as against only 2 where the reverse is the case.

65See again Carmignac, RQ, 2, p54 and Qimron ,p17.

66See Qimron, p60 and Kutscher, 1QIsa, p443 and p447.

67Only here in the scrolls, (the Niphal participle 'n'lmym occurs four times elsewhere in the scrolls, but this has the sense 'cunning'); the Hithpael occurs once in Job 616 in the phrase 'the snow hides itself'.

68Schechter, p73 and Charles, p817.
in this document; is it therefore secondary? A close examination of T-S 10 K6 and T-S 16-311 reveals that both manuscripts read wytgbrw, a verb also found in 2033, and not wytnkrw as Schechter transcribes in 87. The pair lhwn wlbs' also occurs in 1QpHab.95 in relation to the last priests of Jerusalem = the Hasmonean dynasty, further evidence that the szry yhwdh are the leaders in Jerusalem and not a rival faction.70 This is the second bicolon to have an uneven stress thus paralleling in a way the previous bicolon.

The second tricolon (87b-8 = 1919c-21a) closely parallels its initial two cola with the warning found in 216-18 addressed to new members, and the criticism found in 35-6 of the Israelites during their exile in Egypt. The clause wmh't 'tm appears only in Ms.B. Murphy-O'Connor argues that it is secondary because in 1QpH., 1QS and 1QM 'm in the singular always has a positive value, yet here 'tm is a pejorative and the function of this addition is to make this point clear'.71 Yet on poetical grounds it is preferable to see it as an original part of the text.

The final bicolon has a parallel in the phrase bdrk(y) rs'ym with 23; the plural there would agree with Ms.B. Yet perhaps this bicolon is secondary, for firstly the section markers ':' in Ms.B divide this bicolon off from the rest of the poetry, and secondly the root pr' only occurs elsewhere in the scrolls in 1QS.626 where the word 'myty also occurs, the latter only appearing elsewhere in CD 198, a secondary section.

Thus in conclusion, the poet, in compiling this passage deliberately uses phrases that he had used elsewhere in the previous poetical sections. This

69Schechter, p111
70The word 'zmh', 'plunder', is a hapax legomenon within the scrolls.
perhaps suggests that this poetical passage was originally composed as a 'warning' (condemnation) to be appended to the Twelve Duties in the manner of a 'curse', and is paralleled by the 'blessing' found in 20:27-34. The redactor however redirected this passage against 'the leaders of Judah', namely the Hasmonean dynasty, and the allusion to Hosea 5:13 suggests this occurred after the Civil War of 88 B.C.. Somewhat surprisingly, the poetry of this section is better (metrically) in Ms.B, and perhaps this is because the latter was not the main version of this document and so not subject to continuous revision and updating.


If we put the midrashic expansions back into the quotation one gets:

'The poison of the kings of the peoples are their ways,
And the head of the kings of Greece is deadly.'

The word יְוָן is the usual biblical term for the Greeks - Daniel 8:21, 10:20, 11:2 - after the son of Japheth, the alleged founder of the Greek nation - Genesis 10:2.4. In the Scrolls a further reference to the kings of Jawan is found in 4QpNah Frgs 3-4, 1:1-3:

Whither the lion goes, there is the lion's cub, 2 [with none to disturb it] (2:2b). [Interpreted, this concerns Demetrius king of Jawan who sought, on the counsel of those who seek smooth things, 3 to enter Jerusalem. [But El did not permit the city to be delivered] into the hands of the kings of Jawan, from the time of Antiochus until the coming of the rulers of the Kittim.

Obviously Jawan is Greece, the Kittim are the Romans, and Antiochus is Antiochus IV Epiphanes. Demetrius is almost certainly Demetrius III who would be the natural ally of the Pharisees (=the seekers of smooth things) against
the Sadducean Alexander Jannaeus (=the furious young lion of the following sections of 4QpNah). So if we return to our passage, 'the head (=chief/strongest) of the kings of Greece' is seemingly Antiochus IV, the only Greek king in recent time to have conquered Jerusalem and by definition therefore the greatest of them;\textsuperscript{72} thus the participle hb' has a past sense 'who came' as it has in 7\textsuperscript{19}. The 'kings of the peoples' are the kings of the gentile nations. Thus the midrash is saying that 'the leaders of Judah' (who are still the subject) are falling into Hellenistic beliefs and practices which are consequently poisoning the bloodstream of Jewish life, and this poison had basically been introduced into the Jewish life by 'the head of the Kings of Greece' (=Antiochus IV). There is no need to argue that because this is a reference to the Greeks and not the Romans that this passage and thus this document must pre-date the Romans, for even after the latter's conquest in 63 B.C. Greek culture still predominated throughout the Mediterranean area including Palestine.\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{72}Davies suggests translating 'r'x' as 'poison' > 'the poison of the kings of Greece', thus making it a general condemnation of the Greeks and their Hellenistic practices - p259.

\textsuperscript{73}See: Dupont-Sommer, p133 n3 - cf:p119-120.

\textsuperscript{74}Carmignac, RQ, 2, p52.
hbb' and began a new sentence. Yet surely the latter is making a grammatical problem out of nothing, for r's is the singular subject of the verb, since it was only Antiochus IV who came to inflict vengeance (viz. capture Jerusalem - 4QpNah.). I feel that Ms.A is a bit clumsy and the scribe of Ms.B simply tried to smooth out the text, changing the 'inflict vengeance' to the more normal 'execute vengeance' in line with 117 and 1913.


wbkl '1h 1' hbynw bwny hhws wṭḥy htp1 The first problem is what constitutes the subject of the verb, hbynw; is it 'the builders of the wall and the daubers of plaster' who did not understand, or is the subject still 'the leaders of Judah' who did not seek to understand 'the builders of the wall and the daubers of plaster'? The theme of lack of understanding has already been met with in 517 where Deut.3228 is quoted, and in 11.8,10, 214 and 62.

The biblical background for the phrase bwny hhys is Ezekiel 1310-11:

...they (=false prophets) lead My people astray, saying 'Peace' when there is no peace; and because when the people build a wall, these prophets daub it with whitewash; say to those that daub it with whitewash that it shall fall! There will be a deluge of rain, great hailstones will fall, and a stormy wind break out.

In the MT there is a distinction between the people who build the wall and

75Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 79, p208.
76Ms.B has hhy$ (yodh) and tpl (no article).
77Charles, p818-819; Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 79, p208; Davies, p255.
78Rabin, p34.
those that plaster it; only the latter are condemned, for their message was like
whitewash on a mud-brick wall which provided no protection against the
storm. However here, 'the builders of the wall' are placed, though not
necessarily equated, with 'the daubers of plaster', and the passage seems to
be saying that the mass of the Jewish population along with their religious
leaders do not understand 'these things', namely the general wickedness of
'the leaders of Judah', because of the false testimony of 'the spouter of lies'.
Thus the phrase 'the builders of the wall' has a wider meaning than that found
in 419 which is more in line with the Ezekiel passage, but that unlike the biblical
passage both groups are condemned here.

Ms.A: ky šwql rwh wmtyp kzb h’typ lhm.
Ms.B: ky hw1k rwh wsq1 swpt wmtyp 'dm lkzb.

This text alludes to Micah 211:

lw 'yš hlk rwh wšqr kzb
'tp lk lyyn wšk r
whyh m’typ h’m hzh.

If a man should walk (in) the wind/spirit and utter falsehood,
(saying) 'I will spout to you of wine and strong drink',
He would be a spouter for this people!

This biblical passage is the only place the root n’tp is found in the MT and
must therefore be the origin for the use of this verb in our document. The
reference to 'wine' perhaps ties our passage in with the preceding Deut.3233
Midrash, whilst the 'Spouter' is, both here (813=1925-26=Mi.211) and in 419-20,
again accused of false prophecy. Murphy-O'Connor argues that Ms.B has
developed from Ms.A in its attempt to make a more direct reference to Micah
211. (as with Hosea 510 in 1915-16), whilst both Rabin and Carmignac try to construct an original text from combining the readings of both manuscripts. As it is so difficult to fully explain the discrepancies between Mss. A and B, then perhaps an equally valid approach is to look at the possible original poetic structure of this text:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
wbkl & '1h & l & hbynw \\
bwny & hhy & wthy & tpl \\
ky & hwlk & rwh & wsq1 & swpwt \\
wmtyp & kzb & htyp & lhm \\
'sr & hrh & 'p & 'l & bkl & 'dtw.
\end{array}
\]

The metre is very regular, with the second and third cola each containing two construct constructions; there is a bicolon on the 'builders of the wall,' and one on 'the spouter' with a concluding line on God's wrath. If poetry really underlies this text then it may belong to the same level as the poetry found in 54-9 = 1916-21. However, the allusion to 'the leaders of Judah' suggests that this passage is the work of the redactor. But who is the Spouter spouting to? In Mss. B it is explicitly stated to be 'mankind' which suggests a clarificatory gloss, whilst in Mss. A he spouts 'to them', namely either 'the leaders of Judah' or 'the builders of the wall'. However, if 'the builders of the wall' are the common people (as they are in Ezekiel 1310), then this would agree with the secondary 'dm in Mss. B. Thus the above text has the following sense:

*And all these things (=the wickedness of 'the leaders of Judah') the builders of the wall and the daubers of plaster (=the common people with their religious leaders) did not understand: for a*

---

79 Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 79, p203. The suggestion that Mss. B is closer to the biblical text than Mss. A is not undeniably the case, for the first four words of Mss. A are equally close to Micah 21, especially since T-S 10 KB actually reads 'swq1' (as Mss. B) and not 'mbwhl' as Schechter transcribes it — p111.

80 Rabin, p34-35: ky hwlk rwh wsq1 swpwt wmtyp 'dm lzb htyp lhm; Carmignac, RQ, 2, p64 under 'Cas inexpliqués: 'dm hwlk rwh wsq1 swpwt wmtyp lzb htyp lhm.
The two Deuteronomic Quotations: $8^{14-15} = 19^{26-28}$.

The first quote from Deuteronomy $9^6$ has been deliberately altered:

_not because of your righteousness or the uprightness of your heart did you come to possess their land; but because of the wickedness of these nations._

In abbreviating this quotation 'the leaders of Judah' come to possess 'the nations' not 'the land', and by using Deut.$7^8$ our author has also changed the reason why they were victorious. Thus 'the leaders of Judah' (Ms.B adds 'Israel') came to possess 'these nations', namely the petty states and kingdoms that were conquered under John Hyrcanus and Alexander Jannaeus, (as they had been previously under Joshua); thus this text must post-date at least some of these military campaigns.

Those who betray the sect: $8^{16-21} = 19^{28-33}$.

(w)kn (h)mşpt lšby yšr’l srw mdrk h’m.

Charles and Rabinowitz both begin a new section here, and the paragraphing in Ms.A perhaps seems to support this. Yet the Hebrew particle kn always refers to what becomes before it, and so 'the judgment' must therefore refer back to that inflicted against 'the Spouter and his congregation' in $8^{13} = 19^{26}$.

---

$^{81}$Charles, p819; Rabinowitz, JBL, 73, p30.
The phrase ṣby yər’l to a certain degree parallels ṣry yhwdn. Ginzberg contends that we need to read the relative pronoun before ṣrw as in 8, or read ṣrw as ṣry as in 13 and 26.

**Ms. A:** b’hbt 1 t 17 hr’snym ʾsr ḥy’yrw ḥryw ḥb ...18. h’bw.

**Ms. B:** b’hbt 1 t hr’snym 30 ʾsr ḥ’ydw 1 h’m ḥry 1 w’ḥb ...31. ḫwt.

Murphy-O’Connor has forwarded a theory which seems to account for these variant texts. First, as is generally agreed, ḥy’yrw does not yield much sense and so should be emended to accord with Ms. B – ḥ(y)ydw, hēʾidū – arising from the confusion of resh and dalet and with a mistaken mater lectionis. He then argues that 1 h’m is secondary, because the noun ‘m made the suffix on ḥryw ambiguous, resulting in the redactor of Ms. B needing to supply ‘l.

Finally the wāw in w’ḥb seems redundant. The r’snym are here the founder members of the sect as they are in 46–9 which shares some common terminology with our passage. The phrase bryt ḥ’bwt refers however to the covenant of the patriarchs which the sectarian ‘covenant’ had renewed rather than replaced.

---

82 Murphy-O’Connor (RB, 79, p211) originally argued that the meaning here was different from the geographical sense (‘returnees’) found in 42 and 65, yet following Davies’ criticism (p93–95 and p167–168, cf. Knibb, p36f) he now believes that the phrase has the sense ‘converts’ in all passages (RB, 92, p222–3); Davies sticks to his original translation, ‘captivity of Israel’ – Behind the Essenes, p43–44.

83 Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p203.

84 Davies argues that this reconstruction in Ms.A is impossible and that we should instead emend to h.lkw (cf. 9, 19–22 and 11–9), although he admits he “cannot explain the corruption” – p255, note 17. T-S 16–311 seemingly has a dalet although all that is left is the horizontal bar; T-S 19 K6 does have a resh.

85 So too: Rubinstein, VT, 7, p357.

86 The phrase is also found in 1QM.13 and 19–10; see Chapter 3.1.4. on ‘Covenant’, p382–386.
wbšn’y needs to be emended to wbšnw’w to obtain the correct negative sense for ‘the builders of the wall’. Carmignac argues that the words mt ’b ’1 were lost from Ms. A and therefore a later copyist supplied the prefixed ’b’ and the pronoun suffix. Alternatively Murphy-O’Connor follows Jeremias in pointing to the parallel between b’hbt ’1 and bšnw’w, so favouring the Ms. A text. The ‘builders of the wall’ are here ‘those who set the standards of religious life’, as they are in 419.

Ms. A: hrh ’pw.
Ms. B: whrh ’pw bm wbkl hhlkym ’hryhm.

Murphy-O’Connor argues that Ms. B represents a redactional addition aimed at reorientating the text towards a present/future context, and certainly (like w’hb in 1930) it ‘falsely leads one to anticipate a recital of future events’. However as the root hrh never occurs elsewhere in this document without an object then it seems likely that Ms. A is missing something which Ms. B has tried to supply; to provide a perfect metrical balance with the preceding colon in Ms. A one could restore b’lylwtyhm on the basis of 516.

wkmspt hzh lk1 hm(w)’s bmswt ’1
wy’zbm wpnw bsryrwtw lbm

There is a problem of ‘number’ here, for the text begins with lk1 + the singular participle hm’s (as in 208), followed by the form wy’zbm which can

87Carmignac, RO, 2, p64.
88Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit, p115-6 note 4; Murphy-O’Connor RB, 79, p204.
89Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p204; the quote is from Rubinstein, VT, 7, p358. Carmignac tries to explain it as a ‘visual jump’ from ‘hrh ’pw’ to ‘ ’hryhm’ – RO, 2, p52-3.
either be rendered: ‘they left them’ (_xlim_90 or ‘He (God) left them’ (*kl hm’s)._91
The former would seem preferable because it avoids the change of subject of
the latter translation and agrees with the following wypnw; thus wy’zbm is
defective for wy’zbwm. The xlim_90 are those of the Mosaic covenant, so that
this bicolon returns once against to those that are adopting Hellenistic
practices and consequently rejecting the law of Moses.

Ms. A only: hw’ hdbr ‘sr ‘mr yrmyhw lbrwk bn nryyh
  w’lyšm 21 lgžy n’rw.

Gehazi was Elisha’s successor as Baruch was Jeremiah’s. This gloss seems to
be referring to Jeremiah 45^4-5 and 2Kings.5^26-27 respectively, both of which
talk of impending judgment._92 Thus this is a further example of a reference to
a biblical passage being used as evidence of the inevitability of the oncoming

It is possible to reconstruct this passage 8^16-19 = 19^28-33 as poetry,^93
taking into account the above comments, and so yield the following text of an
introductory bicolon followed by two four-line stanzas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kn hmšpt</th>
<th>lāby yšr’l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘šr^94</th>
<th>srw mdrk h’m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b’hbt ‘l ‘t hr’snym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

^90 Charles, p820; Rabin, p36; Vermes, p90; Davies, p255; Knibb, p66.

^91 Schechter, p75.

^92 Ginzberg (p38) notes that Damascus was the scene of Gehazi’s sinful behaviour – TP Sanhedrin
X,29b and TB Sanhedrin 107b.

^93 Represented as a paragraph in Ms.A; Ms.B continues to ‘hhyym’ (19^34) before putting a section
 marker ‘‘.

^94 After Ginzberg, p37.
But what is the purpose of these lines? The main subject is šby yār ’l, namely those who joined the sect, and this seems tautological in light of the following section 1933-201. Consequently, the latter, which betrays to my mind a number of linguistically late features for this document, appears to begin a ‘secondary’ addition introducing the section 201-27. Our current text refers to all those that transgress the sectarian torah, and who thus receive the same judgment as those (outside the sect) who have abandoned the Mosiac torah; thus only one type of transgression is envisaged in our current text. Finally there does seem to be a number of semi-poetical passages here in addition to the poetry of 84-9 = 1916-21; do we have therefore some form of original poetical under-structure which has been considerably reworked by the redactor?

---

95Ms B yields metre of 3,10.
96After 5.16.
97Ms A would give metre 4,11 6,14 for the final bicolon.
98Viz: the reference to: ‘the new covenant’, ‘the land of Damascus’, ‘the council of the people’ (giving ‘m a positive sense in contrast to 816 = 194-5,) the death of the Teacher and the coming of the Messiah.
Translation of 1933-2027: The Redactor's Warnings.

<Therefore> all the men who entered into 34 the new covenant in the land of Damascus and turned again and acted treacherously and turned aside from the well of the waters of life, shall not be reckoned in the assembly of the people and in their register 35 they shall not be written, from the day of the gathering of of the 1 Teacher of the community until there stands a Messiah from Aaron and Israel.

And thus is the judgment 2 for all those who enter the congregation of the men of perfect holiness yet are loath to fulfil the precepts of the upright; 3 this is the man who is to be melted in the midst of a furnace - when his works become apparent he shall be sent from the congregation 4 as though his lot had never fallen in the midst of those taught by El. According to the word of his treachery the men of 5 knowledge will rebuke him until the day when he once more stands in the place of the men of perfect holiness. 6 And when his works become apparent according to the interpretation of the law in which 7 the men of perfect holiness walk, let no man agree with him in wealth or in labour, 8 for all the holy ones of the Most High have cursed him.

And it is like this judgment for all those who reject both the former and 9 latter (commandments), who place idols upon their hearts and walk in the stubbornness of 10 their hearts - there shall be no portion for them in the House of the Law. Like the judgment of their companions - who turned back 11 with the men of scoffing - shall they be judged; for they spoke apostasy against the precepts of righteousness and rejected 12 the sure 35 covenant that was set up in the land of Damascus <this is the new covenant>. 13 And there shall not be for them or for their families, a portion in the House of the Law.

And from the day 14 of the gathering in of the Teacher of the community until the destruction of all the men of war who 15 [turned] back with the Man of Lie, is about forty years. And during this period 16 the wrath of El will be kindled against Israel, as He said, 'There is no king, prince or judge, or anyone 17 who arbitrates with righteousness.' 36 But 'those who turn from the sin of Jacob' 37 (are) the keepers 38 of the covenant of

---

35 Emending 'w 'mnh' to 'n 'mnh'.
36 Hosea 34.
37 Isaiah 59 20b.
38 Emending 'smrw' to 'smry'.
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El; Then shall [speak] every man to his companion so as to make righteous every man his brother, that their step may hold fast to the way of El; ‘And El hearkened and listened’ to their words, ‘and a book of remembrance was written [before Him] for those who fear El and honour His name,’ until salvation and righteousness are revealed to those who fear El. ‘And you will discern once more between (the) righteous and (the) wicked; between the servant of El and (him) who is not His servant.’ And He will show mercy [to thousands] to those who love Him and who wait for Him for a thousand generations.

[Those] from the House of Separation, who went out from the city of holiness, and who placed their trust in El during the period of Israel’s treachery, and declared the sanctuary unclean, and turned again to the prince of the people in a few respects; [all of] them, every man according to his spirit, shall be judged by the congregation of holiness.

And everyone who breached the bound of the law from those who entered the covenant, when the glory of El becomes apparent to Israel, shall be cut off from the midst of the camp along with all the wicked of Judah during the days of its purgings.

---

39 Reading ‘ybdr’ instead of the biblical ‘nbdrw’ as Rabin, p40.
40 Malachi 3:16
41 Taken from Malachi 3:16.
42 Malachi 3:18
43 Exodus 20:6 and Deut.7:9 combined.
1.7.5. The Redactor’s Warnings: 1933-2027.

Most scholars begin a new section here and this would seem to be correct.\(^1\) Murphy-O’Connor considers that there are three strands in this section:\(^2\)

2. Interpolations: 201c-8a and 2013c-17a.
3. Conclusion: 2022c-34 which has two parts - 2022c-27a and 2027b-34.

Davies broadly agrees with the above outline except that he views 2013c-17a as part of the *Grundschrift*\(^3\) However the main thrust of Davies’ interpretation is that the community behind this section is different from that outlined in the rest of the Admonition, and so he arrives at some very different conclusions to those of Murphy-O’Connor. For Davies, the two main issues are those of apostasy of insiders, and the death of the Teacher of Righteousness who is not the same figure as the ‘Teacher’ mentioned in 2028-34.\(^4\) Finally, Stegemann views the passage as a series of independent sources which have been redacted and to which glosses have been added in 201c-8a and 2013c-15b.\(^5\)

**The apostates of the sect: 1933-201.**

kn - not in Ms. A. which breaks off at the end of column 8 and has only a

---

\(^1\) So Charles, p820; Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p544-64; Davies, p173f; Knibb, p69f.

\(^2\) Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p544.

\(^3\) Davies, p173-176.

\(^4\) Davies, p174-5.

\(^5\) Stegemann, p170-171.
few words of this section.

The reference to 'the new covenant' at the beginning of this section (1933-2027) is significant for Davies, for it indicates that this redactional section belongs to the Qumran recension of this document; the sect now looks back to this covenant made by the parent community in Babylon (=the land of Damascus). Certainly both these phrases 'the new covenant' and 'the land of Damascus' represent a later outlook of the sect but I find no hard evidence to suggest that the outlook is pre-Qumranic; rather the latter interpretation seems to be based on some dubious exegesis (which removes the Teacher from the original 'pre-Qumran' document) and on the interpretation of 'Damascus' as Babylon.

The meaning of the form wšbw in 1934 has been neatly summarized by Rubinstein: 7

1. 'turned back'. This is the translation adopted by Davies who points to 2010,14,720,23,32 as evidence that this root can be 'used...without qualification to connote defection from the community'. 8 This though creates a certain amount of tautology with wyswrw.

2. 'returned (whence they came)'. Murphy-O'Connor favours this geographical sense, maintaining that not all those who

---

6Davies, p176-178.
7Rubinstein, VT, 7, p358.
8Davies, p76; so too Schechter, p75 and Charles, p820.
entered the new covenant in Damascus returned to Judah; thus this passage only concerns those who both entered the new covenant and returned to Judah and the waw is therefore a simple copulative.107 Yet as Rubinstein asserts, if this were the case one would expect some form of qualification, such as 'rs yhwdh.108

3. 'returned and ..' suggesting a repetition of an action, viz. 'and again did'; Rubinstein and Rabin favour this sense.109 It cannot be argued that it is difficult to suppose a previous sinfulness act,110 because this document has already indicated that the sect believed they had sinned once before in following the ways of Israel - 317-18, 48-10. Thus this sense seems to give the appropriate meaning.111

The roots bgd and swb are elsewhere associated with the Man of Lie (113-14, 2010-15), and the following words in 1935 - 1' yḥḥ swb bswd 'm wbktbm 1' yktbw - are taken from Ezekiel 139, the subsequent verse of which has already been alluded to in 812-13 = 1924-25. The same Hebrew roots denoting treachery are therefore being used of both 'the Spouter' and his followers, and those who

108Rubinstein, VT, 7, p358.
109Rubinstein (VT, 7, p358) notes that 'wayswbw' would be more appropriate, whilst Rabin (p36) justifies his interpretation by pointing to the use of the root in 1QpHab.2 as restored by Rabinowitz, 'The Second and Third Columns of the Habakkuk Interpretation Scroll', JBL, 69 (1950), p39.
111Alternatively, it may be possible to read a hendiadys, as in 2020, so that 'wsbw wybgdw' should be rendered 'they continued to act treacherously' rather than translating with the sense 'they again acted treacherously'.
have left (turned away from) the sect.

The first mistake (ywrt) in the title 'Teacher of Righteousness' arose though confusion of ywrt and mwrt. The redactor, realizing that ywrt sdq was a Messianic figure in 611, corrected his text to mwrt to agree with 111, 2028,32; however he forgot to correct it in 2014. In addition mwrt occurs twice through dittography as the scribe moved on to the next column. The phrase mwrt hyhyd can be translated, 'the Unique Teacher'. However Segal emends yhyd to yhd 'community', a word not found in this document and consequently later wrongly emended by the Medieval copyists to yhyd; this is further supported by Wernberg-Møller who argues that our reading is simply the Samaritan pronunciation of yhd, so that no emendation is necessary in order to translate 'community'; Murphy-O'Connor considers this text implies that only the Teacher can admit penitents, a concept which he says is completely at variance with Essene teaching; he thus suggests 201b is a gloss. Yet as Davies conversely contends, this is the meaning of the text; the coming Messiah will bring the final judgment by which time it will be too late to join the community and thus a man's only chance was to accept the authority of the Teacher whilst he was alive. It was believed that his death would not predate the coming of the Messiah by any great length of time - 2015 gives a

112 After Schechter, p75, 'the only teacher'.
114 Wernberg-Møller, 'Sdq, Şdyq, and Şdwq in the Zadokite Fragments (CDC), the Manual of Discipline (DSD), and the Habakkuk Commentary (DSH)', VT, 3 (1953), p311-2, note 1. Murphy-O'Connor postulates that the text originally simply had hyhyd and that mwrt and ywrt 2014 are later additions - RB, 79, p546 n8.
115 Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p546.
116 Davies, p180. As we have seen in 1QS.1-15 it is the Maskil who admits, or recommends for admission, new members, under the approval of the rabbim; perhaps this reflects a later practice which developed after the Teacher died when the end of the age failed to come as expected.
figure of ‘forty years’ – and a similar idea is found in the New Testament where Jesus’ death was thought in some way to bring on the Messianic age.

Those who are loath to fulfil the precepts of the upright: 201-8.

The majority of scholars agree that this passage is an interpolation for the following reasons.\textsuperscript{117} Firstly on grounds of vocabulary, for the passage contains three \textit{hapax legomena} in the Scrolls, plus six \textit{hapax legomena} in this document.\textsuperscript{118} Furthermore, much of this vocabulary, which is unique or rare to this document, has parallels in 1QS, in particular the phrase ‘nṣy tṃym (h)qdš in 20^25.7 which is only found elsewhere in 1QS.\textsuperscript{8} Secondly, whereas the \textit{Grundschrift} witnesses a sect deep in trouble, 201-8 exhibits a community that is self-confident and secure,\textsuperscript{120} and I would suggest that this change is because 201-8 dates from the lifetime of the Teacher whilst the \textit{Grundschrift} is from a period after the Teacher’s death. Murphy-O’Connor also considers that the interpolation is earlier, and argues that it is most closely related with Stage II of 1QS (c130 B.C.), whilst the \textit{Grundschrift} equates with Stage IV (100-75 B.C.).\textsuperscript{121}

Finally I would like to point to an additional factor which is that this passage seems to be connected with 20^22-27: the form bhwp' is peculiar in this
document to 20^3,6 and 20^25, whilst the verbal noun ma'al is only found in 20^4, 20^23 and 10^8; thematically 20^1-8 deals with 'the men of perfect holiness' (cf. 1QS.8^20), whilst 20^24-25 talks of 'the council of holiness' (cf. 1QS.2^25, 8^21) and includes references to 'the city of holiness' (20^22) and the uncleanness of the sanctuary (20^23); in 20^6 the apostate member is examined with respect to 'the midrash of the torah', whilst 20^25b-27a is directed against 'all who breach the bound of the law'; in 20^3 the apostate member is melted (ntk) in the midst of the furnace, whilst in 20^26 he is cut off (krt) from the midst of the camp. All this suggests to me a common source for both these fragments.

\[\text{wyqws } (20^2)\]: Schechter favours seeing this form as from the root qss 'he will cease ..'. Most scholars however favour the root qws 'to loath, abhor', Certainly the waw prefixing the form wyqws should be taken in an adversive sense because ysrym is a title for the sect in 1QS.3^1 and 4^22; it may also be the name of a group in Ps.Sol.8^7: 'As for the Upright, their ways are righteous'.

\[\text{'nšy . ŵt } (20^4-5)\]: Schechter reads 'nšy m'wt 'men of perversion'. Yet a close examination of T-S 16-311 reveals that the first letter is unclear but that it could well be part of a dalet; this is how most scholars have read the text, viz. 'nšy d'wt 'men of knowledge'. Do these 'men of knowledge' form some kind of inner council?

\[\text{122Schechter, p75.}\]
\[\text{123Viz.: Rabin, Denis, Davies; Charles (p820) - though emending to 'whqṣ'; Rubinstein (VT, 7, p358) though emending to 'ŵq̂qṣ'.}\]
\[\text{124So Kuhn, Murphy-O'Connor, Vermes and Davies - cf.CD 15.15 where the same phrase may have been present.}\]
y'wt (207): most scholars point yē'ōt from the root 'wt 'to consent'. Ginzberg however reads yē'āḥ from the root 'ḥḥ, 'to unite, bind together', a common Talmudic root.\textsuperscript{125}

qāwṣy 'lywn (208): angelic beings maybe meant here.\textsuperscript{126}

Those who reject the Mosaic and sectarian torah - 208-13

The interpretation of this passage hangs on the understanding of the opening line: kî hm's br'swnym wb'hrwnym - 208-9. There are two ways to interpret this phrase: to give a personal interpretation to the terms br'swnym wb'hrwnym, or to take them as adjectives and supply a direct object.\textsuperscript{127}. The sole point in favour of the first interpretation is that in 46-9 and 817 the founders of the sect are referred to as hr'swnym 'the first ones', yet nowhere in the scrolls are those who joined the sect at a later point in time referred to as 'the latter ones'. In support of the second interpretation is the formula bmsḥpym hr'swnym found in 2031 and 1QS.9\textsuperscript{10}, and the fact that with the exception of 2\textsuperscript{15} the root m's is always associated with 'the commandments' or 'the torah'.\textsuperscript{128} But what then are 'the former and latter (commandments)? Both Murphy-O'Connor and Davies concur that 'the latter (precepts)' are those of

\textsuperscript{125}Ginzberg, p102-103.

\textsuperscript{126}See: Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, p182-3; cf.1QS.11\textsuperscript{7-8} and 4QFl.1\textsuperscript{19}.

\textsuperscript{127}Respectively: Schwartz, Maier, Rabinowitz, Vermes, Ginzberg, Jeremias, and Lohse; Dupont-Somer, Cothenet, Denis, Murphy-O'Connor, Davies, and most extensively Laperrousaz. 'Les "Ordonnances Premieres" et les "Ordonnances Dernieres" dans les Manuscrits de la Mer Morte', in Hommages a Andre Dupont-Sommer; Rabin (p37) seems to combine both views with his translation 'who despises<the law> amongst the former once 'and the talker ones'.

\textsuperscript{128}See: CO 317,79-195 - the former without qualification, 8\textsuperscript{19}1931, 1QpH.1\textsuperscript{11}, 5\textsuperscript{11}; 1QS.3\textsuperscript{5}; 4Q16\textsuperscript{5} fr\textsuperscript{392}8. The root is also associated with 'bryt' in CD.20\textsuperscript{11-12}, 1QS.2\textsuperscript{25}, and 1QH.15\textsuperscript{18}.
the Teacher of Righteousness, in contrast with 20\textsuperscript{31}, 'the former judgments', which are those prior to the Teacher, those therefore of the parent community.\textsuperscript{129} Yet Davies has perhaps not realized the full importance of Jubilees \textsuperscript{126} which he quotes:

\begin{quote}
And do thou write down for thyself all these words which I declare unto thee on this mountain, the first and the last, which shall come to pass in all the divisions of the days in the law ...
\end{quote}

He writes 'in Jubilees the phrase 'the first and the last' may mean either 'totality' or 'from beginning to end', but also it may mean 'what has been revealed at first' (Torah) and 'what has been revealed subsequently' (the teaching of the book of Jubilees).\textsuperscript{130} We know that our author used Jubilees (quoted in 16\textsuperscript{3-4}) and thus it seems very likely he was familiar with the idea of two torahs; thus 'the former (commandments)' refers to the Mosaic torah (as it does in Jubilees), whilst 'the latter (commandments)' must refer to the sectarian torah, namely the Temple Scroll.\textsuperscript{131} This in turn has strong implications as to those addressed in 20\textsuperscript{8b-10a}, for clearly they must be members of the sect since only they could transgress the sectarian torah.

The phrase 'ṣr śm gļwlym '1 lbn (20\textsuperscript{5}) seems to originate from Ezekiel 14\textsuperscript{3} where the subject are 'certain of the elders of Israel'. Similar accusations using gļwl are levelled at 'the interpreters of falsehoods and seers of deceit' in 1QH.4\textsuperscript{15,19} and at 'the sons of Zadok who seek their own counsel' in 4QFl.1\textsuperscript{17}. Yet I do not consider that this is strong enough evidence for the

\textsuperscript{129}Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p548 and Davies, p183.

\textsuperscript{130}Davies, p183.

\textsuperscript{131}If there is connection between Jubilees, 110Torah, and CD as some scholars have suggested such an interpretation is even more attractive - so Brooke, 'The Temple Scroll: a law unto itself' (unpublished), cf.Wacholder, HUCA, 56, p87-101.
subject of 208b-10a to be 'outsiders', for we have already suggested that the same vocabulary can be used of external and internal 'enemies'. What is clear though is that gwlym are here covert sins, which helps to explain why in the two parallel phrases 'yn lh m (wlmšphwtyhm) hlq bbyt htwrh (2010,13) only the latter mentions 'their families', mšphwtyhm. This is because we are dealing respectively with covert (208b-10a) apostates who are contrasted with the overt (2010b-13b) apostates who have already been banned from 'the House of the Law' (=the community) along with their families; only in the former case can the families of the individuals concerned not be in any way responsible for the covert actions of the individual. 132 The words šbw 'm nhšwn in 2010-h1 appear to be a gloss since they intrude between the object and its verb, yet the author is probably merely likening apostates within the sect with a group known for its rejection of the sectarian law:

_These are the men of scoffing in Jerusalem who have rejected the Law of the Lord and scorned the word of the Holy One._ 133

The identity of 'the men of scoffing' as the followers of 'the Man of Derison or Lie' seems obvious. 134

ḥqy ḥsdq (2011 and in 2033): these are those precepts which originate from the Teacher, possibly therefore 'the sectarian torah' (11QT) – 111, 67-8, 1QpHab.510-12, 1Q14 104. Davies points to the increased use of ṣdq in this final

132 So Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 79, p548-559; cf. Davies, p184-185 believes that 208b-10a refers to potential rather than actual apostates.

133 4QpIs 26; 210 talks of 'the congregation of the men of scoffing'.

134 The identity of 'the builders of the wall' or 'the seekers of smooth things' with this group, should not be made. Rabin (p39) points to Isaiah 2814 as the origin of this phrase: 'Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you men of scoffing, who rule this people in Jerusalem.'
section 1933-2034 as evidence that it originated at the time of the Teacher and his community.\footnote{135}

\textit{wm'sw bbryt w'mnh (20\textsuperscript{12}).} The form 'mnh occurs in Neh.10\textsuperscript{1} to introduce the new covenant at the time of Nehemiah;\footnote{136} our writer thus deliberately uses this term to indicate that a new covenant is also meant here, namely the Damascan covenant. Davies argues that this word, (along with the following \textit{whw' bryt hbdsh}) is a gloss, and that the original text referred only to the covenant of the parent community.\footnote{137} However, the paradox of this passage is that as it stands it seems to refers to two 'covenants', and thus it seems probable that the text originally read bbryt n'mnh, 'the sure covenant', the nün later being corrupted to a wāw.\footnote{138} This avoids the paradox, explains the need for the gloss whw' bryt hbdsh, and does not conflict with the sectarian covenantal theology which concludes that the sect were merely renewing the covenant rather than creating a second additional 'covenant'.\footnote{139}

\textit{whw' bryt hbdsh.} Davies' whole hypothesis regarding the textual history of this section 1933-2034 largely hinges on his interpretation of this secondary addition.\footnote{140} He maintains that the distinction between 'the covenant' and 'the new covenant' is more than a quibble. The new community as distinct from the parent community were distinguished by their adherence to the new

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{135}Davies, p185-186.
\item \textsuperscript{136}Neh.9:38 in the English text; 'mnh only occurs in Neh.10\textsuperscript{1} and 11\textsuperscript{23} in the MT.
\item \textsuperscript{137}Davies, p186; T-S 16-311 does have an aleph after 'bryt' which might reflect an original 'l'.
\item \textsuperscript{138}Cf. Murphy-O'Connor (RB, 79, p550) emends to 'bbryt h'mnh'; cf.75; cf. also 'the sure house' in \textsuperscript{319}.
\item \textsuperscript{139}See Chapter 3.1.4 on 'Covenant', p382-386.
\item \textsuperscript{140}Davies, p176-9.
\end{itemize}}
covenant and to the Teacher. These words are clearly a gloss, the phrase 'covenant ..of Damascus' being in some way inappropriate or misleading so as to require closer definition. Therefore 'it follows that the new covenant is not associated with Damascus in the same way as the original "Damascus covenant".'\(^{141}\) The old terminology used means that 'the new community continued to regard itself as the true community of the (original) Damascus covenant. Only at a secondary stage, and probably as a result of conflict within the parent community, did the new community define itself as the community of the new covenant...'\(^{142}\) Thus this passage was originally directed at the parent community who refused to accept the Teacher, and only at a secondary stage, with the addition of these words, at the apostate members of the Teacher's community. Ingenious as this suggestion is Davies does not say how he would treat the other references to 'the new covenant'; presumably 6\(^{19}\), 8\(^{21}=19^{34}\) and 1QpH.2\(^{3}\) are products of the 'new' community which means that nowhere is the covenant of the parent community directly associated with 'Damascus' where, according to Davies, the parental community originated.\(^{143}\) In addition I have already argued against Davies' idea that the main body of this document is pre-Qumran in date.\(^{144}\) Thus the restoration of n'mnh would seem to account better for this addition.

\(^{141}\) Davies, p177.

\(^{142}\) Davies, ibid.

\(^{143}\) Damascus is also mentioned in 6\(^{5}\) and 715,19 yet the word 'bryt' is not mentioned once in either of these passages.

\(^{144}\) See notes on 1\(^{11}\) (the Teacher of Righteousness) p33-34, and 6\(^{5}\) (Damascus) p188-189, and Chapter 2.3 on the 'Sitz im Leben' of CD, p323-330.
Murphy-O'Connor points to the reference to the 'forty years' as evidence that a different eschatological perspective is being forwarded in 20^{13b-15b}, with an emphasis on divine punishment not found elsewhere in the *Grundschrift*. Consequently 20^{13b-15b} is secondary as it connects the 'Man of Lie' with the men of scoffing in 20^{10-11}, while 20^{15c-17a} is secondary because of its reference to bqs hhw which can only refer back to the 'forty years' and because the introductory formula k'sr 'mr has already been found in secondary passages in 7^5=19^5, 7^{14,16} and 8^20. However, 20^{17-22} is part of the *Grundschrift* and deals with the faithful members of the community.\textsuperscript{145} Davies on the other hand, argues that the unity of this whole passage 20^{13-22} need not be doubted, for the quotation in 20^{16b-17a} is developed in 20^{17b-18}, and the theme is that of the death of the Teacher and the subsequent period of uncertainty.\textsuperscript{146} The latter is the view I favour, not least because of the mosaic of biblical quotations which would seem quite out of place if the author were merely referring to apostates.

\textsuperscript{15} 'sr bw 15 'm 'yṣ ḥkzb. The second word is unclear in T-S 16-311, yet it seems to me that there is only one letter preceding the bet (or kaph) and that this has a Babylonian pointing sign over it; thus I read šbw rather than ḥkw. The 'Man of Lie' is clearly, 'a misleader of Israel', as he is in 1\textsuperscript{14,147}

The words 'd tm kl 'nṣy ḥmlhmh (20\textsuperscript{14}) stem from Deuteronomy 2\textsuperscript{14b}

\textsuperscript{145}Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 79, p550.

\textsuperscript{146}Davies, p186; I cannot hold with Davies' view that therefore the Teacher must still have been alive in 19\textsuperscript{19-20} - p187.

\textsuperscript{147}See Chapter 3.2.2 on the identity of the 'Wicked Priest', p393-398.
which follows the reference in Deuteronomy 214a to ‘the 38 years (which) passed from the time (the Israelites) left Kadesh Barnea until (they) crossed the Zered valley.’ In total, of course, the Israelites spent forty years in the wilderness before they entered the Promised Land, during which time the sinful generation died,148 and likewise the sect believed that they had to spend ‘forty years’ (2015) in exile during which time ‘the men of war’ (=the current sinful generation) would die, before the community (as the true Israel) could enter the Promised Land. Some scholars have also tried to see in this and the chronological references of 11-21 a chronomessianic timescale, for if we allow forty years for the ministry of the Teacher of Righteousness, then 390+20+x(=40)+40 totals 490 years, which corresponds to the ‘seventy weeks of years’ of Daniel 924, or a period of ten jubilees. As mentioned elsewhere, the Teacher’s death was thought to usher in the age of wrath.

There now follows a string of biblical quotations, some of which have been modified to suit the redactor’s purpose. The first in 2016-17 is taken from Hosea 34;149 yet our redactor restricts the subjects to people with authority in order to indicate that now the Teacher is dead Israel has no-one who is righteous. The second is from Isaiah 5920; the words šby pš’ y’qb are deliberately used rather than the normal šby ysr’l because the author wished to allude to the first half of this biblical verse which reads: ‘And he will come to Zion as a Redeemer.’150 This is then a further indirect allusion to the

---

148So Deut.82; Caleb was the only one to enter Canaan of those that left Egypt - Num.1424,30, Deut.136.
149Hosea 34 reads: ‘yn mlk w’yn sr w’yn zbh w’yn mshbh w’yn ‘pwd mlprym’, the underlined text appearing in 2016-17; the Targum translates ‘teraphim’ by ‘teacher’.
150We can therefore reject Davies’ suggestion that there is a distinction between ‘šby ysr’l’ = the parent community, and ‘šby pš’ y’qb’ = the new community - Davies, p189.
Teacher who was the nation’s redeemer; now that he has gone, the previous quotation applies, viz. ‘(there is) none who arbitrates with righteousness’. The identity of šby pš is clarified by the words šmrw bryt ʾl; šmrw should be emended to šmry.\footnote{So Rabin, p40-41 and Davies, p267; the phrase occurs in 1QS.2.9 – cf CD 10.2, 1QSB.1 and 10H.16.13,17.} The third quotation in 20\textsuperscript{17-20} is from Malachi 3\textsuperscript{18} and has been expanded in its earlier parts:\footnote{Malachi 3\textsuperscript{16} reads: ‘ž ndbrw yr’ yhwh ’yš ʾt r’hw wyqśb yhwh wyśm’ wyktb spr zkrwn ḫnw iy’ yhwh wiḥšby šmrw’.} Then they\footnote{The subject of the verb in Malachi is ‘yr’ yhwh’, yet this phrase (with ‘I) is found in the clause following this quotation.} will speak with one another, <to make righteous each man his brother\footnote{Restored following Rabin, p41, thus ‘ydbr’ instead of the biblical ‘ndbrw’; T-S 16-311 has: ‘[ ]d[ ] ’yš ʾt r’hw ḫw [ ]q ’y[ ] ʾt ḫyw’.} that their step shall hold fast onto the way of El>; and El hearkened <to their words>\footnote{In Malachi one needs to supply an object, namely ‘them’.} and heard (them) ……”

The expansion to the quotation beseeches the sectarians to remain obedient to the (sectarian) covenant, whilst the quotation and the following clause\footnote{Read ‘yglh’ for Schechter’s proposed ‘y’ih’ – p100; this clause may allude to Isaiah 56.1.} tell of the sure salvation which ‘those who fear El’ will receive. Thus the fourth quotation in 20\textsuperscript{20-21} is from Malachi 3\textsuperscript{18} and tells of the separation of the righteous from the wicked at the Day of Judgment – the latter being mentioned in Malachi 3\textsuperscript{n} and 4\textsuperscript{10(ḥb)59}.\footnote{The MT of Malachi. 3\textsuperscript{18} is as 20\textsuperscript{20-21} with the expected substitution of ‘’hym’ by ‘I’; plus CD has ‘wrś’ for ‘Irś’ in the MT. Note the use of the root ‘swb’ with the meaning ‘and did again’ – cf.19\textsuperscript{34}.} Finally we have a composite citation of Exodus 20\textsuperscript{6} and Deut.7\textsuperscript{9}, both of which contain the phrase 1šmr y mwty/v and

\footnote{151So Rabin, p40-41 and Davies, p267; the phrase occurs in 1QS.2.9 – cf CD 10.2, 1QSB.1 and 10H.16.13,17.
152Malachi 3\textsuperscript{16} reads: ‘ž ndbrw yr’ yhwh ’yš ʾt r’hw wyqśb yhwh wyśm’ wyktb spr zkrwn ḫnw iy’ yhwh wiḥšby šmrw’.
153The subject of the verb in Malachi is ‘yr’ yhwh’, yet this phrase (with ‘I) is found in the clause following this quotation.
154Restored following Rabin, p41, thus ‘ydbr’ instead of the biblical ‘ndbrw’; T-S 16-311 has: ‘[ ]d[ ] ’yš ʾt r’hw ḫw [ ]q ’y[ ] ʾt ḫyw’.
155In Malachi one needs to supply an object, namely ‘them’.
156Read ‘yglh’ for Schechter’s proposed ‘y’ih’ – p100; this clause may allude to Isaiah 56.1.
157The MT of Malachi.3\textsuperscript{18} is as 20\textsuperscript{20-21} with the expected substitution of ‘’hym’ by ‘I’; plus CD has ‘wrś’ for ‘Irś’ in the MT. Note the use of the root ‘swb’ with the meaning ‘and did again’ – cf.19\textsuperscript{34}.}
from the former of which we should restore לפימ to the lacuna in 20. These quotations clearly show that the redactor was trying to stop any wavering among the sectarians now that the Teacher had died.


The subject of this section is בתי פילג, yet the interpretation of this phrase is made more difficult by the lacuna that precedes it. There is space for two words yet there are no visible traces of any words with the exception of two dots before the bet indicating a possible single missing letter, namely a mem. If the latter is the case, which is by no means clear, then it may suggest that only part of the House of Separation is meant. Who then are בתי פילג? Both Genesis 10 and Jubilees 8 attest that Peleg was given his name because he was born in the days when the sons of Noah were dividing up the earth among themselves. The phrase is also found in 4QpNah frgs.3+4, 312+4:

 יען והליבנים היו עוזייך (33)
Interpreted, these are the wicked of [Judah] the House of Separation, who joined Manasseh.

The uncertainty of the reading ‘Judah’ here is frustrating; as it stands 4QpNah.4 suggests that members of ‘the House of Separation’ (= the Pharisees?) are joining the Sadducees (=Manasseh).

158Charles (p822) also supplies מְשַׁתְיוֹן after מִשְׁמָרָי which he says was omitted by mistake; this avoids giving the root ‘ושמר’ the meaning ‘to wait’, although this sense is found in 19. Murphy-O’Connor (RB, 79, p551) believes that מְשַׁתְיוֹן was deliberately omitted so as to associate the phrase ‘for a thousand generations’ with the fidelity of the members rather than with the mercy of God.

159Schechter, Charles, Rabin, Murphy-O’Connor (who suggests וחנרדם = RB, 79, p557 n45) and Davies all believe there are some words missing, whilst Ginzberg (p103) argues the text is simply ‘بث פילג’.

160This may however reflect the period immediately following the Civil war (94-88 B.C.); some Pharisees joined the Sadducees, others the Qumran sectarians, whilst the rest fled or went into hiding.
m'yr hmqdš = Jerusalem; see: Neh.11⁸, Sirach 49⁶, Ps.Sol.8⁴ and Mt.27⁵³. In the light of CD 12¹-² some scholars have suggested emending to m'yr hmqdš.

wy'tm'w¹⁶¹ 't hmqdš (20²³). If the text is tackled in a chronological order one has to ask how those concerned can have polluted the sanctuary after having left the Holy City. Rubinstein overcomes the problem by understanding this and the subsequent verb as part of a subsidiary clause to what precedes: 'though they defiled the sanctuary, yet they returned to God;¹⁶² this though seems clumsy. The most popular solution is to take 'Israel' as the subject of these two verbs: 'at the time when Israel sinned and defiled the sanctuary;¹⁶³ yet in my mind this seems unlikely since we have a string of imperfect third person plural verbs and one would therefore expect their subjects to be the same unless there was clear evidence to the contrary. Thus we are left to translate: 'and they declared the sanctuary unclean':

wšbw 'd ²⁴ 'l [...]k h’m bdbrym m’t[...]. Schechter saw a section marker ":" after 'l, reads nšyk, stating that only the nun and the kap were certain, and does not restore the lacuna after m’t; this gives: 'The prince of the people with few words .....'¹⁶⁴ A more intelligible sense was forwarded by Vermes who restored '[w]'d 'l [dr]k and translated: 'but returned again to the way of the people in small matters'.¹⁶⁵ T-S 16-311 however does support

¹⁶¹Note. T-S 16-311 clearly reads the imperfect form of the verb; Schechter, p100 reads the perfect, 'wtm 'w'.

¹⁶²Rubinstein, VT, 7, p360.

¹⁶³So: Charles, p822; Vermes, p91; Davies, p191-192 and p265.

¹⁶⁴Schechter, p77.

¹⁶⁵Vermes, p91, followed by Stegemann, Murphy-O'Connor and Davies. Charles (p822) reads: 'l nšk', viz. 'they polluted the sanctuary and returned again to molten images. The people with few words shall all be judged...'. Rabin (p40-41) reads: 'wysk' (after 1QS.10²⁵ which has 'swk') - 'And let him appease the people in a few words...'.
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Schechter's reading of n[sy]k and thus I propose that we read: 'and returned again to the prince of the people in a few respects'; the 'prince of the people' must be the Hasmonean ruler. 'ṣt ḫqdš' - the phrase also occurs in 1QS.225, 821, 1QSa.29, 1QH.710, and 1QM.34; according to our analysis of 1QS 11-15 'the council of holiness' was the (inner) council of all full members (the rabbim).

I would concur with Davies that each member of 'the House of Separation' should be judged on their individual merits to decide whether they can enter the sect.166 and it seems most likely that these were renegade Pharisees in the aftermath of the Civil War of 94-88 B.C..

**Those whose sin remains undetected:** 2025-27.

This section, 2025-27, does read as a separate unit referring to all those whose sin is only revealed 'when the glory of El becomes apparent', that is when the end of the age comes. They shall not escape punishment but will be cut off just like 'the wicked of Judah', who, as we have just seen from 4QpNah.41, are 'the House of Separation' (=the Pharisees). This unrevealed sin is defined as 'breaching the bound of the law', namely transgressing the sectarian commandments.

---

166 Davies, p193.
The Hebrew of 20\textsuperscript{27-34}.

The translation of 20\textsuperscript{27-34}.

But all who hold fast to these judgments, going out\textsuperscript{28} and coming in according to the letter of the law;
And who obey the voice of the Teacher and confess before El:

'We have sinned,\textsuperscript{29} we have acted wickedly, both we and our fathers,
By walking contrary to the precepts of the covenant;
Righteous\textsuperscript{30} and true are Thy judgments upon us.'

And who do not lift up a hand against His holy precepts,\textsuperscript{31}
His righteous judgments or His true testimonies;
But have instructed themselves in the former judgments, by which\textsuperscript{32} the men of the community have been judged;
And have listened to the voice of the Teacher of Righteousness,
and who do not turn back\textsuperscript{33} from the precepts of righteousness on hearing them -
They shall rejoice and be glad, and their heart shall be strong.
And they shall prevail\textsuperscript{34} over all the children of the world;
And El shall atone on their behalf and they shall see His salvation,
for they have confided in His holy name.
1.7.6. The Second Promise: 20:27-34.

The outline of this poetic section is easy to discern: the opening two bicola are introductory; followed by the confession; then there are bicola on God's law, the Mosaic law and the Teacher's law; finally there is a quatrain on the saving benefits of obedience to these laws, the final short colon balancing the long colon in the final bicolon. This section was positioned here for three reasons: to mirror 8:4-9 in its original form, to provide a positive conclusion to the poetical Admonition in the manner of biblical poetical works,167 and to provide an introduction of sorts to the following Laws of IX-XVI; yet this does not mean that this section cannot have originally been an independent unit.

The opening line hmḥzyqym bmšptzm h'lh has been paralleled by the redactional phrase 1' yḥzyqw b'lh {ḥḥqym} in 8:2 = 1914; both refer to the same set of laws, the 'Twelve Duties', which were more fully expounded in the Laws of IX-XVI. In 20:28 we have the only occurrence of the unqualified form, mwrh, yet this is not a problem once one appreciates the underlying poetical form of this text; the form helps to create a bicolon which the full phrase mwrh sdq would render top-heavy.

The confession found in 20:28-30 also appears in fragmentary form in 1QS 1:24-26.158 Rabin restores ky before 'nw, 'Indeed, we have acted wickedly

---


158 The text of 1QS 1:24c-26: 'nˈwynw 25[...]nw hrs nw 'nw [ ...]wtynw mlpynw blknw 26[ ...] 'mt wstl. [ ...] mšptw bnw ' wb bw[ ...].
...yet Büchler argues that it is possible to read \( \text{hi} \) \( \text{tnw} \) from T-S 16-311.\(^{169}\)

All scholars restore \( \text{gm} \) before \( \text{tnw} \), and most read \( \text{blktnw} \) in line with 1QS. Baumgarten maintains that this confession is from an ancient formula used in the singular by the High Priest on the Day of Atonement (Yoma 3\(^8\), cf.4\(^2\), 6\(^2\)), but that in the period after the destruction of the temple in 70 A.D. the Jews adopted the plural form (b.Yoma 87b and Pesikta Rabbati 35,1), as we find here and in 1QS.\(^{171}\) Murphy-O’Connor contends that this shift from singular to plural usage was as a result of the destruction of the temple, and this would explain the Qumranic usage of the plural since they too had ‘lost’ the temple in repudiating official temple worship.\(^{172}\) A similar plural confession is also found in 1Kings 8\(^47\) and Daniel 9\(^5\), both on the lips of exiles and thus by those deprived of the temple.\(^{173}\)

Three enigmatic phrases occur in the following bicolon: \( \text{hqb yqdsw} \) — a unique phrase in the Scrolls, \( \text{wm} \text{sp} \text{ydqw} \) — cf. 1QS.3\(^1\), 4\(^4\), 1QH.1\(^23\),\(^30\), and \( \text{wdw} \text{mtw} \) — cf.3\(^15\). Are these three phases referring to specific bodies of laws — the Mosaic torah, CD IX-XVI and 11QTorah respectively, as in 7\(^7\)-\(^8\) = 19\(^4\) where the same three law codes are referred to in this order, or are these general injunctions for obedience to God’s law? The form \( \text{yrymw} \) should be given a perfect sense along with \( \text{yshbw} \) in 20\(^32\), whilst the forms \( \text{whtysrw} \) and

\(^{169}\)Rabin, p42 followed by Vermes, p91 and Davies, p264-5.


\(^{171}\)Baumgarten, ‘Sacrifice and Worship among the Jewish Sectarians of the Dead Sea (Qumran) Scrolls’, HTR, 46 (1953), p154f.

\(^{172}\)Murphy-O’Connor, RB, 79, p559-561.

\(^{173}\)Davies (p195) points to 4QDibHam. as ‘containing a very striking example of this prayer’. Yet this parallel is poor and furthermore is pro-temple in outlook, and it seems that the real reason that he alludes to this work is because of its supposed pre-Qumranic origin which in paralleling CD supports (to his mind) the pre-Qumranic origin of the latter.
wh'zynw, in 2031,32 respectively, are to be taken as perfects with simple copulative wāw's. The phrase bmsptγm hr'swnym in 2031 cannot be considered independently from that of 208 and thus should be taken as a reference to the Mosaic torah,174 and it is paralleled in the following bicolon by the phrase ḥqy sdq (2033) which, as we argued in 2011, are the laws of the Teacher, namely the Temple Scroll. The latter bicolon also exhibits a chiastic structure, a:b c:b':a'; the particle 'l in the first colon has the sense 'from' as 'l' does in Ugaritic.175 It seems that we need to read bm176 rather than bny, 'sons', in 2032; initially 'the men of the community' were judged by their understanding of the Mosaic law and this is still the case for those addressed who would seem therefore to be initiates. The title mwrh sdq is without the article as in 111, in contrast to its use outside of this document where the article appears all eight times; the absence is due to the poetic nature of both of these passages and this perhaps further suggests a common author.

174 Cf. Davies, p197.
175 Baal Cycle.I 4,24; II 1,27; et al - see Gibson, Canaanite Myths and Legends, esp. p149.
176 So Rabin, p42-43 against Schechter, p100; T-S 16-311 is unclear.
Conclusion to 1913-2034

The above analysis of the latter part of this document could be summarized as followed:

1917-28 The crimes of 'the leaders of Judah', which stem from Hellenistic influence (1922-24) - (the original poetry of 8:9=1916-21 has been re-interpreted by the redactor).
post 150 B.C.

1928-33 Those who reject the Mosaic Law, viz. the Hellenizers, who will be punished like 'the builders of the wall'.

1933-201 Introduction: the apostates of the new covenant in the period following the Teacher's death.

201-8 1. Those who are loath to fulfil the precepts of the upright.
Cf.1QS c.130 B.C.

208-13 2. Those covert apostates who reject the former and the latter commandments; their crime is comparable with those (the men of derision?) overt apostates who spoke against the precepts of righteousness (=the latter commandments).
J.Hyrcanus' reign.

2013-22 The life of the sect in the aftermath of the Teacher's death.
c. 110 B.C.

2022-25 3. Every individual of the 'House of Separation' (=Pharisees) should be judged on his own merit.
post 88 B.C.

2025-27 4. Those breaching the bound of the law whose crime is not revealed until the end of the age.
c. 70 B.C.

2027-34 Concluding promise / blessing for those that are obedient.

All these sections consider various general transgressions which an
individual can commit either outside or inside of the community. The author has acquired these general rules from more than one source, for 2022-25, 2025-27 and in particular 201-8 betray strong similarities with 1QS, whilst 1916-21, 1928-33 and 2027-34 are written in a poetical or semi-poetical style. Consequently, I would tend to agree with Stegemann that we have here a series of independent sources which have been redacted. The final striking phenomenon to note is that these passages were arranged by the redactor in a chronological fashion, dealing with ever more recent events. The redaction of this whole section must have occurred prior to 'the end of the age' which (as I argue later) was considered to be c.70 B.C..\textsuperscript{177}

\textsuperscript{177}See Chapter 2.4, p333-335.
CHAPTER 2

THE LITERARY GENRES OF THE DAMASCUS DOCUMENT AND THEIR
BEARING ON THE WIDER FIELD OF QUMRAN STUDIES.

2.1. An examination of the literary genres found within CD.

In the first and main chapter of this study we were primarily concerned
with deducing whether a passage was poetic or prosaic in structure. It is clear
from our reconstruction of the text that large sections of the Admonition do
consist of originally poetical literary units. These can be summarized as
follows:

The Poetical Sections.

The Historical Introduction. 11-21.
The Theological Introduction. 22-13.
Lessons of History: 'the sins of the children'. 214-320.
Lessons of History: 'the torah'. 511-63.
The 'Twelve Duties', (with blessing and curse.) 611-710.
The second warning. 84-9 = 1916-21.
The second blessing. 2027-34.

This was not however the only notable genre found within the Admonition,
for there were a number of midrashic sections which can be listed as follows:

The Midrashic Sections.

The Ezekiel 4415 Midrash. 320-46.
The Nets of Belial. 412-511.
The Well Midrash. 63-11.
The Amos-Numbers Midrash. 714-21.
The Deuteronomy 32-33 Midrash. 89-12 = 1921-24.
These two literary genres seem to have a significant relationship, namely that the midrashic sections always seem to be appended to the poetic sections: the Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash is appended to the third poem, the Well Midrash to the fourth poem, the Amos-Numbers Midrash in Ms.A or the Zechariah-Ezekiel Midrash in Ms.B to the 'Twelve Duties', and the Deuteronomy 32:33 Midrash to the section on the second warning. The exception on first sight would appear to be the Nets of Belial, yet this section is in fact appended to the secondary semi-poetic conclusion of the third poem, namely 4:6-12. Furthermore, this section on the Nets of Belial does not exhibit the same linguistic structure as the other midrashic sections, which seems to be strong evidence that it was originally an independent literary unit and one which stems from a different hand from that of the other midrashim.

This leads neatly into the next point, namely that of authorship. Firstly, can all the poetical sections be regarded as stemming from the same hand? The standard formula which prefixes the first three poems would seem to be original, and if this is the case then these poetical sections were composed as a triad. It is possible that a similar formula is in fact missing from the fourth poem so that we could assign all four poems to a single hand. The 'Twelve Duties' may also be the work of the same person; however it seems more likely that it was drawn up, or at least modified, by the sect itself, either the founder members or some inner council of the community. The second warning in 8:4-9 deliberately uses much of the terminology found elsewhere in the poetry, and seems to parallel to a certain extent the final blessing in 20:27-34; thus these two sections can also be attributed to the author of the four poems.

If we turn to the Midrashic Sections the same question can be posed: do
they all stem from the same author? We have already indicated the likely independent nature of the Nets of Belial passage, and the divergent midrashic texts of Ms. A and B must obviously come from different authors. There are though a number of strong reasons why three of the midrashic sections, namely the Ezekiel 44\textsuperscript{15} Midrash, the Well Midrash, and the Amos-Numbers Midrash, can be seen to stem from one author. To begin with they all broadly share the same theme, viz. the foundation of the sect. The Ezekiel 44\textsuperscript{15} Midrash and the Well Midrash both divide the sect into two groups; in the former 'The Priests are the returnees of Israel who went out from the land of Judah, and (the Levites) were joined with them' (42-3), while in the latter 'Those who dug it (=the Well) are the returnees of Israel who went out from the land of Judah and sojourned in the land of Damascus' (64-5) - the Hebrew is identical. The second group are 'the sons of Zadok' in the Ezekiel 44\textsuperscript{15} Midrash who are therefore to be equated with 'the nobles of the people' in the Well Midrash, both of whom are associated with 'the latter days' in 4\textsuperscript{4} and 6\textsuperscript{11}. Thus both midrashic expansions divide the sect into two groups: the founder members, and those who later joined them. As we have seen, the Amos-Numbers Midrash uses Amos 5\textsuperscript{26-27} to justify the sectarian torah and the exile to 'Damascus', and thus shares with the Well Midrash the common theme of the 'torah' which is further substantiated by the reference to 'the Interpreter of the Law' in both. On stylistic grounds I feel that the Deuteronomy 32\textsuperscript{33} Midrash probably also stems from the same hand, or at least the same school of thought, for the latter, like the three midrashic sections outlined above, also dogmatically re-interprets every phrase of the biblical quotation using the formula: biblical phrase + particle 'hm' + midrashic interpretation. This contrasts markedly with the style of the Nets of Belial passage, (which uses the word 'pesher' as in 1QpHab.), and also with that of
the Zechariah-Ezekiel Midrash, although we do find the particle 'hm' once in 19^9.

But what is to say that one of the authors responsible for a midrashic section or sections is not also the author of some of the poetical sections? There are, I believe, a number of elements which irreversibly separate the poetical texts from the midrashic and other material, and these can be summarized as follows:

1. All the midrashic sections contain biblical quotations which are formally introduced, often with direct reference to the prophet concerned: 'Isaiah' - 4^13, 6^8, and 7^10; 'Jeremiah' - 8^20; 'Ezekiel' - 3^21, and 19^12; 'Zechariah' - 19^7. In contrast, in the poetic sections there are few biblical quotations, and those there are, are not introduced.

2. The midrashic sections contain numerous references to figures (David, the Messiah, 'the Interpreter of the Law'...), or countries (Damascus, Judah...), or to the sect and their opponents in cryptic form ('the poor', 'the šby of Israel', 'the builders of the wall', Ephraim...). The poetic sections do not contain such references with the notable exception of the Teacher of Righteousness who in the first poem is also paralleled by his adversary 'the Man of Lie'. Furthermore 'the Interpreter of the Law' is a pseudonym for 'the Teacher of Righteousness', and this can best be explained by

---

^1 Obviously the redactor cannot be the author of the poetry because his redactional additions are just that - additions.
positing that a different author was responsible for this substitution.

3. The poetical sections contain not one original reference to the Jerusalem temple and its institutions. However the theme is found strongly elsewhere, in the midrashic sections: 4\textsuperscript{1,18}, 5\textsuperscript{6} cf.12\textsuperscript{1-2}, (7\textsuperscript{15}) and in secondary (redactional) material: 1\textsuperscript{3} and 20\textsuperscript{23,2}.

4. All references to females and marriage are restricted to the Nets of Belial Midrash (4\textsuperscript{19-511}), the secondary addition in 7\textsuperscript{1}, 7\textsuperscript{6-9, 7\textsuperscript{5}} - n\textsuperscript{5ym: 4\textsuperscript{2}, 5\textsuperscript{2,10}, 7\textsuperscript{7,8}=19\textsuperscript{3,5, 19\textsuperscript{8}}; bt: 5\textsuperscript{6,11-12}; root 1\textsuperscript{17}: 4\textsuperscript{20, 5\textsuperscript{7}, 7\textsuperscript{6}=19\textsuperscript{3}}.

5. The particle hw' only occurs in poetry in 5\textsuperscript{16} in a quotation, yet it is common elsewhere, in particular in the midrashic passages: 3\textsuperscript{20}, 4\textsuperscript{16,19}, 5\textsuperscript{10, 6\textsuperscript{7}}, 7\textsuperscript{7,18,20}, 8\textsuperscript{2,10,11,20}, and 20\textsuperscript{3,12,15}. Cf.: 'zh' - 4\textsuperscript{18(x3),19, 8\textsuperscript{19}=19\textsuperscript{32, 20\textsuperscript{8}}; 'gm' - 5\textsuperscript{6,11,21} and 20\textsuperscript{29} in a formula; 'hm' - common in midrash, 1\textsuperscript{13}, 4\textsuperscript{2(x2),3,20}, 5\textsuperscript{6,2}, 6\textsuperscript{4,8}, 7\textsuperscript{15,17}, 8\textsuperscript{10}, and 19\textsuperscript{9, 10}, but also present in poetry, 1\textsuperscript{9}, 2\textsuperscript{4}, 3\textsuperscript{1,17}, 5\textsuperscript{13,17} - the last in a quotation.

Thus we can summarize our conclusions to date on the authorship of the poetical and midrashic sections as follows:

Author 1 (=P1): the four poems, the credal section (with the help of others), and the final two poetical sections.

\textsuperscript{2}Mqds' has a spiritual sense in 6\textsuperscript{12,16} and refers to the community.
Author 2 (=M1): the Ezekiel 44:15 Midrash, the Well Midrash, the Amos-Numbers Midrash, and probably Deuteronomy 32:33 Midrash.

Author 3 (=M2): the Nets of Belial.
Author 4 (=M3): the Zechariah-Ezekiel Midrash in Ms.B.

The third main genre within the Admonition is the section 19:33-20:27, 'the Redactor's Warnings' which was summarized as follows:

Those who loathe the works of the upright. 20:1-8.
Those who reject the former and latter (commandments). 20:8-13.
Life after the death of the Teacher. 20:13-22.
The former members of 'the House of Separation'. 20:22-25.
Those who have sinned yet are not found out. 20:25-27.

I concluded that this section was meant to be regarded as a single literary unit but that not all this material originated from the 'author' of this section who borrowed at least one, 20:1-8, if not three, 20:22-25,25-27, units from a source closely related with 1QS. I also concurred with Davies that the 'author' produced this section to deal with two issues. Firstly, the death of the Teacher, 19:35-20:1 and 20:13-14, which led to the expectation of the imminent arrival of the End, 20:1-15. Secondly, as a warning against apostates, a major new problem due to the sudden increase in the size of the sect; 'the liars', 20:11 and 'the men of war who followed the Man of Lie', 20:14-15 are given as examples of whom not to follow.

Davies argues that this section was composed by the redactor of the Admonition, who thus produced the Qumran recension of an originally pre-Qumranic document, 1:1-7.3. To a certain extent I believe that he is correct.

Davies, p198-201.
in seeing the 'author' of the Warnings in 19$^{33-20}$ as the redactor of the Admonition, for the same themes that are found in the former can be found in the latter: the death of the Teacher is alluded to in the secondary addition in 6$^{16-17}$ and in 19$^{7-13}$, the Zechariah-Ezekiel Midrash; the chronological references in 1$^{5-6,10}$ can be tied in with 20$^{15}$, and be seen as a direct reference to Daniel's 'seventy weeks of years', viz. 490 years; the concern for the end of the eschaton can also be found in 2$^{9}$ and more importantly in the semi-poetic sections of 4$^{6-12}$ and 7$^{10-83}$ (excluding the Amos-Numbers Midrash). In addition, there are a number of glosses which call for obedience to the torah: 3$^{15-16}$, 4$^{8-9}$, 6$^{10}$, and the whole of the Nets of Belial Midrash, 4$^{12-511}$, is a polemic against 'the builders of the wall' who misinterpret the law. Thus, redactional activity is responsible for both the Nets of Belial ('Author 3') and the Zechariah-Ezekiel Midrash ('Author 4'). Yet since it is unlikely (though not impossible) that the same redactor was responsible for the original variant texts of 7$^{10-82}$ (excluding the Amos-Numbers Midrash) and 19$^{7-13}$, there were seemingly, at least two redactors responsible for Mss.A and B of which the latter was the more recent.

Turning our attention once again to the four Midrashic passages (viz.'Author 2'), I will now give a list of reasons why they should be regarded as later than the redactional activity:

1. These four midrashic sections are appended to their respective poetical sections.

2. They add nothing to the context which would make perfect

$^{412-19}$ was probably borrowed form another source in line with the redactor's practice elsewhere.
sense without them; e.g. 4°-12, added by the redactor, quite naturally follows on from 3°, whilst the Amos-Numbers Midrash has been inserted into the redactional discourse on the 'Day of Judgment' in 7°-13 + 7°-8°.

3. They were composed specifically for their present context, (e.g.: 3°-4° following up 'the sure house' in 3° and 7°-2° expanding on 'the land of the north' in 7°), and if they were not composed by the poet (3°) or the redactor (7°), then they must be later than them.

4. The 'Teacher of Righteousness', the title used by both the poet and the redactor for the founder of the sect, is now referred to as 'the Interpreter of the Law', a later pseudonym; thus, he is no longer remembered as a person, but merely in his role as a Lawgiver.

5. These midrashic sections can be closely compared to 4QFl. whilst the material for which the redactor is the author have more in common with the pesharim – see below.

6. The Messianic outlook found in these texts is considerably later than that found in the rest of the Document – see the Chapter 3.1.1. on 'Messiah'.

7. The imminent 'Day of Judgment' has passed, and the midrashic sections now talk of 'the latter days' as a current reality; the sectarians are living in the era following the 'period of wrath'.
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This only leaves us with a few secondary additions and glosses to consider which can be summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Temple material:</td>
<td>1, 3, 7, 6, 12-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Covenant:</td>
<td>6, 18-19, 20, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'Messianic' references:</td>
<td>2, 5, 21-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glosses:</td>
<td>1, 16, 5, 21-61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is difficult to ascribe these additions to either the redactor(s) or the midrashic author with any certainty. However a few important points can be noted: it is clear that the concept of 'the new covenant' and 'the land of Damascus' do not belong to the earliest strands of the document; the so-called Messianic references of 212 and 521-61 were originally references to 'the anointed ones' (=the prophets), and consequently they should be classified as mere glosses – later though the text was emended or corrupted to the singular.

It is now possible to summarize our studies as follows:

1. The poetry: the four poems, the 'twelve precepts' (with its blessing and curse,) and the two final poetical sections.5

2. The Secondary Redactional material

- Material borrowed by the Redactor:

  * Source 1: 412-19.


---

5Namely: 1-320, 511-64, 611-710 excl. 76-9a, 81-9=1913-21, 2027-34.

The next obvious question is to consider whether the poetical sections originally existed by themselves, (or with the Laws of IX–XVI,) as an independent manuscript, a proto-CD? The alternative is to regard the redactor as the compiler of the original Damascus Document, who borrowed all the poetical sections from one or more earlier sources, whilst the 'Twelve Duties' and the Laws of IX–XVI were supplied by some inner council of the community. This would imply that the Document was commissioned with a particular purpose in mind, which in my view would be so that those who lived away from Qumran should have a document to keep them on the straight and narrow.

In outlining these various literary genres within the Damascus Document, I have tried to demonstrate that a number of authors / (redactors) are responsible for the composite nature of the document. In the following section I intend to further substantiate this position by considering briefly the evidence of the other Dead Sea Scrolls and of some of the pseudepigraphical

---

6. The redactor may have used an originally poetical source in 46–12, 812–13.16–19 = 1924–26.28–33.
writings. The composite nature of this document has led scholars to assign a variety of divergent dates to it; for they have fixed a date for one or more of the historical allusions present within the document and then, not considering its potential composite nature, have declared that all the document must date to this period. Yet in the light of the above analysis, we can avoid this pitfall in our discussion as to the possible date when each of these authors / (redactors) worked.

2.2. The Damascus Document in its wider environment.

In the previous section three main levels of authorship were tentatively outlined:

Author 1: The poetical sections.  
"Author" 2: The Redactor(s).  
Author 3: The Four Midrashim.

The linguistic style and the themes of these authors will now be compared with contemporary literary sources, both inside and outside of the Scrolls. In addition to simply providing parallels to the material of each of the above authors, it is hoped that these parallels will help date the material, in particular the relative dating of one 'author' to another.

2.2.1. The poetry of the Damascus Document in the wider context of the Scrolls and contemporary literature.

The fact that poetry occurs here in the Damascus Document should not surprise us overmuch. There are a number of poetic pieces within the Scrolls, most notably the Hodayot and the so-called Master's Hymn in 1QS.109–112, but also including: 1QS.313–424 (as we have seen); 1QM.108–19, 1210–16, 143–16, 
and 192-8; the Apocryphal Psalms - 11QPs,7 two Lamentations - 4Q179 and 4Q501,8 the Seductress - 4Q184, and the Exhortation to seek Wisdom - 4Q185,9 1Q ApGen.202-8a,10 plus a number of fragmentary poetical texts.11 Yet the majority of this poetical material consists of personal psalms praising God's goodness or seeking his help and intercession; 4Q184 and 4Q185 are the only exceptions, being wisdom poems. So is there anything which corresponds to the historical poetical accounts that we have found in the Damascus Document? I believe that the closest parallel occurs in the Hodayot, for here in the poetry of column 8 we are presented with the following plantation imagery:12

[For Thou didst set] a plantation ('mt 't')
of cyprus, pine and cedar for Thy glory,
trees 6 of life beside a mysterious fountain
hidden among the trees by the water,
and they put out a shoot ('nsr') 7
of the everlasting Plant ('mt 't')13.
But before they did so, they took root
and sent out their roots ('swrsyhm') to the watercourse
that its stem might be open to the living waters 8
and be one with the everlasting spring.

And all [the beasts] of the forest
fed on its leafy boughs;
its stem was trodden by all who passed on 9 the way
and its branches by all the birds.
And all the [trees] by the water rose above it
for they grew in their plantation ('mt 't'); 10
but they sent out no root ('swrs') to the watercourse.

7See Sanders, DJD IV, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11.
8See Allegro, DJD V, p75-77; Biddlek, DJD VII, 79-80.
9See Allegro, DJD V, p82-87.
10VanderKam, RQ, 10, p57-66.
11In DJD I: 1Q35-40; in DJD III: 3Q6, 6Q18, 8Q5; in DJD VII: 4Q498-499.
12Vermes' translation - p187-188, except where indicated in the footnotes.
13Cf. 1QH.615, 1QS.8 and 118 for the same phrase.
And He caused to sprout the shoot of holiness;\(^{14}\)
for the Plant ('\(\text{mt}\,\t\)') of truth
was hidden and was not\(^{11}\) esteemed;
and being unperceived
its mystery was sealed .......\(^{12}\)

No [man shall approach] the well-spring of life,
or drink\(^{13}\) the waters of holiness
with the everlasting trees,
or bear fruit with [the Plant] of heaven,
who seeing has not discerned,\(^{14}\)
and considering has not believed
in the fountain of life,
who has turned [his hand against] the everlasting [bud] .......

The imagery of the poem should present few problems: 'the plantation'
(\(\text{mt}\,\t\) / \(\text{mt}\,\t\)) is the sect as in CD.17; 'the shoot', is the Teacher of
Righteousness; 'the living waters' / 'everlasting spring' / 'well-spring', are
common metaphors for the teachings of the sect like those in CD.16 and 19\(^{34}\).
As in the first poem of the Damascus Document, the sect, as the plantation,
was in existence for some time before 'the shoot', the Teacher, appeared
among them raised by God, whilst as in the third poem there are a number of
allusions to the hidden teachings of the sect to which all new members had to
adhere. For a number of scholars, the hymns of 1QH.2\(^{1}-10\)^{12} are
autobiographical and enshrine 'what were seen as the most authentic data
about the life and experiences of the founder of the community'.\(^{15}\) If this is the
case, did the writer of the poetry found in the Damascus Document use the
historical information contained in these autobiographical poems of 1QH, or,

\(^{14}\)Vermes translates: 'And the bud of the shoot of holiness' Yet the Hebrew reads: \(\text{wmpry\th} \text{ nsr qwds}\) - 'And He caused to sprout the shoot of holiness'; viz. 'wmpry\th' is a participle, and a verb
is certainly required here.

\(^{15}\)So Davies, Behind the Essenes, p90.
responsible for these autobiographical poems in 1QH, namely the Teacher of
Righteousness?

If we turn to contemporary writings outside of the Scrolls, we find a
number of similar semi-cryptic historical accounts. In Daniel there are the
celebrated historical accounts which we find recounted in the form of visions
— Daniel 7–12. Similar historical texts exist in the pseudepigraphical literature
such as 1 Enoch 93 (‘the Apocalypse of Weeks’), Jubilees 1, the Testament of
Levi, 17, and the Testament of Naphtali, 4. These however are all prosaic in
style, although the Testament of Levi 17 is followed by a poetical account in
chapter 18 of the eschatological priesthood. The only truly poetical historical
account of a contemporary date outside of the scrolls is therefore that found
in the Psalms of Solomon 174–19.16

4 Lord, you chose David to be king over Israel,
   and swore to him about his descendants forever,
   that his kingdom should not fail before you.
5 But (because of) our sins, sinners rose up against us,17
   they set upon us and drove us out.
   Those to whom you did not (make the) promise,
   they took away (from us) by force;
   and they did not glorify your honorable name.
6 With pomp they set up a monarchy because of their
   arrogance;
   they despoiled the throne of David with arrogant shouting.
7 But You, O God, overthrew them, and uprooted their
   descendants from the earth,18
   for there rose up against them a man alien to our race19
8 You rewarded them, O God, according to their sins;
   it happened to them according to their actions.
9 According to their actions, God showed no mercy to them;

17For Wright, ‘sinners’ are Judeans, not Gentiles; probably the Hasmoneans.
18A reference to Pompey taking Aristobolus II and his children to Rome — Josephus, Antiquities,
14.4.5. 5.4. 6.1; The Jewish Wars, 1.7.7, 8.6.
19Wright = Pompey.
he hunted down their descendants, and did not let even one of them go. 10

The lawless one laid waste our land, so that no one inhabited it; they massacred young and old and children at the same time.

In his blameless wrath he expelled them to the west, and he did not spare even the officials of the country from ridicule.

As the enemy (was) a stranger and his heart alien to our God, he acted arrogantly.

So he did in Jerusalem all the things that gentiles do for their gods in their cities.

And the children of the covenant (living) among the gentile rabble adopted these practices.

No one among them in Jerusalem acted (with) mercy or truth.

Those who loved the assemblies of the devout fled from them as sparrows fled from their nest.

(They became) refugees in the wilderness to save their lives from evil.

The life of even one who was saved from them was precious in the eyes of the exiles.

They were scattered over the whole earth by (these) lawless ones.

For the heavens withheld rain from falling on the earth.

Springs were stopped, from the perennial (springs) far underground to those in the high mountains.

For there was no one among them who practiced righteousness or justice.

If the identification of Pompey (in v7c and v11a) and the Hasmoneans (in v6f) is correct then the Psalms of Solomon must date to after 63 B.C., and if verse 9 really refers to the destruction of the Hasmonean line, the Psalms

---

20 Aristobolus III was the last of the Hasmoneans who was killed in 36 B.C.

21 Some mss. read 'the storm' for 'the lawless one'; cf. CD 19 which talks of the 'raiser of storms' (unlike the parallel description in 8:12–13.)

22 = the citizens of Jerusalem, cf.v15.

must date post-36 B.C. As the Damascus Document dates to Period 1b (110–37 B.C.), the two documents are remarkably close in date. Who then are the refugees in the wilderness, the exiles, who were scattered over the whole earth/land? Seemingly, simply devout Jews, but could this be a reference to the Qumran sect?

2.2.2. The Redactor(s) of the Damascus Document and the Pesharim.

A number of scholars have in the past tried to point to the close connection between the Damascus Document, and the pesharim, in particular the Habakkuk Commentary. Carmignac, back in 1957, attempted to assign some of the major Scrolls to one of two groups; the first consisted of 1QS, 1QM and 1QH, the second of CD and 1QpHab. These two groups he distinguished on the following grounds:

1. Only in the second group is there any reference to the Teacher: 7 times in 1QpHab and 5 times in CD.

2. On examining the vocabulary, some words were common in the first group whilst being rare or absent from the second: brk/brkh, hll, ḫsd, ngd, tmyd, 'int, 'wlm.

3. The second group was more precise in its style, whilst the first group showed a certain tendency to prolixity.

4. The first group considers certain themes which the second

---


25 Carmignac, RSR, 2, p141–154; I have combined his points 'E' and 'F'.
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group ignores completely; for instance: the love of God, and the dualism between light and dark, good and bad.

5. In contrast to the first group, the second group refers regularly and explicitly to biblical texts which are often midrashically expanded.

6. There is a greater spirituality exhibited in the first group than the second, and this is expressed in particular in the intimate attitude to God found in the variety of titles assigned to Him.

Stegemann, in his more recent book, also wanted to draw attention to the similarities between the Damascus Document and 1QpHab. but on entirely different grounds. He analyzed the statements in the pesharim concerning the Jewish opponents of the sect, and concluded that there were two major groups: the community founded by the Man of Lie, and the group centred around the Wicked Priest. However, only the first of these groups occurs in the Damascus Document, but more significantly, all the passages which refer to this group (113-18, 419f, 812f=1925f, 2013-15) are secondary expansions of the original text. Davies, however, considers that it is difficult for Stegemann to assert that these passages are historically reliable on the grounds that they are consistent with the information within the pesharim, when, in what remains as the original text (of the Damascus Document), there is no direct

27A view Davies has recently concurred with – Davies, Behind the Essenes, p97.
allusion to the Man of the Lie, nor indeed to any of the other parties or titles recorded in the *pesher* traditions. Yet if my reconstruction of the text of the Damascus Document is correct, then the redactor used the followers of the Man of Lie as a past example of apostasy. The redactor may well have gained his information on this group from another source, but there is no reason to suppose that this source was inaccurate or that the redactor used his material inaccurately, especially as he considers them to be a specific example of apostasy. Furthermore, from the reconstruction of the poetry of 11–21 it is apparent that the reference to the 'Man of Lie' is original to the text, not least because it parallels the reference to the Teacher of Righteousness in the previous stanza.

Thus, to a certain extent we can agree with both Carmignac and Stegemann, and two reasons in particular indicate to me that the redactor of the Damascus Document is a contemporary of the author of 1QpHab. (and of some of the other pesharim):

1. Both speak of the Teacher, but most significantly they speak of him as a past figure, i.e. as though he were dead:
   
   CD.6:15–16, 19:7–11, 19:35–20:1, and 20:13–14 whilst in 1QpHab. this is indicated by the change in tense from the past/present to the future as though the Teacher had predicted what followed. In addition, both refer to his followers as ‘the poor’: CD.6:16, 19:9 using “*nyy*“;

---

28 Davies, p23 – brackets mine.

1QpH.12.8,10, 4QpPss.2.9, 3.10 using 'bywn'.

2. Both refer to the 'Man of Lie' (often using the root ntp) - CD (114-15), 419-20, 813=1925-26, 2015 and 1QpHab.21-2, 511, 109, 711 (1Q14.102 and 4QTest.22-30); again I believe the implication of both documents is that the Man of Lie is dead. Both refer to his 'followers' who are termed: 'the men of scoffing' - CD.2011; 'the builders of the wall' - CD.118, 1922-25, 1QpH.10 and 4QTest.26, 'the seekers of smooth things' - CD.19, 4QpNah.19, 35, 61, and 4QpM. f323, 210.

There are a number of other less important parallels: the reference to 'the defiling of the temple' in 1QpHab.12.6.9 cf. CD.5.6-11 and 2012-25; byt yhwdh / yhuwad and 'hbyt hymym are themes common to both but also present in other types of Qumran writings; a forty year period is also mentioned in 4QpPss.27. The reference in 1QpHab.23 to 'the new covenant' would suggest that 1933-34 is the work of the redactor; later(? ) the secondary glosses in 619 and 2012 were also added.

Thus it is clear that the main reason why scholars have associated the

30 CD gives this impression in 20.14-15 in awaiting for his followers ('the men of war'), rather than their leader, to die - cf.1.12-14; in 1QpHab. 'the Man of Lie' appears prior to the change in tense to the future.

31 It should be noted that they are 'followers' in the sense of supporting him, but not in the sense of being members of a religious party led by him; furthermore, these groups should not be equated - see: 1QH.2.13-30.

32 'The House of Judah': CD 4.11, (7.12.13.) 819.15, 2827 141 and 1QpH.8.1, 12.9. - also: 4QPhl. 1 and 4QTest.27. 'The latter days': CD 4.4, 6.11, 1QpH.2.9. 926; 1Q14.6; 4QpM.19. figs 5-6,10; 4QpL.19. figs 5-6, 10; 11; 4QpL.19. figs 23, 211.6, 12, 15, 19. Brooke (Exegesis at Qumran, p206-7) uses both these phrases to connect CD with 4QFlorilegium - see below.
Damascus Document and 1QpHab. together is because of their common reference to the same two figures, the Teacher of Righteousness, and the Man of Lie. Yet as we have shown, the real parallel is between the redactor(s) of CD and the author of 1QpHab. both of whom write after the death of these two antagonists.

2.2.3. The Author of the four Midrashim and 4QFlorilegium.

Brooke first drew attention to the possible connection between the Damascus Document and 4QFlorilegium in trying to identify the tradition to which the latter belongs. He considers that there is a clear break in the text of the former at 312b, from where a new unit runs until 820, where again there is a break in the sense. He then precedes to list the following parallels between CD.312b–820 and 4QFlorilegium: 33

1. The phrase bny ṣdwq is only found outside 1QS, Sa, Sb in 4QFl.117 and CD.41.3, and only these two use it in an unqualified form.

2. The bny ṣdwq are in both cases identified with the bbyry yšr.1: 4QFl.119 and CD.43.

3. The phrase ḥryt hymym, outside of the pesharim, is only found in CD.44, 611, 4QFl.12,15,19, and in the title of 1QSa.

4. The figure dwrs htwrh is found only in 4QFl.111 and CD.67

33Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, p205-9.
5. There is the common use of biblical passages: Amos 9:11 in 4QFI.12 and CD 7:16; Isaiah 8:11 in 4QFI.15 and CD.816. Brooke also points to the use of Deut.33 in 4QFI.fragments 6-11 and Deut.3233 in CD 8:12-13=19:21-24; to this I would add that mḥwqq seems to be mentioned in 4QFI.9 in the quotation of Deut.33:21 and it seems likely that it was expanded in accordance with CD.6:7-10.

6. According to Fitzmyer's classification of the biblical texts found in the scrolls, both CD and 4QFI. have "modernized" and "eschatological" texts.35

7. The only use of pšr outside the pesharim is in CD.414 and 4QFI.14.19.

8. The only use of the root yš in CD is in relation to saving Israel (5:19), as it is in 4QFI.1.35

9. gr is only referred to in CD.6:21, 14:4, 4QFI.14 and 11QT.4:6.

10. Apart from Isaiah.7:17 at CD.14, the only other references to 'the House of Judah' in the Damascus Document are at

34Not strictly true as it occurs in the fragmentary Catena (A) 10-11 — Allegro, DJD. V, (1968), p71.

35Fitzmyer, NTS. 7, p309-16 where under 'modernized texts' he lists CD 1:13-14, 4:12-18, 6:11-14, 7:15-16, 18-22, 12:14-16, 19, 4QFI.12:14-16, 16:16-17 — not found outside these two documents: p325-330 where under 'eschatological texts' he lists CD 7:10-12, 19:1-2, 11-12, 15-16, 20:15-17, 4QFI.14:13-15 — this class also includes four passages from 1QM; CD is present in all four categories, whilst 4QFI. is restricted to these two.

36The root does though occur seven times outside these two documents.
411 and 712-13, and a similar concern can be found in 4QFl.21, 44.

11. The purity of the temple is the concern of the third 'net' of Belial, CD.56-11, and the same concern is found in 4QFl.11-7.

Thus eleven reasons are given for connecting CD 312b-820 with 4QFlorilegium. However, there are two major objections to this analysis. Firstly, 312b-820 cannot be considered as a literary unit, not least because 312b occurs in the middle of the third poem and so cannot be the start of a major section; it is difficult to see what common theme unites the text of 312b-820. 'Those who hold fast' to the 'sure house'? – if so surely 'the Warnings' should be incorporated as well. Secondly, Brooke, whilst noting that the pesharim are often closely associated with the Damascus Document, disregards the evidence of the pesharim in comparing CD.312b-820 with 4QFlor., thus presenting somewhat misleading information. Consequently I would conjecture that the real parallel is between the four midrashim and 4QFlorilegium. If this were the case, the first six reasons given above would still hold true, and these are in my opinion the strongest arguments adduced. The following three reasons (No.7-9) all rest on a single Hebrew word which in none of these cases is unique to the Damascus Document and 4QFlorilegium; pšr, in any case, occurs in a 'borrowed' source, 412-19. The allusions to the sect as 'Judah' or 'the House of Judah' is not really a valid argument, since this allusion is found regularly elsewhere in the scrolls: 1QpH.81, 124, 4QpNah.34, 4QPBless.1, 4QTest.27, 4QDibHam.46. Finally, the concern about the defilement of the Temple is one voiced by the redactor, who is responsible for 56-11, 2022-25, and probably the secondary addition of 612-14. However, the spiritual
interpretation of the sect as the 'temple' is a theme which underlies the Ezekiel 44\textsuperscript{15} Midrash, the Amos–Numbers Midrash, and is also part of the message of 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{11–7} where we read of 'the temple of men'.

In addition to the first six reasons given, plus the notion of the spiritual temple, a further reason can be forwarded for my restatement of Brooke's position. This is, that in quotations, the introductory phrase (k) 'šēr ktwb is found four times in 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{12,12,15,16} and in CD 7\textsuperscript{10,19}, 19\textsuperscript{7}; but more significantly, often a quotation is qualified by the prophet's name: 'Isaiah' – CD 4\textsuperscript{13}, 6\textsuperscript{8}, 7\textsuperscript{10}, 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{15}; 'Ezekiel' – CD 3\textsuperscript{21}, 19\textsuperscript{12}, 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{16}; ('Zechariah' – CD.19\textsuperscript{7}); 'Daniel' – 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{2}\textsuperscript{3}, and sometimes these prophets are defined as such: CD 3\textsuperscript{21}, 4\textsuperscript{13}, 7\textsuperscript{10}, 19\textsuperscript{7} and 4QFlorilegium\textsuperscript{15,16}. This latter use of prophetic names, sometimes with nby', is only found in these two documents. Thus I believe that the real connection with 4QFlorilegium is with these (four) Midrashic passages and not with the whole of 3\textsuperscript{12b–820}.

Conclusion.

We have seen how the redactor(s) and the Midrashic writer are associated respectively with the pesharim, in particular 1QpHab., and with 4QFlorilegium. We should now consider the relative dates of these latter two documents. In view of the reference to 'the Kittim' as the Romans, scholars date 1QpHab. either just after Pompey's invasion in 63 B.C. or up to two decades before this date.\textsuperscript{37} The redactor then must have worked around this time and since there

\textsuperscript{37}See: Knibb, p221 – dates it to the second half of the first century B.C., though it was composed before this, probably during the last years of Alexander Jannaeus' reign; Carmignac, RSR, 2, p163 – 80 B.C.; Segal, JBL, 70, p140 – c.90 B.C.; Van der Woude, 'Wicked Priest or Wicked Priests? Reflections on the identity of the Wicked Priest in the Habakkuk Commentary', JJS, 33 (1982), p359 – between 79–76 B.C..
appears to be no allusion to the Romans in the Damascus Document, the likelihood is that he wrote before rather than after 63 B.C.. On the other hand, 4QFlorilegium is considered to be a first century A.D. work; Brooke dates it to the second or third quarter of the century whilst Brown gives it a date 1-50 A.D.. We can probably therefore safely say that 1QpHab. predates 4QFlorilegium by at least 50 years, and this therefore suggests that the Midrashic writer worked later than the redactor of the Damascus Document, a conclusion we have already strongly hinted at elsewhere. This though, is not to say that these Midrashim were not added until the first century A.D., simply that they were the latest parts to be incorporated in the already existing Damascus Document. What is also unclear from our study, is by how much the poetry of the Damascus Document predates the work of the redactor(s). The closest parallel within the scrolls is with 1QH.8 and if one were able to date the Hodayot to the lifetime of the Teacher, as many scholars would like to do, then there is no reason why one should not date the poetry of the Damascus Document almost as early, and perhaps even accredit it to the same hand.

2.3. The Sitz im Leben of the Damascus Document.

Before we move on to the actual dating of this composite document, we ought to consider the equally important question of its Sitz im Leben. Three suggestions have been proposed:

---

38 Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, p217; Brown, 'The Teacher of Righteousness and the Messiah(s)', in The Scrolls and Christianity (ed. M.Black), p43; Knibb, p257 dates 4QFlor. to the turn of the millenium.
2.3.1. The Babylonian Theory.

Murphy-O'Connor first put forward this theory and has been followed by Davies. The former proposed that the geographical references that abound in the Damascus Document should be taken seriously, so that 'Damascus' must refer to a place outside of Judah, namely 'Babylon'. We are dealing therefore with a group of Jews who had been living in exile since the Babylonian exile, yet with the Maccabean victories creating once again an independent Jewish nation and with the anti-Semitism of the surrounding countries making itself felt (1Mac.5:1-2), these Jews decided to return to Judah. Yet on arriving they found life not as they expected, for among other things the Jews followed a different calendar. So they appealed to them to turn from their sins in the 'Missionary Document' of 214-611, whilst attacking the (Maccabean) princes of Judah in 83-18. With Jonathan's usurpation of the High-Priesthood, the Teacher of Righteousness joined the sect, and this in turn led to a split within the community, with those backing the Teacher in opposition to the original leader, the 'Liar', and his supporters. Further traces of the sect's original Babylonian background can also be found in the correct vocalization of Assyro-Babylonian words in 1QIs8,40 the Laws of the Damascus Document which indicate a gentile environment, and the Mesopotamia practices of divination and astrology, lustrations, prayer for sunrise and the interest in plants and stones. Davies seems to agree with most of these points, noting in addition that the ideology of the Damascus Document has powerful roots in


40Milik has mentioned that 4QDam8 belongs to a special class of manuscripts, including both biblical and non-biblical texts, which have characteristically “non-Judaean” orthography and writing - RB, 73, p103-104.
the Exilic priestly literature; consequently he dates the first layer (11—7) prior to Qumran (c.100 B.C.) yet after Jubilees (pre-200 B.C.). This theory was given further support by Weinert who suggested that 4Q159 is another document which pre-dates the Qumran sect and originates in a different milieu.41

The major problem with this view is why a group, originally committed to their leader, would not only accept an ex-High Priest into their group, but allow him to take over the leadership to such an extent that all who did not join him were now termed ‘traitors’. Would sudden advocates of this High-Priest really call their former fellow sectarians, with whom they had travelled back from Babylon and lived with prior to that, traitors? I think not. Furthermore, do the Laws of the Damascus Document really reflect a gentile environment, or do they simply reflect an environment in which gentiles can be found? The Greeks first entered Palestine in 332 B.C. under Alexander the Great and since 198 B.C. the territory had been under Seleucid rule; in addition Judaea was still a relatively small state prior to 142 B.C. since it did not include Samaria, Idumea or the coastal strip. In addition, from around 87 B.C. there existed the Nabatean kingdom which stretched to the south and east of Judaea and included the eastern shore of the Dead Sea; consequently the Nabateans must also have come into contact with the sectarians at some point. Foreign, in particular Hellenistic, influence would therefore have been

41 Weinert, ‘A Note on 4Q159 and on a new theory of Essene Origins’, R.Q. 9 (1977), p223-230. 4Q159 deals in the following order with: ...prescriptions relating to agricultural life, the halfshekel temple offering, relations with pagans, disobedience towards a court, prohibition against tranvestism, the validity of a woman’s virginity.... Bearing this in mind consider Milik’s words: “...before page XV we can detect the loss of several pages in the Cairo manuscript A. Numerous fragments from the Cave IV manuscripts belong to this missing section. These contain .... laws of marriage, prescriptions relating to agricultural life, the payment of tithes, relations with pagans, relations between the sexes, a prohibition of magic, etc.” — Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p152 n3. Assuming that he quoted these prescriptions in the order which they appear in 4QDam., Milik’s list corresponds exactly to the laws outlined in 4Q159 to the extent that I suggest that 4Q159 may be part of the Laws of the Damascus Document, and thus one of Milik’s ‘numerous fragments’.
strong and we know that some Jews even favoured certain aspects of the
gentile way of life. Thus it seems more likely that foreign traits in the scrolls
and in particular in the Damascus Document, can be attributed to the
increasingly cosmopolitan population of Judaea and its neighbouring states.
Failing this, it is easier to postulate a small band, or odd refugees, who on
coming from Babylon and the Diaspora joined an already existing and thriving
sect, rather than to suggest that they themselves founded and made up the
nucleus of this sect. Thus, I am forced to reject Murphy-O'Connor's hypothesis
which seems to be based on largely subjective evidence, originating from his
interpretation of 'Damascus' as 'Babylon'. Davies' argument can be dispensed
with on similar grounds, and because the poetical evidence means that the
references to the Teacher in 111 and 2028.32 must be original; consequently
Davies' first layer (11–79 + traces of 2027–34) can in no way represent a
pre-Qumran stage.

2.3.2. The Annual Covenant Festival Theory.

In Milik's description of 4QDam. he indicates that after page XVI there is
some further material, namely a penal code and the liturgy for the feast of the
Renewal of the Covenant. From this Knibb conjectures that these facts
suggest that in its final form this work was intended for use at this annual
ceremony (cf.1QS 116–312). We are perhaps to envisage a solemn recitation of
the laws that were peculiar to the Essene movement, preceded by an
exhortation addressed to those about to join the movement as well as to

---

42See: Josephus, Antiquities, 12,5,1 13,1,1 cf The Jewish War, 2,8,11; 1Mac.9.25, 2Mac.4.11-17;
Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews.

43Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p116-7 and p152.
existing members. Elgvin has also explored this argument in his short article: 'The Qumran Covenant Festival and the Temple Scroll' - JJS, 36 (1985), p103-106. He notes, that since 4QDamb states that the feast was celebrated in the third month, then the Festival of Weeks (New Wheat) on the 15th of the third would seem to be the obvious candidate, especially since it is also the Festival for the Renewal of the Covenant in Jubilees 617-22. Allusions to this festival may in fact be present in the extant section of the Damascus Document at 143-6, for Vermes has suggested that the rules here for 'The Assembly of all the Camps' constitute the convention of the whole sect for this great annual covenantal ceremony. In addition 1QS.116-218 provides the liturgy for such a yearly festival, whilst 1Q34bis would seem to be a liturgical prayer. However, one major question remains: 'How can it be that this most important festival of the sect is not mentioned at all in the Temple Scroll, which describes all the feasts celebrated at Qumran?' Elgvin proposes two solutions to this enigma:

1. 11QT originated on the periphery of the Qumran sect; the sect knew of the scroll but did not think it authoritative.

2. Or, if 11QT is sectarian, there is a time-gap between 11QT and the compilation of 1QS and CD, during which the covenantal festival entered the calendar of the sect.

Elgvin sides with the second alternative and I would tend to agree with him.

44Knibb, p14.
45Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective, p103.
46Elgvin, JJS, 36, p104.
47See Chapter 3.1.3 on 'Law', p370-382.
However it is not the case that this festival only appears in the later strands of the Damascus Document (in columns XVIIif) and 1QS (in columns I-IV), for if one considers the original *Sitz im Leben* of the poetry of the Damascus Document, then the main poems most naturally reflect the *Sitz im Leben* of the Annual Covenant Festival. Later when the redactor compiled the document he supplied the liturgy for the Annual Covenant Festival in column XVIIif fully appreciating the liturgical setting of the poems he had already incorporated in the Admonition. This liturgy appears in the earliest attested copy of the Damascus Document, 4QDam\(^b\), palaeographically dated to 75–50 B.C., and consequently the redactor's purpose (to pre-empt the following section) was to provide those members who lived away from Qumran with the details of the Annual Covenantal Festival. Thus the Annual Covenantal Festival is not the main reason for the composition of the Damascus Document, since the former had been in existence prior to the latter as is reflected in part by the liturgical *Sitz im Leben* of much of the poetry of the Damascus Document. All this neatly squares with the evidence of the Temple Scroll, whose sources largely pre-date Qumran as we shall see,\(^49\) and that of 1QS, columns I-IV of which Murphy-O’Connor dates to 100–75 B.C. and thus contemporary with the redaction of the Damascus Document.\(^50\)

---

\(^{48}\)1QS.I-IV belong to Murphy-O’Connor’s fourth and final stage of development – RB, 76 (1969), p537–544.

\(^{49}\)See Chapter 3.1.3 on ‘Law’, p370–382.

\(^{50}\)The absence of the festival from the Cairo mss. is not the hurdle which Elgvin tries to make of it; these pages were either ‘lost’ (probably during their time in the Geniza), or the Karaites, finding no use for this sectarian festival, omitted it when they copied the text.
2.3.3. The non-Qumran Essene Theory.

For me, Schiffman puts his finger on the most striking difference between the perspective of the Damascus Document and that of the Manual of Discipline.\(^{51}\) The former is for the Essene communities who live mainly in "camps" in the towns and villages of Judaea, given as 4000 in number by Josephus and Philo,\(^{52}\) and which may have included groups in the Diaspora such as the Theraputae or those at Leontopolis (which would explain how the Damascus Document ended up in Cairo.) The latter is for the members of the sect who were permanently based at Qumran, living a life of total asceticism and dedication to God, abstaining from marriage and declaring all their goods to be in common ownership; this group included the founder members and the current leadership, living as they were at Qumran, the centre for the sect. Consequently, the content of the Damascus Document supplies everything a sectarian living away from Qumran could need: historical and theological lessons in the form of liturgical poems taken from the sectarian Annual Covenantal Festival, sectarian interpretation of biblical passages justifying their foundation and cause, a summary of the laws in the form of a 'dodecalogue' with associated blessings and curses, rules for apostate members, a substantial set of laws (IX-XVII) giving a detailed outline of how a sectarian should live in his hostile, largely gentile, environment, and finally a description of the Annual Covenant Festival Ceremony. This theory for the *Sitz im Leben* of the Damascus Document, best explains the contents of the document, not

---


\(^{52}\) Josephus, *Antiquities*, 18,1,5 (21) and Philo, *Quod omnis probus*, 12 (75) – it has been argued that Josephus used Philo here; see Schürer, Vol 2, p562-574.
least because among those sectarians who lived away from Qumran there would have been a fundamental need for such a document which no other sectarian work comes close to fulfilling.

2.4. The date of the Damascus Document.

The composite nature of our text is the fundamental point which must be realized before any attempt can be made to date CD, for the date of the whole document cannot be fixed on the basis of a historical allusion in a single passage, as so many scholars have in the past tried to do. There are then three dates for us to find; the date of the poetical sections, the date of the redactor, and the date of the midrashic writer. We already know the relative dating of one section to another; the poetry predates the work of the redactor, and the redactor the work of the midrashic writer. However, before considering the date of each of these, we need to take account of the palaeographical evidence.

2.4.1. Palaeography and the Qumran manuscripts of CD.

The major part of the Qumran evidence, some seven, largely complete, manuscripts of the Damascus Document, is yet to be published. The oldest of these manuscripts is 4QDam\(^b\) which is palaeographically dated by Milik to 75–50 B.C. Fragments of the Damascus Document have also been found in

---

53 E.g.: Dupont-Sommer on the basis of $8^{9-12}=19^{21-24}$ being a reference to Pompey - p119-120 and p135 n3.


55 Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p58; cf.Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, p59 n46.
Caves 5 and 6, and these along with some of the Cave 4 fragments cannot be dated before the Herodian period. According to Milik the manuscripts of Cave 4 'correspond to Manuscript A, though representing a different recension (or recensions), and contain sections missing from the Cairo Version.'

Fitzmyer, in the prolegomenon of the second edition of Schechter's, *Documents of Jewish Sectaries*, reconstructs the outline of the Damascus Document based on the Qumran recensions, namely that there is additional material before column I, after column XX, and after column XIV (XV-XVI being placed before IX). Two points emerge from the evidence we have so far on the Qumran manuscripts of the Damascus Document. Firstly that the document was extremely important for the sect, there being at least nine attested copies of it at Qumran, and this would support the theory that it was copied at Qumran for the wider Essene community. Secondly, the earliest of these copies only dates from around 75-50 B.C. whilst many date from much later; had the Damascus Document been in existence since the middle of the second century, (or even been pre-Qumran in date,) one would expect at least some fragments from this period, and that there are not, suggests to me that we are dealing with a first century B.C. document. Furthermore, if we are correct in identifying its *Sitz im Leben* as the wider Essene community, then there would be no need for the document until the sect had reached this stage in its development, viz. post 88 B.C.

---

56 Baillet, *DJD*, III, p181 (5Q12) and p123-131 (6Q15); see too: Baillet, RB, 63, p513-523. 4QNo (4Q270) has an 'alphabet herodien classique' whilst 4Qb (4Q269) 'date du premier tiers du 1er siècle avant J.C.' – so Milik, 'Milki-šedeq et Milki-ressa' dans les anciens écrits juifs et chrétiens', *JJS*, 23 (1972), p135.

57 Milik, RB, 63, p61.

The poetical sections contain three references to the Teacher of Righteousness in 111 and 2028.32. These references do not suggest that he has died, in total contrast to the work of the redactor(s) where this is explicitly stated, and this comparison suggests that the Teacher was alive when these poems were first composed. The current consensus of scholarly opinion is that the Teacher died either towards the end of John Hycanus' reign or at the beginning of Alexander Jannaeus' reign, i.e. between c.110-95 B.C.59 Certainly there is no suggestion that the Teacher was alive by the time of Civil War in 94-88 B.C., for there is no reference to him in 4QpNah.; in addition the poetry does not reflect the wider Essene movement, further confirming a date prior to 88 B.C. Thus, the poetry was written before the Teacher's death which definitely occurred prior to the civil war.

A couple of minor points help to fix the terminus a quo. Most importantly, the reference to 'the sure house' (=Qumran), which I believe was established in 140 B.C. after Simon declared himself and his descendants 'High Priests' - 1Mac.1441,60 that the sect had boycotted the temple is further substantiated by the formula found in 2028-30 with its use of the plural rather than singular, and by the concept of the spiritual temple found in 612.16. Thus, the poetry dates

59 Albright and Mann, 'Qumran and the Essenes. Geography, Chronology and Identification of the Sect' in The Scrolls and Christianity (ed, M Black), p25 - date the Teacher's death to after 135 B.C.; Brown, 'The Teacher of Righteousness and the Messiah(s)', p39 in the same volume, also dates the Teacher's death to John Hycanus' reign; Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, p117, believes that it is unlikely he survived the reign of J. Hycanus; Charlesworth, 'The Origin and Subsequent History of the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Four transitional phases among the Qumran Essenes', RJ, 10, p224 n49 - dates his death 'to the end of the second century'; Carmignac, 'Qui etait le Docteur de Justice?', RJ, 10, p245, equates the Teacher with 'Judah the Essene' whose death occurred around 103 B.C.

60 See Chapter 3.2.1 on 'History', p387-393.
after 140 B.C. and thus between 140 B.C. and the death of the Teacher (c.110-95 B.C.); this would make it contemporary with 1QH, thus paralleling the historical account in 1QH.8.

2.4.3. The dating of the Redactor of the Damascus Document.

We have already seen that the Redactor was contemporary with the pesharim, in particular 1QpHab. The latter seemingly wrote after the Roman invasion of Palestine in 63 B.C., yet there is no reference to the Romans anywhere in the Damascus Document which suggests the redactor worked before 63 B.C. However the redactor wrote because an influx of members during the Civil War of 94-88 B.C. had meant that it was no longer possible for all members of the community to live at Qumran. The redactor thus worked between 88-63 B.C., but what of his imposed chronology? A literal reading of the timespan proposed in 15-9, beginning from the exile in 587 B.C.,\(^1\) places the formation of the sect in 197 B.C. and the rise of the Teacher in 177 B.C. both of which are clearly too early. Beckwith, asserts that the Essenes reckoned the date of the exile to be 560 B.C., allowing 70 years for the exile.\(^2\) This he deduces from Jubilees and the Ages of Creation (4Q180f) which divides history neatly up into ten jubilees (nine shown here), each lasting 490 years.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\)See 15-7, p24-27. for the suggestion that 597 B.C. was seen as the first year of the exile.

\(^2\)Beckwith, RQ, 10, p524. He also writes that ’the Essenes began Daniel’s 70 weeks at the return from the Exile, which they dated in Anno Mundi 3430, and therefore they expected the period of 70 weeks or 490 years to expire in A.M.3920, which meant for them between 3 B.C. and 2 A.D.’ – Beckwith, RQ, 10, p521-42 summarizing his previous article in RQ, 10, p167-202. This means that he does not equate the 490 years of CD with Daniel’s seventy weeks.

\(^3\)1QMelch. also seem to have this chronology, being concerned with the jubilee following the ninth jubilee.
If we then use the chronology of the Damascus Document, the following time-scale emerges:

- 560 B.C. - date of the exile.
- 150 B.C. - date of the rise of the Teacher, 20 years later: CD.1^10.
- 110 B.C. - date of the Teacher's death (40 years later).
- 70 B.C. - date of the end of the age, 40 years later: CD.20^15.

Does this chronology make sense? Significantly, 170 B.C. is the date of the death of Onias III, the last legitimate Zadokite High Priest, while in 167 B.C. we read of people fleeing to caves and hear of the Hasidim for the first time. 150 B.C. is the year the Teacher would have had to abandon his position as the unofficial High Priest of the Interregnum, since it is the year Alexander Balas finally defeated Demetrius I and so could make good his promise of the

---

64 EoW = Era of Wickedness.

65 Beckwith has taken the 490 years from the start of the exile to date the foundation of the sect to 173-169 B.C. (as I do here) - RQ. 10, p181 and p195, but from the end of the exile to date the coming of the Messiah to 3 B.C.-2 A.D. - RQ. 10, p523.

66 Josephus, Antiquities, 12,4,2 and 2Mac.4^34.

67 Josephus, Antiquities, 12,6,2 = 1Mac.2^20-38, and 1Mac.2^42 respectively.
High Priesthood to Simon Maccabee. We have already suggested that the Teacher died between 110-95 B.C., and it seems from this that a date during the final years of John Hyrcanus' time is to be preferred; this in turn means that the poetry should be dated to 140-110 B.C.. Thus if the end of the age was considered to be 70 B.C., the redactor must have worked between 88-70 B.C..

2.4.4. The dating of the four Midrashim of the Damascus Document.

The date of the midrashim is difficult to discern. As we have seen they are closely related to 4QFlorilegium, but it seems unlikely that they too date from the first century A.D., for this would suppose that some of the manuscripts from Cave 4 do not have these midrashic sections, a fact which if true Milik has not hinted at. Significantly perhaps, the reference in both CD.4, 611 and 4QFlor.12,12,15,19 to the 'latter days' may imply that the sect considered that they were now living in the age which followed the period of wickedness, i.e. post 70 B.C.. Admittedly there are no references to the Romans, but then the author was not concerned with such matters.68 In the following chapter under the headings of 'Messianism' and 'Temple' I will be able to demonstrate further that these midrashic passages are later than the rest of the Damascus Document, but how much later it is difficult to say.

---

68 Theoretically I could therefore date the Midrashic sections to 70-63 B.C. but this seems unlikely.
Summary of the dating of the Damascus Document.

The poetry: 140-110 B.C.
The redaction: 88-70 B.C.
The midrashim: post-70 B.C.

In the following appendix, I shall consider how the Laws of IX-XVI fit into this outline. Then in the third and final chapter I will consider two corollaries to the conclusions forwarded in this chapter: firstly, how the composite nature of the Damascus Document helps to explain the development of Qumran theology, and secondly, how all these conclusions tie into the overall history of the sect.
I. Appendix: The Laws of CD IX–XVI.

II. The Composite Nature of the Laws.

Recent studies of the Damascus Document have concentrated on the Admonition and have only in passing referred to the Laws of IX–XVI. Thus both Murphy-O’Connor and Davies consider that the Laws represent a pre-Qumranic stage and that their content implies they were composed in the Diaspora, yet having made such claims they do little to justify their position.

In the light of Milik’s now famous footnote, which states that columns XV–XVI should be placed before column IX, the contents of columns IX–XVI can be summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>151–1619</td>
<td>Oaths and Vows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91–1010</td>
<td>Legal Administration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010–1218(20)</td>
<td>Rites to be observed (esp. Sabbath).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(20)22–1419</td>
<td>The organization of the sect.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From our analysis of the text of the Admonition and especially from the conclusions drawn in the preceding section, it is clear that the Admonition is composite in nature. Consequently, the obvious opening question is whether the Laws of IX–XVI are also composite? To try to answer this I shall begin by considering a proposal put forward in 1952 by Rubinstein who begins by stating that the distinction between ‘yr ‘city’ and מָן ‘camp’ is no arbitrary

---

62 Murphy O’Connor, RB, 81, p219-223, RB, 92, p224-230 and BA, 40, p103-109; Davies, p122-3, p158-204.

70 Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p151-2.

one. He draws attention to 1219-22, an epitome which reads:

(The rule for) the usage of the cities of Israel, according to these judgments to separate between the clean and unclean and to make known the difference between the holy and the profane.

From this he concludes 'that all the rules following the epitome pertain to camp settlements while the rules preceding it refer for the most part to "town". He goes on to state that 91-1010 deals exclusively with camp matters. Thus, having separated out 1010-1218, he considers that it was the last addition to the text of the Damascus Document for three main reasons:

1. The epitome at 1219-22.
2. The artificial joint at 1010.
3. The "camp rule"-splinter which strayed into 910-12.

Finally, Rubinstein also considers 76-9 which he sees as an 'afterthought ... probably inserted in its present place when the "camp rules" were added to CD, for the purpose of signposting so to speak, the "camp rules"; by the time 192-5 was written, dwelling in camps was regarded more as a tradition than a current reality. Rubinstein is therefore outlining at least three stages of composition: the Admonition, the "Camp" Rules Including 76-9, and the "Town".

---

72Rubinstein's translation - Sefarad, 12, p285.
73Rubinstein, Sefarad, 12, p285.
74Rubinstein finds 91-10 a problem, labelling it as 'a collection of confused rules from which it would be vain to try to extract good sense' (p287), and associating it with 165-15 on grounds of style and the fact that this passage also seems to be out of keeping with the rest of the legal part under discussion (p288). This is quite a remarkable connection in view of the fact that Rubinstein was writing prior to Milik's revelation. There is therefore probably no difficulty in seeing 165-910 as an integrated part of the text.
75Rubinstein, Sefarad, 12, p293.
76Rubinstein, Sefarad, 12, p293 - see p290-293.
Initially it is the distinction of the "Camp" Rules from the "Town" Rules that I wish to consider. There are a number of additional reasons for seeing 1010–1218, the "Town" Rules, as a later addition:

1. Only here in the Laws are there rules dealing with members' property, and as such the following vocabulary is restricted to this section: byt, 'house', as a private dwelling - 117(10,8,10,22,23), 1218; 'bwdh, 'work' - 1019,20, 1123, (1416 with a different sense); ml 'kh 'labour' - 1015,19; bhmh, 'beast' - 115,13, 128; ñdh, 'field' - 1020,23, (9 not as property); hwn, 'property' - 1018, 1115, 127(113) cf.111; kly, 'vessel' - 1012,13, 1129,17, 1217,18; 'bd, 'slave', and 'mh, 'maidservant' - 1112, 1210; gwrsn 'threshing-floor' - 129; gt 'wine-press' - 1210.

2. Only here is there reference to: the temple, mqs - 121,2; sacrificing 'wh - 1118,19 / mnhs - 1119,21 at the altar, mzbs - 1117,19,20, (mzbs in 1613 is in a different context); holiness, qws - 121,20 and uncleanness, tpl - 1013, 1119,22, 1220; the festivals mw'd - 124, st - 19 times.

3. This section contains no references to any of the functionaries of the community: zqnym, 'Elders' - 94, (1414); swnym, 'Judges' - 910, 1014,8, 1413, 154,16, 1619; knnym, 'priests' - 913,15, 132,5, 143,5,6, 1614 and lym, 'Levites' - 133, 144,5; mbgr, 'Mebagqer' - 918,19,22, 136,7,13,16, 148,11,13,20, 158,11,14; ms'kyl, 'Maskil' - 1221, 1322; rbym 'the Many' - 137, 147,12, 158; the root pqd (cf.pqyd in 1QS.614) - 102, 1311, 339.
4. This section contains no references to: twh, 'the Law' - 9, 13, 15, 16, 2, 12, 13, 16; mswt, 'commandments' - 9, 10; hwq, 'precept' - 9, 11, 12, 15; srk, 'rule' - 10, 12, 19, 22, 13, 14, 14, 15, 3, 5, 6, 8, 161, 12; in 12 it occurs in a unique phrase 'covenant of Abraham'.

These four factors, plus Rubinstein's three should be enough to convince most scholars that 10-12 forms a distinct section which is from a different source than the "Camp" Rules into which they were inserted. Admittedly, the "Town" Rules could have existed independently before their inclusion into our document, and so be as old as the "Camp" Rules. However this seems unlikely because they exhibit a more advanced stage of the sect with some "members", or branches within the sect, now allowed to hold property, marry, and mix with the Jewish population rather than living a segregated ascetic existence. It is possible that these rules were for those Essenes 'who agree with the rest as to their way of living, and customs, and laws, but differ with them in the point of marriage'.

The next obvious problem is to consider how this two-stage development...
squares with the various authors/redactors outlined in the previous section.\textsuperscript{80}

Were the Laws, excluding the "Town" Rules, incorporated with the poetical sections into a 'proto-CD', and the "Town" Rules then added by the redactor? Or did the redactor as compiler add the "Camp" Rules with the author of the Midrash supplying the "Town" Rules, or alternatively did he borrow both the "Camp" and "Town" Rules from different sources before amalgamating the two?

Four pieces of evidence need to be considered. Firstly the occurrence of the phrase 'the Messiah of Aaron and Israel' in 12\textsuperscript{23} and 14\textsuperscript{19} which in the Admonition was seen to be the work of the redactor. Secondly, the 'Twelve Duties' refer to sections in both the "Camp" and "Town" Rules, and so consequently either they did not originally refer to the Laws and the latter were partly composed to pick up the injunctions of the former, or the Laws are contemporary with the 'Twelve Duties', viz. they all originated from a common source which the redactor used when composing the document.

Thirdly, the themes of marriage and uncleanness found in the Nets of Belial passage are more akin to the "Town Rules" and the two exhibit some common vocabulary,\textsuperscript{81} yet conversely the Nets of Belial passage is more closely related to 7\textsuperscript{6-9} which refers to the "camps". None of this evidence is conclusive but the most satisfactory solution would seem to be that the redactor as compiler used two sources, 10\textsuperscript{10-12}\textsuperscript{18} being however the later, which he blended

\textsuperscript{80}It is unlikely that these Laws predate the Qumran sect because the book of Jubilees is directly referred to in 16\textsuperscript{3-4}; the latter has been dated by Charlesworth, (Vol.2, p43-44) between 161 B.C. and 140 B.C.

\textsuperscript{81}The following words in the Nets of Belial Midrash (but not in any poetry) occur in the Camp Rules: root '\textsuperscript{105}\textsuperscript{122}(x2), 13\textsuperscript{7,18}, 14\textsuperscript{22}, 14\textsuperscript{17,18} 'yswd' - 10\textsuperscript{6}; 'spr' - 10\textsuperscript{5}, 12\textsuperscript{2}, 14\textsuperscript{12}, 16\textsuperscript{2}, 'twrh' - as above. Marital relations are implied in 12\textsuperscript{1-2}, but they also occur in 16\textsuperscript{10-13}.
I.III. The relative dating of the Laws (IX-XVI) to the other Scrolls.

Having dated the various layers of the Admonition in the previous section we need to make sure that the dating evidence of the Laws does not contradict those conclusions. Two scholars have written articles on the apparent development in the roles of the functionaries of the community between the Manual of Discipline and the Damascus Document, and both argue that the Damascus Document represents a later stage in the development of the life of the community.

Back in 1962 J.F. Priest wrote an article entitled 'Mebaqaqer, Paqid and the Messiah' where he posed the question: 'Are mebaqaqer and paqid separate titles denoting the same individual?' In CD.1311, the mebaqaqer is instructed to examine (=ypqdhw) all those who wish to enter the congregation 'with regards to their actions, understanding, strength, courage and property', while in 1QS.6 it is the paqid who investigates the initiates as 'to their action and understanding'. Priest argues that what we really have in the Damascus Document is 'a reflection of the taking over by the mebaqaqer of a function once fulfilled by the paqid, and that the former situation is reflected in the retention of the verbal form ypqdhw.' Priest also notes that 'the mebaqaqer in

---

83 Priest, JBL, 81, p58.
84 Priest, JBL, 81, p59.
CD fulfils many of the functions assigned to the priests in 1QS.\textsuperscript{85} However, CD 135-7 suggests that the mebaqqer is a layman, for here he has the task of instructing the officiating priest if the latter is uncertain about the exact meaning of the law. He therefore concludes that in 'the organization of the community the leadership was originally centered in two persons: the paqid who was the head of the priests, and the mebaqqer who was head of the laity.\textsuperscript{48} Finally Priest suggests that the paqid as a priest, was a representative of Aaron and is the prototype of the Messiah of Aaron, whilst the mebaqqer, as a representative of Israel, was the prototype of the Messiah of Israel. The amalgamation of the authority of these two figures in 1QS into a single figure, the mebaqqer, in the Damascus Document, went hand in hand with the development from the expectation of two Messiahs in 1QS.\textsuperscript{911} to that of one in the Damascus Document.\textsuperscript{87}

Yet is Priest correct in these deductions or is he forgetting one important factor, namely the \textit{Sitz im Leben} of these two documents? Before answering this question we should consider what Kruse has to say regarding the \textit{rabbinim} in his article: 'Community Functionaries in the Rule of the Community and the Damascus Document: A test of Chronological Relationships'.\textsuperscript{88}

Although the precise identity of the \textit{rabbinim} is not agreed upon, Kruse contends, correctly in my view, that the term, 'in its widest possible sense, refers to the number of those who had successfully completed their two year

\textsuperscript{85}Priest, JBL, 81, p59; see CD 918, 22, 137f, 1411, 13, 15f.

\textsuperscript{86}Priest, JBL, 81, p60; this is evident from 1QS.52f.

\textsuperscript{87}So Priest, JBL, 81, p60.

\textsuperscript{88}Kruse, RQ, 10 (1981), p543-551.
probationary period and were accepted as full members of the sect.\(^{49}\) In the Manual of Discipline the *rabbim* have an important role in the decision to admit new members into the community, at the initial stage (6\(^{13-18}\)), after their first probationary year and at the end of their second and final year's training (6\(^{21-23}\)). There is no mention of the *mebaqker* in the final two cases, and in the first case the *mebaqker's* decision could be vetoed by the *rabbim* - 1QS.6\(^{16}\). The *rabbim* also have a number of other important functions in the Manual of Discipline, not least in their decision to grant an individual the right to speak in the Council of the Community - 6\(^{10-13}\).\(^{90}\) However, in the Damascus Document the highest authority is in the hands of the *mebaqker* whilst the *rabbim* have a subordinate position with no particular function to perform. Kruse concludes that 'assuming the normal process of organizational development it is easier to account for the gradual transfer of power from the many to the one than it is to explain how power once resting in the hands of one man would come to be relinquished to the many'.\(^{91}\)

While many scholars have tried to define exactly what constituted the *rabbim*, few scholars have concentrated on the probably more important question of their function. For it seems to me that the *rabbim* are quite simply a democratic body consisting of all full members of the community.\(^{92}\) This body, though, only had authority at Qumran where the ‘Council of the Community’ sat. It was headed by the *paqid*, a priest, perhaps to be regarded

\(^{49}\)Kruse, RQ, 10, p549.
\(^{90}\)See also 1QS.7\(^{16-17}\), 8\(^{16-19}\), 8\(^{24-25}\).
\(^{91}\)Kruse, RQ, 10, p551. This assumption is debatable - many democracies have developed from dictatorships or monarchies.
\(^{92}\)See Josephus, Antiquities, 2,8,9.
as a 'chairman' in his role. The mébaqqer, though important as an individual, could only make recommendations to this democratic body as to the admission of an individual, and it was then up to the rabbim to vote on the matter. In practice this would work very much like an AGM of a contemporary political party, where various key ministers put forward their proposals on certain matters, which are duly passed with little or no opposition; although in theory, power lies with the voters, in practice it is the individual minister who is responsible for proposing what action is to be taken on a particular issue. Outside of Qumran in the 'camps' the mébaqqer obviously held the highest authority, for the rabbim here are merely full members who live away from Qumran; they hold no power in themselves. Furthermore, the absence of any direct reference to the pagid is unsurprising, for his position was only in effect at Qumran when the rabbim sat. The absence of community functionaries from the rules for the "Town" 1010-1218 suggests that all full members were required to live in "Camps" under the authority of the mébaqqer, and that those who lived in "Towns" were novices or perhaps merely Essene sympathizers.93

It is significant that a brief examination of the roles of the priests and the Levites in these two documents shows no development. In both they occupy the first and second positions of responsibility – 1QS.122, 219-20, 68-9 and CD.143-8; likewise both specify that each group of ten or more men had to have a priest – 1QS.63-4 and CD.132-4. Kruse contends that ‘1QS tends to speak in more general terms, whereas the tendency in CD is towards detail, 93Josephus’ talks of the four-fold division of the Essenes – The Jewish Wars, 2.8.10, cf. Schürer, Vol.2, p555. Here too we have four categories: the rabbim who lived permanently at Qumran; the rabbim who lived outside of Qumran in 'Camps'; those Essenes who lived in 'Towns' (refusing / choosing not to dwell in 'Camps'); noviates in their first two years of training.
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and to make provision for certain unusual situations. Yet I feel these differences can again be much better explained by the Sitz im Leben of the Manual of Discipline and the Damascus Document; the former contains rules connected with the admission of new members in the environs of Qumran - 1QS.116-218, 613-23, the latter with matters arising from living in the 'Camps' - CD 135-7, 1613-14.

So the assertion of both Priest and Kruse that the Manual of Discipline represents an earlier stage in the development of community than the Damascus Document, seems, at least on the grounds discussed here, to be unfounded. The differences in the roles of the mebaqqer, paqid and rabbim are best explained in terms of the differing Sitz im Leben for which the two documents were written. Two further factors support this position. Firstly, the palaeographic evidence which dates many of the Qumran manuscripts of these two works to the same period. And secondly, the composite character of these two documents which have evolved over a considerable length of time, allows for the possibility of the Manual of Discipline to have been revised should the need have arisen; the fact that this has not occurred but rather the original 'out-of-date' community structure was kept, strongly suggests that there was no need to revise it to conform with the Damascus Document.

Kruse, RQ. 10, p545.

See Cross, 'The Development of Jewish Scripts' in The Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honour of W.F. Albright, p133-202; ten copies of the Community Rule have been found in Cave 4, 4QS1-7 some of which contain older and better texts than that found in Cave 1. 1QS reached its present form around 100-75 B.C. (Stage IV of Murphy-O'Connor's theory) which compares favourably with the date I have suggested for the redactor's compilation of the Damascus Document of 88-70 B.C.; both though embody older traditions, 1QS.81-9 (Stage I) stemming from pre-130 B.C. and like the poetry of the Damascus Document relating details concerning the formation of the sect - RB. 76, p528-549.

There is therefore technically nothing in the respective roles of the community functionaries in 1QS and CD to count against the opposite view that CD is in fact earlier than 1QS, a view held by Murphy-O'Connor and Davies who regard the Laws as stemming from, or at least influenced by, a Babylonian milieu.
Thus the Damascus Document and the Manual of Discipline were contemporary documents of the sect; the latter being used solely at Qumran, the former in the wider Essene community outside Qumran.
CHAPTER 3
COROLLARIES.

3.1. Corollaries regarding the Theology of Qumran.

In the above section we divided the Damascus Document into three literary genres: the earliest poetical level, the redactional work of the compiler, and the final midrashic level. Clearly the Damascus Document, like the Manual of Discipline, is composite in character, and thus may well exhibit a marked development in its theological outlook on certain key issues, such as: Messianism, the Temple, the Law and the Covenant. Such evolutionary tendencies arose in part through study of the scriptures, but they must also be the result of external influences upon the sect so that it may be possible to date a shift in theological outlook to a particular historical event.

3.1.1. Messianism.

A number of scholars have argued that there is a definite development in the messianic outlook of the sect, most notably Starcky in his article 'Les quatre étapes du messianisme à Qumran'. However, rather than analysing this and other theories, I will attempt to outline the messianic views of the sect in a chronological fashion and refer to such theories where relevant.

Stage 1: At the earliest stage in the history of the sect the Teacher of Righteousness was alive and so there was little need to look for another
redeemer to lead the sect in the way of the Lord. Instead it was the sect itself that was attributed with a variety of titles such as: 'a root / plantation' which God had caused to shoot from Israel - CD.17, 'a plant of truth' - 1QH.810, 'an everlasting plant' - 1QH.615, 86, 1QS.85, 118. Similar plantation imagery can be found throughout the pseudepigrapha: Jubilees 116, 2124, 1Enoch 628, 932510, Ps.Sol.1434, T.Judah 2462. The sect also describe themselves as a 'byt': 'the House of Truth in Israel' - 1QS.56 cf.89, 'the House of Holiness for Israel' - 1QS.85, 'the House of Holiness for Aaron ...and a united House for Israel' - 1QS.96, 'a faithful House in Israel' - CD.319. Significantly all these references occur in the earliest scrolls or the earliest strands of composite works, including of course the poetry of the Damascus Document. This first stage of the 'messianic' beliefs of the sect agrees in content with that outlined by Starcky and Brown,3 and should be assigned to the earliest period of settlement at Qumran (Period Ia), c150–110.4

Stages 2 and 3: We should now turn our attention to the vexing problem of the phrase 'the Messiah of Aaron and Israel'; the plural occurs in 1QS.911 - mṣyḥy 'hrwn wvr1', whilst the singular appears in two slightly different forms in the Damascus Document - mṣyḥ 'hrn wvr1 in CD.1223–131, 1419, 1910, and mṣyḥ m'hrn wmyr1 in CD.201. When the Scrolls were first published it was considered that the readings in the Damascus Document were the later corrections of a scribe unfamiliar with the concept of dual messiahship,5 but in

3Starcky, RB, 70, p482–497; Brown, 'The Teacher of Righteousness and the Messiah(s)', in The Scrolls and Christianity (ed.M.Black), p41; Brown, 'J.Starcky's Theory of Qumran Messianic Development', CBQ, 28 (1966), p51 where he formally states that he agrees with Starcky's first stage.
4See though Chapter 3.2.1. which deals with the Archaeological evidence, p387–393.
5So M.Burrows, More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls, p228.
a fragment of the Damascus Document found in Cave 4 the singular form of 

māšīḥ is also found at 1419. So one arrives at the question: does this phrase in 

the Damascus Document refer to two Messiahs, viz. 'the Messiah of Aaron and 

(the Messiah) of Israel', or does the Manual of Discipline propound dual 

messiahship and our document that of a single Messiah? Both views have their 

advocates. On linguistic grounds the former translation is certainly possible, 

for Brown states that 'in Hebrew grammar the nomen regens need not be 

repeated before each nomen rectum... Examples of a regens in the singular 

governing two recta with the meaning "the X of Y and (the X) of Z" may be 

found in 2Sm.19,6 and Is 1,11." The problem here is how to explain why the 

redactor of the Damascus Document did not use the already existing plural 

form of the phrase if he had wanted to indicate dual messiahship, especially 

as the concept was one which differed from the norm of 'orthodox' Judaism? 

Conversely, Laurin asserts that if two Messiahs were meant by the phrase 'the 

Messiah of Aaron and Israel', then only the Messiah of Israel would have been 

referred to in CD.1910, for only he would have wielded a sword. The general 

consensus favours the latter interpretation in seeing only one figure in the 

singular form of the phrase.

The belief in two Messiahs or that of the dual role of a single Messiah,

---

6Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Judaea, p125.
7Brown, CBQ, 28, p54; dual messiahship is also understood in this phrase in CD by: Strickert, RQ, 
12, p339 and Ginzberg, p248-9 - the latter again on linguistic grounds and without the evidence 
of 1QS.
8Laurin, 'The Problem of the two Messiahs in the Qumran Scrolls', RQ, 4 (1963), p50-51. He 
considers that there is never any reference to two Messiahs in the Scrolls; 1QS.9 should be 
regarded 'as a scribal error, or as a general designation for the eschatological priest and king' - 
p91.
9So: Priest, JBL, 81, p60-61 - see Appendix to Chapter 2; Brooke, ZAW, 92, p403; Teeple, The 
Mosaic Eschatological Prophet, p112; Vermes, DSSE2, p49.
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who would rise from the priestly (Levi) and kingly (Judah) lines, is present in
the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs: T.Naph.54-5 looks to when ‘Levi shall
become like the sun’ and ‘Judah become luminous like the moon’; T.Gad.8 reads ‘Tell these things to your children as well, so that they will honour
Judah and Levi, because from them the Lord will raise up a Saviour for
Israel’. 10 It seems significant that the priestly function of the Messiah is
outlined both in the scrolls and the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs at
broadly the same period of time. 11 What event could have led to this
emphasis? It is often held that the original nucleus of the sect consisted of a
group of (Zadokite) priests who were suddenly exiled from the Temple in
152/0 B.C. when Jonathen assumed the High Priesthood for himself. Any hope
of quickly regaining the priesthood was dashed in 142 B.C. when the
Hasmoneans under Simon were declared ‘High Priests’ until a prophet should
arise, and a later attempt by Eleazar (a Pharisee?) to persuade John Hyrcanus
to relinquish the priestly aspect of his office led to disastrous results for the
Pharisees. 12 In this political climate, the maxim stating that ‘the less an
aspiration can be realized, the greater its idealization’, 13 quite naturally led to
the foundation of the messianic belief in a future priestly Messiah, for likewise
the seeds of the belief in a kingly Messiah were sown early in the post-exilic

---

10 See also: T.Joseph 19 and T.Benj.11 though both may have been subjected to Christian

11 Charles, (Vol.2, p289-290) on the basis of 182 dates the Testaments to John Hyrcanus’ reign
(134-107 B.C.); Charlesworth (Vol.1, p777-8) gives them a Maccabean date mainly because the
concept of ‘dual Messiahship parallels the (not always consistent) messianic outlook at Qumran’;
Hollander & De Jonge date the Aramaic Test. Levi to the second century B.C. – The Testament of
the Twelve Patriarchs, p22.

121. Mac.1411 and Josephus, Antiquites, 13.10.5-6 respectively.

13 So Ginzberg, p234.
period when the absence of the monarchy became a stark reality.\textsuperscript{14} Thus, the evidence of history suggests that the expectation of the priestly Messiah would parallel the existence of the non-Zadokite Hasmoneans as High Priests, i.e. from 150/140 B.C. until 63 B.C., or perhaps until 36 B.C. when Aristobulus III, the last of the Hasmoneans, was murdered.

The evidence of the scrolls seems to support the view that the concept of dual messiahship developed into the belief of the dual role of a single Messiah, rather than that the two views existed side by side as they appear to do in the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs. For the earliest texts speak of two Messiahs, namely 1QS.9\textsuperscript{11}, 1QSa.2\textsuperscript{12-14}, 4QAhA and 4QTestimonia, which are all second century B.C. in date or perhaps very early first century B.C.. However by the time the Damascus Document was redacted the sect had modified this concept into the more traditional view of a single Messiah, (who though had two roles,) and this modification may have resulted in part from the sudden increase in membership, the majority of whom would hold to the traditional concept of a single (Davidic) Messiah. I thus follow Starcky's theory of a development from two Messiahs to one and agree with his suggestion that this was due to Pharisaic influence.\textsuperscript{15}

Stage 4: There are some fundamental criticisms to be made here of the theories of Starcky and Brown, for they fail to distinguish between uniform works (autographs) and composite documents which can be placed in more

\textsuperscript{14} Psalms 2,72,110, originally enthronement psalms, were modified after the exile into Messianic ones – so De Vaux, Ancient Israel: its Life and Institutions, p110. Leviticus.8\textsuperscript{12} and Ps.133\textsuperscript{2} outline the anointing of the High Priest and this seems to be attested in Zech.4\textsuperscript{11-14} where Zerubbabel (the governor) and Jeshua (the High Priest) are referred to as 'the two sons of oil' – see Snaith, The Jews from Cyrus to Herod, p107.

\textsuperscript{15} Starcky, RB, 70, p487-492; cf. Brown, CBQ, 2, p54-55.
than one stage of Qumran messianic development. Thus Starcky is forced to
date the Damascus Document late in order to place it in his third stage and
thus show that there is continuity between this stage and the following in the
use of the title ‘Interpreter of the Law’ found in both it and 4QFlorilegium.\(^{18}\)
Yet once it is recognized that the midrashic writer of the Damascus Document
worked later than the rest of the document, then the major redaction of the
Damascus Document can be dated prior to 63 B.C. whilst the concept of the
‘Interpreter of the Law’ and ‘the Prince of the Congregation’ can be associated
with this final period. I do however concur with Starcky and Brown that this
final period saw the return of the expectation of a Davidic Messiah, no doubt
as the result of anti-Roman feeling and Zealot tendencies. These expectations
are found in: 4QPB.3-4 – ‘the Messiah of Righteousness, a shoot of David’,
4QFI.1\(^{11}\) – ‘the shoot of David who will arise with the Interpreter of the Law’,
4QFls.fgs.8-10,11 – ‘..the shoot of] David who shall arise at the end [of days].’
Coupled with this was the sect’s own belief in ‘the Prince of the Congregation’
who will fight in the final war: 1QSb.5\(^{20}\), CD.7\(^{20}\), 4QFls.fgs.5\(^{63}\), 1QM.5\(^{1}\). Thus I
concur with Starcky and Brown concerning the final stage of Qumran
Messianism, and date it with them to the Herodian period (period II).

There are two further interrelated points to consider, namely whether ‘the
Interpreter of the Law’ is a messianic title, and whether ‘the Teacher of
Righteousness’ had a messianic status. Since we have already equated ‘the
Interpreter of the Law’ with ‘the Teacher of Righteousness’ these two points
become for us one question, namely, what was the status of the Teacher in

\(^{18}\)Starcky, RB. 70, p493-499. Brown also puts the references to the ‘Interpreter of the Law’ in CD
and 4QFI. in different stages: the former in stage 2 c.100 B.C., the latter in stage 4 – CBQ, 28,
p52-55.
the eyes of the sect? Those who favour giving him a messianic role point firstly to CD.6\textsuperscript{11} - 'the one who teaches righteousness', and 4QPB\textsuperscript{3} - 'the Messiah of righteousness', which would then be prophecies ex eventu. Yet such terminology can perhaps be accounted for by Brown's assertion that 'since the unknown is always imagined in terms of the known, it is most likely that the figure of their great anointed prophet and teacher coloured the sectarians' image of the prophet and anointed ones to come.'\textsuperscript{17} The other possibility is that this terminology reflects the expectation of a 'Teacher of Righteousness redivivus', which would be understandable in the aftermath of his death. Teeple even considers that the description of the one Messiah in the Damascus Document corresponds to that of the Teacher, so that '19\textsuperscript{35-20} is not contrasting the two figures but rather employs two different titles of the same person.'\textsuperscript{18} Secondly, it is argued that if 'the prince of the Congregation' is to be equated with 'the Davidic Messiah', then 'the Interpreter of the Law' (=the Teacher) is to be equated with 'the priestly Messiah'. Yet it is difficult to imagine how the usurpation of the Teacher's position as High-Priest, so ending the Zadokite line, could in anyway be equated with the role of the 'priest-Messiah'.\textsuperscript{19} Furthermore, it is based on a false presupposition, for by the time 'the Prince of the Congregation' was expected the figure of the 'priestly-Messiah' was largely redundant.

Yet this does not solve our problem as to the earthly status of the Teacher. There seems much to be said for the observation that the sect did

\textsuperscript{17}Brown, 'The Messianism of Qumran', CBQ. 19 (1957), p75.

\textsuperscript{18}Teeple, The Mosaic Eschatological Prophet, p112.

\textsuperscript{19}The only possibility is to take 'the Teacher of Righteousness redivivus' as the 'priest-Messiah', yet there is no evidence for this position.
not look for a prophet outside of 1QS.9\textsuperscript{11} and 4QTestimonia because the Teacher had himself fulfilled this role. One of the roles of the prophet was to signal the coming of the end-time and the imminent arrival of the Messiah(s), and this would explain texts such as CD.19\textsuperscript{35-20}\textsuperscript{1} and 20\textsuperscript{13-15}, and his role as 'prophet' is also found in his interpretation of scripture - 1QpH.2\textsuperscript{2-10} and 71-5.\textsuperscript{20} More important however, is the role of the Teacher as a 'lawgiver'; he is called: 'star', 'vessel', 'craftsman', 'lawgiver', 'prophet' - all appellations applied to Moses around this time.\textsuperscript{21} Like Moses, he led God's people into the wilderness, founded the 'true Israel', gave them the law, yet died before they could enter the Promised Land. Finally, the two figures of 'the Interpreter of the Law' and 'the King Messiah' in CD.6\textsuperscript{7-11}, 7\textsuperscript{18-20} and 4QFl.1\textsuperscript{11} have a neat parallel in the Palestinian Targum on Ex.12:42: 'Moses shall come out from the wilderness and the King-Messiah from Rome';\textsuperscript{22} notably, there is only one Messiah. But why the change from 'prophet' to 'lawgiver'? Probably because when the end-time failed to materialize in 70 B.C. then the role of the Teacher as prophetic forerunner to the Messiah(s) looked less than complimentary, and so his role as 'lawgiver' was therefore highlighted instead. This all seems to lead to the following conclusions: the Teacher of Righteousness was regarded as a prophet during his lifetime and immediately thereafter, but as a Lawgiver, a second Moses, during the later period of the sect's existence; there is no evidence that he was considered to be a Messiah whilst alive, but after his

\textsuperscript{20}Compare John the Baptist's role and see Chapter 3.2.2. on the Wicked Priest for the structure of 1QpHab., p393-401. The Essenes were known for their prophetic powers: Judah the Essene - Antiquities, 13,11,2; Menahem the Essene - Antiquities, 15,10,5; Simon the Essene - Antiquities, 17,13,3. In addition Freedman notes that in 'the subsequent centuries to Ezra and Nehemiah, the revival of prophecy brought a revival of poetry' - JBL, 96, p22-23.

\textsuperscript{21}See Targ. The Mosaic Eschatological Prophet, p50-56; 'nby' in 1QS.9\textsuperscript{11} has no article as in Deut.18\textsuperscript{6,16} where Moses is termed a prophet; cf. 4QTestimonia \textsuperscript{3}.

\textsuperscript{22}Quoted by Vermes, DSSE2, p51.
death the sect naturally imagined the Messiah(s) to have some of the characteristics exhibited by the Teacher.

Summary of the Stages of Messianic development at Qumran.

1. The sect as the ‘true Israel’ described themselves as ‘Everlasting Plantation’, ‘House of Truth’, etc.
   Mss: CD poetry, 1QH.
   Date: Period Ia, c.150–110 B.C.

2. Teacher dead – seen as the prophetic forerunner. Belief in two Messiahs.
   Mss: 1QS.911, 1QSa, 4QAhA, 4QTestimonia, (Test.12 Pat.).
   Date: Period Ib, c.110–88 B.C.

3. Teacher dead – seen as the prophetic forerunner / lawgiver.
   Belief in one Messiah with two roles.
   Mss: redaction of CD, (Test of 12 Pat).
   Date: Period Ib, c.88–(63)/36 B.C.

4. Teacher regarded as a lawgiver, the second Moses.
   Belief in one Davidic Messiah.
   Mss: CD midrashim, 1QSb, 4QFl., 4QPsI, 4QPBless., 1QM.
   Date: Period II, Herodian, (63)/37 B.C.–68 A.D.

It should be appreciated that such divisions are probably slightly more fluid in reality than outlined here, for instance both 1QSb and the midrashic writer of the Damascus Document probably pre-date the Herodian period. However, it gives a broad outline which cannot be made more precise until more manuscript evidence becomes available, in particular the various copies of the Damascus Document from Cave 4. Starcky’s theory of Messianic development does largely square with our separation of the Damascus Document into three strands, whilst, on the other hand, our division does help to overcome some of the objections raised by scholars to his theory.
3.1.2. Temple

Most study in this area has centred on two inter-related questions: 'What was the sect's attitude towards the Jerusalem temple?' and 'Did the sect offer sacrifices?' Yet there are a number of other questions to consider and it is only after considering all the evidence that we can make a sound judgment on the general attitude of the sect to the temple and to consider whether this changed with time.

Was there a temple at Qumran?

The archaeological evidence lends some support to there being one, for an altar has been found at Qumran measuring 26.9 x 26.3 x 31(ht) cm., and twelve stones arranged in a circle in the manner found in the temple of Solomon – 1Kgs.6:19. In addition a sizeable number of pots containing boiled, or sometimes roasted, bones have been found at Qumran; for De Vaux these were not sacrifices but probably remnants of a meal of ritual significance. Yet for those of the opposite persuasion, these pots are merely concrete evidence of what Josephus asserts, namely that:

'When (the Essenes) send what they have dedicated to God into the temple, they do not offer sacrifices, because they have more pure lustrations of their own; on which account they are excluded from the common court of the temple, but offer their

---


24 De Vaux, p12-14 – there were 30 pots in loc.130. Instances like this bring to mind the archaeological maxim stating that if you do not know the significance of something label it 'cultic'!
Another line of evidence has been advanced by Steckoll, for he draws on the parallels between Qumran and the Zadokite temple at Leontopolis, c154 B.C. - 74 A.D. Firstly, like Qumran, pots of bones have been found at Leontopolis. Secondly, the community chamber which functioned as the temple had no dividing walls at Leontopolis whereas it should have had three, and so the lack of such walls at Qumran cannot be used as evidence that the chamber there did not function as a temple. Thirdly, the tower at both Leontopolis and Qumran was at the north-west corner, plus both sets of buildings were built using the Greek foot of 12.45°. In a more recent article Hayward draws some further parallels between the beliefs held by these two groups. In particular he notes that Onias IV, instead of having the menorah put there, had a single lamp, and since the former was meant to represent the planets in relation to the sun, Hayward conjectures that Onias meant the latter to symbolise solely the sun. Furthermore, Josephus asserts (Antiquities, 13.3.1) that Onias was said to have been encouraged to build a temple in Egypt by Isaiah, and it seems Onias was drawing on Is.19. In the MT this text reads:

On that day there shall be five cities in the land of Egypt...
One shall be called the city of destruction (‘yr hhrs).

25 Antiquities, 18,1,5, cf. also Philo, Quod omnis probus, 12 (75).
26 Josephus writes: ‘they go... after a pure manner, into a dining room, as though it were into a holy temple’ - The Jewish Wars, 2,8,5.
27 Steckoll, RQ, 6, p56-60; so Petrie for Leontopolis says Steckoll.
29 So Philo, Vita Mosis, II, p102-103.
However in 1QIsa the text has 'yr hhrς, 'city of the sun', namely 'Heliopolis' in which nome Leontopolis lay. Turning to Qumran we are immediately reminded that the sect called themselves 'the sons of light' who walked after 'the Prince of Lights', followed a solar calendar, and showed a peculiar reverence towards the sun in praying to it in the morning and covering their ablutions so as not to offend its rays. The two groups also share a number of common beliefs such as the theme of exile and restoration, and the concept of a 'New Jerusalem'; in addition both give prominence to 'judges' in their respective communities. All this leads Hayward to conclude that the two groups were 'two branches of a common Zadokite movement which rejected the Jerusalem temple and its priests', and certainly any connection between the two would considerably strengthen the evidence that there must have been a 'temple' at Qumran.

The textual evidence for there being a temple at Qumran is, as one might expect, ambiguous. Firstly, Steckoll points to CD.121-2:

\[
\text{Let no man lie with a woman in the city of the sanctuary so as to convey uncleanness to the city of the sanctuary with their impurity.}
\]

He argues that since the surrounding notes deal exclusively with the members

\[30\text{See Josephus, The Jewish Wars, 2.8.5 and 2.8.9 respectively. Smith went as far as to assert that the sect may have worshipped the sun, pointing to the gilded staircase in 11QT.30}-31 which he suggested functioned as a roof-top altar to the sun-god - Smith, The Case of the Gilded Staircase: Did the Dead Sea Sect worship the sun?, BAR, 10 (1984), p50-55. Milgrom strongly challenges this assertion, particularly the function of the gilded staircase, for sun-worship is expressly forbidden in 11QT.5517-18 - Milgrom, 'Challenge to Sun-Worship Interpretation of Temple Scroll's Gilded Staircase', BAR, 11 (1985), p70-73.}\]

\[31\text{Hayward, JJS, 33, p442.}\]

\[32\text{Hayward, JJS, 33, p443; Steckoll also holds this view, but in addition believes that the 'Damascus' referred to in CD is Egypt, and that the sect went into exile there during the years 31-4 B.C. when Qumran was deserted - RQ, 6, p60 and p68.}\]
of the sect then this reference must be to the temple at Qumran. Yet the same phrase has more recently been found in the Temple Scroll, (11QT.45\textsuperscript{11-12},16-17, \textit{et al}), where it must refer to Jerusalem. Secondly, the word 'Lebanon' occurs some sixty times in the MT, yet in the Targum in about half of these cases it is not understood in its literal sense, and in these instances it is most commonly used as a symbol for the 'temple'. Similarly in 1QpHab.12\textsuperscript{3-4}, the pesher on Hab.2\textsuperscript{17} states that 'Lebanon is the council of the community', and according to Vermes this interpretation arose because the sect believed that they were the temple, and since traditionally 'Lebanon = temple', so now 'Lebanon' = the council of the community. Thirdly, in view of the Old Testament terminology of the temple as a 'House of God', scholars point to a number of Qumran texts which view the sect as a 'byt': 1QS.5\textsuperscript{6, 8, 9}, 9\textsuperscript{6(x2)}; CD.3\textsuperscript{19}, 4\textsuperscript{11}, 20\textsuperscript{10,13}; 1QpHab.8\textsuperscript{1}. Finally, the widespread condemnation of the temple institution at Jerusalem is seen as evidence that the sect abandoned the temple: CD.4\textsuperscript{18}, 5\textsuperscript{6-11}, (6\textsuperscript{12-14}), 7\textsuperscript{14-18}, 20\textsuperscript{23}; 1QpHab.9\textsuperscript{4}, 12\textsuperscript{8-9}; perhaps too the references to 'the illegitimate priest' (hkwhn hrs\textsuperscript{5}). However Davies reminds us that 'it does not necessarily follow that because a group believed the Temple to have been defiled by others its members ceased to participate in the Temple cult in the normal way ... (for) to abandon it would relinquish it entirely to those of an opposite persuasion.'\textsuperscript{35}

Thus the archaeological and textual evidence for there being a temple at Qumran is not conclusive and rests on a certain amount of subjective analysis.

---

\textsuperscript{33}Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism, p26-38; 'Lebanon' as 'temple': Deut.17 and 11\textsuperscript{24} in the Targum of Jonathan; Deut.3\textsuperscript{25} in Targum Onkelos, etc.

\textsuperscript{34}Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism, p33.

\textsuperscript{35}Davies, JJS, 33, p290.
Did the sect see themselves as a ‘spiritual temple’?

Gärtner, in his book ‘The Temple and the Community in Qumran and in the New Testament’ (1965), was the first to clearly set out the evidence that the Qumran sect regarded themselves as some kind of ‘spiritual temple’. Like many theologians he believed the Qumran texts provided a background to the New Testament evidence, as in the Pauline corpus - 1Cor.3:16-17, 6:14-20 and Eph.2:19-22 - and also elsewhere - Mk.12:10,14; Jn.4:20-24; 1Peter.2:3-6; Hebrews.12:22-24. He noted that the whole sect were treated as ‘priests’ in that the priestly ideals, especially those of purity, were extended to all members of the sect. The hierarchy of the sect, as outlined in 1QSa for instance, resembled that of the Jerusalem temple, and the references to ‘Aaron’ (first) and ‘Israel’ would seem to be to the ‘priests’ and ‘laity’ within the community. The combination of temple as ‘House’ and ‘plantation’ in the Qumran texts is probably to be traced back to Jewish speculation concerning the rock of the temple and paradise, e.g. Jer.3:12:27-28 which reads:

‘The days are coming, declares the Lord, ‘when I will plant the House of Israel and the House of Judah with the offspring of men and animals. Just as I watched over them to uproot and tear down, and to overthrow, destroy and bring disaster, so I will watch over them to build and to plant.’

Thus the references to the community as a ‘House’, or as ‘Lebanon’, can equally well be used as evidence that the sect believed they were a ‘spiritual temple’.

A number of specific texts have been used to further this theory. The Damascus Document in particular seems to advance this interpretation, though this may not have always been appreciated in the past. In CD.6:12 I argued
strongly that the unusual reference to the 'temple' at the beginning of the section on the 'Twelve Duties' only really makes sense if one interprets it in a spiritual sense as a reference to the community. This section also contains a further spiritual reference to the temple in 616 to which a secondary gloss has been appended in the form of a deliberately reworked quotation. I also concurred with Murphy-O'Connor that the plural form of the confessional formula found in CD.2028-30 and 1QS.124-26 indicates a community without a temple, as it did for the rabbis in the period after the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 A.D. Finally both the Ezekiel 4415 Midrash and the Amos-Numbers Midrash implicitly state that the 'temple' now lies with the sect in exile. Outside of the Damascus Document, Draper, in an unpublished article on the 'Origins of the Qumran Community', argues that an original group of twelve (1QS.81-911) set up a rival temple offering spiritual sacrifices, and that 4Qplsd in interpreting Isaiah 5411-12 'shows the prophesied foundation of a new and glorified Jerusalem has taken place in the foundation of the sect':36

'And I will lay your foundations with sapphires.' (5411c)
Interpreted, this concerns the Priests and the people who laid the foundations of the Council of the Community .... the congregation of His elect (shall sparkle) like a sapphire among stones.

'[And I will make] all your pinnacles [of agate]' (5412a)
Interpreted, this concerns the twelve [chief Priests] who shall enlighten by judgment of the Urim and Tummim ...

However, the most notable passage in this context must be 4QFlorilegium 12-7:

This is the House which [He built for them in the] latter

36Gärtner similarly draws attention to this passage: The Temple and the Community in Qumran and in the NT, p42-43.
days .... And gentiles shall lay it waste no more, as they formerly laid waste the temple of Israel because of its sin. He has commanded that a 'Temple of Men' be built for Himself, that they might send up, like the smoke of incense, the works of the Law.

The only problem is that not all scholars are agreed as to the meaning of the text. Schwartz sees three temples in 4QFlorilegium; the references to 2 Samuel 7 in 4QFlor.1.7f referring to the desecrated second temple which is to be replaced by a third temple built by God in the future (4QFlor.1.2-6), while mǥdš 'dm (4QFlor.1.6) refers to the first man-made temple. Flusser, on the other hand, is one of a number of scholars who translate the phrase mǥdš 'dm, 'sanctuary amongst men', which he then sees as referring to the future eschatological temple that God Himself will build. Yet these interpretations both contradict the plain meaning of the phrase mǥdš 'dm, 'temple of men', and so I concur with Gärtner and Brooke who see here a definite allusion to a 'spiritual temple' which deliberately stresses the position of the Qumran community in relation to the Jerusalem temple.

This neatly leads into the related question of 'sacrifices', for scholars who accept the presence of the concept of a 'spiritual temple' tend to believe that all the references to sacrifices are symbolic. The prophets regularly stressed that the attitude of the individual was far more important than the actual sacrifice - Micah.6.6-8, Ps.51.19 and Prov.15.8 - and this idea was further developed in the scrolls in 4QFlor.1.6-7 (above), CD 11.21 - quoting Prv.15.8, and

---


38 Flusser, 'Two Notes on the Midrash on 2 Sam.vii', IEJ, 9 (1959), p101-102; see also Yadin's translation in his article: 'A Midrash on 2 Sam.vii and Ps.i–ii (4QFlorilegium)', IEJ, 9 (1959), p98.

39 Gärtner, The Temple and the Community in Qumran and in the NT, p34; Brooke, Exegesis at Qumran, p185-186, p193.
1QS.94-5 which reads:

'They shall atone for guilty rebellion and for sins of unfaithfulness that they might obtain lovingkindness for the Land without the flesh of holocausts and the fat of sacrifice. And prayer rightly offered shall be as an acceptable fragrance of righteousness, and perfection of the way as a delectable free-will offering.'

Yet there do seem to be laws which specifically outline sacrificial practices - CD.914, 1117-20, 1613-14 - and it is difficult to take these cases as symbolic.40 Josephus relates that there were four grades within the Essenes, and it is possible therefore that some of the 'Essenes' who lived away from Qumran, perhaps those addressed in 1010-1218, did still participate in the temple cult to a limited degree;41 the different calendar of the sect would preclude any regular participation.

Thus the sect almost certainly did regard themselves as a 'spiritual temple' offering spiritual sacrifices, although there may in addition have been a limited contact with the Jerusalem temple for some of its members.

The evidence of the Temple Scroll and the New Testament.42

The first forty-eight columns of the Temple Scroll are devoted to the construction of the temple and its precincts, and subsequently to the festivals and sacrifices that should be observed there. What seems initially in doubt is

40 The festival sacrifices outlined in 11QT 138-292 are for the future earthly temple.

41 Neither CD.914 and 1613-14 require sacrifice and could be seen as tithes offered to the priests.

42 I am assuming here that the Temple Scroll is a sectarian work or at least one they held in high regard; evidence for this position will be forwarded in the following section (3.1.3) on 'Law', p370-392.
whether these prescriptions describe a future earthly temple that the sect would like to set up or a future heavenly (eschatological) temple. The solution seems to rest on the translation of the preposition ‘d’ in 11QT.29:

And I shall sanctify my [sanctuary with my glory for I shall cause my glory to dwell upon it, the day of blessing on which I shall create my sanctuary].

If the preposition is translated ‘during’, as Thiering and Wacholder, then one has here a reference to an eschatological temple, but if it is translated ‘until’, as Yadin and Maier, then the reference is to an earthly temple. In favour of the eschatological interpretation is the fact that the dimensions of the outer court are too large to fit the geographical topography available at Jerusalem; it is unrealistic and thus eschatological. Yet the whole structure and thrust of the Temple Scroll is not one of an apocalyptic writing telling of the glorious age to come but rather it is concerned with the present age. Furthermore, the brief allusion to the eschatological temple resembles the similar brief reference found in Jubilees 1; in addition, the reference may belong to a secondary redactional insertion (292–302) and so did not form part of the original text on the temple found in the Temple Scroll. So the sect looked to the day when they could build an earthly temple.

Thiering has suggested in a recent lecture that the Temple Scroll was written in Herodian times and that the Essenes, who were favoured by Herod,

---

42Following Maier’s translation, p32.


45Steegemann has suggested 292–302 was a redactional addition to the festival calendar source of 138–292 – ‘The Literary Composition of the Temple Scroll and its status at Qumran’, a lecture given at the International Symposium on the Temple Scroll, Manchester University, December 1987; see the following section (3.1.3) on ‘Law’, p370–382.
drew up this blueprint for the temple hoping that he would implement it.\textsuperscript{46} I would reject such a late date for the Temple Scroll, but the relationship between the Essenes and Herod the Great under whom the Jerusalem temple was rebuilt should certainly be explored. The arguments for equating the Essenes with the Herodians of the New Testament has been strongly advanced in two articles by Daniel.\textsuperscript{47} The most important of these are as follows: Herod was known to be pro-Essene\textsuperscript{48} and was seemingly influenced by Essene teaching;\textsuperscript{49} the Essenes were known to have their own gate in the city wall built for access to their latrines\textsuperscript{50} and not ornated with statues or images like the other gates;\textsuperscript{51} the Essenes were exempt from the oath of fidelity to Herod\textsuperscript{52} unlike the Pharisees and Sadducees whom they shared with Herod as common enemies; the site of Qumran was abandoned during the time of Herod, 37-4 B.C.;\textsuperscript{53} in Mk.3\textsuperscript{5} the Pharisees come out of the synagogue to meet with the Herodians.\textsuperscript{54} What is even more interesting is that Herod's temple is said to have been built by priests (\textit{Antiquities}, 15,11,1-2), and Daniel asserts that 'il est .. probable que ces mille prêtres qui ont travaillé à la reconstruction du

\textsuperscript{46}Thiering, 'The Date of Composition of the Temple Scroll' given at the International Symposium on the Temple Scroll, Manchester University, December 1987.


\textsuperscript{48}Josephus, \textit{Antiquities}, 15,10,5: Menahem's prophecy.

\textsuperscript{49}Daniel, RQ, p35-37; Archelaus also called on an Essene to interpret a dream - Josephus, \textit{Antiquities}, 17,13,3 (346).

\textsuperscript{50}Josephus, \textit{The Jewish Wars}, 5,4,2 (cf.2,8,9) and 11QT 46\textsuperscript{13-16}; see Yadin, \textit{The Temple Scroll}, vol.1, p301-304 and \textit{The Temple Scroll: the Hidden Law of the Dead Sea Sect}, p178-182.

\textsuperscript{51}St.Hyppolite, \textit{Contra Haereses}, 9,26.

\textsuperscript{52}Josephus, \textit{Antiquities}, 15,10,4.

\textsuperscript{53}De Vaux, p21-24 and p36.

\textsuperscript{54}Daniel, followed by Yadin, also draws attention to the '7 baskets' in Mk.8\textsuperscript{14-21} as a reference to the Essenes - RQ, 6, p40-42 and \textit{The Temple Scroll}, vol.1, p138-140.
Temple furent pour la majorité des prêtres esséniens, habitués au travail manuel, et non pas des prêtres sadducléens et pharisiens, qui n'avaient de leur vie effectué aucun travail de maçon ou de charpentier." In the Talmud, Herod is seen to favour the 'Boethusians', (named after their founder 'Boethus'), who are therefore to be equated with the 'Herodians'; Grintz has attempted to show that there is an etymological connection between the 'Essenes' and the 'Boethusians' the latter being derived from byt, 'house' + (') sym, 'Essenes'. Josephus claims that the Boethusians were a sacerdotal family, a fact which the names of the High Priests under Herod and his successor Archelaus certainly confirm: 'Simon son of Boethus' (c25-5 B.C.), 'Joazar son of Boethus' (4 B.C. and 6 A.D.) and 'Eleazar son of Boethus'(4-3 B.C.). Were the Boethusians then the name of the priestly family that founded the Qumran sect and who were later High Priests under Herod? The main fact that seems to count against this is that there is no suggestion in any of the later scrolls that the sect in any way regained control of the High Priesthood.

So how much of the equation - Essenes = Herodians = Boethusians - are we in agreement with? If one agrees with the whole equation, then it seems likely that the Essene blue-print for the future earthly temple in the temple Scroll may have been partly utilized by Herod in his reconstruction of the Temple of Jerusalem. Furthermore, whilst the geographical topography of

55Daniel, RQ. 7, p399.

56Grintz, 'The Yahad Sectarians, Essenes, Beth(e)sin', Sinai, 32 (1954), p11-43 (in Hebrew); Talmon notes in his article in Scripta Hierosolymitana, 4, that the Boethusians shared a number of calendrical peculiarities with the Qumran sectarians - p188-7 and p196-7. Boethus was born around 240B.C and was instructed by Antigonus of Soko who was prominent from 250 B.C onwards.

57Josephus, Antiquities, 15.9.3 and 17.4.2. Eisenman asserts that Qumran was a training ground for the Jerusalem priesthood, but also believes that Herod was responsible for destroying Qumran in c.37 B.C. - Maccabees, Zadokites, Christians and Qumran, p23-24.
Mt. Zion may have prevented the construction of the outer court, those Essenes who lived within its proposed bounds in the Essene quarter of 'the city of the temple', conducted themselves in an appropriate manner – CD 12\textsuperscript{1-2}.

**Conclusion**

In our analysis of the attitude of the sect to the temple a number of important issues have been covered but no attempt has yet been made to weave them together into a coherent overall picture, and to achieve this we need to take into account the historical perspective. According to Josephus the High Priesthood had lain vacant from 159-152 B.C.,\textsuperscript{58} yet the likelihood that this was actually the case seems very slim. Stegemann has therefore suggested that the Teacher of Righteousness officiated during the *Interregnum*, being the legitimate High Priest of the Zadokite priestly line,\textsuperscript{59} and this in turn is supported by Murphy-O'Connor's claim that the letter from Demetrius I in 1Mac.10\textsuperscript{25-45} must have been addressed to the High Priest of the *Interregnum*\textsuperscript{60} However in 152/0 B.C. the High Priesthood was usurped by Jonathan, and under his successor, Simon, the Hasmoneans were decreed as

---

\textsuperscript{58} *Antiquities*, 13,2,2-3 – cf. 12,11,2.

\textsuperscript{59} Stegemann, p247-254.

\textsuperscript{60} Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 83, p400-420. It is clear that Jonathan was not able to gain the High Priesthood promised to him by Alexander Balas until the latter had successfully defeated Demetrius I; thus Demetrius I must have backed an opponent of Jonathan, namely the current High Priest.
High Priests until a suitable prophet should arise - 1Mac. 14.61. If Stegemann is correct, the Teacher and his early followers would still have adhered to the legitimacy of the Zadokite High Priesthood, and this, coupled with their presumed expulsion from, or at least avoidance of, the Jerusalem temple, naturally led to the rise in the belief of the early community as a 'spiritual temple'. Furthermore the community itself abstained from all regular sacrifice with the exception of that carried out on the Day of Atonement, believing instead that it was the attitude of the individual that was of fundamental importance in the worship of God. This situation continued throughout the time of the Hasmonean High Priesthood, yet with the end of the Hasmonean line the Essenes were able once again to participate at the Jerusalem Temple if they so wished, and this they did most actively during the reign of Herod the Great, who seems to have favoured them to the extent that they may even have influenced the design of 'Herod's' Temple and regained the High Priesthood temporally.62 Thus the attitude of the sect to the temple remained remarkably consistent throughout the time of their existence, with the notable exception of the period of Herod the Great's reign when the sectarians

61 VanderKam has suggested that the 364-day solar calendar was probably the official calendar of the post-exilic period until the persecutions of 167 B.C. under Antiochus IV when a lunar calendar was introduced to allow for the birthday of the Seleucid governor to be celebrated - Dan. 7:25, 8:11-14, 215-26.2Mac. 6:1-11. Although the calendar may have reverted to a solar one during the years of 159-152 B.C. under the High Priesthood of the Teacher, with the Maccabees gaining increasing power Jonathan abolished the solar (priestly) calendar sometime after 152 B.C. perhaps to keep some of his supporters happy; this in turn led to polemics such as we find in 1QS 1:3-9,13-15 and CD 3:14-16 - VanderKam, '2 Maccabees 6,7a and Calendrical Change in Jerusalem', JSJ. 12 (1981), p52-74. Yet as Davies counters, the Maccabees would surely have returned to the traditional calendrical beliefs if the lunar calendar had been introduced by Antiochus IV; it cannot have been retained merely for pagan festivals! Furthermore, it is likely that the two calendars were reconciled by the time of Esther and only a few Jews continued to restrict themselves to the use of the solar calendar, namely the authors of 1Enoch, Jubilees, and the scrolls - Davies, 'Calendrical Change and Qumran Origins: An Assessment of VanderKam's Theory', CBQ, 45 (1983), p80-89.

62 Davies' assertion that the gloss in CD 6:12-14 reflects 'a more hostile attitude towards the temple than its original source' (IJJS, 33, p297) is clearly not the case once it is appreciated that the original text of 6:11-14 does not refer to the Jerusalem temple but rather to the sect as the 'spiritual temple'.
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thought that they might at last have the opportunity to 'lay the foundations' of the future earthly temple which is so clearly envisaged in the Temple Scroll.

3.1.3. Law.

There are two questions to be answered in this section. Firstly, what was the status and date of the Temple Scroll (11QT)? Secondly, when the Damascus Document talks of the 'torah', 'commandments', 'judgments', 'precepts' and the like, to what is it referring, the Mosaic law, the laws of the Temple Scroll, or the Laws of IX-XVI?

The Temple Scroll.

Yadin in his three volume work seemed convinced from the outset that the Temple Scroll had to have been written by the sect and that all the evidence pointed to a Hasmonean date. Yet a number of scholars have for a variety of reasons attempted to demonstrate that the Temple Scroll is not Qumranic in origin, and their views shall be considered first.

Stegemann begins by separating out the various literary sources of the document:

1. Columns 3-47. The architecture of the Temple (excl.2.)
5. Columns 5612-5921. The Statutes for the King.

To these sources we should add the literary introduction to the whole composition in columns 1-2, and the redactional addition of 292-302. Stegemann then goes on to date the Temple Scroll to the fourth century on the grounds that it most closely resembles Chronicles in style, and because this was the time when the tradition relating to the sixth book of the law was most prevalent. The section on 'the Statutes for the King' is thus a polemic against the kings of Judah and Israel of the pre-exilic age. He then asserts that two copies of the scroll were later made by the Qumran sect for their own study, but that the book was never considered to be one of the documents of the sect to be kept in the Cave 4 library, for there is not one reference to it or quotation from it in any of the scrolls.

A number of scholars have argued that the Temple Scroll belongs to the period just prior to the Qumran sect and is in some way connected with the proto-sectarians of Qumran. Thus Brooke believes the Temple Scroll belonged to the group responsible for Jubilees and the Aramaic Testament of Levi, and that at the time when the Qumran community was founded this group was 'responsible for the traditions of these writings passing into the Qumran library as some of their number became members.' Yet he goes further, for he considers that Jubilees, the Temple Scroll and the Testament of Moses belong together in a Pentateuch; Jubilees covering Gen.1-Ex.15, the Temple Scroll Ex.34-Deut.23, and the Testament of Moses Deut.31-34. The former two works share a common levitical interest and use the solar

---

64 Jer.315; Ezra 263 = Neh.65, 4Ezra 628.

65 In addition to Brooke, most notably Wacholder, The Dawn of Qumran, p211, whose position will be considered in the following pages when dealing with the status of the Temple Scroll.

calendar. Furthermore, the Damascus Document, which as we have noted has been considered 'proto-Essene' in character by Davies and Murphy-O'Connor, should be seen as the overall link between the three, sharing as it does a number of common elements; for example: 11QT.4511-12 - CD.121-2, 11QT.6614-17 - CD.57-11, etc.; Jubilees is explicitly referred to in CD.162-4, Jub.114 - CD.314, etc.; 'Taxo' in the T.Moses can be compared to the 'חֹדֶשֶׁה' in CD, T.Moses.53-5 - CD.417-18, etc. Personally I do not believe that the connection between Jubilees and the Temple Scroll is as close as Brooke would have us believe, not least because, as VanderKam points out, the two exhibit a different pseudepigraphical outlook, for in Jubilees it is the angel who speaks to Moses whilst in the Temple Scroll God speaks directly to man. In addition I would not accept a pre-Qumran date for the Damascus Document but that is not to say it does not share a common theological tradition with Jubilees and the Temple Scroll, being in fact dependent on them.

Both Stegemann and Brooke have suggested that the Temple Scroll originated in Levitical circles. It is generally accepted that the Temple Scroll was found in Cave 11, yet Caves 1 and 4 were the main repositories for the sectarian works, the latter apparently functioning as a library, while Cave 7

---

67S. R. Driver, in his more recent book Behind the Essenes, compares the Damascus Document, 1 Enoch 92-105, and Jubilees 1, entitling the chapter 'A Comparison of Three Essenes Texts' - p107-134.


held all the Greek papyri; Cave 11 on the other hand lay two kilometres north of the Qumran settlement, and contained manuscripts which show a marked Levitical bias: 11QLev., 11QpaleoLev., 11QEzek., 11QŠirŠab., 11QJub., 11QMelch., 11QPsa. The internal evidence may further support Levitical authorship, for the Levites are named before the priests in 11QT.224-5 and 606-11, and receive the choicest part of the sacrifice in 11QT.228-11. Did these Levites form part of the founding group that went into exile at 'Damascus' (CD.320-44,63-h1), or were they an independent group who also used the caves in the Qumran area? Burgmann holds the latter view for he argues that they were Sadducean Levites, firstly because 11QT.646-13 defends the practice of crucifixion and so implicitly the crucifixion by Alexander Jannaeus of some 800 Pharisees, (whereas most scholars see 4QpNah.16-8 as condemning this practice,) secondly because the Temple Scroll carries a hidden polemic against the Essenes for it outlines a Feast of Oil and a Feast of Wine where all the people drink wine, whereas the Essenes did not use oil and only full members had access to wine. 

Thus three positions, all of which argue for a Levitical authorship and against a Qumran origin for the Temple Scroll, have now been considered, namely: it dates from the fourth century (Stegemann); it forms a 'Pentateuch' with Jubilees and the Testament of Moses (Brooke); it is a Sadducean document contemporary to the scrolls (Burgmann). In the light of these

71 We know that a number of groups did use such caves in the Qumran area, namely the Zealots or Sicarii, and later the followers of Bar Kochba.

72 Josephus, Antiquities, 13,14,2.

73 So: Maier, p132-33. Yadin on the other hand considers that 11QT.646-13 and 4QpNah.16-8 do not represent contradicting views - The Temple Scroll, vol.1, p378f.

74 Josephus, The Jewish Wars 2,8,3 and 5 respectively - cf. 1QS.620, 720.
arguments, let us now return to examine those in favour of a Qumran date for the Temple Scroll.

The earliest palaeographical evidence for the scroll is the Rockefeller Museum fragment No.43.366 which is palaeographically dated towards the end of the second century or perhaps the beginning of the first, thus providing us with a terminus ad quem. The presence of Mishnaic Hebrew means for Yadin that the Temple Scroll cannot pre-date the Hasmonean era. Consequently, for Yadin 'the Statutes for the King' have just over a fifty year period in which to be assigned, and he concludes that this section, together with the reference to the rings of the slaughterhouse in 11QT.34, is a polemic against John Hyrcanus (134-104 B.C.). On the other hand in a joint article by Hengel, Charlesworth and Mendels, the date of this polemical section is placed in the reign of Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 B.C.) for a number of reasons: he was the first of the Hasmoneans to use the title ‘king’, had an army composed of mercenaries, undertook offensive rather than defensive wars, had many concubines and a queen from his own family, and these are all matters which 'the Statutes for the King' legislate against. 

75. Yadin, The Temple Scroll, vol.1, p17-20. Thiering has argued that there is no certainty that this fragment belongs to the Temple Scroll since it twice mentions 'Moses' who name is avoided in 11QT - in her lecture given at the International Conference of the Temple Scroll entitled, 'The Date of the Temple Scroll' - Manchester University, December 1997. Conversely, Strugnell has indicated in a letter to Wacholder that 'there are one group of 4Q fragments not yet published, which contain quotations from, or the text of, the Temple Scroll, or at least one of its sources', and these date to 150B.C. - The Dawn of Qumran, p206. Yet the imprecision of this statement does not seem to help us much. Palaeographically, both scribes A and B of 11QT, plus Rockefeller Museum fragment No.43.975 are Herodian in date.


77. Hengel, Charlesworth and Mendels, 'The Polemical Character of "On Kingship" in the Temple Scroll: an attempt at Dating 11QT', JJS, 37 (1986), p31-37 - Josephus, Antiquities, 12, 12,1 ; 13, 4, 5 - cf.11QT.375; 13,12,2 - cf.11QT.583-9; 13,12,1, 14,2 - cf.11QT.5715-17, respectively. Thiering argues that Herod the Great best fits this section which was composed when he refused to implement the sect's design for the Temple - in her lecture given at the International Symposium on the Temple Scroll entitled 'The Date of the Temple Scroll' - Manchester University, December 1987.
Yadin has also pointed to a number of passages in the scrolls which he suggests allude to the Temple Scroll.\textsuperscript{78} Firstly 'the book of Hagi'\textsuperscript{79} in CD.10\textsuperscript{6}, 13\textsuperscript{2}, 14\textsuperscript{7-8} and '1QSa.1\textsuperscript{7}, yet this has been suggested as the title for a number of Qumran works (e.g.1QS) and so can hardly be considered as hard evidence. Secondly, in the reference to 'the sealed book of the law' in CD.5\textsuperscript{2}, but we have already argued that a literal rather than a cryptic meaning is meant here.

Thirdly, the reference in 4QpPss\textsuperscript{8} 4\textsuperscript{8.a} to:

\begin{quote}
...... the Wicked [Priest] who [rose up against the Teacher of Righteousness] that he might put him to death [because he served the truth] and the Law [which] he had sent to him.
\end{quote}

However this text rather pales as evidence in light of the forthcoming publication of the scroll entitled mqst m\'sy htwrh (4QMMMT), which Qimron purports to be a letter from the Teacher to the Wicked Priest detailing all the points of law on which the two disagree.\textsuperscript{80} Thus we are left with the reference in 4QGWf t-4,1Z14 which speaks of two torahs:

\begin{quote}
12 Now, behold, everything is written on the tablets which [ ] and he taught him the number of [ ] and caused [him] to inherit... 13 to [him] and to his seed [for] ever. And he arose from thence to go [ ] 'Blow the horn of Gibeah: 'the horn' is the book of [ ] 14 it is the book of the second law which [ m]en of his counsel, but they spoke rebelliously against him\textsuperscript{81}
\end{quote}

Yet in my view Yadin has missed the main body of evidence which is to be

\textsuperscript{78}Yadin, The Temple Scroll, vol.1, p393-397 and The Temple Scroll: the Hidden Law of the Dead Sea Sect, p224-228: he notes also in the latter the reference to the 'Book of the Alexandrian' which he suggests is Judah the Essene - p97-100.

\textsuperscript{79}Following Qimron's pronunciation - p20.


\textsuperscript{81}Allegro (ed.), DJD V, p67-74.
found in the references to: 'the well' - 316, 634.9, 1934; 'the Interpreter of the Law' - CD 67, 718, 4QFl.11, 4QCedra 3 fgs.10-115; 'the torah' - see the following subsection. Unsurprisingly, the majority of these occur in the Damascus Document, which as a document for the use of those sectarians living away from Qumran would naturally refer the reader to other important works of the sect.

Finally Yadin concluded his examination of the Temple Scroll by stating that the latter held canonical status at Qumran, because the tetragrammaton was written in the Hebrew square script, a practice found in all 'canonical' books at Qumran.82 Wacholder takes this a step further and argues from the presence in the Temple Scroll of material not found in the Pentateuch that the author was 'presenting a new and superior torah that reveals what was still unrecorded in the Mosaic books'.83 He points to Jubilees where two tablets were given to Moses: the first at Sinai on the 15th of the 3rd month (Jubilees 617-22), the second at Sinai on the 16th of the 3rd month (Jubilees 1); the first was revealed to Israel by Moses, whilst the second, which was kept hidden for when Israel fell into sin - CD.51-6, was revealed to the sect as the true Israel by the Teacher of Righteousness = the Interpreter of the Law = Zadok = the second lawgiver; thus while the first torah was ephemeral, the second was eternal. Wacholder's hypothesis is provoking; however I am not convinced that the Temple Scroll as the second torah replaced the Mosaic Law, nor am I convinced by his interpretation of CD 51-6.
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So what can we conclude about the Temple Scroll? Although it may not be necessary to go back as far as the fourth century, it seems to me that many of the sources do predate the Qumran community and probably the second century B.C. and were known in certain circles such as that to which the author of Jubilees belonged. These sources were probably written by Levitical priests but were not welded together to form the Temple Scroll until the early years of the Qumran sect, when these Levites, finding themselves usurped by the Hasmoneans, accompanied the Zadokite priests into exile. At this point, and through subsequent copying of the Scroll, the Qumran influence slowly became detectable within the text. The section on ‘the Statutes for the King’ was probably one of the last elements to have been added during John Hyrcanus’ or Alexander Jannaeus’ time, and may even have been revised during the reign of Herod the Great. Thus the Temple Scroll was an ever evolving document, whose origins predate the second century and Jubilees, but whose redaction was still continuing with every copy of the text. It does seem that this document was given certain canonical status, not least because it was compiled by the Interpreter of the Law, the Teacher of Righteousness, the founder of the sect. Finally, it would seem somewhat strange if the sect did not have its own sectarian torah, for if they truly followed a solar calendar the Mosaic torah would been have inaccurate for them on numerous important points.

---

84 Even Yadin acknowledged that ‘it is entirely possible that certain sections of the scroll were composed previously (to the J.Hyrcanus date) and that some of the traditions embedded in it originated in an earlier period.” - Yadin, The Temple Scroll, vol.1, p390.

85 The association of documents with a levitical bias in Cave 11 does seem curious but perhaps it was no more than a ‘library’ of priestly texts which were restricted from general access. I find it hard to believe that there could have been a rival sectarian group living in such close proximity to Qumran.
The Damascus Document and the Law.

We have already dismissed suggestions that the Temple Scroll is directly mentioned in such references as 'the Book of Hagi' or 'the sealed book of the Law', as unproven or simply not the case. Thus we must now restrict ourselves to a study of the occurrence of such terms as twrh, mswt, hwq, and the like, to deduce whether these refer to the Mosaic Torah, the Temple Scroll, or to the Laws of IX-XVI.

The word 'torah' cannot refer to the Laws of IX-XVI, so that for each text we are left with a simple choice between the Mosaic torah and the Temple Scroll. However is twrh ever used as a reference to the Mosaic Law in the Damascus Document? The first impression is that it must be because the phrase twrh mwsh occurs five times in the Damascus Document, plus twice in the Manual of Discipline. Yet consider the following texts:

On joining the Community.... he shall undertake by a binding oath to return with all his heart and soul to every commandment of the Law of Moses in accordance with all that has been revealed of it to the sons of Zadok (1QS.5:8-9.)

And likewise is the ruling ... with regard to everyone who repents of his corrupt way, on the day that he speaks to the mebaqer of the rabbim, they shall enrol him with the oath of the covenant which Moses made with Israel, the covenant to return to the Law of Moses with a whole heart and soul, in accordance to that which was found to be the practice for the whole period of wickedness (CD 15:7-10.)

Therefore a man shall impose upon himself an oath to return to the Law of Moses, for in it everything can be learnt. (CD.16:1-2.)

With regards to the form 'hmms' in CD.15:10, Schiffman states that 'the verb 'mms' serves as a technical term for the sectarian process of deriving law by the method of biblical exegesis' - The Halakhah at Qumran, p35.
Now if the Pentateuch is meant by the 'Law of Moses' then CD.16\(^1-2\) implicitly excludes the Temple Scroll as a source of learning. Yet the imagery of the well as the torah - 3\(^{16}\), 6\(^{3,4,9}\), 19\(^{24}\) - which the founders of the sect 'dug' under the leadership of the Interpreter of the Law - 6\(^7\), 7\(^{18}\) - cannot be ignored, for here we must have an implicit reference to the Temple Scroll. This bring us back to 16\(^1-2\) or more importantly the parallel passages of CD.15\(^7-10\) and 1QS.5\(^8-9\), both of which tell how a new member of the sect has to take an oath to return to the Law of Moses as revealed to the sect, namely, the Temple Scroll. Thus when a scroll refers to 'the Law of Moses' - CD.15\(^2,9,12\), 16\(^2,5\) and 1QS.5\(^8\), 8\(^{22}\) - it would seem to be referring exclusively to the Temple Scroll.

Allusions to the Temple Scroll in the Damascus Document are in fact quite numerous: in the form ktwrh in CD.5\(^7\) which must refer to 11QT.66\(^14-17\); in the phrase kprwš htwrh in 4\(^8\), 6\(^14\), and 13\(^6\) (the latter perhaps referring to 11QT.52\(^9-12\)); in the phrase mdřš htwrh in CD.20\(^6\) and 1QS.8\(^{15}\).

... they shall separate from the habitation of ungodly men and shall go into the wilderness to prepare the way of Him,\(^{14}\) as it is written, "Prepare in the wilderness the way of [.....] make straight in the desert a path for our God" (Is. 50\(^3\))\(^{15}\). This (path) is the midrash of the Law which he commanded by the hand of Moses, that they might do according to all that has been revealed from age to age, ....

In 1QS.5\(^1\) we have a heading which reads: 'This is the rule for the men of the Community...'; yet in 4QS. we read instead: 'A midrash for the Maskil according to the men of the torah who freely pledge themselves...'.\(^{47}\) The phrase 'men of

\(^{87}\) Schiffman notes that 'midrash' here would seem to be a synonym for 'serēḵ' - The Halakhah at Qumran, p58; thus my suggestion that the phrase 'ksrk htwrh' in CD.7\(^5\) = 19\(^{9}\) might refer to 11QT does not seem unjustified.
the torah' can be compared to 'the observers of the torah' - 1QpHab.7, 10, 12, who are from 'the house of the torah' - CD.20, and up against those that reject the torah - 1QpHab.11, 5, 40, f.132; CD.3, cf.7=19, 8=19, 20-9. The use of the root gh 'to reveal', is regularly associated with 'torah'; and often seems to refer to the Temple Scroll: 1QS.5, 8, 11, 15, 16, 9; CD 3, 13, 15.

Thus there is hardly one instance in the Damascus Document where the word 'torah' refers to the Mosaic Pentateuch. A further important point emerges, namely that in the poetical sections any references to the 'torah' - 3-17 and 6-14 - are direct and straightforward, yet in the secondary and midrashic sections we counter dissent, opposition and disobedience to this 'torah': 3-15-16, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11-12, 20-13. Finally in the Laws of IX-XVI we have already noticed that the word 'torah' does not appear once in the section 10-12, which seems to suggest that those whom lived in 'Towns' were not subject to the sectarian law.

The word maswt usually appears in the phrase maswt '1 in the Damascus Document where it always refers to the Mosaic Pentateuch: 218, 3, 6, 12, 521, 8=19, 19, and 97. The other occurrences of maswt also refer to the pentateuchal laws: CD 2, 3, 7 (which refers to Lev.1917-18 whilst the second half of the commandment alludes to CD 93-9), 19, 10, and 1QS.8 the latter

---

88 Admittedly the sect could be arguing that they were the only ones who are correctly adhering to the Mosaic law, yet surely those outside the sect could not be said to be rejecting the law if this were the Mosaic law.

89 The first three of these references appear in a historical setting prior to Moses; yet this would not have created a problem for the author(s), especially as the law was considered to be eternal.
two having ḫmswh. However, the exception to prove the rule is the quotation from Deut.7 in 192, where the original Mosaic covenant and commandment are re-interpreted as applying to the sectarian covenant and law - cf.1QSb.1, 1QH.1613,17. Outside of the Damascus Document, the use of ḫmswh is relatively limited; this is only to be expected, because the sect used the Temple Scroll as its 'torah', and because in the Damascus Document, which was used outside of Qumran, the word occurs mainly in the poetical sections which are largely of historical content.

The word ḫhwg clearly does not refer to the Pentateuch in any way and must therefore refer to the sectarian laws, but which ones? I believe that ḫhwg is a general term to denote all sectarian law, viz. CD.IX-XVI, 1QS, (and 11QT?). Two texts suggest this. Firstly CD 411-12, which states quite clearly that at the end of the current period of wickedness no more individuals will be able to join the sect: 'the precept (=the teachings of the sect) will be far removed'. Secondly CD 195-6 where the words ḫmswh wbḫqym, are an all-embracing pair covering the Mosaic Pentateuch (ḥmswh) and the sectarian law and rules (ḥqym). These ḫqym were also the 'laws' a new member took on entering the covenant, and thus ḫqym is often associated with the covenant of the sect: CD 120, 512, 1914, 2011,29; 1QS.17, 511,20,22; 1QSa.15. A similar sectarian meaning is usually found with the word ḫmṣpt. In the singular ḫmṣpt usually refers to a specific sectarian law - CD.59, 72,3, 81,16,18, etc., yet in the plural it refers to more general bodies of law whose identity can only be determined from the context - 77 and 2027,30,31 - but which may not necessarily be sectarian - for instance the phrase ḫmṣpt ṣdqw in 2030 which is a general term for God's laws. Finally,

90The form has an almost participle sense, and that is how Vermes, p73, renders 1QS.817 - 'all that is commanded'.
the word *srk* usually refers to specific bodies of sectarian halakhah: CD 78
(which I suggested referred to the Temple Scroll), 101, 1219 (referring back to
1018-1218), 1222, 137, 143.12, cf. 1QS, 1QSa and 1QM. The exception is in 76 =
192 which seems to be a reference to the civil law of the land, yet perhaps the
above counts against this?

The most significant conclusion from this study of 'law' in the Damascus
Document, is quite simply that:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tôrâ</th>
<th>miswôt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- nearly always refers to the Temple Scroll.</td>
<td>- nearly always refers to the Pentateuch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, ḫwq, srk and mspt refer to sectarian halakhah with the occasional
exception of the plural use of the latter.

3.1.4. Covenant

Our study of 'covenant' will largely follow Collins' analysis in his article,
*The Berith-Notion in the Damascus Document and its comparison in the New
Testament*[^1]. We should however bear in mind that his article was written
before 1977 and so fails to take into account the possible influence of the
Temple Scroll. In this respect, the conclusions from the previous section on
'law' shall be used.

In the Damascus Document we have to distinguish between three
covenants: the Patriarchal covenant, the Mosaic covenant, and the Damascus
covenant.

1. The Patriarchal covenant is referred to by the phrases bryt r'snym in 14 and 62, bryt (h) 'bwt in 818=1931, and bryt 'brhm in 1211; in addition it is also referred to in 314. It is the euteronomic tradition that furnishes the greatest scriptural basis for the notion of the Patriarchal covenant found in the Damascus Document in the use of Deut.78-9 and 95 in CD.191-2 and 814-15=1927-28; in both cases these texts are also seen as applying to the current members of the sectarian covenant. Collins also notes that 'the majority of non-pentateuchal themes in the CD's conception of the Patriarchal covenant can be found in the Book of Jubilees': e.g.Jub.1221 in CD.323 and Jub.2411 in CD.322.

2. The Mosaic covenant: here the conclusions from our study of the 'law' will lead us to markedly different conclusions from those of Collins. For we noted that when the Damascus Document referred to the 'torah' it usually meant the sectarian torah (11QT), and thus this was an indirect reference to the sectarian covenant rather than the Mosaic one. However, when the Damascus Document referred to the 'commandments' it usually meant the laws of the Pentateuch, and thus from our current point of view, the Mosaic covenant: 218, 21, 326,8,12, 521, 72, 819=1932, 97 and

---

There is though an almost total lack of any direct reference to the Mosaic covenant, 3\textsuperscript{10-11} and 15\textsuperscript{8} being the only two,\textsuperscript{94} but rather the covenant is seen as extending from the time of the patriarchs and is consequently referred to as such, 1\textsuperscript{4}, 6\textsuperscript{2} – both places where one might expect a reference to the Mosaic covenant.

3. The sectarian covenant was referred to in a number of ways: as the ‘bryt ‘1’ – 5\textsuperscript{12}, 7\textsuperscript{5}, 14\textsuperscript{2}, 20\textsuperscript{17}; or as ‘brytw’ – 1\textsuperscript{17}, 3\textsuperscript{13}, 8\textsuperscript{1}=19\textsuperscript{14}; or simply as ‘(h)bryt’ – 1\textsuperscript{18}, 2\textsuperscript{2}, 4\textsuperscript{9}, 6\textsuperscript{11}, 9\textsuperscript{3}, 10\textsuperscript{6}, 15\textsuperscript{2},\textsuperscript{3,5,6,9}, 16\textsuperscript{1,12}, 19\textsuperscript{1,13}, 20\textsuperscript{15,20}. In addition it is once referred to in 19\textsuperscript{16} as ‘bryt tšwbh’, once in 20\textsuperscript{12} as bbryt {n}\raisebox{0.5ex}{mnh}, and, of course, three times in the well-known phrase ‘b/hbryt ḫḥḏš bʾrš dmśq’ – 6\textsuperscript{19}, 8\textsuperscript{21}=19\textsuperscript{33}, 20\textsuperscript{12} – which is how most scholars think of the sectarian covenant.

Thus, taking into account the location of the references, we find that the author of the poetry of the Damascus Document, plus the body responsible for the “Camp” rules, saw the covenant as originating with the patriarchs, to which the Israelites swore their allegiance through Moses at Sinai – 15\textsuperscript{8-9}. Yet successive members of this covenant had sinned and turned from it – 3\textsuperscript{10-11}

\textsuperscript{93}The first three of these stem from the period before the Mosaic torah, yet to a certain degree (and particularly in the eyes of the writer) the Patriarchs were judged in the light of the later Mosaic laws. Alternatively these first three references can simply be seen as references to the Patriarchal covenant.

\textsuperscript{94}The reference to ‘the covenant for all Israel’ in 3\textsuperscript{13}, 15\textsuperscript{5} and 16\textsuperscript{1} must be to the sectarian covenant, since the sect regarded themselves as the true Israel and were ready to welcome anyone into this covenant.
and so God had re-established His covenant with the remnant who had remained faithful - 1\textsuperscript{4}, 3\textsuperscript{12}, 6\textsuperscript{2}. Since the sect now regarded themselves as the sole representatives of this remnant, the covenant had in effect been re-established for them - 7\textsuperscript{5}=19\textsuperscript{1}, 19\textsuperscript{1}-2, 20\textsuperscript{17}. Thus all new members entered this 'renewed' covenant - 2\textsuperscript{2}, 6\textsuperscript{11}, 9\textsuperscript{3} \textit{et al} cf.1QS.1\textsuperscript{16}-2\textsuperscript{18} - with those that subsequently transgressed it being cursed - 1\textsuperscript{17}-18, 5\textsuperscript{11}-15, 8\textsuperscript{1}-2=19\textsuperscript{13}-14, 20\textsuperscript{10,13,25}. Therefore the poet and those behind the "Camp" rules spoke of the covenant exclusively in terms of 'the covenant of God' which had been re-affirmed with the sect; there was no suggestion that it was a 'new covenant' nor that it was connected with 'Damascus'.

So from where, and for what reason, did the later concept of 'the new covenant in the land of Damascus' originate? We have already noted that the secondary phrase '[hbr\textsuperscript{y}t] h\ddash\textsuperscript{h}' also occurs in 1QpHab.2\textsuperscript{3}, and in addition, the concept of 'renewing the covenant' can be found in: 1QSb.3\textsuperscript{26}, 5\textsuperscript{21} and 1Q34\textsuperscript{bis}.3\textsuperscript{5}-7. The definite form of the phrase 'hbr\textsuperscript{y}t h\ddash\textsuperscript{h}' suggests a definite covenant was meant and the most obvious allusion would seem to be to Jeremiah 31\textsuperscript{31}. Yet Collins does not believe this to be the case largely because there is no suggestion that Jeremiah 31\textsuperscript{31} had been fulfilled. For him, 'the notion expressed by the root \ddash\textsuperscript{h} is essentially eschatological, and .. the new covenant is always linked to the community which appears to be living in (realized) eschatological times.' Consequently 'its newness lies ... in its eschatological character' and the significance of the article lies in the fact that it is the 'new covenant which was awaited for at the end of days'.\footnote{Collins, ETL, 39, p580.} I would tend to agree with this analysis and contend that the phrase 'the new
covenant' was introduced in the period of the 'latter days', namely after 70 B.C.; it was therefore a new covenant for a new age. This would certainly concur with the secondary additions in 6\textsuperscript{19} and 20\textsuperscript{12}, and with the occurrence of the phrase in 1QpHab.2\textsuperscript{3}, although it would mean that the presence of the phrase in 821=1934 would have to be taken as secondary which is not altogether easy to envisage. Yet I also believe that to a certain extent the occurrence of the concept of the 'new covenant' must have implicitly implied a reference to, and thus a fulfilment of, the Jeremian prophecy. For we know that the sectarians saw themselves as both 'the House of Israel' and 'the House of Judah' for whom the new covenant was to be according to Jeremiah 31\textsuperscript{31}, whilst the words in Jeremiah 31\textsuperscript{33} referring to God's action of 'putting the law within them, placing it on their hearts', would have been taken as further evidence that the sectarian torah (11QT) was to have been revealed to them.

**Conclusion.**

We can conclude from our study of the theology of Qumran that the composite nature of the Damascus Document reveals some development on certain theological points. Most notably my analysis of the concept of Messiah accords, and in fact clarifies, Starcky's theory of Messianic development, and in addition, the stress on obedience to the sectarian torah and the concept of 'the new covenant' both belong to the secondary levels of the Damascus Document. In contrast the attitude to the temple remained largely consistent throughout the history of the sect, so that from the historical point of view it is the reason for the initial adoption of the concept of 'the spiritual temple' that must be considered. Thus finally we shall take a brief overall look at the
history of the sect, incorporating in our scheme the results of our analysis of the composite nature of the text of the Damascus Document and the conclusions of our study of the theology of Qumran.

3.2. Corollaries regarding the History of Qumran.

The task of the historian of the Scrolls and the sect which lay behind them has been made that much more difficult by the fact that almost all the historical references in the Dead Sea Scrolls to various figures and events are cryptic in nature. Yet when confronted with such a problem one should always work from the known to the unknown and thus we shall begin by comparing the archaeological evidence of Qumran with the known historical data.

3.2.1. The External Evidence of the Scrolls: Archaeology and the Historical record.

The archaeological evidence was, of course, presented by De Vaux in his book, *Archaeology and the Dead Sea Scrolls*. Yet the evidence is not as clear cut as many would like to believe. The earliest occupation of the site of Khirbet Qumran dates back to the eight century from the pottery evidence, and can probably be equated with either Secacah or the City of Salt of Joshua 15:61-62. Our sect began using the site sometime in the second century, but this earliest period of sectarian occupation (Period Ia) is difficult to date because of the lack of pottery sherds which are in any case very similar to Period Ib, and because of the absence of any numismatic evidence. Thus De Vaux states that 'for this reason the chronology can be established only.
approximately by its relation to the better documented period which follows.\textsuperscript{96} In Period Ib the numismatic evidence is by contrast very good: Seleucid coins date to the reigns of Antiochus III, IV, and VII, whilst Palestinian currency, which first appeared towards the end of John Hyrcanus' reign, is present from every High Priest from then until Antigonus (40-37 B.C.), though with by far the largest number of coins (143 of them) coming from Alexander Jannaeus' reign. Since the Seleucid coins could have survived from Period Ia, De Vaux believes that Period Ib cannot have begun until the reign of John Hyrcanus, and thus Period Ia begun under one of his predecessors.

However Rogerson seems to have interpreted the numismatic evidence differently, for he writes that 'Qumran was certainly occupied for a brief period sometime between 160 and 134 B.C.. It was then abandoned and resettled during the reign of John Hyrcanus (134-104 B.C.).\textsuperscript{97} This suggestion has lead me to re-examine the evidence and it seems likely that the small amount of numismatic evidence from the reigns of Antiochus III (223-187 B.C.) and IV (175-163 B.C.) can be best explained by refugees who used the caves to escape the Seleucid menace, firstly in 198 B.C. when Jerusalem was initially forced to recognize Syria, and secondly during the Maccabean Wars 167-164 B.C..\textsuperscript{98} The site was then first occupied by the sectarians during the reign of Antiochus VII (139-128), but not for long thereafter.\textsuperscript{99} The fact that there are no coins from the reigns of Antiochus VIII (125-96 B.C.) or his rival Antiochus IX

\textsuperscript{96}De Vaux, p5.


\textsuperscript{98}There are only six bronzes from the combined reigns of Antiochus III, IV, and VII - De Vaux, p19 including n1.

\textsuperscript{99}There are 6 silver coins plus a few others from the reign of Antiochus VII, must possibly one coin from Demetrius II (147-139 and 128-125), plus those bronzes mentioned in the previous footnote - De Vaux, p18-19.
(116–95 B.C.) does seem to confirm Rogerson’s assertion. The transition from Period Ia to Period Ib is marked by a substantial expansion of the site of Khirbet Qumran, due it seems to a large influx of members, whilst the precise end of Period Ib remains uncertain. There was both a fire and an earthquake one of which led to the desertion of the site. The latter we know from Josephus, dates to 31 B.C. and De Vaux believes that the fire coincided with it since ‘this solution is the simplest and there is no positive argument to contradict it.’ However other scholars such as Charlesworth believe Khirbet Qumran was abandoned due to the Nabatean invasion of 40 B.C. or shortly thereafter, because Ein Feshkhah, En-Gedi, Ein el-Ghuweir, all of which may have been sectarian sites, plus Qumran itself, were all destroyed between 40–37 B.C. The site was then left deserted until 4–1 B.C. when the second major period of occupation began, viz. Period II.

There are a few coins from Herod the Great’s reign belonging to the end of his reign, and after this the numismatic and pottery evidence is plentiful. The end of Period II occurred in the June of 68 A.D., for there are 83 coins from the second year of the revolt (67/68 A.D.), five from the third (68/69 A.D.), but...
none from the fourth although they are commonly found elsewhere; in addition, Vespasian is known to have destroyed Jericho and then gone on to the Dead Sea 'to see if men floated'. The Romans left a small military attachment at Qumran from 68-73 A.D., i.e. until Masada fell in 74 A.D.. Finally the abandoned site was used as a base or refuge for the Jewish insurgents during the Second Jewish revolt of 132-135 A.D..

I shall now turn to consider the external historical evidence and begin by merely outlining in tabular form the major figures and events of the age.

Palestine under the Seleucids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGH PRIESTS</th>
<th>SELEUCID RULERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onias III (198-174)</td>
<td>Antiochus IV (175-163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- end of Zadokite line.</td>
<td>- murdered in Antioch: 170 B.C..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason (174-171)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menelaus (171-161)</td>
<td>Antiochus V (163-162)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the Maccabean Wars: 167-164 B.C..</td>
<td>Demetrius I (162/1-150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcimus (161-159)</td>
<td>- Judas Maccabbee killed in battle: 160 B.C..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- died of illness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Interregnum' (159-152/0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Maccabee (152/0-143)</td>
<td>Alexander Balas (152-145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- period of peace during power struggle.</td>
<td>Demetrius II (147-139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Josephus attests 3 sects: Ant.13,5,9.</td>
<td>Antiochus VI (145-142)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Jonathan killed by Trypho.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Maccabee (142-134)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 142 taxes removed; first year of independence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Simon and two of his sons murdered in Jericho.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

105 Josephus, The Jewish Wars, 4.8.4.
John Hyrcanus (134-104) - pro-Pharisee.
- under Seleucid power 133-128.
- miniature golden age due to power struggle.
- Hyrcanus joins Sadducees: Ant. 13,10,5-6.

Aristobolus I (104-103)
- died of illness.

Alexander Jannaeus (103-76) - pro-Sadducee.
- civil war (94-88):
  - at the end in 88 B.C. -
  - 800 Pharisees crucified
  - 8000 Pharisees fled.
- Aretas II (Nabt.) defeats Jannaeus.
- Jannaeus dies through drinking.

Salome (76-67) - wife of Jannaeus.
- backed the Pharisees.
- son, Hyrcanus II, high-priest.
- son, Aristobolus II, military leader.

Aristobolus II (67-63) - pro-Sadducee.
- Antipater + Hyrcanus II + Aretas III defeated Aristobolus II.
- Scaurus, sent by Rome, restored Aristobolus II.

Palestine under Romans.

Hyrcanus II (63-40)
- power with Antipater: 63-43 B.C.
- three rebellions in 57-55 B.C.

Herod the Great (37-4 B.C.) made king by Anthony.
- captured Jerusalem and beheaded Antigonus.
- Aristobolus III last of the Hasmoneans drowned: 36 B.C.

Archelaus (4 B.C. - 6 A.D.)

If we now combine this historical data with the archaeological evidence then the following conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, if the Teacher as High Priest had been usurped by Jonathan (which we agreed was possible), then we would expect the settlement of Qumran to show evidence of occupation from 150 B.C. That it does not is either because we have simply not been fortunate
enough to find any numismatic evidence for the years 150–140 B.C., or because the Teacher and his followers waited until Jonathan had been succeeded and only in 140 B.C., when the Hasmoneans were declared High Priests, did the Teacher's opposition force him to flee to Qumran; the latter is the view I would favour. Then, if we follow Rogerson's suggestion, the Teacher and his followers returned from their brief exile at Qumran in the early part of John Hyrcanus' reign, (though probably not until 128 B.C. when the latter had regained Judah's independence,) again hoping to win back the High Priesthood. Yet when the suggestion to relinquish the High Priesthood was put to John Hyrcanus the result was disastrous; John Hyrcanus switched his allegiance to the Sadducees, while both the Pharisees and the Teacher and his followers were persecuted resulting in the latter retreating again to Qumran. From then on the opposition between the Hasmonean High Priesthood, and the Pharisees and the Qumran sectarians was intense. Under Alexander Jannaeus civil war broke out in 94 B.C. when he was pelted with citrous fruits at the Festival of Sukkoth. The uprising was probably engineered by the Pharisees and certainly Jannaeus considered that this was the case from the subsequent crucifixion of 800 of them in 88 B.C. In addition some 8000 men, many of them Pharisees, were forced to flee Judaea, and many scholars consider this event to be the source of the sudden influx and corresponding expansion of the Qumran site at the beginning of Period 1b. Finally we have already explored the possible connection between the sect and Herod, and it seems significant that the site of Khirbet Qumran lay abandoned during the whole of his reign. Although the

---

106 It seems very apparent that different Seleucid families backed different groups within Palestine; thus the Hasmoneans were backed by Alexander Balas and his son Antiochus VI, whilst their opponents (such as the Teacher) were backed by Demetrius I and his son Demetrius II - his other son, Antiochus VII backed the Hasmoneans.

107 So Murphy-O'Connor, RB, 81, p241; BA, 40, p123; Charlesworth, RQ, 10, p223-4.
sect were forced to leave their place of exile in 40-37 (or 31) B.C., their favourable relationship with Herod meant they only returned after his death in 4 B.C.

Thus we can summarize the sectarian occupation of Khirbet Qumran as follows:

Period Ia: 140-128 B.C. + c.115-94 B.C.
Period Ib: 94/88 B.C. - 39 or 31 B.C.
Period II: 1-4 B.C. - 68 A.D.

These conclusions both agree with our dating of the various literary strands within the Damascus Document, and square with our analysis of the theology of Qumran.

3.2.2. The Internal Evidence of the Scrolls: The Identity of the Wicked Priest.

Having considered the external evidence I shall now turn to consider the internal historical evidence of the scrolls themselves. There are a number of historical allusions within the scrolls that would seem to support the conclusions that I have already arrived at, such as the conflict between 'the furious young lion' (=Alexander Jannaeus) and 'the seekers of smooth things' (=the Pharisees) that is outlined in 4QpNahum. However our study will be

---

108 The impreciseness of the palaeographical data does not facilitate the accurate dating of individual scrolls, and the problem is further compounded when it is recognized 'that the major documents, especially 1QS and Dam.Doc., have obtained their present form through an evolutionary process that mirrors somewhat the historical stages of the Qumran Essenes' - Charlesworth, RJ, 10, p233. Thus, for the main sectarian works, all of which are probably composite, it is only possible to give a terminus ad quem for the final form of a document using the palaeographic evidence, although for the pesharim and other autograph works the palaeographic evidence is more valuable. However, it can be used to dismiss those scholars who either wish to give a Maccabean date to the Scrolls - Rowley, The Zadokite Fragments and the Dead Sea Scrolls, p62f and Rabinowitz, 'Sequence and Dates of the Extra-biblical Dead Sea Scroll Texts and "Damascus" Fragments', VT, 3 (1953), p175-185, or conversely a Herodian or even Christian one - Thiering, Redating the Teacher of Righteousness, plus the works of Allegro, Teicher and the like who see early christian influence at every turn.
restricted to identifying (and thus dating) the historical figures mentioned in
the scrolls, namely the Teacher of Righteousness, the Man of Lies, and in
particular the Wicked Priest.

In recent years the majority of scholars seem to have come to the
conclusion that the Wicked Priest is Jonathan Maccabee. The latter became
High Priest in 152/0 B.C. when Alexander Balas granted him the office in return
for his support, and consequently ousted the Teacher of Righteousness who
was the legitimate Zadokite High Priest. Both 4QpPss\textsuperscript{a} 4\textsuperscript{a}-10 and 1QpHab.\textsuperscript{9}10-12
suggest that the Wicked Priest died at the hands of a foreigner, and the only
candidate that fits this role is Jonathan who was killed by Trypho, and this in
turn constitutes the major obstacle in identifying the other main candidate,
Simon Maccabee, as the Wicked Priest. Thus if the Wicked Priest is to be
identified with a single person, Jonathan Maccabee seems to best fit the
evidence.

Yet since Jonathan was only the first of the illegitimate High Priests of the
Hasmonean line, then surely they were all in a sense 'Wicked Priests'? This
argument, that the title 'Wicked Priest' refers to more than one individual, has
been forwarded by both Brownlee and Van der Woude in recent years.\textsuperscript{110} Two
factors seem to support such an analysis. Firstly, there seems to be more than
one account of his death; in 4QpPss\textsuperscript{a} 4\textsuperscript{a}-10 and 1QpHab.\textsuperscript{9}10-12 the Wicked
Priest dies at the hand of foreigners, yet the obvious reading of 1QpHab.\textsuperscript{9}1-2

\textsuperscript{109}Vermes, Milik, Jeremias, Stegemann, Murphy-O'Connor, Knibb, VanderKam, Hengel.

\textsuperscript{110}Brownlee, 'The Wicked Priest, The Man of Lies, and The Righteous Teacher - The Problem of
Identity', JQR, 73 (1982-83), p1-37; Van der Woude, JJS, 33, p349-359. Most recently Davies has
also stated that the Wicked Priest 'is very possibly an amalgam of several figures, none of whom,
moreover, may have dealt directly with the "Teacher" (nor maybe even his community), but who
would have been the targets of the community's polemic' - Behind the Essenes, p28, cf. too
Knibb, p238-246.
suggests that he died of some unpleasant disease, whilst in 1QpHab.11\textsuperscript{14-15} some further kind of painful death is suggested. Secondly, in 1QpHab. the past tense is used throughout except towards the end of the document in 1QpHab.10\textsuperscript{3-5}, 11\textsuperscript{14-15} and 12\textsuperscript{2f}, and scholars have posited that the author used the future tense of events which occurred after the death of the Teacher as though he had foretold them.\textsuperscript{111}

So how are we to identify these ‘Wicked Priests’? Van der Woude states that ‘if the expression, “Wicked Priest”, does not apply to one character but several, the author of the Commentary could only hope to make himself understood by introducing them in a comprehensible order’.\textsuperscript{112} Furthermore, the ‘Teacher of Righteousness appears only in conjunction with the third, fourth and fifth (Wicked) Priest, not with the first and second, and not with the last’.\textsuperscript{113} Thus we can begin by identifying the figure of 1QpHab.9\textsuperscript{9-10} as Jonathan since he alone died in the hands of foreigners.\textsuperscript{114} The Priest prior to him (1QpHab.8\textsuperscript{16-92}) seems to have died of some unpleasant disease, a fate which befell both Alcimus and Aristobolus I, and as Alcimus was the High Priest prior to Jonathan this would seem to refer to him.\textsuperscript{115} Between the two we have a reference to ‘the last priests of Jerusalem, who shall amass money and wealth ..., but in the latter days .. shall be delivered into the hands of the army of the Kittim’ – 1QpHab.9\textsuperscript{4-7}. The crimes are at this stage in the future, and thus the phrase must refer to the Hasmonean High Priesthood, which

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{111}Brownlee, BASOR, 126, p16; Carmignac, RSR, 2, p160-163; J.van der Ploeg, ‘L’usage..’, in Les Manuscrits de la Mer Morte, 1957, p25-35.
\item \textsuperscript{112}Van der Woude, JJS, 33, p353.
\item \textsuperscript{113}Van der Woude, JJS, 33, p353.
\item \textsuperscript{114}Van der Woude, JJS, 33, p356; I basically follow his identifications over against Brownlee’s.
\item \textsuperscript{115}So Van der Woude, JSS, 33, p355; Brownlee favours Aristobolus I – JQR, 73, p4.
\end{itemize}
began with Jonathan (1QpHab.9) and ended effectively with the coming of the Romans (=the Kittim). The 'Wicked Priest' identified as Jonathan is followed by 'the Spouter of Lies' in 1QpHab.10; the latter is said to have 'built his city of vanity with blood' which can be compared to 4QTestimonia 22-23.116

_Cursed is the man who rebuilds this city! May he lay his foundation on his first-born and set its gate upon his youngest son._ (Josh.6)

_Behold an accursed man, a man of Satan, has risen to become a fowler's net to his people ... And [his brother] arose both being instruments of violence. They have rebuilt [Jerusalem, and have set up] a wall and towers to make of it a stronghold of ungodliness. They have committed an abomination in the land and a great blasphemy among the children of Israel... They have shed blood like water upon the ramparts of the daughter of Zion...

Cross has correctly identified the 'accursed man' as Simon Maccabee who lost his two sons and his own life when Ptolemy, the governor of Jericho and Simon's brother-in-law, laid on a banquet for them and then murdered them afterwards;119 in both 1QpHab.16-10 and 4QTestimonia, Jonathan is also credited with this rebuilding programme.120 The next Wicked Priest in 1QpH.11 must then refer to John Hyrcanus who pursued the Teacher of Righteousness into his house of exile, and this would be perfectly understandable if the sect (or what became the sect) were behind the

116Following Vermes' translation, p296. Compare the prophecy relating to John Hyrcanus and his two sons in Josephus - Antiquities, 13,10,7 and 13,12.1.

117The text may read sons here not brother, in line with the Joshua quotation - see Dupont-Sommer, p316.

118Perhaps this should be restored as 'yr sw', 'the city of vanity' (cf.1QpHab.10), which would be of similar length to 'yrwšl(y)m'.

119Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran, p112-114; Cross equates 'the Man of Lies' with 'the Wicked Priest' and thus is able to identify the latter as Simon Maccabee.

120Under Jonathan: 1Mac.10-11,45, 12,36-39 = Antiquities, 13,2,1 and 3, 13,5,11; under Simon: 1Mac.13,48,52 = Antiquities, 13,6,4 and 7.
suggestion that John Hyrcanus should relinquish the High Priest aspect of his position. It seems there is no reference to Aristobolus I, whose reign was in any case short, because the next reference to the Wicked Priest must be to Alexander Jannaeus who died as a result of drink - 1QpHab.1113-15 and Josephus, Antiquities, 13,15,5.121 The change to the future tense here suggests that the Teacher had died before or during Alexander's reign, and we have already argued that the former position is probably the case.

There are though some problems with this theory. Firstly, we have left the first of the Wicked Priests unidentified (1QpH.8-13); theoretically he should be Menelaus, but why would he be 'called by the name of truth'? Perhaps it is a further reference to Alcimus whom the 'Hasidim' initially seemed to support.122 Van der Woude thinks it is a reference to Judas Maccabbee who may have usurped the functions of the High Priest temporarily;123 Josephus does credit him with the High Priesthood for four years124 and Judas does seem to have a hand in the cleansing of the Temple.125 Yet the Hasmonean line would then begin with Judas and so one would expect the reference to the 'last priests of Jerusalem' before this first reference to the 'Wicked Priest'. The second problem lies in the identity of the last, ?two, Wicked Priest(s) of 1QpH.122,8; are they Hyrcanus II and Aristobolus II, or is this a further reference to Alexander

---

121Alexander Jannaeus is also referred to in 4QpHos2 as 'the last priest' and in 4QpNahum.16-7 where he is 'the furious young lion'; in both he is opposed by 'the seekers of smooth things' = 'Ephraim', namely the Pharisees.

1221Mac.712, cf, Josephus, Antiquities, 12,10.2.

123Van der Woude, JJS, 33, p354.

124Josephus, Antiquities, 12,11,2, cf.13,2,2.

1251Mac.441f, cf.2Mac.1253 and Josephus, Antiquities, 12,7,7.
Jannaeus who is now referred to in the future? Finally, is there any reason why some of the ‘Wicked Priests’ are simply termed ‘the Priest’—1QpH.8, 9, 11; were Alcimus, Jonathan, and John Hyrcanus favoured in some way? And why is Simon Maccabee referred to as ‘the Spouter of Lies’ and not ‘the Wicked Priest’?

Thus to summarize the references to the Wicked Priests:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Judas Maccabee</td>
<td>1QpH.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcimus</td>
<td>1QpH.8, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Maccabee</td>
<td>1QpH.9, 16; 4QPs 4–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Maccabee</td>
<td>1QpH.10 as the ‘Spouter of Lies’. 4QTestimonia 23 as the ‘accursed man’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hyrcanus</td>
<td>1QpH.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Jannaeus</td>
<td>1QpH.11, 12 (?and 12.8.) 4QPs 16–7 as ‘the furious young lion’. 4QHos 2–3 as ‘the last priest’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Hyrcanus II</td>
<td>1QpH.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Aristobolus II</td>
<td>1QpH.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet there seems to me to be a further argument that can be adduced to favour the plurality of ‘Wicked Priests’ in 1QpHab. The Kittim have been firmly identified with the Romans because the military weapons and tactics used by the Kittim in the Scrolls correspond to the art of war practised by the Roman legions. In addition, the reference to the Kittim worshipping their standards (1QpH.6–5) and to Jerusalem not falling to a foreigner from the time of Antiochus (IV or VII) to the time of the Kittim in 4QpNah.1, must refer to the Romans, as it does in Daniel 11:30. Yet 1QM.1 also talks of ‘the Kittim of Assyria’, (even if they are meant to symbolize the Romans,) whilst in 1Mac.1

---

126 So Van der Woude who believes 1QpHab. was written during the last three years of his reign (79–76 B.C.) when he was already under the influence of drink—JJS, 33, p359.
and 8\textsuperscript{5} they are the Greeks.\textsuperscript{127} Thus Vermes states that 'from the second century B.C., Jewish writers .. used "Kittim" .. to denote the greatest world power of the day'.\textsuperscript{128} As we have seen the Qumran sectarians often equated the Kittim with the Romans, quite understandably, but is this the only identification they made? Daniel 2 and 7 both tell of the four world empires, namely the Babylonian, Medes, Persian, and Greek empires. Is it also possible to find a similar concept in 1QpHab.\textsuperscript{210} - 6\textsuperscript{127}?

The phrase ἐκ τῆς ἱππείας.. occurs four times in 2\textsuperscript{12}, 3\textsuperscript{4}, 3\textsuperscript{9} and 6\textsuperscript{1} and refers, I would suggest, to the four successive empires of the Babylonians, Persians, Greeks and Romans. The first reference in 2\textsuperscript{12-16} to the Kittim interprets Hab.\textsuperscript{16a}: 'For behold, I rouse the Chaldeans..', and goes on to note that they 'take possession of dwellings which are not their own' (Hab.1\textsuperscript{6b}), restored in 1QpHab.\textsuperscript{216f}, namely Jerusalem and Judaea in 587B.C. That the Kittim in 3\textsuperscript{4-6} refer to the Persians, can be seen from the following biblical passage of Hab.\textsuperscript{18-9a} used of the Greeks, for there we read: 'Their horses are swifter than leopards...', that is to say: the Greeks horses are quicker than leopards. Now in Daniel 7\textsuperscript{6} the Persians are represented by a four-headed winged leopard, so that the implication is that the Greeks horses defeated the swiftness of the Persians. These 'Kittim' of 3\textsuperscript{4-6} are also the only empire not to be accused of 'devouring nations' or the like, since they are the only ones of the four not to have conquered Israel as such. Of the 'Kittim' of 3\textsuperscript{9-43} we read: 'They come from afar, from the islands of the sea..' - 1QpHab3\textsuperscript{11}, and the most obvious interpretation of this would be as a reference to Greece with its

\textsuperscript{127}Originally, the word described the inhabitants of Kition, a Phoenician colony on Cyprus, but later it came to apply indiscriminately to those living in 'all islands and most maritime countries' (Antiquities, 1,128) - Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective, p148.

\textsuperscript{128}Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Qumran in Perspective, p148.
many islands. There are then two peshers which deal with the ‘commanders of the Kittim’ (1QpHab.4\textsuperscript{5,10}) and these seem to me to represent the Ptolemies and the Seleucids respectively;\textsuperscript{129} the latter also mentions ‘the House of Guilt’ (1QpHab.4\textsuperscript{11}) which would seem to refer to the pro-Seleucid Jerusalem hierarchy or the Tobiads. We then have two peshers in 1QpHab.4\textsuperscript{17- 5,12}, the first dealing with God’s ‘Elect’, namely the sectarians, the second with the House of Absalom (7), the Man of Lies (=Simon), the Teacher of Righteousness and the Law (=11QT). These references to the Teacher and the sect, naturally occur before the final references to the Kittim in 6\textsuperscript{1,10} who are there the Romans, who ‘sacrifice to their standards and worship their weapons of war’ - (1QpHab.6\textsuperscript{3-5}.)

Thus 1QpHab. can be seen to contain two chronological schemes. The first deals with the Kittim interpreted in terms of the four successive empires of the earth and how they in turn affected Israel, its people and its land. The second deals with the illegitimate Hasmonean High Priesthood, lasting seemingly from Judas Maccabee to Alexander Jannaeus (or Hyrcanus II). There is an introductory section which precedes both these accounts and credits this understanding of history to the Teacher of Righteousness - 1QpH.2\textsuperscript{1-10} and 7\textsuperscript{1-5}. This interpretation would further substantiate the fact that the sect were constantly opposed to the Hasmoneans, mainly because of their usurpation of the High Priesthood, but which in turn led to further conflict between the two on the ‘law’. How much further does this linguistic principle extend? It is possible that the cryptic reference to ‘the Man of Lie’ also refers to more than one figure, for in 1QpH.2\textsuperscript{1-2} and CD 1\textsuperscript{12-14}, the ‘Man of Lie’ is associated with

\textsuperscript{129}The phrase ‘mws\textsuperscript{y} htyl(\)'ym’ is also found in 4QpNah.1\textsuperscript{3} where it must refer to the Romans.
'a congregation of traitors', perhaps suggesting that he is responsible for creating a split within the sect. Does this phrase then, refer to both Simon Maccabee and the leader of an opposing group, perhaps the Pharisees, both of whom were responsible in their own way for advancing false teaching? Some scholars have even seen 'the Teacher of Righteousness' as an office rather than as a reference to an individual, though this is not a view I personally share.

So to conclude. My two corollary sections seem to me in general to substantiate the conclusions I put forward in the main body of this thesis regarding the composite nature of the Damascus Document. In both corollary sections, but in particular the latter, I have also, however, been led to conclude that the regnant views on many of the larger Qumran issues are not as strong as many scholars would like us to believe they are. I have therefore answered a few questions and raised many more. The field of Qumran studies is still wide open, and if I am thought to have stirred the pot helpfully and to have suggested some new avenues for discussion, I will be content. The avenue on which I have concentrated and which has made up the backbone of this study is the reconstruction of the poetry of the Damascus Document. But there are many others just waiting to be explored.
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